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1. Abstract 
 
This submission relates to key elements of the maritime history of the Deptford 

riverside area, or littoral, of south east London across the period 1700-1850. 

Whilst many famous historical characters – including Sir Francis Drake, Samuel 

Pepys, Admiral John Benbow, Peter the Great, Grinling Gibbons, Captain Kidd, 

and Captain Cook – have provided all too ready and easy proxies for the area’s 

maritime past, this has generally served to obscure far deeper, more complex 

and multi-faceted histories.1 That rich and often hidden maritime history is 

primarily explained and explored through a detailed overarching contextual and 

integrative guiding commentary around the four published papers submitted 

here in partial fulfilment for the award of Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) by 

Publication in the Department of History, University of Portsmouth. These papers 

all investigate core elements of Deptford’s maritime and related cultural history 

through a variety of connected lenses, including the ways in which the area’s 

littoral acted – physically, economically and culturally – as a liminal space, where 

the maritime met and interacted with the non-maritime. Centring on 

shipbuilding, the Greenland Dock and the Arctic whaling trade, the papers are 

also about how that littoral interacted with the Thames and reached out across 

the world’s seas and oceans. Given the specific subject nature of the submitted 

papers, a key section of this integrative commentary examines broader 

historiographies by way of a focused account of maritime Deptford. This helps to 

positively situate and ground this introductory commentary. It also demonstrates 

how the papers have contributed to a much fuller academic understanding of 

those key elements of the Deptford littoral and significantly advanced the 

historiography. As such, this section forms an essential component of the 

submission and is linked to the other contextual sections relating to rationales, 

methodologies, research standards, reflective analyses, and contributions to 

knowledge of the submitted papers. The Deptford littoral was an important and 

unique maritime place. Whilst only a mile-long, Deptford’s busy and imposing 
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waterfront arguably punched well above its weight in terms of Thameside, 

national and international maritime history.   
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2. Introduction – scope and contexts 

Deptford’s very long and rich maritime history both dominated its waterfront 

and extended out across the seas and oceans in diverse and complex ways. The 

Deptford littoral – taken here as stretching from Deptford Creek up to the 

Greenland Dock – formed the most important component of what was, as Peter 

Guillery and Bernard Herman succinctly argue, effectively an independent 

‘maritime town.’2 In terms of its built urban area, Deptford was physically 

separate not only from Greenwich, Blackheath and Lewisham – which all lay 

across Deptford Creek – but also from the centre of Rotherhithe and the rest of 

the metropolis to its west (see Figure 1 and Figure 2).  

Deptford’s population had reached 10,000-12,000 by around 1700 – making it 

‘by some measure the most substantial and densely built-up of the satellite 

towns of the London region’ – and it was only eclipsed as an urban centre 

outside of metropolitan London by Bristol and Norwich.3 Contextualising 

Deptford’s own particular urban history with that of the neighbouring 

metropolis, Guillery and Herman point to a complex spatial relationship, noting 

that whilst now ‘long part of London, Deptford grew up a place apart’, having 

had ‘an edge-like status as an urban satellite, neither a suburb or an independent 

town with its own hinterland.’4 Elsewhere, they tellingly describe Deptford as: 

‘perhaps more accurately outer urban’; ‘urbanised without being metropolitan’; 

and engaging two worlds, ‘one cosmopolitan, one provincial.’5 Deptford’s 

physical separation from the metropolis continued until the mid-nineteenth 

century. Deptford’s surrounding ring of market gardens and other rural fringe 

activities – together with the absence of a historic chartered town market and a 

dependent hinterland of towns and villages – also added to the liminal nature of 

the place.6  

In terms of its wider spacialities, Deptford was the only significantly large 

independent maritime town on the Thames between London Bridge and 
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Gravesend, in Kent, some 26 miles downriver (see Figure 3). Physical separation, 

of course, did not mean that Deptford was a functionally isolated place and 

water transport provided vital links to other Thameside communities and port 

areas – upriver, downriver and across the river – as well as to the wider world 

through a range of international maritime links.  

 

Figure 1 – Deptford and its neighbouring surroundings in the 1770s, taken from A 
map of the Hundred of Blackheath, published in 1778 by Edward Hasted as part 
of the first edition of his History and Topographical Survey of the County of Kent 
(courtesy and copyright of Graham Dolan). Industrial complexes lined most of 
the busy mile-long waterfront. Maritime tradesmen and merchant and naval 
mariners – together with their various dependents – lived and lodged in many of 
the smaller houses in the streets, lanes and alleyways that lay behind. 
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Figure 2 – Deptford in relationship to other Thameside communities to the east 
of the Tower, taken from A Map of London and adjacent Country 10 Miles Round, 
published in 1748 by John Rocque (Alamy/© The Trustees of the British 
Museum). The waterfront of the two historic Deptford parishes of St Nicholas 
and St Paul ran from Deptford Creek up to just south of the Greenland Dock. The 
mile-long waterfront was the key to the economic and cultural life of Deptford 
and most of its population lived well under a mile or so of it. The rest of the 
combined historic parishes’ 1,700 acres (of which St Nicholas comprised only 115 
acres after the separation of St Paul’s parish from it in 1730) lay to the south and 
the west of the built-up area and this formed the bulk of St Paul’s area. This area 
was mainly given over to market gardens and arable uses, and was very sparsely 
populated. Deptford’s administrative boundary was irregular: it followed the 
course of Deptford Creek/River Ravensbourne on the east; included Brockley on 
the south; ran to Peckham on the west; and bordered Rotherhithe on the north. 
Although the tentacles of maritime Deptford reached out to the far corners of 
the globe, the area was not physically absorbed into the expanding metropolis, 
as part of its continuous suburban area, until the mid-nineteenth century. 
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Figure 3 – Deptford and its wider Thameside links taken from A Map of London 
and adjacent Country 10 Miles Round (detail), published in 1748 by John Rocque 
(Alamy/© The Trustees of the British Museum).  Deptford was positioned 
midway between London Bridge – the effective landward limit to larger seagoing 
vessels using the Port of London – and Woolwich, the home of the second naval 
Dockyard on the Thames as well as the large military Arsenal.  Many smaller 
vessels, of course, traded above London Bridge and carried inland produce 
downriver and transhipped imported cargoes up through it.  Much of the oak 
timber used at Deptford shipyards was brought down from inland counties by 
‘West Country’ sailing barges. Deptford was the only significantly large 
independent maritime town on the Thames between London Bridge and 
Gravesend, in Kent, some 26 miles further downriver.  
 
 
The application of the term ‘littoral’ to both the title of this contextual analysis 

and to the Deptford waterfront area is a deliberate one. Although the usage of 

the phrase is sometimes applied to the margins of seas and oceans, that concept 

is seen here as being too narrow.  Indeed, geographers, oceanographers and 

marine biologists variously define a series of littoral zones found along the 
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margins of rivers and estuaries, as well as open coasts.  A fundamental 

characteristic of all is that they include ‘inter-tidal zone’ locations, which applies 

as much to the marginal shore areas of the tidal Thames as it does to the open 

coasts. More recently, historians have also been firmly including tidal rivers 

within the fields of littoral and coastal history.7 

During the period 1700-1850, especially, Deptford was overwhelmingly 

dominated – in terms of employment, society and culture – by a range of 

connected maritime activities. It was home to Deptford Naval Dockyard, a 

changing number of large private or ‘merchant’ shipyards, the Royal Naval 

Victualling Yard and the largest early wet dock (the Howland Dock, later re-

named Greenland Dock) built on the Thames, as well as a host of other related 

and inter-related maritime trades, businesses and activities. These subjects are 

all explored and analysed in great depth in the submitted papers. Unusually, 

compared to other British seaports and Thameside areas, Deptford was also 

home to large numbers of both naval and merchant mariners. Of all the 

Thameside areas, in the world’s then largest and most complex port city, 

Deptford stood out in terms of the nature, range and mix of its naval and 

mercantile maritime activities. It was a unique maritime place. 

Deptford’s maritime history – which incorporates related elements of the area’s 

rich social and cultural life – has, however, been relatively forgotten, ignored and 

little studied. In his retrospective fictional work about mid-eighteenth mariners 

and Thameside port communities, Walter Besant decried the general ignorance 

of Londoners over the fact that ‘Deptford, which lies at their very gates, is as 

little known to them as if it were in Wales.’8 In writing this, however, Besant 

would doubtless have been reflecting on the late-Victorian situation rather than 

just his imagined sensibilities of Londoners of an earlier century. To some extent, 

the reason for this ‘ignorance’ may be ascribed to the once much used, and in 

some ways much misused, descriptive shorthand of ‘dirty Deptford’ for the 
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waterfront and Deptford Creek. Indeed, by the early twentieth century the 

phrase had not only came to suggest a place of otherness but one devoid of 

significant history, or at least a primarily poor locality – by then firmly physically 

embedded in the metropolis – that was, perhaps, relatively unworthy of serious 

new historical study. 9  

 

The detailed analytical historical research presented here and in the submitted 

papers has greatly benefitted from a fluid methodology which intentionally 

crosses the related fields of geography, economics, business and cultural studies. 

Consequently, the four case studies directly address key elements of Deptford’s 

lost past across a number of different but connected fronts. Whilst the papers all 

have an obviously maritime history focus, they can also be partly understood 

within the traditional field of urban history, as well as the emerging new and 

related one of coastal history. Singularly and together, the four related analytical 

studies provide for a much deeper level of knowledge, meaning and 

understanding of Deptford’s maritime history than has previously existed. 

Indeed, in terms of original deep and critical research, they all provide ‘firsts’ in 

their fields and make significant contributions to the historiography. 

 

The publications comprise many multifaceted and interconnected elements – 

ranging from the local (the littoral, close-up) and the river (‘brown water’) to the 

coast (‘green water’) and distant oceans (‘blue water’), and from the many 

activities of the state (the government and the navy) and powerful corporations 

(such as the East India Company and the South Sea Company) to those of 

ordinary people and residents (including artisans and mariners).  

 

These papers, together with their content synopses, are outlined below in date 

order of publication:  
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• ‘“This Great National Object” – the Story of the Paddle teamer Enterprize.’10 

This presents a detailed history of the many complex and interlocking events 

surrounding the genesis, building and operation of the early paddle steamer 

Enterprize. This important vessel was launched at Gordon’s Deptford 

shipyard in 1825 and made the first ever sail assisted steam voyage – half-

way around the world’s oceans – to colonial India, but failed to win the much 

coveted ‘Calcutta Prize’, which had been its driving force, or to live up to its 

initial imperial promise;  

• ‘Gordon & Company, Deptford: discovering a lost London shipyard.’11 This 

reveals the multi-stranded and complex history of one of London’s largest 

but long-forgotten early-nineteenth century shipyards, run by a family of very 

entrepreneurial London businessmen and industrialists, rather than by the 

more usual shipbuilders – like John Dudman,  the yard’s earlier occupant – 

who were raised, trained and technically skilled in the industry. The details of 

vessels built by Gordon & Company reflect many elements of the gradual, but 

far from smooth, transition from sail to steam;  

•  ‘“A place of blubber and oil”: The Greenland Dock and the whaling trades.’12 

This presents the only detailed history of both the Greenland Dock (built as 

the Howland Dock) and its relationship with the whaling trade, as well as the 

broader and equally complex story of London’s hazardous long-distance 

Arctic whaling activities, with some related commentary on the South Sea 

whaling trade. The significance of London’s Arctic whaling trade – for long 

the most important one in Britain – is fully revealed, including the otherwise 

unknown total of 2,227 vessel voyages made between 1725-1836;  

• ‘Deptford private shipyards, and their relationship to Deptford 

Dockyard, 1790-1819.’13  This in-depth analysis reveals the many complex, 

but previously little-understood, symbiotic links and relationships that 

existed between Deptford merchant shipyards and Deptford Naval Dockyard, 

together with their outputs, roles in the local community, wider 

chronologies, and other related maritime trades. Between 1793 and 1815 
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Deptford shipyards are known to have launched at least 120 named naval 

and merchant vessels. At its Napoleonic wartime peak, around 45.00 percent 

of all employed Deptford men worked in the Naval Dockyard and the two 

large private shipyards, and those engaged in the Naval Victualling Yard 

would have taken this number up to around 70.00 percent. These 

employment figures – which were probably unrivalled elsewhere –

demonstrate the local and national importance of the Deptford littoral.  

It is, of course, the extensive content, range and analytical findings of these four 

published papers which comprise the main and underlying academic element of 

this submission. These are more fully discussed in section 6. 

These papers – which have been subject to various combinations of peer 

reviews, independent authoritative reader assessments, and academic editing – 

have all appeared in published conference proceedings relating to different 

aspects of London’s maritime history. They have all received positive academic 

reviews.14 The submitted papers are entirely and solely my own intellectual work 

and contain no co-authored elements. These papers have all been written to 

qualitative, interpretative and analytical standards comparable to those of 

traditional PhDs. Taken together they represent a coherent and linked corpus of 

important original research material that not only reveals much new history but 

also informs current historiography. None of the papers have been submitted for 

any other past or present research degree and they are all available in the public 

domain.  

The third section of this introductory study, entitled Research agenda and 

journey – rationale, aims and objectives, presents a detailed and reflective 

account of the underlying basis of the published research. It especially focuses on 

how the research agenda and publication programme originated and 

progressively evolved. This also takes account of the more specific 
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historiographical questions, debates and issues current at the time of the 

published research. 

Section four – Research methodology and standard – provides a general review 

and appraisal of the methodology and standard of the papers that comprise the 

submitted portfolio of publications. The strands of lost and hidden history are 

especially explored in the fifth and major section of the study entitled Positioning 

and understanding maritime Deptford. This contextualises the submitted papers 

around an in-depth reflective analysis and appraisal of the wider historiography, 

through which various key elements, themes, chronologies and questions 

relating to the area’s maritime history are revealed, examined and developed. 

The next section – Reflective analysis: themes, cohesion, and new knowledge – 

further reflects on the ways in which the submitted publications contain 

common thematic and analytical approaches; explore connectedness; and 

present a broad and substantive cohesive body of independent and original 

academic work that has made a significant contribution to knowledge and 

understanding. It also briefly examines that contribution within the context of 

both traditional historical maritime studies and more recent related 

interdisciplinary historical fields. 

 

The Concluding remarks section presents a brief final discussion and evaluation 

of the overarching thesis, connective synthesis and guiding narrative presented 

in the submission. It is informed by the previous sections, reinforces the clear 

cross-links between the submitted papers, and relates to the historiography. It 

also touches on my ongoing research agenda and upcoming publication 

programme to help provide a wider academic context for the submission.  
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3. Research agenda and journey – rationale, aims and objectives 

The research agenda behind the submitted papers has had a lengthy and 

productive gestation. This reflects a number of inter-related chronological 

elements. At the long-term level there is the fact that my paternal family were 

Deptford people, including a great-grandfather who was a ships’ boilermaker and 

a father who served in the navy and the merchant service. Childhood walks 

around Deptford and family storytelling, followed by undergraduate years spent 

at Woolwich Polytechnic’s Riverside House Annex – which overlooked a then still 

busy working Thames – reinforced an already deep interest in the river, its docks, 

its port facilities, its riverside communities and its history. At Woolwich, I was 

very fortunate to have studied for the London University BSc (Econ.) degree, 

which provided me with many rich and connected understandings of the 

academic worlds of geographers, historians and economists. Subsequently, a 

long career spent at the Museum of London provided every opportunity to reap 

the benefits of that learning and to further develop interests in both general 

London history and more specialist port history across the post-1700 period.15 

Collecting, recording, researching, curating, teaching, community outreach, 

writing and exhibition work helped sharpen an enquiring historical approach and 

public service focus.  

These connected activities were especially developed across the period 1982-

2003 through a range of ‘hands-on’ curatorial, management and development 

initiatives, which resulted in the establishment of one of the largest UK port-

related collections; the acquisition and subsequent expansion of the nationally 

important Port of London Authority Library and Archive Collection; and the 

creation of the Museum in Docklands (now the Museum of London Docklands).16 

The Museum finally opened in one of the two surviving late-Georgian West India 

Dock warehouses in 2003 after a long and tortuous twenty-year developmental 

history, in the face of dramatic economic, social and structural changes in the 
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port – including those in London’s Docklands and along the wider Thames 

waterfront – as well as complex political and funding issues.17 Between 2003 and 

2017 the descriptive strapline for the Museum was 2000 Years of London’s River, 

Port and People.18 These linked and on-going activities all helped facilitate 

personal museological and research interests across a very wide range of 

subjects – including those covered in the submitted papers.   

Having formally left the Museum in Docklands in 2006, my commitment to the 

history of London’s river and its communities, as well as to museological work 

more generally, has continued across a variety of fronts.19  

One of the wider museum projects included researching the history of the 

innovative Deptford-built paddle steamer Enterprize for a permanent exhibit in 

the United Arab Emirates.20 This work provided the basis of a paper on the 

Enterprize read at the Fourth Symposium on Shipbuilding and Ships on the 

Thames held in 2009. This resulted in the much-extended article included in this 

submission.21 When research work was underway on the detailed history of the 

Enterprize and her Deptford builders, Gordon & Company, there was relatively 

little by way of relevant existing historiography to provide either helpful source 

material or methodology. Whilst the Enterprize had generally been vaunted for 

its place in the early history of commercial steam shipping, the existing literature 

was mostly limited in extent, superficial, repetitive and derivative.22 Of more use 

and relevance, in a way, were the comparative methodologies then being used 

by some Thames and other shipbuilding historians, which reinforced what was 

already established as part of a general personal research approach for this 

subject area.23 These methodologies focused significantly more on the 

shipbuilders, their families, their business histories and their own wider worlds 

than on their output of individual ships and vessels built. An important part of 

these methodologies was their attempts to unravel previously little-known but 

complex histories. These methodologies helped inform my own focused 

approach to the Enterprize and Gordon & Company. After the publication of the 
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Enterprize paper, its potential as a springboard and basis for further research 

became growingly apparent in the following four interconnected ways:  

▪ place – centring on the Deptford area;  

▪ focus – by way of broadly interpreted historic maritime activities;  

▪ approach – intending to make a valuable contribution to what was then 

generally seen as being the broad field of ‘new maritime history’, with its 

focus on the human, the social, the economic and the cultural, as well as 

on wider interdisciplinary and multidimensional approaches;24 

▪ methodology – seen as being widely scoped, catholic and dense in 

coverage in terms of the range of sources used and the related analytical 

research. 

Consequently, the three subsequent papers were conceived in ways to further 

help facilitate and produce what is presented here as a clearly defined, 

connected and cohesive body of high-quality research publications relating to 

the lost and hidden world of maritime Deptford. These three papers, however, 

also reflect the different historiographies current at the time of their production.  

The extended paper on Gordon & Company’s large, but until then strangely 

overlooked, Grove Street shipyard – which was initially presented at the Fifth 

Symposium on Shipbuilding on the Thames in 2012 – expanded on the previous 

work undertaken on the Enterprize.25  Whilst there was little real change in terms 

of relevant Deptford maritime historiography between the research work for the 

two publications, that on Gordon & Company made more use of a small number 

of earlier works, which incorporated material on Deptford shipbuilding and 

Deptford-built ships.26 More importantly, it also reflected a wider 

methodological historiography and understanding that was generally used to 

help inform and explore the wider business and family networks of the Gordons 

and their associates.27  
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Much of my interest in the broader story of Deptford shipbuilding formed the 

subject matter of an invited paper on the private or ‘merchant’ shipyards and 

their generally little explored and understood relationship to Deptford Dockyard 

presented at the Naval Dockyards Society conference held in 2013 – to celebrate 

the 500th anniversaries of Deptford and Woolwich Royal Dockyards – and 

subsequently expanded for publication.28 This benefitted from access to a far 

more extensive historiography.29 Whilst this was especially the case with regards 

naval shipbuilding, some key works on private shipbuilding yards also proved 

very helpful.30 That fuller available historiography, however, contained little in 

terms of new methodological approaches to the subject.  

A long-established interest in the history and material culture of the whaling 

trade – as well as in London’s early docks and port city connections – resulted in 

the paper on the Greenland Dock and London’s Arctic whaling trade, presented 

at the Dockland History Group’s 2013 conference and then considerably 

expanded for publication.31 Compared to the other three papers, research for 

this benefited from what was generally the most useful recent historiography, 

although very few of the available published works actually related mainly, or 

even directly, to London – historically the nation’s leading whaling port.32 Indeed, 

the most helpful element of that historiography related to comparative studies 

of other whaling ports and areas, which proved to be very instructive on the 

wider methodological front – especially with regards analyses of ship numbers 

and profitability, the impact of the bounty system, markets, shipowners and 

crews.33 

The ways in which the submitted publications constitute a substantial body of 

independent and original academic work – together with how this has made 

significant contributions to knowledge and understanding across numerous 

subject areas – are dealt with in the following sections. 
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4. Theory, methodology and research standard 

I have long realised that the best historians wear coats of many colours, view 

their worlds through many different lenses and make creative use of many 

methodologies. This has led me to take a wide-ranging approach to my research 

agenda relating to the history of maritime Deptford. Consequently, the listed 

papers have not set-out to directly advance or test any particular theories, grand 

or otherwise. Rather, these contextualised maritime histories have been more 

directly focused on revealing elements of the lost and the hidden, including their 

wider historical significance and impact, through deep levels of analytical 

research, as well as providing encouragement to others by way of presenting 

helpful methodological approaches. As will be seen below, however, in achieving 

this, the papers not only directly reflect many core themes of the new maritime 

history, but indirectly reflect some of those addressed by the emerging fields of 

littoral and coastal history.  

Notwithstanding these comments regarding theories, the papers have benefitted 

from a useful grounding in the theory and practice of history. As a body, the four 

submitted papers – addressing as they do many overlapping and interconnected 

questions and subjects – reflect a broadly post-modernist and sceptical approach 

that is nuanced and reflective. This has helped sharpen my awareness and critical 

analysis. Human agency, collective biographies, and cultural and spatial 

otherness are just some of the subtly recurring and underlying themes, as are 

journeys between micro-history (including that of the Thames waterfront) and 

macro-history (including that of the world of the sea and the oceans). The 

concepts of micro-history – with its focuses on  ‘microscopic’ scale  observations, 

human agency, ‘bottom-up’ and ‘against the grain’ approaches, connected 

biographies, the subversion of grand narratives, and the production of 

anthropological and cultural ‘thick descriptions’ – has generally played an 

important part in helping guide the research and writing of all of the submitted 
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papers.34 I have, however, used such concepts in unrestrictive and adaptive ways, 

but with the same desire to reveal deeper analytical understandings and layers of 

meaning – in this case those relating to Deptford’s lost maritime past.35 

 

Any history, however well researched and written, represents nothing more 

than their authors’ own selections, interpretations and constructs.  I readily 

recognise the many inherent limitations and challenges in creating such history.  

No pretence is made to claim that it is possible to reconstruct the past as it 

‘actually was’, or that ‘facts’ and ‘texts’ represent absolute truths, or that biases 

(implicit and explicit) can be dutifully avoided or even eliminated.  Like any 

thoughtful historian, I agree with the late Gertrude Himmelfarb – a vociferous 

anti-postmodernist, as it happens – that: 

 

‘... any work of history is vulnerable on three counts: the fallibility and 

deficiency of the historical record on which it is based; the fallibility and 

selectivity inherent in the writing of history; and the fallibility and 

subjectivity of the historian.’36 

 

I learned to respect such cautions many years ago and this has helped provide 

part of an essential armoury to guard against the beguilement and dangers of 

uncritical, positivist and meta-narrative history.37 Beguilement can equally relate 

to historians’ views of their own constructed texts as well as to the ways in which 

they read the works of others. Indeed, three of the submitted papers specifically 

include self-critical caveats that openly and deliberately acknowledge that works 

of ‘history’, however well constructed, can only ever ‘attempt to get close to the 

actuality of an inevitably lost and un-reconstructable past’, suffering as they do 

from ‘authorial subjectivity’ and ‘inherent and inevitable limitation.’38 These 

cautions – which are often generally overlooked or understated in published 

works by historians – were felt necessary to guard against the possible danger 
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that the ‘thick descriptions’ presented in the submitted papers might otherwise 

encourage a sense of unquestioning acceptance from some readers.  

  

The research methodology used in the submitted papers generally reflect the 

relatively immersive, all-embracing, adaptive, and creative approach that I have 

applied to my wide-ranging research agenda. This can best be described as 

‘creatively open ended’ in terms of focus and coverage. As already suggested, 

this partly evolved in direct response to the generally limited nature of existing 

historiographical exemplars relating to my chosen subjects. Connected to this 

was the challenge of identifying, unravelling and interpreting core and ancillary 

source material. This represents an important part of the research methodology 

that has helped address the hidden, forgotten and ignored components of 

Deptford’s maritime history.   

 

With regards source material, the net was cast widely so as to identify and 

explore potentially relevant material and frameworks relating to maritime 

Deptford. This reflected a great deal of previous experience in carefully 

searching-out and using rich mixes of primary and secondary sources in 

connection with other urban, industrial and maritime historical research 

projects.  Consequently, all of the four Deptford papers make painstaking use of 

significant and diverse spectrums of official and more local manuscript and 

printed archival material – ranging from government reports, to parish rate 

books, court transcripts and business records, etc., – supplemented by generally 

more populist and culturally nuanced material, such as printed newspapers and 

journals. Illustrative material in the form of paintings, prints and drawings, are 

important contextual components of all of the submitted papers.39 This use of 

widely-drawn sources is readily demonstrated in the endnotes and related 

material included in each of the submitted papers. Newspapers and journals – 

which burgeoned in number, popularity and readership in the eighteenth and 

nineteenth centuries – have proved to be especially useful in all of the papers. 
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These have helped enable many traditional views to be challenged, new 

perspectives to be developed and new ‘histories’ to be created.  

 

As well as qualitative elements and analysis, some of the papers have made use 

of quantitative data – much of it discovered hiding in plain sight in a variety of 

places – to help provide fuller analytical contexts and better understandings of 

their subject areas.40 Exploring the potential of quantitative data usually formed 

a starting point when investigating the possible and relevant sources.  The 

relatively disparate nature of surviving historical statistical data, however, 

restricted its use to traditional analytical methods rather than to any 

econometric or cliometric ones. 

Beyond the initial identification and setting of questions, the analytical research 

methodology of the papers centred on close readings of the various qualitative 

and quantitative sources used, together with the related historiographical works. 

A key element of this was the rigid cross-interrogation of sources. This eventually 

resulted in what can be seen as nuanced ‘thick histories’ – in something of a 

Geertzian sense – of the chosen subject areas (see also section 6 below). As such, 

the submitted papers reveal many multifaceted strands and layers of meaning 

relating to Deptford’s complex maritime and broader cultural history.  

The way in which all of the portfolio papers have been researched and written to 

very thoughtful, robust and well-referenced academic standards is under-pinned 

by way of reflective self-assessment and through comparisons to other studies. 

They also provide a clear and deep understanding of postgraduate level research 

methods, especially with regards the use of diverse source material, practised in 

the field of academic history. It is also believed that the research methodology 

and analytical standard demonstrated in the submitted papers will provide 

useful comparators for other researchers working across broadly similar fields.  
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5. Positioning and understanding maritime Deptford 

This section is developed around three interconnected objectives: 

1. To position maritime Deptford, and its rich social and cultural history, 

within a wider historiographical review of published works than just those 

included in the submitted papers; 

2. To incorporate other significant elements of Deptford’s maritime 

history to help provide a fuller context within which the submitted papers 

are themselves closely referenced;  

3. To use reflective analysis to demonstrate how the work contained in 

those papers connects to the relevant literature on maritime history and 

also generally helps inform and advance some of the current 

historiographical debates and approaches.  

Although Deptford effectively formed a long-established independent maritime 

town, few historians have given serious attention to the true maritime nature of 

the place. The two major nineteenth century local histories by Alfred John 

Dunkin and Nathan Dews reflected the strong antiquarian approach of earlier 

topographical and local historians.41 Consequently, Deptford’s rich maritime 

history was mostly subsumed within incomplete, disjointed, partisan and inward-

looking sections on the naval dockyard, the activities of Trinity House, the 

Victualling Yard, and famous mariners and naval men. Much of this ground was 

also trod, to broadly similar effect, by both earlier and other contemporary 

writers.42   

In some ways it was the evocative inter-war writing of Cicely Fox Smith – 

especially her little-known poem Ghosts in Deptford – which came closest to 

imaginatively capturing the area’s historic maritime spirit through commentaries 

on the littoral, the river and the sea.43 As for many other historians, Fox Smith 
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provided me with a general inspiration by way of how she managed to capture a 

sense of both the then maritime past and the then maritime present in her 

engaging literary texts.44  

Writing in a style reflective of Fox Smith, during a time of great threat from 

enemy attack in 1941, Sir Geoffrey Callender – maritime historian and first 

Director of the National Maritime Museum – tellingly noted of Deptford’s bomb-

damaged historic parish church that: 

‘St Nicholas gathered on its walls, on its floor and pavements, in the 

churchyard around about it and in its registers, a wealth of naval and 

maritime monuments and records which few churches if any in the 

kingdom can rival.’45 

Contextualising (Sir) John Summerson’s survey of its surviving monuments, 

Callender said that the church was the ‘Pantheon of the Royal Navy.’ What might 

be called Callendar’s ‘monument as metaphor’ for maritime greatness, however, 

was perhaps more reflective of the approach to Deptford’s maritime history 

found in the earlier work of Dunkin and Dews than it was of Fox Smith. Fittingly, 

however, the mother church of St. Nicholas had medieval origins and its name 

commemorated the patron saint of seamen.  

Some of the historiographical shortcomings of the publications by Dunkin and 

Dews were remedied by Jess Steele in her more comprehensive modern general 

social and cultural history of the area, although maritime history took something 

of a back seat compared to other subjects and chronologies.46  

 

Two excellent modern academic studies by Iorwerth Prothero and Geoffrey 

Crossick have dealt with some more specialist elements of Deptford’s history.47 

Prothero’s rich study of the radical Deptford shipwright John Gast detailed his 

many interests and achievements – especially as an early trade unionist, 

spokesperson for artisans and supporter of the embryonic co-operative 
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movement – during the first three decades of the nineteenth century. Although 

Deptford provided little more than a background to Prothero’s work it has been 

useful regarding my own developing appreciation and exploration of Gast’s role 

in labour organisation and disputes in Thames shipyards.48 Crossick provided an 

important and deeper analytical study of Deptford’s ‘artisan elite’ as part of his 

wide-ranging social and economic study of that labour group in mid-Victorian 

‘Kentish London.’ Although Crossick’s focus is mostly outside that of this 

submission, it proved generally helpful in developing a fuller background 

understanding of the workforces at some of Deptford’s post-1850 iron 

shipbuilding yards, boiler works and marine engine factories.49 Indeed, the 

related terms ‘artisan elite’ and ‘aristocracy of labour’ have generally 

underscored my own wider historical study and appreciation of the workforces 

at Deptford shipyards.50 

Peter Guillery’s and Bernard Herman’s relatively short but detailed and nuanced 

study of Deptford’s urban morphology and building development contains much 

of interest for those researchers examining the wider social and maritime 

development of the area up to 1850 – especially the ways in which the pattern of 

building often reflected the level of activity at Deptford Dockyard.51 An 

important and recurring theme of their report is that – despite limited riverside 

ribbon and infill development that had linked-up with that of Rotherhithe in the 

early 1700s – Deptford effectively formed an independent maritime town in that: 

  

‘An umbilical cord of riverside docks and yards did not in any meaningful 

sense make 18th-century Deptford part of London. Its essential 

separateness remains evident on maps into the 19th century.... Its size 

and the industrial nature of its economy set it apart from other 18th 

century satellites of London.’52 
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Furthermore, Guillery and Herman – utilising comparative vernacular house plan 

data for Deptford and elsewhere – concluded that: ‘In some respects perhaps 

Deptford in the late 18th century had more in common with Gravesend, 

Sheerness or Dover than it did with London.’53  

 

Guillery and Herman believe that it was the arrival of the London and Greenwich 

Railway in 1836 which ‘more than any other single event, marks a point at which 

Deptford became a part of London.’54 Another theme of Guillery and Herman 

relates to the ‘highly artisanal – skilled, literate, dissenting, democratised and 

independent-minded’ nature of the shipbuilding workforce.55 Their perspectives, 

approaches and findings have influenced my work both directly and indirectly.56 

Guillery and Herman, however, linked the ‘maritime’ identity of Deptford 

somewhat too narrowly with the naval dockyard: the maritime nature of the 

place was far more deeply ingrained, as is demonstrated in this contextual 

commentary and argued in the submitted papers. 

 

To some extent, Joseph Bullman, Neil Hegarty and Brian Hills offer an extension 

to both Steele’s and Guillery’s and Herman’s analyses through a more intensive 

review of the social and cultural life of Deptford in the late-nineteenth and early-

twentieth centuries – although their work is generally outside the time focus of 

this submission.57 

 

A small number of early and more recent studies have addressed other 

important elements of the Deptford littoral including the history of Trinity House 

of Deptford Strond, which dates back to 1514 and – originating as a local guild 

for mariners – came to have an imposing hall and almshouses at Deptford;58 the 

East India Company’s shipyard at the Stowage, immediately upriver of Deptford 

Creek, developed in 1607-1609;59 and Deptford Victualling Yard, acquired from 

private victualling contractors by the government in 1742 and then subsequently 

greatly expanded.60 
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A short but focused historical survey of the Deptford waterfront was provided by 

me in 2009 as part of a more extensive contribution on the southside 

photographic panoramas of the river between Greenwich and London Bridge.61 

This had evolved out of earlier contributions on the Deptford waterfront which 

formed part of the popular series of books on London’s ‘lost riverscape’ jointly 

authored with Alex Werner.62 These publications also provided catalysts that 

helped drive my subsequent personal research programme.  

 

Likewise, Philip MacDougall’s wide-ranging book on London and the Georgian 

navy, Geoffrey Snell’s PhD on the visual imagery of the river across the long 

eighteenth century, Anthony Francis’ edited monograph on the programme of 

excavations at Deptford Dockyard and Margarette Lincoln’s book on maritime 

London in the late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth centuries –  

methodologically different and disparate as they are in terms of  subject 

coverage – all provide helpful and valuable additions to the historiography 

relating to Deptford.63 Snell’s work – which provides a methodology for the 

better understanding and appreciation of the history of the Thames and its 

various littorals through the medium of artistic interpretation – suggests 

numerous bridging points between the work of historians and art historians.64 As 

part of this, Snell especially picked-up on Deptford – a place of ‘very specific 

national importance’ – where the waterfront was dominated by the needs of the 

navy and realised in the dominance and physicality of its naval dockyard, private 

shipyards and storehouses.65 This provided a strong sense of visual difference or 

otherness, which is also reflected in my own work.66 Francis’s edited work on the 

major 2000-2012 archaeological excavations at Deptford Dockyard – which 

appeared after the submission of my extensive 2019 paper – represents a very 

significant addition to Deptford historiography. The bulk of this monograph 

presents a detailed building and general operational history of the Dockyard, 

between 1513 and 1869, contextualised around the findings of the excavations. 

Although sections of Francis’s monograph overlap with my own work 
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chronologically, the two are essentially complimentary in terms of their themes 

and approaches, with the former mostly excluding details of relationships with 

the private yards, working practices and the actual vessels built, which are 

covered in considerable detail in the latter.67 Lincoln’s work addresses many of 

the ‘forgotten histories’ of ‘London’s Maritime World’ – including some relating 

to Deptford – between 1760 and the beginning of the Napoleonic War. Although 

Lincoln’s book also only appeared after the publication or submission of the 

papers presented here, her journeys across the fluid worlds of maritime, social, 

cultural and urban history generally reflect a similar methodological approach to 

those taken by them. 

Fluidity in its many guises is also a core component within the established field of 

littoral studies as well as the emerging and related one of coastal history. 

Michael Pearson has demonstrated how littoral studies have traditionally 

focused on concepts such as ‘shore folk’, ‘the symbiosis between land and sea’, 

‘foreland and hinterland’, the ‘amphibious’ and ‘permeability.’68 Citing examples 

from around the world, Pearson argued that it is the ‘mixture of maritime and 

terrestrial influences that makes a study of littoral society a paradigm for 

maritime history in general.’69  

 

Coastal history, as pioneered and conceptualised by Isaac Land, focuses on ‘the 

urban amphibious’, ‘watery topics’ and ‘messy, intermediate places’, with an 

emphasis on ‘the local, the adjacent, and the domestic.’70 Land draws attention 

to the fact that coastal history is ‘micro-history for watery topics’ and ‘helpful 

precisely for its small scale, or at least the ease of up- and downscaling that it 

permitted.’71 In many ways, the boundaries between littoral history and coastal 

history are pervious, with the differences relating mainly to scale and focus 

rather than to any deeply held theoretical tenets. Pearson, however, sees littoral 

studies broadly as part of maritime history, whilst Land is sometimes at pains to 

distance himself and coastal history from it.72 Coastal history – especially as 
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progressively scoped by Land – has itself very much become a fluid concept in 

terms of its current and potential coverage and methodologies. These fluid 

relationships have recently been reviewed and contextualised by David 

Worthington within the framework of ‘the new coastal history’, ‘coastal 

adjacencies’ and ‘coastal communications.’73 Worthington’s review effectively 

merges littoral and coastal approaches, noting also that ‘no one variety of 

historian’ has ‘especial oversight of the coast.’74 He makes a strong case for 

interdisciplinary approaches in terms of subject areas, including those working in 

the fields of ‘river, port, rural, naval, maritime and environmental history.’75 

Worthington’s ‘New Coastal History’ forms a ‘cross-disciplinary “terraqueous” 

space’ where practitioners can focus on ‘tracking river to sea.’76  

 

Whilst the papers presented here had not specifically set-out to contribute to the 

debate and output relating to new coastal history, they would readily find a 

comfortable analytical fit beneath Worthington’s inclusive research umbrella. 

This is especially so given their focus on what was an extremely important 

coastal-urban borderland, or littoral, within the Port of London. Indeed, my own 

earlier contribution to the evolving Thames ‘riverscapes’ well pre-dates the work 

of Isaac Land and others relating to the concepts of coastal and littoral history.77  

 

Some modern sailortown studies have also found a ready conceptual position 

within the new field of coastal history, with – as Louise Moon notes – its 

emphasis on the ‘coastal-urban borderland.’78 Moon’s own thesis on 

Portsmouth’s sailortown areas takes a noticeably more accommodating position 

with regards traditional maritime approaches than Land. She especially highlights 

its potential – within the context the debates on sailortowns and sailors lives 

ashore – ‘to make major contributions to urban, naval and maritime history, and 

to the emerging field of “New Coastal History”.’79 An essentially similar 

observation applies to the general methodological and research approach taken 

in the papers presented here, which generally avoid what are sometimes 
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contested debates over the primacy, boundaries, or otherwise, of the concepts 

and practices of ‘maritime history.’80 

Whilst sailortown studies have a clear and obvious resonance with many aspects 

of Deptford’s maritime history, its role and place as an important London 

sailortown area has been generally overlooked in the historiography. In his brief 

overview of London’s early-eighteenth century ‘Jack Tar’ districts, Marcus 

Rediker made no mention of Deptford – although he did, somewhat confusingly, 

include it in his list of English ‘smaller ports’ trading with ‘northern and nearby 

Europe.’81 The place of Deptford and its naval and merchant seamen is also 

overlooked in the recent study of London’s seventeenth century maritime areas 

downriver of London Bridge by Richard Blakemore.82 The same is generally the 

case with Derek Morris and Ken Cozens study of ‘London’s Sailortown’ between 

1600 and 1800 – although their stated focus is on ‘Shadwell and Ratcliff.’83 

Recent studies of London’s nineteenth century sailortowns have also focused on 

the much better known and spatially linked areas of Wapping, Shadwell and 

Ratcliffe – especially Ratcliffe Highway, whose sense of ‘otherness’ was rendered 

notorious in much of the contemporary commentary – to the exclusion of those 

south of the Thames.84 

This absence is strange in the light of both the large number of naval and 

merchant mariners that lived in or passed through early maritime Deptford and 

the wonderfully evocative description of it given by the remarkable Grub Street 

satirical wit Edward (‘Ned’) Ward in his short booklet – A frolick to Horn-fair – 

published in 1700.85 In Ward’s decidedly un-romantic discourse, the Deptford 

littoral stands revealed, unequivocally, as a special sort of liminal maritime space, 

whose inhabitants and buildings spoke to and of the river and the sea but lacked 

any real trappings of comfort, where sexual morality was questionable and the 

masculinity of seafarers was cleverly countered by the agency of its women 

inhabitants.86 Ward’s othering tropes came to be adopted and expanded by later 
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commentators on London’s sailortowns, including those briefly touched-on 

above.87 

Mariners must have formed a key element in Deptford from at least late-

medieval times and a guild of mariners certainly existed there in 1513.88 As noted 

above, however, details and discussions of Deptford mariners are generally 

absent in the historiography, although material on them abounds in the archives. 

This material clearly demonstrates the importance of mariners to Deptford’s 

maritime world.89 My own ongoing research into the area’s maritime history has 

also focused on this and on Deptford’s role as a relatively ignored ‘Sailortown’ 

area. This has revealed telling details of some of the voyages made by Deptford 

mariners, as well as their family and friendship relationships, and cultural 

activities ashore.90 Significantly, mariners also formed one of the largest single 

components of Deptford male debtors and bankrupts recorded in the London 

Gazette between 1711 and 1800, along with victuallers and shipwrights.91  

Whilst many mariners belonged to Deptford by birth and family others were – as 

in other sailortown areas – more transitory residents. Large numbers of naval 

seamen, for instance, were paid-off from their ships at Deptford and others came 

there on naval vessels for supplies and re-fits, or to join new and recommissioned 

vessels.92 This was especially relevant given the fact that Deptford shipyards built, 

re-fitted and repaired naval ships, transports and discovery vessels, and that both 

the Victualling Yard and Transport Board were based there.93 Deptford Dockyard 

had the main responsibility for measuring, surveying and fitting-out naval 

transports and discovery vessels.94  All of these vessels brought seamen to and 

from Deptford. This, together with other evidence provided here, demonstrates a 

clear functional duality between the ‘sailortown’ and ‘maritime trade’ elements 

of Deptford’s economy and cultural life.  

The fact that Deptford had a sizeable number of moorings for merchant vessels 

also brought many merchant mariners to the area.95 This, for instance, made it a 
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primary target for action during the Sailors’ Strike of 1768.96 This incident and the 

related events surrounding it reveal just something of the many complexities of 

the Deptford littoral. It also demonstrates that the littoral was sometimes a place 

of conflict between the maritime community and the state and the powerful – 

which was also reflected in later disputes with the local shipbuilding workforce.97  

Merchant and naval mariners lived and lodged in many of the smaller houses in 

the streets, lanes and alleyways that lay behind the industrial complexes that 

lined most of the waterfront. Along with those employed in the maritime trades, 

these men used the many facilities of Deptford, whose shops, public houses, 

lodging houses, brothels, churches and chapels catered for their many and 

various needs.98 Numerous Deptford public houses also had enticing maritime 

names.99 These, together with evocatively painted signboards, would have added 

strongly to the maritime and sailortown feel of the area – a view echoed by Ned 

Ward, who observed: 

‘...every House being distinguish'd by either the Sign of the Ship, the 

Anchor, the Three Marriners, Boatswain, and Call, or something relating 

to the Sea.’100 

Some of the voyage money earned by sailors, of course, was destined for the 

more obvious of these shore delights, which would have occupied their thoughts 

whilst away at sea.101  

To early Victorian social and religious commentators and reformers, like the 

energetic evangelical preacher George ‘Boatswain’ Smith, there was little 

difference in their perceived level of criminality and debauchery between 

Deptford and the better known and connected sailortown districts of St. 

Katherine’s, Wapping, Shadwell and Ratcliffe across the river.102 Although 

Deptford mariners sometimes crossed the river to enjoy the delights of Ratcliffe 

Highway, they could readily find similar offerings more locally – both close to the 

waterfront and away from it.103  
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Although mariners do not form the main focus of any of the submitted Deptford 

papers, they occupy an important place in the outward voyage section – from 

Gravesend to Calcutta – of that of the paddle steamer Enterprize.104 Mariners are 

even more to the fore in the paper on the Greenland Dock and the whaling 

trade.105 As well as detailing many aspects and hardships of the seaborne lives of 

Arctic whaling crews, the latter study also reveals the complex and nuanced 

connections that existed between Deptford and the sailortown districts across 

the river, in particular Shadwell.106 There were many such links, especially with 

regards sailors, watermen and lightermen who made regular trips to and from 

Deptford for work, leisure and other reasons, not all of which were legitimate.107 

Such movements provide something of a cultural corrective to the ‘Thames as a 

barrier’ position of Derek Morris and Ken Cozens, who argue that ‘in spite of a 

number of ferries, the north-south links were weak.’108   

Deptford’s maritime associations were enhanced and reinforced by many other 

connections: numerous naval mariners, of all ranks, were tried at court-martials 

at Deptford across the course of the eighteenth century;109 pirates knew the 

town and foreshore;110 smugglers lived and operated there;111 and press gangs 

were active along the waterfront and on land.112 Arctic whaling crews were also 

sometimes a target for press gangs.113  

Given the large volume of available archival and other documentary sources 

relating to Deptford’s maritime history – and leaving newer historiographical 

approaches, such as littoral and coastal history, aside – it is surprising that no 

general body of research has emerged to address the subject along the narrative 

and thematic styles of Stuart Rankin, or Derek Morris and Ken Cozens, for 

Rotherhithe and east London riverside districts respectively.114 Likewise, the 

Survey of London also used a broadly similar research methodology to reveal 

much detail on the maritime history of Poplar and Blackwall.115 All of these 

studies – which form part of the wider relevant historiography – have provided 

me with helpful guides in terms of their approaches to topographical and 
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‘genealogical’ research, as well as to wider ‘connected histories.’ More 

importantly, some of the findings from these publications have been directly 

used and cited in the submitted papers.116   

The fact that Deptford has generally lacked champions for its broadly-drawn 

maritime history helps explain the gaps in both the specialist and more general 

literature which have partially provided the catalysts behind the submitted 

papers. The larger physical components of that rich and interconnected maritime 

history – Deptford Naval Dockyard, the private shipyards and the Naval 

Victualling Yard – between them came to occupy most of Deptford’s littoral 

waterfront, from the western side of Deptford Creek up to the Greenland Dock. 

As my work has demonstrated, the spatial and employment statistics relating to 

these complexes were staggering in terms of their scale and breakdown.117 

Around 1810-1811 these maritime complexes comprised, from south to north:  

• Barnards’ Yard, Deptford Green – river frontage of some 575 feet; 

shipyard site of approximately 4.5 acres, excluding large ancillary spaces 

to the south; average employment of around 210 men plus;   

• Deptford Naval Dockyard – river frontage of about 1,700 feet; site of 

approximately 31 acres; employment of around 1,715 men; 

• Deptford Naval Victualling Yard – river frontage of about 1,060 feet; site 

of approximately 19 acres; employment of around 1,265 men; 

• Dudmans Yard, Grove Street – river frontage of about 520 feet; shipyard 

site of approximately 12 acres, including the large wet dock; average 

maximum employment of around 340 men.118  

These four large maritime industrial operations occupied a combined total 

riverside length of some 3,855 feet (1,285 yards) or about 75 percent of 

Deptford’s busy mile-long waterfront. As a group they clearly formed the core 

part of what Philip MacDougall has termed ‘the naval multiplex of Kentish 

London.’119 Other maritime businesses and trades occupied much of the 
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remainder of the Deptford waterfront.120 Some of these – like the Gordon 

family’s anchorsmiths and ironworks operation at Deptford Green – also had 

substantial waterfront premises.121 The pattern of local employment – especially 

that relating to the male workforce – reflected the dominant use of the 

waterfront by these large-scale maritime related businesses.  

The combined workforces of Barnards Yard, Deptford Dockyard, the Naval 

Victualling Yard and Dudmans Yard would have amounted to around 3,530 men 

in 1811, or to ‘some 70.00 per cent of all employed Deptford males.’122 

Additional numbers of Deptford men ‘also worked as riggers, sailmakers, 

ropemakers, anchor smiths, ship smiths, blockmakers, carvers, and boatbuilders’, 

as well as ‘mariners, lightermen, watermen, pilots, lumpers, wharfingers, 

chandlers, victuallers, slopsellers and associated tradesmen.’123 Although the 

exact numbers of these are not recorded, it is likely that they would have 

increased the total number of Deptford men employed in the maritime and 

maritime-related trades to at least 4,000, or around 80.00 per cent of all the 

estimated 5,033 employed Deptford men in 1811.124 Despite the inherent 

limitations of this analysis it would seem unlikely that Deptford would then have 

had many serious rivals – on the Thames or elsewhere in Britain – as a littoral 

location or place so heavily dominated and influenced by maritime activities.125 

Although Deptford was then physically and functionally part of the world’s 

largest port city, the distinctive nature of its occupational mix and structure – 

connected as it intricately was to the diverse needs of the navy and commerce, 

and to the river and sea – would clearly have met Pearson’s qualifying test for it 

having comprised a genuine littoral workforce.126   

As with many other urban-maritime littorals and port towns and cities of the 

period, women are less immediately visible in the records, especially statistical 

ones. Women, however, played important parts in the life of maritime Deptford 

as the mothers, wives, lovers, daughters and friends of those men employed in 

the maritime trades and as mariners, as well as themselves working in a range of 
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maritime related businesses – including a small handful that made flags at 

Deptford Dockyard.127 As with other port areas, contemporary records clearly 

show how women found employment as victuallers, shopkeepers, lodging-house 

keepers, seamstresses, laundresses, domestic servants, hawkers and 

prostitutes.128 Many ran their own small businesses and some became very 

famous and are covered in the historiography. These include Mary Lacy (later 

Slade) the celebrated ‘Female Shipwright’ who came to Deptford towards the 

end of 1772 after the finish of her career as a naval ship’s carpenter and then 

shipwright at Portsmouth Dockyard;129 the haberdasher sisters Mary and 

Elizabeth Slade (no relations to Mary Lacy/Slade) who supplied fabrics to 

Deptford Dockyard, and were related to a variety of naval shipwrights;130 and 

Frances Barnard who assumed the direction of Barnard’s Yard, Deptford Green, 

on the death of her shipbuilder husband William in March 1795.131 Frances ran 

the business with the support of her foreman, and later her sons.132 Frances was 

clearly a clever and resilient woman who rose to confront life’s many 

challenges.133 

Black and other ethnic minorities came to the area mainly as a consequence of 

Deptford’s international maritime links and, despite limited inclusion in the 

records and historiography, their presence deserves much further research.134  

One consequence of the increasingly heavy dominance of Deptford’s waterfront 

by the maritime trades was the progressive visual and physical separation of the 

river from the land, streets, and buildings that lay behind. This element of 

separation also became a characteristic feature of much of London’s nineteenth 

and twentieth century port and waterfront when ‘the riverfront itself was mostly 

invisible from the landward side, being lined with buildings, rather than roads.’135 

In Deptford separation had an additional dimension in that all of the larger 

maritime establishments were protected by tall perimeter security walls – built 

in brick or as wooden palisades – on their landward sides.136 In connection with 

such separations, Isaac Land has observed that ‘it is worth remembering that one 
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of the most basic coastal-urban forms is a wall.’137 A secure physical perimeter 

also separated the Greenland Dock from its surrounding areas.138 Such features 

became especially characteristic of London’s new docks opened in the early-

nineteenth century.139  

 

At Deptford, however, this created sense of otherness was further enhanced by 

some particular and specialist maritime activities – even excluding the noticeably 

‘othering’ impact of the foul-smelling boiling of Arctic blubber at the Greenland 

Dock.140 From 1786 the Marine Society had a successive series of vessels in or off 

of Deptford Creek for receiving and training destitute, poor, orphaned and 

‘delinquent’ 13-17 year old boys for service in the navy, the East India Company 

and the merchant marine as ‘Half-Seamen.’141 Conditions for the boys were 

strict, with an emphasis on initiation ‘into their profession’ through 

‘subordination and obedience.’142 From 1821 to 1830 the Seamen’s Hospital 

Society’s floating hospital ship Grampus – an ex-50 gun sloop loaned by the 

Admiralty – was also moored off of Deptford Creek, before the service moved 

slightly downstream just off of the Greenwich waterfront.143 Conditions onboard 

were disciplinarian, with alcohol banned and access to shore strictly controlled 

until the men were discharged. 

The rules and regulations of the Marine Society and the Seamen’s Hospital 

Society were clearly intended to create what Michael Foucault subsequently 

defined as ‘docile bodies.’144 The very large numbers of convicted felons brought 

to the prison transports at Deptford or held there on the prison hulk Discovery 

were the ultimate examples of docile maritime bodies. The looming presence of 

all of these ships, along with that of the large sheer hulk moored off of Deptford 

Dockyard, also contributed to the sense of visual difference and otherness that 

characterised the Deptford littoral when viewed from outside. With the 

exception of the sheer hulk, the fact that all these vessels functioned as special 

sites of human containment – for reform and training; hospitalisation and 
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quarantine; and transportation and imprisonment – clearly added a component 

of what Isaac Land has termed ‘the urban offshore’ to the Deptford littoral.145 

Nowhere else on the Thames had a similar combination of such specifically 

purposed moored vessels as Deptford, which further served to reinforce this 

comparative element of difference.146 

For those who worked on and along the Deptford waterfront, however, the 

visual and physical separation of river and land would have been more apparent 

than real.147 To some extent this would also have been the case for both visitors 

and mariners using the three main historic Deptford watermen’s stairs, which 

were somewhat unimaginatively named – at least compared to those elsewhere 

along the Thames waterfront – ‘Lower Watergate’, ‘Middle Watergate’ and 

‘Upper Watergate.’ Towards the Greenland Dock, St. George’s Stairs provided 

another plying and landing place for watermen. As connective points between 

the ‘brown water’ that was the river and the littoral that was the land, 

watermen’s stairs provided places of embarkation and landing for domestic 

passengers, mariners and river workers. Like the river itself, these stairs were 

leitmotifs of fluidity and movement that could variously evoke and witness 

pleasure, joy, hope, work, discomfort, sadness and fear.148  

Watermen also traditionally earned extra money by bringing visitors to Deptford 

to see festive and popular events, including ship launches from the naval and 

private yards. Ship launches were charged with national sentiment and imperial 

symbolism, especially where large warships and East Indiamen – the staples of 

Deptford shipyards – were concerned.149 Also, with their religious overtones of 

christenings by way of ‘naming’ ceremonies, launchings celebrated the initial 

passage of vessels from the land to the water. Isaac Land has included 

‘ceremonial ship launches’ as a characteristic feature of the ‘urban foreshore.’150 

Deptford ship launches – like those elsewhere on the Thames – provided perhaps 

the most obvious immediate mental and visual connection between the littoral 

(in this case, the building slipways and dry docks of the waterfront), the river (the 
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welcoming ‘bosom of the waves’) and the sea (the distant ‘blue water’ of the 

oceans) of my title. There were, of course, other such examples of this connected 

maritime trinity. Many merchant vessels – including East Indiamen, West 

Indiamen, and whaling vessels – lay-up for lengthy periods in the 

Howland/Greenland Dock before transferring to Deptford’s deepwater river 

moorings to receive supplies, cargoes and some of their crews before setting off 

downriver for Gravesend to be further readied for their distant blue water 

voyages.151 Deptford watermen and lightermen – working in their wherries, 

skiffs, lug boats and lighters – formed essential elements of these transfer 

processes. 

As well as ship launches, Deptford watermen also participated in other leisure-

related events. Many would have carried visitors to witness the sad and bizarre 

festivities associated with the ‘Greenland Dock Whale’ in 1762.152 Local 

watermen were even more directly involved in festive events and spectacles of 

their own by way of wager rowing races and regattas. The ‘Annual Regatta of St. 

Paul’s Deptford’ was in existence by 1801 and was probably much older.153 These 

events made a festive show of Deptford’s littoral, attracted huge crowds, lasted a 

whole day and provided local holidays. Another local holiday which local 

watermen participated in was the grand spectacle of pomp and pageantry of the 

annual Trinity Monday procession, when the Wardens and Elder Brethren of 

Trinity House, along with assorted other dignitaries, travelled by ceremonial 

barges to Deptford for the annual appointment or re-appointment of their 

Master at their hall or almshouse chapel at Deptford Strond.154 As examples of 

littoral popular culture, the river ceremony and connected processional walk by 

the dignitaries behind Trinity House’s Deptford pensioners carrying patriotic and 

maritime banners attracted large crowds, on a par with some of the local ship 

launches.155  

Writing a little after Ned Ward, Alexander Pope’s early-eighteenth century 

satirical poem on the Thames commented that ‘Deptford, Navy building town’, 
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along with Woolwich and Wapping, all smelt ‘strong of Pitch.’156 Pitch and tar – 

far more agreeable to the nose than blubber boiling – would have continued to 

contribute distinctive elements to the smellscape of Deptford into the 1860s, 

although their olfactory presence would have declined somewhat after the 

reduction in the level of private shipbuilding in the second quarter of the 

nineteenth century.157 Progressively, the old Deptford waterfront began to 

change as other large industrial premises, such as John Penn & Sons marine 

boiler works and Humphrys, Tennant & Dykes marine engine and boiler works, 

arrived.158 After Deptford Dockyard closed in 1869, the 350-year history of naval 

shipbuilding in the area ceased, although some small-scale vessel building 

continued, along with shiprepairing, marine engine building and boilermaking.159 

The foreign cattle market opened on the site of Deptford Dockyard in 1871 and, 

for a while, the raucous activities of visiting American sailors arriving on cattle 

ships still managed to echo something of Deptford’s old sailortown.160 Labourers, 

factory workers, stevedores and dockers, however, gradually replaced an earlier 

generation of shipwrights and maritime tradesmen, and levels of poverty – 

already noticeable in the early-nineteenth century – increased in some areas, 

especially those closest to the river and Deptford Creek.161 By that time, of 

course, Deptford was no longer physically separate from London.  

 

Many subsequent changes have happened to Deptford’s historic littoral. Whilst a 

range of other industrial and port associated facilities came and went, that long 

maritime history only effectively ceased with the closure of Convoys Wharf – on 

the site of Deptford Dockyard – as a working port facility in late 1999.162 Much of 

the historic working Deptford waterfront has since become new housing, most of 

it built in stylistic and functional reflection of that found elsewhere all along 

London’s once working waterfront.163 Although Deptford can no longer be seen 

as quite the ‘poor relation’ to its downriver neighbour, Greenwich, that it once 

was, its waterfront and its maritime history have come to be increasingly 

defended and contested by local residents and others alike. Some community 
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historians have worked especially hard to bring elements of Deptford’s past – 

and the perceived and real threats to it – to wider audiences through what can 

be seen as ‘online historiographies.’ These include those by Chris Mazieka and 

the ‘Deptford Dame.’164 The nature and scale of the proposed redevelopment of 

the Convoys Wharf site has been the subject of much controversy since the first 

outline proposals were submitted in October 2002.165 This and the wider debate 

has also been the subject of much insightful work by the sociologist Heidi 

Seetzen.166  Part of that controversy – which might be characterised as debates 

over: ‘locals versus outsiders’; ‘private versus public space’; ‘redevelopment 

versus heritage’; and ‘the present versus the past’ – includes a proposal to build 

a replica of the Deptford-built 70 gun Restoration warship Lenox on the site.167  

 

Deptford locals also vigorously campaigned for the return of ‘their’ symbolic iron 

ship’s anchor after Lewisham Council had unceremoniously removed it from the 

top end of Deptford High Street in April 2013.168 Heritage has also recently been 

contested in another way regarding the iconography of Henry Poole’s Deptford 

Town Hall (1903-1905), especially the statues of Sir Francis Drake, Admiral 

Robert Blake, Admiral Nelson, and an anonymous Edwardian Admiral that adorn 

its facade. These figures are now seen by many to be symbolic of the slave trade 

and colonial ambitions, rather than of any wider Deptford maritime history.169 

Somewhat neatly, therefore, this reflective historiographical analysis on 

maritime Deptford has returned to the comments made at the very opening of 

the introductory Abstract. 
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6. Reflective analysis – themes, cohesion, and new knowledge   

Section 3 above – Research agenda and journey – rationale, aims and objectives – 

examines the ways in which the submitted papers generally set-out to reveal and 

analyse key elements of Deptford’s lost, hidden and ignored maritime history. 

Some of the findings from those papers are presented in section 5 – Positioning 

and understanding maritime Deptford – where they are contextualised both 

within the wider historiography and as part of the contribution that they make to 

the understanding of the area’s maritime history. 

This section presents a further reflective analysis of the submitted papers 

through an examination of the way in which they all contain common thematic 

approaches, explore connectedness, and constitute a broad and substantive 

cohesive body of independent and original academic work that has made a 

significant contribution to knowledge and understanding.  

Spacialities, structures, organisations, genealogies and biographies, connective 

webs, fluidity, agency and otherness are just some of the recurring concepts and 

common themes explored in the portfolio of submitted papers. Other common 

and inter-connected themes are the research journeys made between the fields 

of ‘micro-history’ and ‘macro-history.’ The former relates more to that of 

Deptford’s immediate waterfront, the activities undertaken there and the 

various local communities. This is, if you will, the littoral ‘close-up.’ The latter 

relates more to wider themes and events – some of them national and 

international – as well as to the world of the sea and the oceans. My approach to 

all of these research areas has been to avoid constraining them within too rigid 

subject borders or prescriptive historical and methodological approaches. It is for 

these reasons that – as well being readily relatable to more traditional 

historiographical works – the submitted papers can also be seen to generally 

reflect and contribute to the new interdisciplinary fields of littoral studies and 

coastal history.   
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As already briefly noted earlier, the submitted papers present what can be seen 

as ‘thick histories’ of their subjects. This reflects a very long-held regard for the 

work of the cultural anthropologist Clifford Geertz.170 As ‘thick histories’, 

however, the papers are Geertzian in general rather than specific ways – with my 

own deep historical analyses replacing Geertz’s profoundly anthropological ‘thick 

descriptions’. Other historians, of course, have been similarly influenced by 

Geertz to good methodological, narrative and analytical effect.171  

 

More specifically, all of the papers make deep and fundamental contributions to 

the knowledge base relating to Deptford’s wider maritime history. The paper on 

the paddle steamer Enterprize represents the only comprehensive study of this 

important Deptford-built vessel.172 The detailed analysis utilises a very diverse 

body of source material to reveal much that was previously unknown regarding: 

the genesis of the vessel; her backers and builders; her technical design and 

probable appearance; labour conditions at the Gordons’ shipyard, as well as at 

other Thames yards; the many trials and challenges of her initial 1825 voyage to 

India; and the decidedly mixed nature of her achievement. 

  

The paper on Gordon & Company’s Grove Street shipyard – which had built the 

Enterprize – makes even wider use of a disparate range of source material to 

reveal many elements of its ‘lost history’, this time by way of connected 

analytical historical biographies or genealogies.173 These broadly-scoped 

biographies are used to reveal: the origin and physicality of the shipyard; details 

and events relating to some of the ships built there, which ranged from the 

largest East Indiamen down to small river steamers; the very complex financial 

and family links of the Gordons, as well as their wider manufacturing interests; 

the occupancy of part of the yard by the emerging, and soon to be very famous, 

partnership of Ditchburn & Mare for building early iron steam vessels; and the 

sometimes sad and tragic reasons behind the eventual decline of the Gordon 

businesses. 
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The paper on Deptford private shipyards and their relationship to Deptford 

Dockyard makes use of an even wider range of source material to tackle 

connected, complex and  challenging – but then very little-understood – subjects 

across the period 1790-1819, which was one of dramatic change, but with some 

important earlier and later chronological forays.174 In addressing these difficult 

subject areas, the detailed analyses contained in the paper reveal: the primary 

importance of shipbuilding and the maritime trades to Deptford, as well as their 

strategic importance to the nation; the key histories of the individual yards; the 

output of vessels and their tonnages, together with their building costs; labour 

conditions and employment statistics at the yards; the many complex and fluid 

symbiotic links and relationships that existed between the naval and private 

shipyards and their operators; the dominant roles and positions of those 

shipyards – economically, spatially and culturally – in the local community; the 

practical and celebratory aspects of ship launches; and the reasons behind the 

decline in shipbuilding in the area. Amongst the many ‘revelations’ in the paper 

is material that clearly establishes John and William Wells’ occupation of the 

‘Merchants Yard’, Deptford Green, an otherwise ‘lost’ Thames shipyard 

completely ignored in the relevant historiography. 

 

Even more of a challenge had to be overcome in the lengthy paper on the 

Greenland Dock and the whaling trades.175 This was especially true regarding 

what sometimes seemed to be significant gulfs between the scattered and 

disparate nature of the potential source material, the limited nature of the 

historiography, and fact that I had also deliberately set-out to relate the complex 

history of the Greenland Dock to the even more complex history of London’s 

Arctic whaling trade. The resultant wide-ranging paper uses a somewhat radical 

methodological style and a variety of related mental prisms to explore and 

construct many new analytical narratives that add significantly to the knowledge 

base, heighten understanding and fundamentally help redress the numerous 
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myths, errors and omissions to be found in most of the existing ‘standard’ texts 

on their subjects. The paper contains many individual ‘firsts’, including: detailing 

the history of the South Sea Company’s early Arctic adventure, its use of the 

Greenland Dock, and individually identifying its whaling ships; establishing broad 

statistical data runs relating to the previously unknown total number of 2,227 

London Arctic vessel voyages made between 1725 and 1836; explaining the 

underlying financial, governmental and decision-making factors that impacted on 

the trade; revealing the changing involvement of the Greenland Dock with the 

whaling trade, especially ship-handling and blubber boiling; presenting the sad 

story of the ‘Greenland Dock Whale’; and providing many telling and inter-

connected biographies relating to ships, voyages, seamen, shipowners and 

merchants.  

  

Generalising from a statement made in the conclusion to the latter paper, it can 

readily be posited that whilst the ‘analytical macro and micro-histories’ 

presented in the submitted papers could ‘have easily been conceived, construed, 

cut, layered, interpreted and otherwise constructed in completely different 

ways’ they have all arguably provided their audiences with ‘many detailed, multi-

layered, nuanced and cross-referenced stories.’176 Those engaging in their own 

close-readings of the papers will spot many such cross-connections – some 

clearly defined and some more subtly drawn – including, for instance, not only 

the fact that the Deptford shipbuilder John Dudman appears in all of them, but 

that his subsidiary business ventures included the ownership of both Greenland 

and South Sea whaling ships.177 
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7. Concluding remarks 

The foregoing sections clearly establish the coherence, originality and important 

academic contribution to knowledge of the submitted portfolio of papers on key 

aspects of Deptford’s maritime history. This demonstrates how they provide for 

a significantly deeper level of knowledge and understanding of the maritime past 

of the Deptford littoral than has previously existed. In achieving this, the papers 

have all advanced intellectual debate and positively enriched the historiography. 

In this connection, two recent academic reviews have particularly focused their 

comments on the contributions made by the papers on the Deptford private 

shipyards and their relationship to Deptford Dockyard, and the Greenland Dock 

and the whaling trades.178 Whilst the individual papers are all academically 

important, this contextual review demonstrates – in general reflection of the 

main tenet of Gestalt psychologists – that ‘the whole is greater than the sum of 

its parts.’ Thus, the foregoing sections also provide a level of understanding 

which helps reinforce the clear cross-links between the submitted papers, and 

draw comparisons with other works in the field – especially in terms of 

historiography. In addition, they clearly demonstrate the ways in which the 

papers have successfully achieved their interconnected set of academic goals 

and guiding narrative of revealing many of the key elements of Deptford’s lost, 

hidden and ignored maritime history.  

The broadly-scoped maritime history of Deptford also forms an important part of 

my ongoing academic research agenda. This continues to reflect the rationale, 

aims and objectives associated with the origins of the submitted papers. A major 

study of the East Country Dock, which lay immediately to the south of the 

Greenland Dock – and which linked the latter even more noticeably to the main 

Deptford littoral – has already been completed and is now in the process of 

editing for publication.179 Likewise, a major reflective paper on the business, 

cultural and familial worlds of John Dudman and his Grove Street shipyard has 
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also been completed and is now in the finishing pre-publication stage.180 As 

already noted earlier, another current research topic relates to Deptford’s role as 

a generally little-known Thameside ‘Sailortown’ area – especially by comparison 

with those across the river.181 Another research project has also begun to focus 

on the early history of shipbuilding and related maritime activities in the area 

between Deptford Creek and Deptford Green, and this is already revealing a 

great deal of interesting, telling and generally overlooked material. 

Like history itself, my work on the Deptford littoral remains a continuing work in 

progress.  
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Thomas Atkinson voyaged on the St. Andrew bound for ‘Cails’ (Calais) (TNA PROB 

11/825/288 – probate for Thomas Atkinson dated 20 October 1756); and in 1774 

Richard Tibbitt, described as a ‘Mariner’, served as ‘Purser’ onboard the  East 

Indiaman Osterley (TNA PROB 11/1023/111 – probate for Richard Tibbitt dated 

27 August 1776). 
91 This statement is based on a very detailed online search and analysis of the 

London Gazette’s website. 
92 Payments made to the paid-off crews of naval vessels would have significantly 

benefited the local economy of Deptford, even if some of the sailors only stayed 

around for a relatively short time to enjoy themselves ashore and buy new 

outfits. When, for instance, the Jolly, the sloop Hound and the Newport were 

ordered to be paid off at Deptford in May 1714, their authorised payments 

amounted to a combined sum of £17,896 – see: 'Minute Book: May 1714', 

in Calendar of Treasury Books, Volume 28, 1714, ed. William A. Shaw and F. H. 

Slingsby (London: HMSO, 1955), 42-53 (accessed via: British History 
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Online http://www.british-history.ac.uk/cal-treasury-books/vol28/pp 42-53, 9 

July 2019). Using the Bank of England’s online price inflation time series, the  

£17, 896 agreed payment of 1714 would have been worth approximately £3.52 

million in 2019 values. There are many contemporary newspaper references to 

naval vessels being paid-off at Deptford, including that in the Oxford Journal for 

18 December 1762, citing news from London 16 December 1762, which reported 

that: 

 

‘On Tuesday last a great Number of Sailors, who have lately been 

discharged from their respective Ships of War, attended at Deptford Yard, 

to know when they are to be paid off.’ 

 

For a study of the social impact and ‘otherness’ of paid-off sailors in nineteenth 

century naval ports, see: Beaven, ‘The resilience of sailortown culture.’ 
93 Ellmers, ‘Deptford private shipyards.’ 
94 See, for instance: C. Knight, ‘H.M. Bark Endeavour’, Mariner's Mirror, 19:3 

(1933), 292-302; D. Syrett, ‘The Fitting Out of H.M. Storeship Elephant, July 

1776’, Mariner's Mirror, 74:1 (1988), 67-73. 
95 In 1796 the four merchant ship mooring tiers at Deptford were said to have 

been designed for 32 vessels, although 50 were frequently moored there, and in 

1799 it was stated that ‘Sir Peter Burrell’s Chains’ there could accommodate 41 

large vessels compared to the 40 at the ‘Kings Moorings’ – see: Report from the 

Committee appointed to enquire into the best mode of providing sufficient 

Accommodation for the increased Trade and Shipping of the Port of London 

(1796), Appendix F; Second Report from the Select Committee upon the 

Improvement of the Port of London (1799), Appendix D18. 
96 The strike was part of a wider action by seamen and other London workers 

driven by high food prices and the popularity of John Wilkes – see: Adrian 

Randall, Riotous Assemblies: Popular Protests in Hanoverian England (Oxford: 

Oxford University Press, 2006), 134-135.  
97 Ellmers, ‘“This Great National Object”’, 64-65; Ellmers, ‘Deptford private 

shipyards’, 51-53. 
98 Ellmers, ‘Deptford private shipyards’, 51. 
99 These included the following: Admiral Rodney; Gun Tavern; Lord Duncan; Lord 

Nelson; Navy Arms; Neptune; Noah’s Ark; Pilot; Rock of Gibraltar; Ropemaker’s 

Arms; Ship and Sailor; Ship Chester; Ship Defiance; Royal Standard; Sheer Hulk; 

Three Compasses; Timber Hoy; Trinity Arms; as well as two Shipwright’s Arms 

(one on Deptford Green and one in Friendly Street) and two Fishing Smacks (one 
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at the Stowage and one in Old King Street). This list relates to the 1830s and has 

been compiled from trade directories and various online listings of Deptford 

pubs. The majority of Deptford pubs, however, did not have noticeably maritime 

names – a situation that was also to be found in other London sailortown areas. 
100 Ward,  A frolick to Horn-fair, 13-14. 
101 Ellmers, ‘“A place of blubber and oil”’, 70-71. 
102 See, for instance: The Mariners’ Church Gospel Temperance Soldiers’ & Sailors’ 

Magazine, Number 7, July 1847, Volume XXVII, 469-471, entry for Saturday 29 

May 1847; The Mariners’ Church Gospel Temperance Soldiers’ & Sailors’ 

Magazine, Number 9, September 1847, Volume XXVIII, 537, entry for Sunday 8 

August, and 541, entry for Thursday 12 August 1847. George Smith’s descriptions 

of both Deptford and the area around Ratcliffe Highway, not surprisingly, relied 

heavily on negative stereotyping of mariners, prostitutes, established churchmen 

and public bodies. The simple stereotyping of sailors and ‘sailortowns’ has been 

increasingly challenged by historians who successfully argue for more nuanced 

approaches to both – see, especially: Robert Lee, ‘The Seafarers Urban World: A 

Critical Review’, International Journal of Maritime History, 25:1 (2013), 23-64; 

Joe Davey, ‘“A Higher Class of Men”? Sailors and Working-Class Communities in 

Bristol 1850-1914’, thesis submitted towards a PhD, University of Portsmouth, in 

2019, and supervised by Professor Bradley Beaven. 
103 There are many references to Deptford sailors coming to the Ratcliffe 

Highway area. The early-nineteenth century ballad Rolling Down Wapping 

records a tale relating to an extortion attempt in a local alehouse during which a 

canny sailor outwits the lady of the house by stealing a gold watch, from the 

mantel, and then runs downstairs to find that: 

 

‘The night it was dark in my favour, 

To the water side nimbly did creep, 

And got into a boat bound for Deptford,  

And got safely on board of my ship.’ 

 

Most Deptford pubs, however, also did a busy trade with sailors. In June 1810, 

for instance, a ‘first-rate Retail Spirit Shop, situated near the water-side at 

Deptford’ was advertised for sale with a special emphasis on the fact that it was 

‘the resort of masters and captains of ships’ – see: Morning Advertiser 5 June 

1810. Even the Roman Eagle, located away from the river in Church Street, had a 

70 feet long ‘Assembly Room’ on its first floor and a ‘Marine Saloon’ – see: 

Morning Advertiser 10 August 1841, sale advert; Kentish Mercury 1 February 
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1834; Public Ledger and Daily Advertiser 1 September 1834. The tavern’s once 

fashionable heyday had long passed by the mid-1830s when it ‘harboured 

notoriously bad characters’, including ‘maids that love the moon’ (prostitutes) 

and raucous drunken sailors – see:  Kentish Mercury 1 February 1834; Morning 

News and Public Ledger 2 May 1834; Public Ledger and Daily Advertiser 1 

September 1834. 
104 Ellmers, ‘“This Great National Object”’, 67-71.  
105 Ellmers, ‘“A place of blubber and oil”’, 62-74, 78-81. 
106 Ellmers, ‘“A place of blubber and oil”’, 65-67.  
107 See, for instance, the following entries from the Old Bailey Online court cases: 

James Clark and John Greene, tried for theft/grand larceny, 22 February 1786 

(t17860222-12); John Chilton and William Maylin, tried for violent theft/highway 

robbery, 26 October 1791 (t17911026-53); Ann Judith Roy, tried for grand 

larceny, 1 July 1795 (t17950701-10); Manuel John, tried for theft, 30 November 

1814 (t18141130-49); Michael Moven, tried for violent theft/highway robbery, 3 

April 1816 (t18160403-7). 
108 Derek Morris and Ken Cozens, ‘The Thames as a Barrier in the Eighteenth 

Century, Local Population Studies, 101:1 (2018), 24-46. Whilst Morris’s and 

Cozens’s thought-provoking paper examines selected records relating to 

marriages, apprenticeships and merchant property ownership ‘across the water’, 

it does not explore wider cross-river mobilities and linkages.  
109 Contemporary books, journals and newspapers often reported details of 

Deptford court-martials. The Ipswich Journal for 17-24 December 1720, using 

Stanley’s News-Letter of 20 December 1720, for instance, reported on the court-

martial held onboard the Worcester on 17 December. This was convened under 

Rear Admiral Hosier, ‘assisted by other Commanding Officers.’ A first lieutenant, 

a boatswain and a midshipman were tried in three separate cases.  
110 Deptford’s most famous pirate association relates to Captain William Kidd 

who embarked from there early in 1696 in the Adventure Galley, which had been 

launched at Castle’s Deptford Green shipyard on 4 December 1695 – see: 

Graham Brooks, editor, Trial of Captain Kidd (London: W. Hodge & Co., 1930), 

Appendix II, ‘Kidd’s own Narrative’, 194-199; Lincoln P. Paine, Warsips of the 

World to 1900, (Boston & New York: Houghton Miffin Company, 2000), 1. Other 

pirates included: William Petty, a sailmaker born in Deptford in the early 1690s, 

taken as part of Bartholomew Roberts’ crew in 1722; and John Upton – born in 

Deptford in 1679 – apprenticed as a waterman before embarking on a long 

career in the naval and merchant marine before turning pirate – see: Philip 

Gosse, The Pirates’ Who’s Who: Giving Particulars of the Lives and Deaths of 
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Pirates and Buccaneers (New York: Burt Franklin, 1924) 244; Anon, Lives of the 

Most Remarkable Criminals who have been Condemned and Executed...From the 

Year 1720 to the Year 1735, Volume II (London: Reeves and Turner, 1875), 231-

238; Gregory Durston, The Admiralty Sessions and the Silver Oar (Newcastle: 

Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2017), 49, 142, 313-314. 
111 In March 1745 the wanted ‘old Smuggler’ James McCulloch was arrested in 

Deptford and sent to Maidstone Prison, and in February 1753 the outlawed 

smuggler known as the ‘King of Kent’ was taken at the Deptford lime kilns – see: 

Derby Mercury 29 March-5 April 1745, news from London 28 March 1745; Derby 

Mercury 23 February-2 March 1753, news from London 22 February 1753. In 

May 1753 Customs officers seized a 200 cwt chest of ‘French Lace, Gloves, &c.’ at 

Deptford – see: Derby Mercury 1-8 June 1753, news from London 31 May 1753. 

On the night of 11th-12th April 1776 a gang of Deptford smugglers led by 

‘Gypsey George’ attacked four Customs officers who had ‘intelligence of some 

run goods coming to Deptford’ from the  east side of town, which led to 

bloodshed, trials and executions – see: Proceedings of the Old Bailey Online, trial 

of Joseph Blann, Benjamin Harley and Thomas Henman, for murder, 22 May 

1776 (t17760522-32); Proceedings of the Old Bailey Online, trial of Robert Harley 

and Edward George, for murder, 11 September 1776 (t17760911-42). This case, 

along with a number other Deptford smuggling incidents, also features in 

Margarette Lincoln,Trading in War, 97-103. 
112 There are many contemporary references to the activities of the press gang: 

in February 1755, 18 seamen who had been lodging ‘at a Publick-House near 

Deptford’ while awaiting to board a ship bound for the West Indies’ were press-

ganged and put on a naval tender (Derby Mercury, 14-21 February 1755, news 

from London 15 February); on the 7 April 1791 one newspaper correspondent 

reported that ‘a warm Press was expected last Night about Deptford, Blackwall, 

Wapping, &c.’ (Oxford Journal 9 April 1791, news from London 7 April 1791); in 

early March 1800 a number of men, including William Jones, were pressed 

onboard a warship lying at Deptford, which resulted in his death (Ipswich Journal 

8 March 1800, from ‘Wednesday’s Post’). Jones had tried to escape but was 

‘struck repeatedly’ with a ‘hanger’ (a short cutlass style sword), which resulted in 

his death and a coroner’s verdict of ‘wilful murder’ against a lieutenant and 

midshipman. 
113 Ellmers, ‘“A place of blubber and oil”’, 81-82. Other researchers also point to 

the fact that whaling crews from other ports were often the target of press 

gangs.  Bernard Stonehouse, for instance, states that: 
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‘Whaling ships’ crews, like all others in wartime, were subject to naval 

impressment. Masters, mates, harpooners, boat steerers and line 

managers were exempted, but deckhands were valued especially for their 

seamanship and indifference to bad weather, and were liable to be 

impressed either at sea or upon docking in their home port. Though 

providing a reserve of experienced seamen was one of the stated 

objectives of the bounty, the loss of trained deckhands into the navy must 

have added seriously to the problems of whaling ship masters in their 

efforts to maintain and increase efficiency.’   

 

See – Bernard Stonehouse, ‘Accounts and balance sheet of Hull Fishery 

Company, 1754-1757’, Polar Record, 51:3 (2015), 313-329. For further supporting 

evidence, see also: Jackson, The British Whaling Trade, 63, 67-68, 75; Credland, 

The Hull Whaling Trade, 20; Barrow, The Whaling Trade of North-East England, 

28-30; Sanger, Scottish Arctic Whaling, 48, 66-67, 78, 82. 
114 Rankin’s work has primarily focused on a series of short publications relating 

to the shipbuilding, dock and wharf history of neighbouring Rotherhithe, 

immediately upriver of Deptford – see: Rankin, Shipbuilding in Rotherhithe – 

Greenland Dock & Barnard’s Wharf; Stuart Rankin, Shipbuilding in Rotherhithe – 

the Nelson Dockyard, Rotherhithe Local History Paper No. 2 Rotherhithe: 

Dockside Studio, 1996); Stuart Rankin, Shipbuilding in Rotherhithe – An Historical 

Introduction, revised edition, Rotherhithe Local History Paper No. 1  

(Rotherhithe: Dockside Studio, 1997); Stuart Rankin, Shipbuilding in Rotherhithe 

– Bull Head Dock to the Pageants Part I,  Rotherhithe Local History Paper No. 4a 

(Rotherhithe: Dockside Studio, 2000); Stuart Rankin, Shipbuilding in Rotherhithe 

– Bull Head Dock to the Pageants Part II, Rotherhithe Local History Paper No. 4b 

(Rotherhithe: Dockside Studio, 2000). Morris and Cozens have done much to 

reveal elements of the  eighteenth century maritime history of Wapping, 

Shadwell and Ratcliff, on the northern side of the river, eastwards of the Tower – 

see: Derek Morris and Ken Cozens, Wapping 1600-1800: A Social History of an 

Early Modern London Maritime Suburb (London: East London History Society, 

2009); Derek Morris and Ken Cozens, London’s Sailortown. The works by Morris 

and Cozens primarily focus on the ‘middling sort’ or ‘middling order’ of their 

chosen communities.  
115 Hermione Hobhouse, ed., Survey of London: Volumes 43 and 44, Poplar, 

Blackwall and Isle of Dogs (London: Athlone Press, 1994). The localised approach 

and nature of these volumes, however, results in the maritime history of the 

area being covered in an inevitable scattered topographical manner. 
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116 Ellmers, ‘“A place of blubber and oil”’, 93-95; Ellmers, 'Deptford private 

shipyards’, 33-35. 
117 Ellmers, ‘Gordon & Company, Deptford’, 44-45; Ellmers, 'Deptford private 

shipyards’, 31-40. 49-50.  
118 Most of these statistics are taken from Ellmers, 'Deptford private shipyards’,  

31-40, 49-50, supported where necessary by data from my additional 

unpublished research. 
119 MacDougall, London and the Georgian Navy, 90-110; Philip MacDougall, ‘The 

Naval Multiplex of Kentish London’, in Philip MacDougall, ed., Five Hundred Years 

of Deptford and Woolwich Royal Dockyards (London: Naval Dockyards Society, 

2019), 18-29. 
120 Ellmers, 'Deptford private shipyards’, 50-51.  
121 Ellmers, ‘Gordon & Company, Deptford’, 51, 62-64; Ellmers, 'Deptford private 

shipyards’, 51. 
122 Ellmers, 'Deptford private shipyards’, 50.  
123 Ellmers, 'Deptford private shipyards, 50-51. 
124 This reflects an analysis of the data provided in Ellmers, 'Deptford private 

shipyards’, 50-51. 
125 In the absence of fuller contemporary comparable statistics for both Deptford 

and other maritime places, however, this statement must sadly remain anecdotal 

and incapable of any detailed testing. 
126 Pearson, ‘Littoral Society’, 356.  
127 Joan Ryan, Women Naval Dockyard Workers in Two 19th Century Dockyard 

Towns: Chatham and Plymouth, thesis submitted towards an MPhil in Maritime 

History at the Greenwich Maritime Institute, University of Greenwich, in 2015, 

and supervised by Professor Sarah Palmer, 48-55. The women were known as 

‘colour women’ and their main task was in making signal-flags known as ‘buntin.’ 

More women would probably also have been employed at the same time making 

hammocks from worn-out canvas sails. 
128 This general statement is based on considerable personal research relating to 

women’s occupations as noted in newspaper reports, bankruptcy listings in the 

London Gazette, and wills, etc.  
129 Suzanne J. Stark, Female Tars: Women Aboard Ship in the Age of Sail (London: 

Pimlico, 1998 edition), 123-167. When The History of the Female Shipwright was 

published in July 1773, Mary Lacy – who had worked under the alias of William 

Chandler, but by then known as Mary Slade – was living in King Street, Deptford. 

Mary had married the naval shipwright Josias Slade and became Mary Slade – 

see: Lincoln, Trading in War, 145. 
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130 Lincoln, Trading in War,  138-142; Peter Guillery, ‘The Further Adventures of 

Mary Lacy’, The Georgian Group Journal, Volume X (2000), 61-69. Mary and 

Elizabeth lived in and traded from fashionable Slade’s Place, which the former 

had built in 1775-1784. Lincoln clearly demonstrates that it was the haberdasher 

Mary Slade and not the ‘female shipwright’ Mary Slade that built the ten houses 

in Slade’s Place, as had been suggested by Guillery. Mary and Elizabeth Slade’s 

nephew Benjamin Slade, the Navy Board’s Purveyor to Deptford Dockyard, lived 

next door to them in Slade’s Place and it was probably through him that they 

supplied fabric for flags and upholstery, as well as binding and stuffing, to the 

yard. 
131 Ellmers, 'Deptford private shipyards’, 33. 
132 Ellmers, 'Deptford private shipyards’, 33, 64 (endnote 17). Further research 

has since confirmed my original speculation that the foreman was most probably 

Thomas Roberts who gave his surname to the later recorded partnership – see: 

Admiralty building contract for HMS Pactolus, dated 2 December 1812, which 

was with Frances Barnard, Edward George Barnard and Thomas Roberts (NMM 

ADM BO779/ADT0091). According to Frances’ son William the (un-named) 

foreman had acted as such for his father ‘upward of twenty years, and who since 

his long and unfortunate illness of more than twelve months has conducted the 

whole of the Business’ – see: Lincoln, Trading in War,  207-208, citing letter 

written on 4 March 1795 (TNA ADM 106/1454). 
133 Barnard, Building Britain’s Wooden Walls, Appendix XII, 93.  
134 Although source material is scattered, there are some narrative elements, 

which especially relate to the black and south Asian populations of Deptford. 

Early references in the parish registers of St. Nicholas, Deptford, include: ‘Samuel 

Munsur’ an East Indian ‘blackamore’ who married Jane Johnson on 28 December 

1613, having  been baptised on 28 November 1613 and having probably come 

from a East India Company ‘shyppe’; ‘Thomas Manoto an Indian’ baptised on 

Christmas Day 1617; and ‘Robert a blacke’ baptised in July 1670, besides a 1620 

gravestone recording ‘Sarika a black woman’ and ‘John Kaffey’ – see: Imtiaz 

Habib, Black Lives in English Archives, 1500-1677: Imprints of the Invisible 

(Aldershot: Ashgate, 2008), 243-245, 338 (for Munsur); 245, 339 (for Manoto); 

176 (for Robert); 243-244 note 16, citing Steve Martin (Sarika and Kaffey). On her 

page 244, Habib states that ‘Deptford was seventeenth-century London’s India 

port at home.’ Between 1682 and 1696 the parish registers for St. Nicholas 

record two Indians, five people described as ‘blacks’ or ‘negro’ and one ‘Moor’ – 

see: data provided by the Lewisham Local History and Archives Centre at 

lewishham-heritage.wikidot.com/slavery-1600. Many others are recorded in the 
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parish registers for the following century – see: lewishham-

heritage.wikidot.com/slavery-1700-to-1739; lewishham-

heritage.wikidot.com/slavery-1740-to-1779; lewishham-

heritage.wikidot.com/slavery-1780-to-1799. Newspaper adverts between 1701-

1772 offering rewards for black and Indian ‘runaways’ show that  a number of 

men ‘deserted’ naval and merchant ships and their ‘owners’ at Deptford, whilst a 

number of black servants in Deptford also absconded – see: datasets compiled 

by the Runaway Slaves in Britain Project based at Glasgow University and 

available at https://www.runaways.gla.ac.uk. When Ned Ward visited the newly 

opened Howland Dock, around 1700, he found ‘a parcel of West-Indian-

Creolians, lately come on Shore, Cooking in the open Air, an English porker’ in a 

combination of a spit roast and a barbecue – see: Ward, A frolick to Horn-fair, 13. 

In the period after the American Revolution, when numbers of black Loyalist 

sailors settled in Britain, the Deptford parishes saw an increase in the number of 

baptisms of adult black men. Between 1783-1795 24 black men and 1 black 

woman were christened in the two Deptford parishes – suggesting that it may 

have had the third largest black population in London after Marylebone and St. 

George in the East – although this may possibly only have represented around 

1.5 percent of the total population – see: Norma Myers, Reconstructing the Black 

Past: Blacks in Britain 1780-1830 (London and Portland: Frank Cass, 1996), 33-34. 

Two Deptford men of African ancestry were amongst the earliest to be 

transported to Australia. John (‘Black’) Caesar, who had worked as a servant in 

St. Paul’s parish, was transported as part of the First Fleet in 1787-1788 – see: 

http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/caesar-john-black-12829. The African 

American William(‘Billy’) Blue lived in Deptford between around 1782 and his 

arrest in 1796 for stealing sugar from a West India ship, that he was helping 

discharge as a lumper – see: Cassandra Pybus, ‘Billy Blue: An African American 

Journey through Empire in the Long Eighteenth Century’, Early American Studies 

5:2 (2007), 252-287; Cassandra Pybus, ‘The old Commodore: a transnational life’, 

in Desley Deacon, Penny Russell and Angela Woollacott, eds., Transnational Ties: 

Australian Lives in the World (Acton, Australian National Territory:  ANU Press, 

2008), 3-18.  After his conviction, Blue spent five years on a Thames prison hulk 

before being transported to New South Wales in 1802. Research by Cliff Pereira 

found that 13 lascars and Portuguese seamen from East India Company ships 

were buried in St. Nicholas Deptford in 1796, some of whom may have been 

Goan – see:  

http://www.portcities.org.uk/london/server/show/ConNarrative.50/chapterId/7

39/The-Goan-community-of-London.html. In 1847, George ‘Bosun’ Smith 
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claimed that Deptford – as well as London, Greenwich, Lewisham and Woolwich 

– had missions to ‘negroes and Hindoos’, but I have not been able to find further 

details of them – see: The Mariners’ Church Gospel Temperance Soldiers’ & 

Sailors’ Magazine, Number 9, September 1847, Volume XXVIII, 530. There are 

many stories of sadness attached to the lives of black, Asians and other ethnic 

minorities who lived in or came to Deptford.  In July 1792, for instance, the 22 

year-old Tahitian prince, Mydidee, left his home on board Captain William Bligh’s 

HMS Providence bound for the West Indies with breadfruit before voyaging onto 

to London for ‘education’ – see: Rob Mundle, Bligh: Master Mariner (Barnsley: 

Pen and Sword Books, 2012), 172.  On his arrival at Deptford in early August 

1793 he was hailed as ‘a well made, handsome fellow, very good humoured, 

intelligent and affable’ – see: Hereford Journal 14 August 1793, news from 

London 10 August 1793. The description, of course, reflects the contemporary 

notion of ‘the noble savage.’ On the 4th September, however, Mydidee ‘died, at 

his lodgings at Deptford’ from ‘pulmonary affections’, which he had suffered 

from on his voyage – see: Lincoln, Rutland and Stanford Mercury 6 September 

1793, news from London 5 September 1793; Saunders’s News-Letter 11 

September 1793, news from London 6 September 1793. William Bligh met 

Mydidee’s funeral expenses although the burial site appears to have been 

unmarked. A commemorative plaque, however, was placed in the churchyard of 

St. Paul’s Deptford, in 1988, where it can still be seen.  
135 Chris Ellmers and Alex Werner, Dockland Life: A Pictorial History of London’s 

Docks 1860-2000 (Edinburgh and London: Mainstream Publishing, 2000 edition), 

11. 
136 Ellmers, 'Deptford private shipyards’, 31 (Fig. 1, Dudman’s Yard), 32 (Fig 2, 

Barnard’s Yard), 36 (Fig. 3, Deptford Dockyard). The Victualling Yard had a similar 

boundary wall to Deptford Dockyard. 
137 Land, ‘Doing Urban History in the Coastal Zone’, 271. 
138 Ellmers, ‘“A place of blubber and oil”’, 140 (Figure 1), 56 (Figure 2), 83 (Figure 

6), 89 (Figure 8).  
139 Ellmers and Werner, Dockland Life, 11, 90, 185, 198; William M. Taylor, ‘Ports 

and Pilferers: London’s Late Georgian Era Docks as Settings for Evolving Material 

and Criminal Cultures’, in Beaven, Bell and James, Port Towns and Urban 

Cultures, 135-157; Chris Ellmers, ‘The Emporium of the World’, in Trading Words 

– London Dock (London: St George, 2017), 19-22.                                                             
140 Ellmers, ‘“A place of blubber and oil”’, 88-91. Unlike Arctic whalers, South Sea 

whalers – which hunted sperm whales and right whales in the generally warmer 

waters of the south Atlantic and the Pacific – had no need of the oil boilers at the 
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Greenland Dock as they rendered their blubber down whilst at sea in temporary 

deck-built tryworks. This was necessitated by the fact that South Sea whaling 

voyages could last up to four years. Without their own blubber-boiling facilities, 

catches of blubber would have spoiled.  
141 The Bye-Laws and Regulations of the Marine Society Incorporated in 

MDCCLXXII... Fifth Edition (London, 1809). Planned accommodation was for 150-

200 boys. The Society clothed and fitted-out 1,420 boys for sea in 1790, and 

between 1791 and 1808 the annual number varied between 214 and 1,803 – see: 

The Bye-Laws and Regulations of the Marine Society (1809), 37-38. It is unclear, 

however, whether all of these boys had actually been on the Society’s vessel 

before being shipped off to sea. The wider history of the Marine Society is more 

fully addressed in: Dianne Payne, ‘Rhetoric, Reality and the Marine Society,’ 

London Journal, 30:2 (2005), 66-84; Roland Pietsch, ‘Urchins for the Sea: The 

Story of the Marine Society in the Seven Years War’, Journal for Nautical 

Research, 2:1 (2000), 64-83; Caroline Withall, ‘“And since that time has never 

been heard of...” The forgotten boys of the sea: Marine Society merchant sea 

apprentices, 1772-1873’, Journal for Maritime Research, published online 10 

March 2020.  
142 The Bye-Laws and Regulations of the Marine Society (1809), 143-145. The 

boys, however, were allowed ashore, under tight supervision, on Sundays for 

church services and sometimes to play in the fields around town. 
143 Jane Matthews, Welcome Aboard: The Story of the Seamen’s Hospital Society 

and the Dreadnought (Buckingham: Baron Birch, 1992); Gordon C. Cook, Disease 

in the Merchant Navy: A history of the Seaman’s Hospital Society (Abingdon: 

Radcliffe Publishing, 2007); Gordon C. Cook, ‘Committee for the Relief of 

Distressed Seamen: correspondence from the Admiralty in 1818–19’, 

Postgraduate Medical Journal, 83 (975) (2007), 54–58. From 1821 to 1830, 

14,328 men were admitted to the Grampus and 3,029 were treated as 

outpatients – see: Atlas 10 April 1831. Whilst the great majority of these men 

were British seamen, a very wide range of foreign mariners coming to the port 

were also treated – see, for instance: London Courier and Evening Gazette 3 

February 1825. Everything from broken limbs and infected wounds to ‘Scurvy’, 

‘Venereal’, ‘Fever’ and ‘Dysentery’ were treated, although mortality rates were 

at times high – see: The Dreadnought Seamen’s Hospital Admissions and 

Discharge Registers, 1826-1930, which form part of the National Maritime 

Museum Archive collection (DSH 1/146), are now fully available and searchable 

via the Ancestry family history website; Cook, G. C., ‘Medical Disease in the 

Merchant Navies of the World in the Days of Sail: The Seamen’s Hospital 
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‘This Great National Object’ - the Story of the Paddle Steamer Enterprize 

 

Chris Ellmers 

   
Introduction 

Sometime at the end of January, or beginning of February, 1825, a journalist from the 

Circulator of Useful Knowledge penned the following piece: 

 

        ‘INDIAN STEAM VESSEL – This vessel, of which we gave a description in a  

        former number, was launched last Saturday, from the dock-yard of Messrs. Gordon   

        and Co. Deptford. It is expected she will be ready to sail from this country in March, 

        and will reach Calcutta, within two months from the time of her leaving Portsmouth. 

        As this is the first attempt to make a distant voyage by steam, it will form a new era   

        in navigation’.1  

 

Like much that was initially written about the Enterprize, this statement contained its share of 

wishful thinking. Given that the engines and boilers had not even been fitted at the time of her 

launch, on Saturday 22nd January, the ship was not to be ready for her voyage for another 6 

months. Her final port of departure was to be Falmouth. She was to take over 16 weeks to 

reach Calcutta. Few, if any, serious commentators were to conclude that her voyage formed 

the hoped for ‘new era’ in sea travel to India. 

 

During her lifetime, however, the Enterprize did achieve fame – albeit qualified – as the first 

steamer to reach India from Britain. Although much has subsequently been written about the 

vessel, most is of a fairly superficial and repetitive nature – usually focusing on elements of 

her voyage rather than on the vessel herself. This paper will focus on the background to the 

vessel’s commissioning, her building, her initial voyage and her achievement. It will also 

address the question of exactly what the Enterprize might have looked like.   

 

Genesis of the Enterprize 

The catalyst for the building of the paddle steamer Enterprize lay in a combination of factors. 

Most important was the need for speedier passages to India, for the carriage of mails and 

important passengers, especially those working for the East India Company and the British 

Government. Secondly, the early 1820s had witnessed both the increasing popularity of 

steamships and the potential which they were seen to offer for long distance travel. Three 

obvious geographic routes presented themselves in connection with proposed steamer 

services to India: firstly, there was the already established – but unreliable – sailing route 

from Britain to Alexandria, then overland to Suez, and then on to India, by the Red Sea; 

secondly – and a variant on the first – there was the ‘alternative route’, via the Syrian coast, 

along the Euphrates, and then on to India via the Persian Gulf; and thirdly, there was the 

traditional and historic East India sail trading route, via the Cape of Good Hope. 

 

On 4th April 1823, a meeting took place at the London Tavern, Bishopsgate Street, with the 

intention of establishing a ‘General Steam Vessel Company’. This was chaired by the 

shipowner, William Jolliffe. Potential subscribers were asked to come forward with existing 

steamers, ‘in lieu of monetary payments’, and a monetary subscription limit of £44,000 was 

proposed for the company. As part of his address, Jolliffe also referred to: 

 

      ‘…the practicability of engaging with the steam-vessels in the trade to India in 

      support of which a most able prospectus has been issued by Lieutenant J. H. 
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      Johnston, R. N. who has for some years been engaged between Calcutta and  

      this Country’.2  

 

James Henry Johnston (1787-1851) was a naval lieutenant, who had entered the navy in 1803, 

had served at Trafalgar, and was placed on half-pay in 1815. Without work, he went to 

Calcutta, in 1817, where friends secured him the command of the Prince Blucher, in which he 

made two trips to Britain.3 According to the usual version of the story, Johnston then went 

back to India, on behalf of the aforementioned London steam committee, with a view to 

garner support from merchants and the government.4 The exact nature of Johnston’s ongoing 

relationship with Jolliffe’s London committee, however, is now difficult to establish. Even 

before departing again for Calcutta, Johnston appears to have been promoting his own ideas 

in a prospectus in the newspapers.5 When Johnston presented his proposals to a meeting of 

what was to become the Calcutta Steam Committee, they were for the Mediterranean – 

Isthmus of Suez – Red Sea route.6 Johnston’s promotional activities succeeded, and in 

December 1823, the Calcutta Steam Committee agreed to provide a prize for the 

establishment of successful steam communication between England and Bengal, either via the 

Cape, or the Red Sea.7 The terms of the prize were demanding, in that the successful 

promoters’ ship had, by the end of 1826, to make two voyages out and two back home, taking 

not more than an average of 70 days on each passage. The prize fund eventually reached 

80,200 rupees – much of it subscribed by the Calcutta Government and the Rajah of Oude.8 

 

The prize fund galvanized those London merchants interested in promoting steam navigation 

with India. A common version of the story then proceeds to say that when Johnston returned 

to London, he found that his backers had already agreed to purchase a steamer being built by 

Gordon & Co.9 Although commissioned to command the maiden voyage, some authorities 

have also said that Johnston thought the vessel was ‘not by any means suitable for the 

work’.10 This version of the story implies that the promoters of the Cape route – flushed with 

the promise of a valuable prize – had rushed out to secure a steamer, and found one being 

built at Gordons’ yard. The truth, as ever, appears to have been possibly different. Early in 

1825, an article published in the Oriental Herald contained a copy of the proprietors’ 

prospectus, which stated that: 

 

     ‘The projectors of this scheme have given this great national object their most 

     mature consideration; and having, after much trouble and expense, succeeded in  

     arranging a plan which they felt confident would render the undertaking safe and               

     profitable, they proceeded, on their own responsibility, to build a vessel in the  

     dock-yard of Messrs. Gordon and Co., to be fitted with engines and machinery by   

     Mr. Maudslay. They also shipped a supply of coals to the Cape and Calcutta in  

     September last. 

 

     This vessel, called the Enterprize, will be calculated to sail or go by steam. She  

     is nearly 500 tons burthen, and is commanded by Lieut. J. H. Johnston, R. N.  

     an active and zealous officer, who is well acquainted with the navigation of the 

     Indian seas, and who has already interested the Indian public very strongly in   

     favour of the undertaking. She will sail from this country early in March; and 

     touching at the Cape and Madras, the calculations hold out every prospect of  

     her reaching Calcutta within two months from the time of her leaving  

     Portsmouth’.11 
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Thus, the promoters clearly claimed to have commissioned the ship from Gordons 

themselves, rather than having purchased it as a speculatively part-built vessel. Given the 

absence of the Gordons’ business records, it is not now possible to definitely confirm this 

claim. Also, Johnston’s exact role in the commissioning, or acquisition, of the vessel will 

never be known.12 In addition – and as a possible counterpoint – the years 1824-1825 were 

characterised by what might be called a steamship mania.13 Given this, it is possible that the 

Enterprize just might have originally been laid down as a speculative venture, in the hope of 

finding a taker from one of the many projected London steamship companies.14  

 

Whatever the actual origins of the vessel, the promoters’ prospectus also named the vessel the 

Enterprize – which fittingly reflected the commercial circumstances behind her genesis. 

Some contemporary records, however, referred to her as the Enterprise. Indeed, and even 

more confusingly, she was sometimes given both spellings of the name in individual pieces 

written by contemporary observers. In accordance with the majority of 20th century works, the 

name Enterprize is used in this article, and original spellings are used in quoted extracts.  

 

By the time that the prospectus was issued, William Jolliffe  had departed the scene, having 

turned his attention to the General Steam Navigation Company, of which he was a founder 

member in 1824.15 In the prospectus, those listed as responsible for the management of the 

Enterprize, were listed as Mr. Cockerell (for Cockerell, Trail & Co.), Mr. Crawford (for 

Bazett, Farquhar & Co.), Mr. Fletcher (for Fletcher, Alexander & Co.), Mr. Palmer (for 

Palmers, Mackillop & Co.), Captain Lochner, R. J. Saunders and Mr. Walker. Saunders, who 

traded from the South Sea House, was the managing agent and Messrs. Everett, Walker & 

Co., were the bankers. Cockerell, Trail & Co., Bazett, Farquhar & Co., Fletcher, Alexander & 

Co., and Palmers, Mackillop & Co., were all leading East India agency houses and merchants. 

Everett, Walker & Co., was a leading City banking house, which was to fail in the financial 

crisis of December 1825.16 The prospectus made it clear that the management committee had 

been formed following an approach by ‘the original projectors’ to ‘several of the principal 

East India houses and others’. It was noted that some of the original projectors were included 

on the management committee, but these were not named. The management committee – who 

clearly had their eye on the then expected £10,000 Calcutta prize fund – proposed to offer 

shares in the Enterprize at £500 each. They also stated their intention to sell future shares – 

again at £500 each – to raise a capital fund of £200,000 to launch an Indian steam shipping 

line. They proposed to reserve 5 shares for each of the original shareholders, and 100 shares 

for ‘the British residents in India’, in recognition of ‘the liberality with which they have come 

forward to promote this undertaking’. The Customs’ London Port ship register entry for the 

vessel does not, unfortunately, provide details of the individuals who had already invested in 

her.17 It did, however, record the following: 

 

                                             ‘Subscribing Owners 

    Charles David Gordon of London Street Fenchurch Street in the City of London Ship   

builder 

    Henry Maudslay of Lambeth in the County of Surrey Engineer 

    and Robert John Saunders of Eltham in the County of Kent Esquire 

    being the Trustees of the India Steam Packet Company’ 

 

The ‘Other Owners’ are simply listed as being: ‘The East India Steam Packet Company’. 

There were 64 shares. Johnston subsequently reported that these 64 shares ‘were taken by 32 

individuals’.18 The company appears to have been promoted as the ‘India Steam Packet 

Company.’19 Henry Maudslay is said to have invested £2000 – which would have equated to 
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four shares.20 It is very likely that Gordon and Maudslay had been amongst the original 

promoters of the vessel and that they would have been on the management committee.  

Presumably, many of the other shares would have been taken by members of the banking and 

agency houses mentioned as being involved with the management of the vessel.             

 

The Builders 

As well at the promoters’ prospectus and the Customs London Port ship register entry, 

contemporary descriptions of the launch of the Enterprize clearly identify her builder as 

‘Messrs. Gordon and Co. Deptford’.21 Gordon and Company were also given as the builders 

on the lithograph of the vessel’s lines, taken at Calcutta in 1830, by J. M. Seppings, Surveyor 

of Shipping to the East India Company.22  

 

Surprisingly little has been written about Gordon and Company, which probably relates to the 

loss of their records, including details of the vessels built. Philip Banbury, for instance, stated 

that ‘the Enterprize is the only ship known to have been built by Gordon & Co’, and devoted 

much of his short discourse on the yard to her story.23 Also, there has  been confusion as to 

where their Deptford yard actually was – with the yard sometimes being wrongly located on 

the waterfront at Deptford Green, adjacent to other shipyards and close to the Stowage, on the 

site of what was to become Deptford Power Station.24 The yard was, in fact, slightly upriver, 

at the Grove Street shipyard. This was located at what was the old Dudman’s Dock, between 

the Royal Naval Victualling Yard and the East Country Dock. 

 

The mistaken siting of the shipyard, to Deptford Green, seems to be the result of an 

understandable confusion. The Gordon family did have an operation at Deptford Green, but it 

was a metalworking one, focusing on iron founding and anchor making. This was developed 

in the last quarter of the 18th century by David Gordon (1751-1831), and his then partners – 

John Biddulph (his brother-in-law) and William Stanley – of Lime Street in the City.  

Gordon, Biddulph, and Stanley were listed in the contemporary London directories as both 

‘ironmongers’ and ‘merchants’. The Gordon family had operated from Lime Street for many 

years.25 Their business interests, however, were far more complex than the bare entries in the 

trade directories might suggest. Gordon and Biddulph were wholesale and export 

ironmongers, ironmasters, anchorsmiths, merchants and shipowners. The Gordons and 

Biddulphs were families who bridged the mercantile and industrial worlds. Both were also 

old established landed families. The Gordons were the lairds of Abergeldie, living at 

Abergeldie Castle, Aberdeenshire.26 The Bidddulphs were landed gentry of Ledbury, 

Herefordshire.27 

 

The first directory reference to the Gordons as shipbuilders is in 1822, with the listing for 

‘Gordon, C. D. & Co. Ship-builders, Deptford, and 6, London-Street, Fenchurch-Street’.28 

This is misleading, however, as the Gordons were operating the Grove Street Dockyard, on 

their own account, by March 1816.29 The City address for the Gordon businesses – being 

located off of Fenchurch Street – was in the heart of the mercantile district. There, were to be 

found East India merchants, West India merchants and shipowners – all good for the multi-

faceted trades of the Gordons.  

 

Between1820-1826, the principals of the Gordons’ businesses were David Gordon and his 

sons Charles David Gordon (1790-1826) and Michael Francis Gordon (1792-1860). Towards 

the end of the period they would have been supported by David Gordon’s youngest son, 

Adam Gordon (1801-1839), who became a partner on the death of his brother, Charles David, 

in 1826. It is likely, however, that David Gordon himself was then no longer involved with 
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any of the day-to-day activities of the business, having succeeded to the title of Gordon of 

Abergeldie, in December 1819, on the death of his older brother, Peter.30 David Gordon was 

then 68 years of age. Although the shipyard belonged to all of the business partners, Charles 

David Gordon had the main responsibility for it across the period 1816-1826. It would appear 

that none of the younger Gordons had received any training as shipwrights.31 Indeed, Charles 

David Gordon, Michael Francis Gordon and Adam Gordon had all received privileged 

educations at Harrow School, with Charles David becoming a friend of the young Byron.32 It 

is clear that the Gordons’ venture into shipbuilding represented a capitalistic investment 

opportunity – albeit at a time when the fortunes of London shipbuilding were still in a period 

of post-war decline – rather than an outlet for any family training, or technical talents.  

 

As the directories and Deptford rate books make clear, the Gordons’ shipyard was at Grove 

Street, Deptford. This was at the old Dudman’s Dock, where major shipbuilding activities had 

previously been undertaken by William Barnard, William Dudman and Henry Adams, 

between 1763-1793, and then by John Dudman, until 1813.33 During the time of Gordons’ 

occupation, the yard consisted of the large wet dock, that was Dudman’s Dock itself, two dry 

docks and five slipways.34 Then one of the largest facilities on the Thames, the yard would 

have offered maximum flexibility for both shipbuilding and ship repairing. Some idea of what 

the yard was able to achieve in busy periods, is indicated by statistics relating to John 

Dudman’s operation of the yard, during the years 1803-1812. Across this period, the yard 

built 25 naval ships and 13 merchant ships, repaired 282 ships, and employed between 174-

340 men.35 

  

The Gordons’ Deptford Green works was also a very substantial operation. The various 

entries in the London directories state that the following trade activities were undertaken 

there: ‘millwrights’; ‘engineers’; ‘machinists’; anchorsmiths’; ‘founders’; and ‘wholesale 

ironmongers’. Given the Gordon family’s educational and mercantile background, they must 

have been very dependent on skilled draughtsmen, managers and foremen for the production 

aspects of both businesses. This skill base certainly helped make Gordons’ Yard a 

shipbuilding business of first rank. By 1820, the yard was established enough to have 

launched the 1326 ton East Indiaman, Farquharson.36 

 

The Ship 
Sadly, no references have yet been traced as to exactly when the hull of the Enterprize was 

laid down at the Grove Street yard. Given the size of the vessel, however, a date somewhere 

in the second quarter of 1824 would seem most likely. The first published reference to her 

progress appears to date to 8th January 1825, by which time the wooden hull and part of the 

decks must have been finished, as the stern cabins had been built.37 The launch itself took 

place on Saturday 22nd January 1825, when:  

 

     ‘This fine vessel, which is nearly 500 tons burthen, was committed to her proper 

     element in gallant style, amid the enthusiastic shouts of a numerous company 

     assembled on the occasion. Immediately after launching, the vessel was taken 

     into Messrs. Gordons’ dry dock, where she is to be completed, and fitted with 

     engines by Messrs. Maudslay; and it is hoped that, from the extraordinary 

     exertions which have been made by all concerned in her, that she will be ready 

     to sail from this country early in March. She will be fitted for passengers upon  

     a most liberal scale’.38 
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It would seem more likely, however, that the Enterprize would have actually been taken into 

Dudman’s Dock itself – where it would have been possible for a sheer hulk to have come 

alongside the vessel, to provide a heavy lifting facility for the engines and boiler components 

– rather than into dry dock.39 Maudslay’s side lever engines and the copper boiler, would 

have been towed downriver to Deptford, from their Lambeth wharf, just below Westminster 

Bridge. Progress on their fitting and the completion of the vessel, however, were to be 

substantially delayed beyond the expected March sailing date. In the event, the Enterprize 

was not to be ready for departure until the beginning of August – a delay of some 5 months.  

 

The reasons for the delay almost certainly related to a dispute with the Thames Provident 

Shipwrights’ Union. The Shipwrights’ Union had been established on 16th August 1824, to 

take advantage of improving trade conditions to redress certain long-standing grievances 

relating to working practices at the shipbuilding yards. These issues included: work sharing; 

the proper recognition of the gang contracting system; the enforcement of properly served 

apprenticeships for both men and masters; the misuse of apprentices on jobs; the introduction 

of uniform piece and job rates; payment for all work done; and for ships only to be built and 

repaired in proper shipyards.40 From the events of mid-1824 to mid-1825, it is clear that the 

pattern of disputes was complex and not uniform across all Thames yards.41 Rather, trouble 

focused in those yards belonging to those master shipbuilders who had created their own 

federation to forcefully confront the demands of the union.  Although 15 master shipbuilders 

had subscribed to the federation, a good number had not.42 Indeed, William Evans, of 

Rotherhithe, and Thomas Snook, of Millwall, had pointedly refused to join and claimed to 

have had no problem with the union in their yards.43 Likewise, the smaller firms of master 

shipwrights did not join the association and also appear not to have had any problems. 

 

The Gordons’ involvement with the dispute is an interesting one. Although Charles David 

Gordon was a member of the master shipwrights’ federation, John Gast – the Secretary of the 

Shipwrights’ Union – reported that his yard had had a good working relation with members of 

the union.44 Gast said that this was because Gordon had allowed the union’s regulations to be 

put up in his yard, alongside his own, and that he had ‘said he could see no difference’ 

between them. Gast went on to say that union labour was only withdrawn after ‘an agent from 

the builders committee came over’ and  had an exchange of words with Gordon, with the 

result that ‘Mr. Gordon insisted upon taking down our regulations, and insisted upon his 

being carried into effect’. Gast’s version of events was supported by that of W. Hutton, 

secretary to the shipbuilder’s federation, who stated that a resolution had been passed at their 

meeting of 29th April 1825, instructing Gordon either to get members of the union to adopt 

the federation’s rules, or to exclude them from his yard.45 Thus, Gordon appears to have been 

the last of the federation’s members drawn into the lockout engineered by its leaders.  

 

Although Gordon was not called to give evidence before the 1825 Select Committee on the 

Combination Acts (which might have offered valuable evidence on the Enterprize), it is 

possible to speculate as to why he had originally enjoyed a good relationship with the 

Shipwrights’ Union. Firstly, the yard had the Enterprize on its stocks, along with at least one 

other ship nearing completion, the 605 ton extra East Indiaman, Malcolm.46 The latter ship 

was launched on the 9th March, just over six weeks after the Enterprize.47 The Gordons would 

have had a vested interest in maintaining good relations to expedite the prompt completion of 

these vessels. Secondly, the fact that none of the brothers appear to have been qualified 

shipwrights might well have encouraged a more positive relationship with their men.48  The 

industrial dispute was eventually concluded in July, mostly to the advantage of the master 

shipbuilders.49 This would have allowed any outstanding work to have been resumed on the 
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Enterprize. Presumably, work on her fitting out had effectively ceased across May and June. 

The delay in completing the Enterprize would have been of increasing concern to the 

Gordons and to her other investors. Not only was there the pressure of the challenging 

Calcutta prize requirements and deadline – with the two return voyages having to be 

successfully completed by the end of 1826 – but there were also rumours that other vessels 

were being fitted out to compete for the prize. Interestingly, one of the rumours – said to have 

been ‘confidently reported in several of the ship-building yards on the River’ – was that the 

famous London to Margate passenger steamer, London Engineer, had been re-fitted and 

already launched for this purpose.50 The Enterprize’s builders and backers would also have 

been aware that the small shallow draft steamer, Emulous – intended to compete for the 

Calcutta prize fund by the Red Sea route – was under construction at William Evans’ King 

and Queen Yard, Rotherhithe.51   

 

Although the builders’ records for the Enterprize have not survived, contemporary and 

subsequent interest in the vessel has enabled some technical details to be compiled. The 

Customs’ London Port ship register entry for the Enterprize records that the breadth of the 

vessel, at the main wales, was 27ft. 3ins., and that she had a standing bowsprit and a ‘Woman 

Bust’ figurehead.52  Such a figurehead can be seen on the two early depictions of the vessel 

(see Figures 1 & 2). Contemporary reports on the vessel also provide many additional 

interesting details. The large copper boiler, which extended across the ship’s hull, had ‘seven 

furnaces, each seven feet in depth’.53 The boiler was fitted with Joshua Field’s recently 

invented and patented brine pumps and ‘refrigerators’, which enabled the salt water to be 

changed continuously, thereby keeping salinity at workable levels and reducing the need to 

‘blow-off’ the boilers at regular intervals, to help prevent scaling.54  

  

Technical Details 

Dimensions: length between perpendiculars, about 133 ft.; length overall 141 ft. 6ins.; 

length of keel, 122 ft.; beam, 26 ft. 3ins.; breadth over paddle boxes, about 45 ft.; depth 

of hold, 16 ft. 6 ins.; draught 15 ft. 3ins.-16ft. 

Tonnage: burden ‘as a sailing vessel’, 164 tons; burden ‘as a steamer’, 275.5 tons; gross 

register/builder’s measurement, 470 tons.  

Engines: 2 side lever engines by Maudslay, Sons & Field, of Lambeth, of 120 nominal 

h.p., and 160 indicated h.p.; cylinders 42in. diameter, by 4 ft. stroke. 

Boiler: 32 ton copper boiler; steam pressure, about 3lbs. per sq. in.  

Coal Consumption: about12 cwt, or 0.6 of a ton, per hour; stowage capacity, at 24 hours 

steaming per day, 24 days; stowage capacity for normal steaming, around 35 days. 

Paddle Wheels: 15 ft. diameter; 12 radial arms; paddle boards, 7 ft. wide x 1 ft. 6 in. in 

depth; revolutions per minute, 25 when ‘light’, 19 when ‘loaded’. 

Velocity:  average speed under steam, around 7 knots. 

 

Coal handling and bunkering was required for around 380 tons of coal. Ingenious bunkering 

arrangements were designed to achieve this: 

 

   ‘The coals are partly contained in chambers, within the sides of the vessel, covered 

    with sheet-iron, and partly in tanks beneath; which as they are emptied of coals, will        

    be filled with water to keep the vessel properly ballasted’.55 

 

Coal handling arrangements included ‘a moveable railway, which serves to conduct the coals 

to the point where they are wanted’. In the event, coal handling was to present enormous 

problems. Useful data was also provided on the cabin accommodation: 
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   ‘Between decks there are ten cabins, with every necessary convenience; the two stern   

    cabins are ten feet nine inches by seven feet six; the eight other cabins are each seven                      
     feet by three wide, but differ in length from seven feet nine to eight feet ten’.56 

 

Exactly how the smallest cabins could really have had ‘every necessary convenience’ and 

been fitted ‘upon a most liberal scale’, for passengers, is perhaps open to question.57 

 

Given the Gordons’ activities as ironmasters, and their facilities at the Deptford Green works, 

it can be surmised that they probably provided most of the ship smiths’ work, including the 

anchors, funnel, iron rigging stays, sheet iron coal bunkers, and the wrought iron coal and 

water ballast tanks.   

 

When she set sail for India, the Enterprize was rigged with three masts, carrying lugsails 

(Figures 1 & 2). This uncommon rig was, presumably, chosen because it was thought to be 

easier to handle than square sails. The widely published illustration of her on her maiden 

voyage – supposedly coming into Madras Roads (to which she never actually went in 1825) – 

shows her as a sleek vessel, with this lugsail rig, and graceful swept paddle wheel enclosures, 

rather than the typical paddle boxes.58 The details contained in this lithograph, however, are 

incorrect in a number of fundamental ways. Firstly, part of the Enterprize’s rig – certainly 

that on the mainmast, and even possibly that on the foremast – had been converted to square 

sails on the first leg of her journey, to the Cape. This would not, of course, have been known 

to the illustrator, whose work was published in April 1825, some four months before the 

vessel actually sailed. Secondly, she had conventional paddle boxes. Thirdly, the illustrator 

wrongly placed the funnel abaft the main mast. A more correct view of the ship was made in 

Calcutta – in, or before, 1830 – after her adaptation for service during the First Burmese War 

(Figure 3).59 Here, she is shown rigged with square sails, and with the funnel correctly located 

forward of the main mast. 

 

Fortunately, the hull lines were taken off of the vessel, by J. M. Seppings, in 1830 (Figure 4). 

This shows that these were similar to contemporary fast sailing vessels and North Sea steam 

packets. Seppings’ drawing also confirms that – in contrast to some descriptions – she also 

had a slightly raised forecastle top. The forecastle would have accommodated the crew. The 

raised after cabin accommodation, in the poop, was designed for 20 passengers. There were 

partial walkways around the sides of the raised cabins. The surviving log of the Enterprize’s 

maiden voyage, to the Cape, shows that she had two large deck hatchways to the hold. It also 

confirms that the wings of the hold were occupied by iron tanks, designed to take bunker coal 

and water ballast. As we shall see, accommodating sufficient coal for the first leg of her 

journey – in the absence of en-route coaling stations – was to present major difficulties.  

 

Given that the builders’ contract price and out turn figures have not survived, it is impossible 

to be definitive with regards cost. As we saw earlier, the promoters’ prospectus priced the 

shares at £500 each. Given that the ship was owned on a 64th share ownership basis, this 

would have valued the ship at £32,000. At the time, and subsequently, the cost of the ship has 

been given as £43,000, but this included the cost of the maiden voyage, as well as the 

building and fitting-out costs.60 The copper boiler alone is said to have cost £7000.61 The two 

Maudslay, Sons & Field side lever engines – each of 60 nominal horse power – were large 

and powerful by contemporary standards.   

 

The loss of the Gordons’ business records makes it impossible to establish who was 

responsible for the origination and development of the actual design of the Enterprize.  
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Whoever was the Gordons’ master shipwright at the time, however, would have had a major 

hand in this and been the main interface with the engineers at Maudslay, Sons and Field. The 

master shipwright, of course, would also have been responsible for having managed the 

practical elements relating to the building of the vessel, her launch and subsequent fitting-out. 

Gordons’ master shipwright, at this period, was one ‘Mr. Stone’.62 

 

In 2005-2006, the present writer had the fortunate opportunity to commission a model of the 

Enterprize, for a middle-eastern client. The resultant model, made by Alan Berry-Robinson, 

of the Scale Model Partnership – and based on extensive research in the available archives – 

was particularly impressive (Figures 5-8). This was intended to represent how the vessel most 

probably appeared when she finally reached Calcutta. 

 

The Voyage 

Fortunately, details of the Enterprize’s voyage from Falmouth to the Cape are relatively well 

known, thanks to the survival of a copy of the log kept by Lieutenant Johnston, and these are 

covered below.63 Details of the journey from the Thames to Falmouth, however, have escaped 

the gaze of most historians. Indeed, the traumatic and potentially disastrous events which 

happened on this part of the voyage almost certainly resulted in them being intentionally 

omitted from Johnston’s copy log. 

   

The voyage had begun at Deptford, on 2nd August, with the vessel initially bound downriver 

for Gravesend.64 She departed the latter, for Falmouth, at noon on 3rd August, later anchoring 

at the Nore, where a gale delayed her until the morning of 5th August, when she proceeded on 

her voyage.65 On the evening of 5th August, however, when the Enterprize was off of Beachy 

Head, a major fire broke out. When the alarm was raised ‘we beheld a beautiful red blaze 

flying round the chimney, and issuing through the deck’.66 John Marshall, who had boarded 

the vessel at Gravesend – to take voyage to the Cape – provided the following details on the 

cause of the fire: 

 

     ‘When the last barge-full of coal was brought alongside the Enterprize, before she 

      left the river, the only vacant space remaining for its stowage was between the  

      top of the boiler and the deck; and there it was accordingly deposited. On our way  

      down Channel, with a high pressure, against wind and tide, the top of the boiler 

      became so heated, that at length the coals ignited and became such a mass of fire...’67   

 

Although the correspondent reported in the New Times gave the impression that ‘everyone did 

his duty’ in quickly bringing the fire under control, Marshall remembered that the crew had 

been ‘seized with a panic’, and had rushed to lower the longboat, believing that ‘the fire could 

not possibly be extinguished’.68 He said that ‘the mad attempt to get out the boat’ was only 

stopped by Johnston and some armed passengers threatening to shoot the offending seamen. 

The crew then focused their attention on the fire, which they brought under control ‘with the 

aid of a force-pump, worked by the engines’.69 Johnston himself subsequently made light of 

the fire incident, saying that it ‘was got under [control] in 10 minutes, having done very little 

damage’.70 To help keep the passengers calm, and to assess the damage, the boiler was not 

fired again until the next day, when the Enterprize continued her voyage from just off of 

Dungeness – to where she had drifted back.71 As thanks for his part in assisting with the 

crisis, Johnston offered Marshall one of the larger cabins for the use of him, and his family, 

should the latter be persuaded to join him on the voyage. Consequently, Marshall was put 

ashore near Chichester – with another passenger, with whom he had made friends – to make 

his way, by post chaise, to Devon, to discuss the prospect with his wife, and rejoin the vessel 
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at either Dartmouth or Falmouth.72 The Enterprize then steamed on to Dartmouth and 

Falmouth. She arrived at Falmouth on the evening of 11th August.73 Interestingly, Joshua 

Field was onboard for three of the days of the voyage, between the Thames and Falmouth, 

checking the efficiency of the brine pump and the levels of salinity in the boiler.74 Given the 

timing of Field’s work and that of the fire, which stopped the engines, it would appear that it 

had been undertaken after the departure from Dungeness.75 Doubtless, Field would also have 

been monitoring the efficiency of the boiler and the engines, and the ability of the engineers. 

If his work was undertaken after the fire, this would have had a special resonance – especially 

as the boiler was said to have received ‘some trifling accident which required repair’.76  

 

The Oriental Herald, whilst wishing ‘the bold Enterprize every success’, was highly critical 

of the events surrounding the near ‘fatal’ accident at the outset of the voyage, commenting 

that: 

 

    ‘...it is to be regretted if the greatest precautions were not taken to ensure the 

     success of an experiment so interesting and important. The engineers should not 

     only have been old and experienced hands, but the vessel also should have been  

     put to trial by at least one or two shorter trips, before she undertook so long and 

     arduous a voyage. But, perhaps, the fear of being outstripped by some competitor 

     for the premium...held out to the first who may establish steam navigation between  

     England and India, would not admit of this delay’.77   
 

The serious voyage of the Enterprize – for which the prize fund journey time was to be 

counted – started from Falmouth when she raised anchor at 7.30 pm, on 16th August 1825, 

and finally left the land behind.78 According to the Oriental Herald, she carried 18 

passengers, and 5 passengers’ servants. Amongst the passengers were Mrs. Johnston, the large 

Marshall family group – who had joined her at Dartmouth – and 6 military officers.79 

Interestingly, even when the Enterprize departed Falmouth, the Oriental Herald still reported 

that she was destined for the ‘Cape, Madras & Bengal’.80 Although Madras had also been 

given as a stopping point in the February reports on the Enterprize, this must have been 

abandoned – either by the time of her departure, or on route to the Cape – presumably 

because of the various delays. Reports on the voyage make it clear that the vessel went 

straight from the Cape to Calcutta.81  

 

As already noted, details of the voyage to the Cape are well known, thanks to the survival of a 

copy of the log kept by Lieutenant Johnston.82 Although  this part of the voyage was less 

traumatic than that from Gravesend, it was not without further incident. Very soon after 

leaving Falmouth, a decision was made to alter the lug rig on the mainmast to square sails, 

and this occupied the sailmaker, and his assistant – as well as the carpenter – for much of the 

voyage. Fuelling the boiler was a very time consuming task, which occupied most of the crew 

almost constantly. The coal was stored in every available space, including under the engines. 

At times, the heat of the boiler made some of the men and boys working the coal bunkers 

unwell – and one man, Mr. Tucker, fainted and had to be taken on deck and bled! The 

midship coal tanks got so hot that they could really only be worked whenever the boiler fires 

had been extinguished – and then only after some considerable time.83 Sparks and soot from 

the funnel caused problems for the sails, passengers, and crew alike. Clothes quickly became 

very dirty, with coal dust and soot, and there was little opportunity for washing them. 

Lieutenant Johnston and the chief engineer – the appropriately named Mr. (William) Ash – 

had a disagreement about the best way to remove the slight salt encrustation from inside the 

boiler. One of the freshwater tanks leaked, and an awning had to be stretched to catch 
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rainwater. At one point, two American schooners – thought by Johnston to be ‘piratical’ – 

followed the ship.84 Peter Lot ‘fell from the Main Stay and contused himself severely’, but 

appears to have recovered. Johnston was forced to make an unscheduled stop at the 

Portuguese island of St. Thomas’s – between 17th-20th September – to take on provisions and 

water. There he employed 32 native labourers to work and trim the coal bunkers, 12 of whom 

were put to work emptying the still unbearably hot ‘Tanks next the Boiler’, and then filling 

them with water ballast – work which Johnston thought ‘Europeans’ incapable of. One of the 

paddle boards – which could be removed, so that the wheels could be locked down, when 

sailing not under steam – broke free and was lost close to the Cape. The ship was often beset 

by heavy swells, with the result that severe seasickness affected the crew and passengers. 

Johnston spent much of his time trying to achieve the most sensible balance between the 

times spent steaming and sailing, so as to conserve coal and to ensure that they could try and 

make the Cape in the best time. Sail arrangements appear to have often been pragmatic, and 

Johnston eventually abandoned the idea of removing the paddle boards, and locking the 

wheels down, when under sail. Rather, he simply detached the drives to the wheels, from the 

engines, and let them revolve – believing that this may have even improved sailing 

performance. Trimming the coal and ballasting the tanks to ensure the correct draught, 

keeping the paddles properly in the water, and trying to prevent the ingress of water abaft the 

paddle boxes, were a constant challenge. 

 

Although Johnston’s log makes no mention of the fact, Marshall claimed that the stop at St. 

Thomas’s Island had also enabled the vessel to load with a great deal of wood, to supplement 

the depleted coal stocks.85 Marshall also claimed that – as the wood burned much faster than 

coal, and fuel continued to run short – he and another Cape Town resident, Mr. Ebden, had to 

persuade Johnston to reserve some of his fuel, so as to enable the Enterprize to symbolically 

steam, rather than sail, into Table Bay. Johnston subsequently commented that, when he 

arrived at Cape Town, he only had sufficient coal left for 6 hours of steaming.86  

 

The Enterprize arrived at Cape Town on 13th October 1825, where, according to the Cape 

Town Gazette, she:     

 

   ‘…steamed to her anchorage in magnificent style, under a salute from the castle,  

    which was returned by the Enterprise lowering and immediately rehoisting her 

    colours, and subsequently, on passing near the shore, by manning her rigging 

    and giving three cheers’.87  

 

Some Cape Town residents welcomed the arrival of the Enterprize by illuminating their 

buildings.88 

 

During her 8 days’ stay in Table Bay, the Enterprize caused a great stir. On one afternoon 

alone, 4000 of Cape Town’s ‘most respectable inhabitants’ are said to have gone onboard her. 

The Governor, Lord Charles Somerset, his family and associated dignitaries were treated to a 

cruise in the Bay, accompanied by a ‘most elegant tiffin’.89 The stopover at Cape Town, of 

course, was primarily designed to enable the Enterprize to be re-coaled, and re-provisioned, 

ready for the Calcutta leg of the voyage. Interestingly, some of this coal had been at the Cape 

since 9th January, where it had been delivered by the brig Promise, in expectation of the 

Enterprize’s original anticipated departure and arrival times.90  

 

Despite the euphoria at Cape Town, Johnston must have been acutely aware of the reality of 

the voyage. In an earlier log entry, for 4th September, he had noted that: 
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   ‘…I am quite convinced that the present plan of carrying the whole supply of Coals 

    can never answer. The side Tanks will contain coals for 14 days consumption and by 

    having 2 depôts between England and the Cape, the inconvenience of transporting 

    coals would be obviated and a considerable space would be available for Cargo, the                                                                                                                                                      

    freight of which would more than compensate the additional expense of keeping more     

    depôts’. 

 

He would also have been particularly aware that this leg of the voyage had taken 57 days, 

rather than the 27-30 days that had been projected. Whist some commentators appreciated 

Johnston’s problems with the inconvenience of the weight and volume of the amount of coal 

which had to be carried, and with losing the trade winds, others were more circumspect. The 

London Journal, which made use of a letter dispatched from the Cape on the 14th October – 

the day after the Enterprize’s arrival – was particularly critical: 

 

   ‘In the first place, the engines were not large enough for the tonnage of the vessel, for 

    in the calmest weather, they were never able to make more than eight knots per hour. 

 

    Another mistake seems to have been the little regard paid to the sailing department; 

    and certainly not the least, the inefficiency of the crew. It seems they met with extra- 

    ordinary heavy seas, and head winds; difficulties that might have been surmounted, 

    but for the want of fuel, which ran short; thereby, causing them to steer in an indirect 

    course, and loosing ten days’.91 

 

John Marshall subsequently made much the same points, and the question has to be raised as 

to whether he might have been the correspondent who had written to the London Journal.92  

 

At the Cape, the Marshall family, their servants, and Mr. Ebden left the Enterprize. No 

additional passengers appear to have boarded the vessel for Calcutta.93 Given the less than 

encouraging nature of the earlier legs of the voyage, Johnston must have set sail from the 

Cape, on 21st October, with something of a deep sense of foreboding. He had, however, taken 

the precaution of engaging ‘more men (natives), who commenced working in the tanks 

immediately after we put to sea’. 94 As there is no surviving log for this leg of the voyage, it is 

not possible to assess the vessel’s performance in any real detail, although the general sailing 

course and main events were recorded.95 Johnston, however, subsequently reported that, as 

the vessel had taken on another full cargo of coal, it ‘laboured under the same disadvantage as 

on leaving England’.96 Adverse winds and monsoons added to the problems. Sadly, history 

repeated itself on the coal consumption front. Almost at the end of the voyage, Johnston had 

to purchase wood, at Diamond Harbour, to enable the Enterprize to steam up to Calcutta, 

where she eventually arrived on 7th December 1825.97 

 

Despite another warm reception, her overall voyage had been disappointing to all concerned. 

She had taken a total of 113 days and 17 hours to sail the 13,700 miles from Falmouth to 

Calcutta, of which: 62 days and 23 hours were under steam; 40 days and 3 hours were under 

sail; and 10 days and 15 hours were spent coaling and taking on stores. The greatest run by 

steam in any 24 hours was 225 miles, and the least was 80 miles. The greatest run by sail in 

any 24 hours was 211 miles, and the least was 39 miles.98 
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What Happened Next  

Even at the time, the performance of the Enterprize was seen as more heroic than encouraging 

– and this has, generally, remained the verdict of posterity. Not only did she fail to meet the 

average 70 day term of the Calcutta prize fund by a long margin, but her 113 day journey 

time was longer than that sometimes taken by the very fastest East India sailing ships.99 

Reflecting much contemporary opinion, Peter Auber succinctly put the reasons for the 

Enterprize’s failure as follows: 

 

    ‘The power of the engines was not considered commensurate with the tonnage;  

     depôts for coals were not well arranged, and a disappointment was experienced 

     in not making the trade wind. These circumstances operated unfavourably, and 

     it was also the first attempt’.100  

 

A Parliamentary Select Committee of 1832, using what could easily be present day language, 

simply concluded that the Enterprize ‘was unfit for purpose’.101 Not surprisingly, Johnston 

had originally taken a counter view, arguing that if the vessel had not left England in the 

wrong season, and had not had to carry such huge volumes of coal, she would have 

completed the voyage in ‘less than eighty’ days.102 He appears to have been something of a 

lone voice – and even he later provided a much more reflective and critical gaze, admitting 

that the Enterprize had been ‘very ill adapted for making a voyage from England to India’.103 

He clearly partly blamed the vessel’s ‘limited power’ engines and ‘very full body’ for her 

‘want of speed’.104 Crucially, perhaps, he  stated that ‘I had been led to expect that the 

Enterprise would have had at least a mile or a Mile and a half per hour more speed than she 

proved to have’.105 He was also especially critical of the difficult bunkering arrangements in 

the hold – especially the problems of ‘moving the coals from the large tanks at the back of the 

boiler into the coal boxes’, which ‘had required the exertions of the whole crew of 20 men 

each day to keep up the necessary supply’.  Furthermore, Johnston had found that the water 

ballast was insufficient for effective sailing, sometimes forcing him to place heavy items – 

such as soaked sails – in the hold.106 

   

Interestingly, however, all was not lost on the financial front. Fortuitously, the Enterprize 

arrived at Calcutta during the First Burma War, and she was promptly purchased by the 

Bengal government for £40,000 and was used as a troopship and dispatch carrier – under the 

command of the newly promoted Captain Johnston – for the final nine months of the 

conflict.107 The sale price, together with passage money, almost met the £43,000 cost of 

purchasing the Enterprize and sending her on her maiden voyage.108 Thus, the vessel’s 

owners were saved from a major potential financial loss – especially as they had no real hope 

of ever winning the prize fund, given the initial poor performance and the logistical and 

financial challenges of arranging further voyages. In January 1827, the ex-owners applied to a 

general meeting of the Calcutta Steam Fund Committee – whose prize fund had not been won 

by any ship – to compensate them for losses associated with the voyage.109 This was very 

firmly rejected. Instead, the Committee personally awarded Johnson half of the prize fund. 

This had been very enthusiastically presented to the meeting, by its chairman, Charles 

Lushington. An amending motion to reduce Johnston’s award by a half, was rejected, as was 

one to award the remaining funds to James Taylor, who had lost money with his own ill fated 

scheme to establish steam communication with India.110 Inevitably, some saw the award 

made to Johnston as a reward for failure. 

 

 After the Burma War, the Enterprize carried dispatches around India. Between January 1826 

and February 1828, she made 25 voyages, of 14,000 miles, at an average rate of 5.1 miles per 
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hour.111 In 1829, the Bombay Government – which had supported its own local ‘steam fund’, 

against those of its rivals at Calcutta and Madras – tried, unsuccessfully, to use her on the Red 

Sea mail route, after which she was transferred back to Calcutta.112 It must have been around 

this time that Seppings surveyed her whilst she was in dry dock, in Calcutta (Figure 4).113  

Johnston’s career with the East India Company continued on an upward course, and in 1833 

he was appointed controller of the Company’s steamers.114 One of Johnston’s colleagues was 

Captain Robert Jump, who had been his Mate on the Enterprize, on her voyage to Calcutta.115  

After the pioneering voyage of the Enterprize, intense arguments continued over the 

respective benefits of the three potential steamer routes to India.116 The future, however, lay 

in the development of steamers that were both larger and more powerful than the Enterprize. 

A proper scheduled service was not instigated until 1843, when the P & O began monthly 

sailings on the Red Sea Route to Bombay. Regular steamer services via the Cape did not 

begin until the 1860s. 

 

Some Conclusions  

The verdict on the achievement of the Enterprize has to be a mixed one. Even at the time of 

her launch, her promoters, builders, engineers and commander must have had some concerns 

about her ability to meet the terms of the cherished Calcutta prize fund. In the event, her 

relatively small size and relatively low powered engines – compounded by the need to carry a 

huge volume of coal, lack of sufficient coal bunkering space, and the ongoing challenges of 

trimming, steaming and sailing the vessel – proved insufficient for the task. Perhaps her 

backers pushed ahead in the hope of getting something from their speculation. In the event, as 

we have seen, the speculators luckily avoided a major financial loss. Their expected shipping 

line of Indian steamers, not surprisingly, failed to prosper and the India Steam Packet 

Company sank without trace.117 The ‘Great National Object’ of establishing a steam route to 

India had failed. 

 

Numerous other questions are raised by the story of the Enterprize. Why, for instance, was 

she originally rigged with lugsails, when a schooner rig might well have been as efficient in 

terms of manning, and more successful as an auxiliary source of power? Why, was the 

problem of bunkering not properly foreseen, and more coaling stations not provided?  Why 

was a relatively inexperienced crew of engineers and seamen engaged for such a prestigious 

and pioneering voyage? Why did Johnston remain something of a darling in the eyes of the 

Calcutta Steam Fund Committee? In any event, the history of the Enterprize – touching, as it 

does, on London shipbuilding, marine engineering, commercial ambitions, political rivalries, 

Imperial objectives, and drama on the high seas – remains a very fascinating one.    

 

Postscript  

The end of the Enterprize is itself not without interest. Sometime in 1837 she appears to have 

been taken out of service and her engines, boiler and paddle wheels removed.118 In April 1838 

it was reported that: 

 

     ‘The hull of the Steamer Enterprize – The hull of the Government steam vessel 

      Enterprize, was put up for sale on the 26th instant at Messrs. Moore, Hickey 

      and Co’s auction, but not sold, the highest bid being only 12,000 rupees’.119  

 

When she was again put up for auction, in June, the highest bid was only 7,000 rupees and 

she still remained unsold.120 The two old Maudslay engines and the boiler were installed in 

the East India Company’s new paddle steamer, also called the Enterprize, which was 

launched from Messrs. Beauchamp & Co’s. Calcutta shipyard, on 10th July 1838.121  
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Fifteen days after the launch of the second Enterprize, much of Gordons’ Deptford shipyard – 

including ‘warehouses, timber house, workshops, and other covered buildings, occupying 

upwards of an acre of ground’ – was destroyed by a major fire.122 This started in either a 

counting house, or mould loft, which had been sublet to Ditchburn and Mare, who were 

building iron steamers on part of the yard .123 The fire presumably destroyed the firm’s 

shipbuilding records and drawings. By that time, however, the Gordons’ shipbuilding 

activities appear to have been on the wane. The one-time driving force of the business, Adam 

Gordon – who had taken over management responsibility for the yard in 1826 – died in 

January 1839, having already turned his main focus of attention to railways and other 

commercial speculations.124 The yard eventually closed in 1842.125 
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Figure 1. Lithographic view of the Enterprize, supposedly coming into Madras Roads, 

engraved by Theodore Fielding, published by R. Lambe, 5th April 1825 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Starboard side profile of the Enterprize, re-drawn from Fielding’s 1825       

lithograph, (W.A. Baker, From Paddle Steamer to Nuclear Ship, London, 1965) 
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 Figure 3. Engraving of the Enterprize coming to her moorings in Calcutta, from G.A.  

Prinsep, 1830 (Courtesy of the National Maritime Museum) 

 

 
 

               Figure 4. Cross-section and elevations of the bow and stern of the Enterprize,  

               By J.M. Seppings, 1830 (Courtesy of the National Maritime Museum) 
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Figure 5. View of the model of the Enterprize, showing her as she probably appeared  

when she arrived in Calcutta, in December 1825 (Courtesy Alan Berry-Robinson) 

 

 
 

Figure 6.  Bird’s-eye view of the model of the Enterprize. Note the iron funnel stays 

(Courtesy Alan Berry-Robinson) 
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Figure 7. Deck view of the model of the Enterprize, looking astern. Note the inboard stays 

fitted to the main mast and the curved stairway to the poop deck (Courtesy Alan Berry-

Robinson) 

 

 
 

      Figure 8. View of the model of the Enterprize showing the square stern and boat  

      davits (Courtesy Alan Berry-Robinson) 
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In a paper given to the 2009 Symposium on the 
paddle steamer Enterprize – which made the first 
steam voyage to India in 1825 – it was noted that 
remarkably little had then been written about the 
ship’s builder, the family business of Gordon & 
Company, whose Deptford yard lay immediately 
to the north of the Naval Victualling Yard. This 
was linked to the probable loss of their records, 
especially those which may have been destroyed 
in the major fire which took place at the shipyard 
in July 1838. In connection with this, reference 
was made to Philip Banbury, who had stated that 
‘the Enterprize is the only ship known to have 
been built by Gordon and Co. Deptford’ [1]. 
Given the absence of readily accessible published 
material then available, Banbury was reduced to 
devoting much of his short discourse on Gordons’ 
yard to a very simple re-telling of the story of the 
voyage of the Enterprize. 

Banbury’s research on Gordons would, of 
course, have been made easier if contemporary 
observers and more recent historians had 
bothered to take any proper notice of the yard. 
This history of absence might have suggested an 
equally suitable sub-title for this paper: ‘London’s 
invisible big shipyard’. 

Redressing questions of absence and 
invisibility will, as we shall see, play an important 
part in the journey of discovery which follows. 
That journey suggested another possible sub-title 
for this paper: ‘An accidental shipyard’. 
Accidental in the sense that what became 
Gordons’ yard – the Dudmans’ old yard – was 
very lucky to have survived intact across the 
French Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars. 
Indeed, the future of the yard was not secured by 
another Thames shipbuilding dynasty, like the 
Dudmans, but by an interesting combination of 
very entrepreneurial London business families.  

This paper attempts to fill this gap in 
knowledge. Following a brief look at the yard’s 
earlier history, it explores the changing 
circumstances surrounding the end of the 
Napoleonic Wars, and the way in which the yard 
survived those very difficult times. It then 
examines the changing ownership, administration 
and management of the yard, along with the 
contributions made by the main players – 
including the East India ship owners and 
merchants, the Borradailes. Consideration will 
also be given to the Gordons’ ancillary businesses. 
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It then attempts to re-create, as far as possible, the 
main physical and functional elements of the 
yard, and something of the ways in which they 
changed through time. Attention will also focus 
on some of the most significant vessels built there 
and on the events of the late 1830s, which 
included the partial occupancy of the yard by 
Ditchburn & Mare and the aforementioned fire. 
Finally, an attempt will be made to offer an 
explanation as to why the yard and other Gordon 
businesses closed down in the early 1840s. 

 

 
Some earlier history 

In attempting to reconstruct the later business and 
physical history of what became Gordons’ yard, it 
is helpful to provide something of a historical 
context. The best work to cover part of the earlier 
history of the Grove Street dockyard is that 
provided by John Barnard in his well researched 
study of the Barnard dynasty [2]. Barnard 
chronicled the events at the Grove Street yard site 
across the period 1763-1793, when the 12-acre site 
was operated by the partnership of William 
Barnard, William Dudman and Henry Adams [3]. 
Shipbuilding, however, had long pre-dated the 
Barnard, Dudman and Adams partnership’s 
occupation of the site. One large dry dock was 
operating on what became the site as early as 
1692, when it was included in a survey of the 
Evelyn Estate by Joel Gascoyne [4]. The Grove 
Street dockyard had acquired much of its familiar 
shape at the beginning of the 18th century. The 
large wet dock – which remained a feature of the 
site for some 250 years – was built by John Winter, 
shipwright, and opened for the reception of 
vessels in November, 1704 [5]. Winter most 
probably modelled his wet dock on the Great Wet 
Dock, at Blackwall Yard, which had been 
completed – as a refitting facility for East 
Indiamen – in 1659-1661 [6]. Winter’s wet dock, 
however, was considerably larger than that at 
Blackwall. By the time John Grove surveyed the 
Deptford site, in May 1712, the old dry dock, 
which was at right angles to the waterfront, had 
been infilled and replaced by one pointing 
upriver, at a more convenient 45° angle (Figure 1) 
[7]. Another, smaller, dry dock had been built just 
upstream of the entrance to the wet dock. 
Between the two dry docks lay two slipways, and 

another lay upriver of the larger dry dock. 
Interestingly, a small fourth slipway had been 
constructed to front not onto the riverfront, but 
onto the wet dock itself, in the style of some 
Naval Dockyards. By 1777 – when Barnard, 
Dudman and Adams were in occupancy – a more 
accurate plan recorded what were essentially the 
same main shipbuilding features on the site 
(Figure 2) [8]. After the very acrimonious 
dissolution of the Barnard, Dudman and Adams’ 
partnership, in 1792 – at Barnard’s instigation – 
the yard remained in the hands of the Dudman 
family until towards the close of the Napoleonic 
Wars [9]. 

 

 
The accidental shipyard 

For most of the Napoleonic War period, John 
Dudman – who traded, with his son John, as 
Dudman & Son, during the later years – 
continued to run a very productive shipyard. 
Statistics provided for the 1814 Select Committee 

Figure 1. Plan of the Grove Street shipyard, 1712; 
dotted lines show pre-1704 structures and 
landscape features (adapted and re-drawn by the 
author from a plan in the Lewisham Local History 
Collection) 
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of Enquiry into Ships built in the East Indies 
showed that, across the period 1803-1812, the 
Dudmans built 25 warships and 13 merchant 
ships, and repaired 155 merchantmen, 123 
transports and four warships [10]. During this 
period, the Dudmans employed a large workforce 
in their yard – with average yearly numbers 
varying between 160 (1803)  and 340 (1810) [11]. 
Of the 13 merchant ships, built by the Dudmans, 
eight are known to have been East Indiamen [12]. 
Of these, the largest vessel was the 1,260 ton 
Cumberland, launched in 1802 [13]. The last East 
Indiaman to have been launched there was the 
978 ton Princess Charlotte of Wales in 1812 [14].  

Traumatic events impacted upon Thames 
shipyards during and after 1813. These included: 
the reduction in naval contracts, especially after 
the effective defeat of Napoleon; the progressive 
release of a large number of government 
transports back into the merchant marine, which 
dampened the demand for new ships; the loss of 
the East India Company’s trading monopoly with 
India, in 1813, which threatened demand for the 
largest Indiamen; and competition from Indian-
built ships, especially those built at shipyards in 

and around Bombay and Calcutta [15]. Indeed, 
the Dudmans had long been concerned about the 
economic impact of Indian shipyards [16]. The 
father and son partnership probably ceased 
shipbuilding sometime towards the end of 1812, 
as they launched no ships in 1813 – although they 
still employed 38 men in March 1813, but this was 
to fall off dramatically in the following months 
[17]. These men would have been involved in 
closing down operations and completing 
outstanding ship repair work.  

Dudmans’ yard was advertised for sale by 
auction in May 1813. The advertisement included 
the following brief particulars: 

‘A Capital and very valuable PROPERTY, 
advantageously situate in front of the river 
Thames, adjoining his Majesty’s Dock-yard, 
and Victualling Office, at Deptford, 
comprising a spacious Ship-builders Yard, 
with capacious wet dock and bason, a double 
and single dry dock, several building slips, 
three of which are sufficiently large for the 
constructing of line-of-battle ships; a capital 
and newly-erected mould loft and cabin with 
rigging-loft over it, each 108 feet by 48, smith’s 
shop, saw pits, storehouses, counting-houses, 
porter’s lodge, and other suitable erections, 
with an excellent dwelling-house, of 
handsome elevation. The Premises possess a 
very considerable frontage, have been long 
established in the ship-building line, and are 
justly considered as one of the most compact 
and complete dockyards on the river 
Thames...’ [18].  

 

The advert indicated that the site might be useful 
for other activities and noted that ‘part of the wet 
dock, with some adjoining buildings’ were let to 
the Transport Board – a fact which was said to 
have reduced the effective annual rent on the yard 
to ‘the trifling sum of only 60 L’ (£60). 
Interestingly, the advert stated that the full 
printed particulars were also available in 
Liverpool, Hull and Bristol, where they were, no 
doubt, aimed at shipbuilders and ship owners. As 
has already been briefly alluded to, however, the 
future of the site lay with parties that were very 
much closer to home. 

While it is still not fully clear as to exactly 
what combination of factors drove the Dudmans 

Figure 2. Plan of the Barnard, Dudman and 
Adams’ shipyard, 1777 (adapted and re-drawn by 
the author from a plan in the Lewisham Local 
History Collection) 
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to cease shipbuilding operations, the yard had 
survived earlier demands from other possible 
users, which would have resulted in dramatic 
changes of role. The first of these dated back to 
1798, when Captain (later Admiral) John Schank, 
a Commissioner to the Transport Board, had 
recommended that the Government ‘purchase the 
Dock called Dudman’s Dock’, which adjoined the 
Victualling Yard, to facilitate the working of 
government transports [19]. Most of Schank’s 
short report focused on the benefits – in terms of 
proximity, safety, cost and security – which the 
large wet dock offered against undertaking such 
activities on the tidal river. Interestingly, these 
arguments closely mirrored those which were 
then being used to support the building of new 
trading docks on the river. Schank’s 
recommendation was followed by an official visit 
and examination of the site, in September 1800, by 
senior Navy and Transport Board officials [20]. 
Whilst they endorsed Schank’s views, Dudman’s 
Dock never formally became part of the 
Victualling Yard. Rather, the government reached 
an agreement with the Dudmans for the use of 
part of the large wet dock and some adjoining 
buildings. The outright transfer of the wet dock, 
of course, would have greatly reduced the repair 
and fitting-out flexibility of Dudmans’ yard. The 
Dudmans not only retained this, but effectively 
guaranteed very valuable incomes from dock 
usage and the occasional repair of transports. 
Indeed – and not withstanding the comments 
made in the sale advertisement of May 1813 – the 
Dudmans astutely appear to have received more 
in rent from the Transport Board than they 
themselves paid for the rent of the whole yard to 
the Evelyn family [21]. The second proposal 
which would, almost certainly, have resulted in 
the loss of the yard, occurred around the end of 
1812, or the beginning of 1813. This related to 
plans to improve and expand the East Country 
Dock, which had itself only been developed and 
constructed between 1807 and 1811. This small 
dock had originally been developed by private 
individuals, trading as the East Country Dock 
Company, which clearly got into financial 
difficulties. Between October 1807 and May 1808, 
unsuccessful negotiations had taken place with 
the Commercial Dock Company – which had 
begun to redevelop the adjacent old Greenland 
Dock – regarding a merger between the two 
companies [22]. Consequently, the developers of 

the East Country Dock decided to re-invent 
themselves as a joint stock company [23]. The 
resultant act of parliament, revealed that the dock 
was still unfinished in June 1811, and gave the 
Dock Company powers to raise substantial 
additional sums to complete and extend the 
works [24]. One expansion scheme explored was 
that by the Dock Superintendent, David 
Matthews. Matthews’s plan for the scheme 
showed a widening of the whole length of the 
south side of the East Country Dock, linked by a 
cutting to a much larger new dock – paralleling 
the Grand Surrey Canal (Figure 3) [25]. This new 
dock was itself to be linked, on its eastern side, by 
a new cutting made to the ‘Transport Dock’, or 
Dudmans’ Dock. This scheme would have 
quadrupled the capacity of the East Country Dock 
and given it two dock entrances. The scheme was 
never realised, presumably on the grounds of 
expense. It would have removed the wet dock 
from the shipyard, which would have been 
reduced to a virtual island. Given that the East 
Country Dock Company archives have not 
survived, it is not possible to establish whether 
the Dudmans had any involvement with the 
development of the scheme [26].  

 

 
Borradaile, Ritchie and Gordon: 
saviours of the Dockyard 

The clearest evidence of the next step in the story 
of Dudmans’ yard is found in the minutes of the 
1814 Select Committee of the House of Commons 
on Petitions Relating to East-India Built Shipping. 

Figure 3. Plan showing the unrealised proposal to 
extend the East Country Dock, and incorporate 
Dudman’s Dock and shipyard, around 1811-1813 
(courtesy and copyright of the British Library Board, 
Crace Collection XVIII, item 33) 
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One of the witnesses was Samuel Jordan, the late 
Clerk and Superintendent to John Dudman. 
During his evidence, Jordan noted that the 
Dudmans had assigned their interest in the yard 
to ‘Messrs. Borradaile, Ritchie and Co.’ As his 
statement helps establish a crucially important 
piece of the yard’s history, it is here quoted in full: 

‘Are Messrs. Borradaile and Co. ship-builders? 
– No, they are not. 
For what purpose have they taken the yard? – 
For the purpose of repairing ships.  
Their own ships? – Any ships, if they can get 
them.  
They are great ship-owners, are they not? – 
The house of Borradaile is. 
They own a great many East India Company’s 
ships? –They do; the management of the yard 
is under the superintendence of a master 
shipwright.  
They do not superintend it themselves? – They 
do not. 
Their great object was to get a place to repair 
their own ships? – I do not know that it was; 
Mr. Dudman was unfortunate in his business, 
and they took the premises after him; I do not 
know with what idea exactly’ [27]. 

 

Jordan’s final comment would have reflected his 
views regarding the elder John Dudman, who 
was then around 55 years of age. It suggests that 
the business was not trading profitably at the end. 

Very few historians have picked up on the 
Borradaile family’s connection with East India 
shipping, although C. Northcote Parkinson did 
single out W. and R. Borradaile – along with 
Henry Bonham and John Pascall Larkins – as the 
‘fresh magnates’ who had appeared as owners of 
East India ships by 1812 [28]. The Borradailes, to 
whom Parkinson made his brief reference, were 
the brothers William (1751-1831) and Richardson 
(1762-1835). William and Richardson Borradaile, 
who were both born in Wigton in Cumberland, 
made their fortunes as London hat makers in the 
latter part of the 18th century. By 1791, the firm – 
which had William Borradaile, Richardson 
Borradaile and John Atkinson as partners – traded 
from 34 Fenchurch Street [29]. The partnership 
continued, formally at least, up until 31st 
December 1810, when John Atkinson withdrew 
from the hat making partnership and from the 
firm of Borradaile, Atkinson & Clark, furriers [30]. 

Atkinson was succeeded by Robert Hudson 
(c.1750-1817), who had been a career East India 
Company commander and, later, the ship 
husband of the East Indiaman, Arniston [31]. The 
Borradailes were wholesale hat makers who also 
had a hat factory in Salford [32]. Their business 
interests linked them firmly with the port of 
London, both as importers and wholesale 
exporters. Borradaile, Atkinson & Clark were 
major purchasers of beaver pelts at the Hudson’s 
Bay Company’s London sales – sometimes 
purchasing 20-30% of the furs on offer [33].  

The Borradailes’ first involvement with 
East India ships – as managing owners, rather 
than part owners, or cargo consignees – dated 
back to 1801, when William Borradaile became the 
principal managing owner of the 576 ton extra 
ship, Cullands Grove [34]. The Borradailes’ interest 
in East India ships then developed fairly rapidly. 
By the end of 1811, William Borradaile, 
Richardson Borradaile and Robert Hudson – still 
trading from 34 Fenchurch Street – were the 
managers and part owners of nine East Indiamen, 
ranging from 600-1,498 tons [35]. If the Borradaile 
interest as managing owners is seen as one entity, 
which it really was, it shared first place amongst 
East India ships’ husbands with Henry Bonham 
MP, who also managed nine ships [36]. The 
second largest managing owner was Sir Robert 
Wigram – MP, merchant, ship owner and part 
owner of the great Blackwall shipyard – who had 
eight ships [37]. The total tonnage of the 
Borradaile group managed ships, however, was 
9,246 tons, against Bonham’s 7,980 tons and 
Wigram’s 7,234 tons [38]. To put the scale of the 
Borradailes’ ship management business into a 
wider context, it should be noted that of the 60 
individual managing owners of East India ships 
listed in 1811, 34 were responsible for only one 
ship [39].  

Perhaps not surprisingly, the Borradailes’ 
involvement with the East India trade went well 
beyond being managing owners of East India 
ships. In 1803 William Borradaile was one of the 
original 25 subscribers of the East India Dock 
Company [40]. Although he then only managed 
one East Indiaman, Borradaile joined some very 
exalted company with many interests in East 
India shipping and trade [41]. William 
Borradaile’s involvement with these men most 
probably related to his wider maritime activities. 
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He was first listed as a member, or subscriber, of 
Lloyd’s in the Register of Shipping for 1792. Sadly, 
the actual extent of his underwriting activities is 
not known. William Borradaile appears to have 
subscribed £2,000 to the East India Dock 
Company [42]. Although Richardson Borradaile 
was not one of the original subscribers, he must 
have become a substantial shareholder, as he was 
elected a Director of the East India Dock 
Company in 1810 [43]. Both William and 
Richardson Borradaile also owned East India 
Company stock [44]. 

The Borradailes’ own management interest 
in East India shipping, together with their 
established East India trade networks and general 
knowledge of London shipping, was almost 
certainly the main catalyst in their decision to 
acquire Dudmans’ yard. The Borradailes would 
have already known Dudmans’ yard very well. 
Three of their ships – Cumberland (1802), Surrey 
(1804) and Streatham (1805) – had been built there 
[45] As it was very common for East Indiamen to 
be repaired regularly in the yard of their building, 
some of these ships – and perhaps others in the 
Borradailes’ fleet – are very likely to have 
returned regularly to Dudmans’ yard for repairs 
and re-fits. Indeed, there is positive evidence that 
this was certainly happening in the period 1812-
1813 (see below). This was work for which the 
Borradailes, as managing owners, would have 
been directly responsible. They would have 
placed the orders for work, visited the yard, kept 
the accounts and made the payments. They would 
also have been aware of both the past volume of 
repairs undertaken by the Dudmans and the 
potential demand for such work from other ship 
owners, as well its value.  

Exactly when ‘Messrs Borradaile, Ritchie 
and Co.’ took over Dudmans’ yard is not known 
with absolute certainty. As we have already seen, 
the yard was advertised for sale in May 1813. In 
August of that year a major auction sale of ‘THE 
whole of the STOCK, IMPLEMENTS, &c. of 
Messrs DUDMAN and SON, shipbuilders’ – 
including large amounts of oak, deals and ‘other 
materials generally used in building and repairing 
ships’ – took place [46]. The advert stated that the 
sale was ‘in consequence of the lease of the yard 
being disposed of’. The Dudmans’ own business 
records show that in November 1813 they 
received £150.0.0 from ‘Messrs Borradaile, Ritchie 

& Co. for rent of the yard to Sep 29’ [47]. As this 
payment would almost certainly have been for a 
quarter of the annual rent, the implication is that 
the yard had been let to them from the end of 
June 1813. It was, however, to be some little time 
before the Dudmans vacated the site. They made 
their last payments to shipwrights and labourers 
on the 11th September 1813 [48]. In November, 
they received payment of £202.12.2 – from 
Borradaile, Ritchie & Co. – for the private sale of 
some of the yard stock in trade [49]. John 
Dudman senior finally vacated the house at the 
shipyard on the 15th December 1813 [50].  

As we shall see, the Gordons may well have 
been part of the Borradaile and Ritchie 
partnership from the outset. Indeed, Samuel 
Jordan’s statement about the ship repairing 
partnership concealed much deeper and more 
complex, pre-existing, business relationships 
between the Dudmans, the Gordons, the 
Borradailes and George Ritchie. These can be 
established, in part at least, from the surviving 
Dudman business archive. In 1812, for instance, 
the Dudmans repaired the Borradailes’ East 
Indiamen, Streatham and Cumberland, as well as 
the Gordons’ East Indiaman, Fairlie [51]. The 
Dudmans placed insurance for one outwards and 
return voyage of the East Indiaman, General 
Stuart, with the Borradailes [52]. The Gordons 
provided the Dudmans with valuable amounts of 
ships’ ironwork and ‘sundries’ [53]. The Dudmans 
borrowed money from the Borradailes and also 
used them to meet bills from the Gordons, set 
against their own charges for work done on the 
Borradailes’ ship, Streatham [54]. Interestingly, 
Gordon & Biddulph, W. & R. Borradaile, and 
George Ritchie each independently paid Dudman 
£50, in February 1812, ‘for the use of the yard’ 
[55]. The records show that the Gordons rented a 
smith’s shop – presumably for work on some of 
the ironwork which they supplied to the 
Dudmans [56]. The records also show numerous 
transactions with various members of the Ritchie 
family. The latter seem to have fallen into two 
groups: T. (Thomas?), Samuel and Josiah Ritchie; 
and William and George Ritchie. The first group 
of Ritchies were major timber merchants, and it is 
possible that William and George may have been 
engaged in the same trade. The implication of 
these relationships is that the relevant individuals 
all knew each other very well and would most 
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probably have mixed socially. This must certainly 
have been the case for the Borradailes and the 
Dudmans, as both William Borradaile’s son, 
Thomas, and John Dudman’s son, Joseph, served 
together, as mates, onboard the Borradailes’ ship 
Inglis [57]. 

The rate books for St. Paul’s Deptford first 
recorded ‘Messrs Borradaile & Co for Dock Yard 
& Premises’ in the rate assessment for 24th 
December 1813, whilst the rate assessment for 
25th March 1814, recorded ‘Messrs. Borradaile, 
Ritchie and Co late Jno Dudman for Dockyard 
and Premises’ [58]. At this time the yard still had 
much the same layout as it had in 1777, apart 
from the fact that an additional slipway had been 
added on the north side of the wet dock. This and 
the other dockyard features were recorded on a 
large scale drawn plan of both riverbanks 
completed in December 1812 – at around the time 
the Dudmans probably ceased to build ships 
(Figure 4) [59].  

A notice in the London Gazette, in January 
1816, sheds some interesting light on the nature of 
what was, essentially, a transitory management 

partnership. This recorded that the partnership 
between Charles Borradaile, George Ritchie, and 
C.D. Gordon – ‘in the business of repairing ships’ 
– had actually been dissolved on the 12th January 
1815, as far as George Ritchie alone was 
concerned [60]. Although we have seen that 
George Ritchie had an established earlier business 
relationship with the Dudmans, it has not yet 
been possible to establish positively his own 
business and family relationships [61]. The 
interim nature of the partnership’s initial 
occupancy is suggested by Samuel Jordan who 
stated that ‘Messrs. Dudman’s assignment was 
made to lady Evelyn, the freeholder, and Messrs. 
Borradaile, Ritchie, and Company have taken it 
for one year only’ [62]. 

The disappearance of Ritchie from the 
venture was confirmed by the St Paul’s rate book, 
for the 25th March 1816, which recorded the yard 
as being in the occupancy of ‘Messrs Borradaile, 
Gordon & Co’ [63]. Charles Borradaile, however, 
had actually withdrawn from the ship repairing 
partnership, with Charles David Gordon, on the 
25th March 1816 [64]. This change was also 
recorded in the later rate books [65]. Although 
records of the Gordons’ exact engagement with 
the ship repairing business, between December 
1813 and January 1815, have yet to be discovered, 
it seems very likely that they were actually 
involved from the start. We have already seen 
that the three separate businesses were renting 
property at Dudmans’ yard early in 1812. Also, in 
November 1813, Borradaile & Ritchie paid the 
Dudmans £24.6.0 for dock charges on two vessels 
and for rent of the smith’s shop, on which we 
know the Gordons had previously met the rent 
payments [66].  

It is very likely that both Charles Borradaile 
and Charles David Gordon were simply nominees 
for their wider family business partnerships. 
Charles Borradaile was one of William 
Borradaile’s sons. Not only did William 
Borradaile dominate the management of the 
Borradaile partnership, but it would seem most 
unlikely that Charles Borradaile alone could have 
financed the partial acquisition of the Dudmans’ 
business, and contributed to its management, 
without the support of the wider family business. 
This was certainly the case with regards the 
Gordons’ involvement. In March 1817, all of the 
Gordons’ businesses – including the dockyard at 

Figure 4. Plan of the Dudmans’ shipyard, 1812 
(courtesy of Trevor Hurst) 
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Deptford – were recorded as co-partnerships, 
with David Gordon, John Biddulph and Charles 
David Gordon (David Gordon’s eldest son) being 
the listed partners [67]. Significantly, the 
dockyard operation was then described as being 
one of ‘Ship Builders’, rather than simply ship 
repairers, which traded ‘under the firm of Charles 
David Gordon and Co.’. 

The parallel and overlapping business lives 
of the Borradailes and the Gordons – as 
manufacturers, merchants, shipowners and ships’ 
husbands – along with their interwoven financial 
relationships with the Dudmans, would have 
explained the original involvement of the 
Gordons in the ship repairing venture at 
Dudmans’ yard. Not only would the Gordons 
have been fully aware of the amount of ironwork 
required for ship repair work, as well as the 
potential demand for supplying ship stores, but 
they also had direct experience of ship owning 
and management. David Gordon and his business 
partners, John Biddulph and William Stanley, 
were part owners of the new East Indiaman, 
Elphinstone, in 1803 [68]. They may well still have 
been shareholders in the vessel when Richardson 
Borradaile became the ship’s managing owner in 
1807 [69]. It is even possible that the Gordon 
partnership retained their part interest in the 
Elphinstone up until around 1809-1810, when they 
invested in the East Indiaman, Fairlie, launched in 
1810 [70]. The Gordon partnership must have 
organised the commissioning of the Fairlie, in 
Bengal, as John Biddulph was listed as its 
managing owner for its first two voyages (1810-
1814), and David Gordon was listed as the 
managing owner for its third and fourth voyages 
(1814-1819) [71]. The vessel continued to be 
managed by Gordon & Co. up until 1832 [72]. 

 

 
The Gordons and their businesses 

In March 1817, as well as the Grove Street 
dockyard, the co-partnership of David Gordon, 
John Biddulph and Charles David Gordon also 
comprised their linked businesses of ‘Iron-
Manufacturers and Wholesale Ironmongers’, in 
the City of London, at Deptford and at 
Bedlington, County Durham [73]. The Gordon 
family appear to have been every bit as 

entrepreneurial as the Borradailes in the spread of 
their business interests.  

The powerhouse of the Gordons’ business 
was their counting house, at 46 Lime Street, in the 
City of London. Early on, when the business 
partners were David Gordon, John Biddulph and 
William Stanley, the firm was usually described 
as being ‘ironmongers’ [74]. The business, 
however, was not a typical street corner seller of 
domestic metal wares, anymore than the 
Borradailes were commonplace sellers of hats. 
Rather, they were large scale wholesale and 
export ironmongers, whose counting house was 
located prominently in the heart of London’s 
mercantile community. It was just around the 
corner from Fenchurch Street, which not only 
housed the Borradailes’ warehouse and counting 
house, but was the epicentre for ship owners and 
traders – especially those engaged in the leading 
trades with the East Indies and the West Indies. 
Fenchurch Street was then a very vibrant hub of 
business networks and one of the busiest such 
places in the world. At this time, business 
partners still usually lived above their counting 
houses, where they conducted much of their 
affairs – supported by attendance at local coffee 
houses and the Royal Exchange – and often 
played active roles in their local places of worship 
and community affairs. 

The Gordons’ involvement in wholesale 
ironmongery, not surprisingly, extended to iron 
manufacture and ironworking. By 1813, the 
Gordon partnership had controlling interests in 
the Bedlington Ironworks, near Blyth, County 
Durham [75]. Gordon, Biddulph and Stanley were 
certainly shareholders in the concern in 1805, and 
the company’s interest might possibly have dated 
back to the acquisition of the works by the 
Gateshead ironmasters, William Hawkes and 
Thomas Longridge, in 1782 [76]. In 1811 Samuel 
Lewis noted that: 

‘At these works, which are amongst the most 
extensive in the kingdom are manufactured 
chain cables, bolts, bar and sheet iron, and all 
of the heavier articles in wrought iron, which 
are conveyed to the Port of Blyth, where they 
are shipped for London’ [77]. 

 

The Gordon partners also had an interest in the 
Devon Ironworks, near Alloa, in Clackmannan. 
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This may well have dated back to 1800, when the 
said Longridge and Hawkes purchased the blast 
furnace operation from the original developers 
[78]. The Gordons appear to have had the 
controlling interest in the operation by 1805, and 
this was maintained at least up until 1818 [79]. 
The nearby port of Alloa would have facilitated 
the ready export of cast iron wares to London. 

By the time that the Gordons had 
established an interest in the Grove Street 
Dockyard, they were already operating their large 
metalworking facility and associated wharf 
further down the river, at Deptford Green. This 
dated back to at least 1784, when David Gordon’s 
earlier partners, Andrew and John Harrison, 
leased property from the Pitt Estate [80]. The 
leasehold property adjoined a shipyard to the east 
and land belonging to the Harrison partnership to 
the west. The latter was an old established 
anchorsmiths’ property, and in 1793 the Deptford 
Green properties were listed as being occupied by 
‘Gordon and Stanley, Anchor-smiths’ [81]. The 
wharfage at Deptford Green would have readily 
facilitated both the inward and outward loading 
of materials and finished goods.  

The exact date at which John Biddulph – 
who was David Gordon’s brother-in-law – joined 
the Gordon and Stanley partnership has not yet 
been properly established, but it is likely to have 
been early on. As well as those business interests 
detailed above, the partnership of Gordon, 
Biddulph and Stanley also pursued other 
commercial opportunities. We have already seen 
that the partners became individual shareholders 
in the East Indiaman, Elphinstone, in 1803. Before 
that, in 1799, they were amongst the subscribers 
to the West India Dock Company [82].  

The partnership between David Gordon, 
John Biddulph and William Stanley was dissolved 
in March 1810, when William Stanley withdrew 
[83]. After that, the main Gordon family business 
partners (across our period of interest) were 
David Gordon (1751-1831) and his sons, Charles 
David Gordon (1790-1826), Michael Francis 
Gordon (1792-1860) and Adam Gordon (1801-
1839). The Biddulphs were also members of the 
Gordons’ extended family. John Biddulph Senior 
(1768-1845) was David Gordon’s brother-in-law, 
and his son, John Biddulph Junior (1806-1881) was 
David Gordon’s nephew and the cousin of 
Charles David Gordon, Michael Francis Gordon 

and Adam Gordon [84]. In broad terms, the main 
business partnerships were as shown in Table 1. 

 

 
Re-creating the elements of Gordons’ 
shipyard 

We have already seen that the Gordons’ 
involvement with the Grove Street dockyard 
predated the end of the Napoleonic War, and that 
the proprietors were already described as 
shipbuilders – rather than ship repairers – by 
March 1817. At the time of the Gordons’ first 
involvement with the yard, the layout would have 
been that as recorded on the large scale plan, by 
Netlam and Francis Giles, of December 1812 
(Figure 4). This shows much the same general 
layout of the site as that recorded on the 1777 plan 
(Figure 2). The smaller dry dock, however, is 
shown to have a different orientation – running 
parallel to the entrance lock of the large wet dock, 
then known as the Transport Dock – which is 
more accurately reflected on the 1712 plan (Figure 
1). Although the domestic properties which were 
shown on the 1772 plan are omitted, the 1812 plan 
shows that an additional slipway was built onto 
the large wet dock. A pontoon of some sort is 
shown across the front of the square northern part 
of the wet dock. The plan suggests that the 
southern side of the wet dock was independently 
secured for Transport Board use.  

After Charles Borradaile withdrew from the 
ship repairing partnership with Charles David 
Gordon, in March 1816, the Gordons set about 
making some improvements to the frontage of the 
yard. On the 4th September 1816, ‘Messrs. Charles 
David Gordon and Company’ petitioned the 
Thames Navigation Committee to embank part of 
the riverside and to drive in a dolphin pile. The 
Gordons’ petition noted that they had an 
unexpired lease of 60 years on the site and that 
the freeholder, Lady Evelyn, had given consent to 
the proposed works. They attached a copy of the 
letter of approval from Edward Swift, Lady 
Evelyn’s agent, who had seen a copy of the 
Gordons’ plan. This letter was addressed to ‘Mr. 
Stone’, at the Grove Street dockyard. As we shall 
see, Mr Stone played a pivotal role as the manager 
of Gordons’ yard [85]. Members of the Navigation 
Committee – supported by their Water Bailiff and 
Clerk of Works – subsequently met on site with 
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Charles David Gordon. This resulted in the 
Committee recommending the granting of a 99-
year licence enabling the Gordons to embank the 
river for 76 feet, on the upper side of the large dry 
dock, extending between 15-18 feet out into the 
river. Permission was also given to ‘round’ the 
south side entrance to the dry dock and to set the 
proposed dolphin pile up to 40 feet out [86]. The 
proposal was subsequently recommended to the 
City Corporation’s Court of Common Council 
[87].  

Although the plan submitted by the 
Gordons has not survived, it is possible that it 
was drawn up by the engineer John Seaward, 
who may well have superintended the actual 
improvement works [88]. A plan of the river, 
surveyed by Frederick Bullock in 1831, clearly 
shows these improvements to have been realised 
(Figure 5) [89]. The plan also shows that the 
improvements to the mouth of the large dry dock 
had necessitated the installation of new lock gates, 
set further back than the earlier ones. New lock 
gates also appear to have been installed in the 
smaller dry dock, again set slightly further back 
than those depicted on the 1812 plan. The capital 
cost of these improvements would have been very 
substantial and must have reflected the Gordons’ 
confidence in Thames shipbuilding and ship 
repairing. Bullock’s plan also shows the two dry 
docks and the larger slipway to have more regular 

sides than those shown in 1812 – although this 
may, of course, simply reflect earlier cartographic 
failings and inaccuracies, rather than any other 
subsequent engineering improvements. Although 
Bullock’s plan omitted all but one of the buildings 
depicted on the 1812 plan, it did show the 
northern square section of the wet dock as 
infilled, or covered, approximately along the line 
of the pontoon as shown thereon. 

To date, no detailed inventory of the actual 
buildings and structures on the dockyard site has 
been discovered. However, the disastrous fire of 
25th July 1838 – more of which later – led to 
extensive reporting of the buildings that were 
destroyed and damaged. One of the most detailed 
reports was provided by the West Kent Guardian: 

‘Those not acquainted with the locality of the 
property destroyed may form some idea of the 
extent of the conflagration by hearing that the 
mould lofts, joiners’ workshops, store rooms, a 
long range of carpenters’ workshops, trundle 
house, covered sawpits, two ranges of wooden 
sheds, counting houses and timber-yard 
covered ground to the extent of 406 feet in 
length, and about 200 in breadth. In fact it was 
the largest place of that description in 
Deptford’ [90]. 

 

Table 1. The Gordons’ London and Deptford partnerships 1790-1843 

Members of the partnerships Dates 

David Gordon, John Biddulph (senior), and William Stanley 1790-1810 

David Gordon and John Biddulph (senior) 1810-1815 

David Gordon, John Biddulph (senior), and Charles David Gordon 1815-1817 

David Gordon, John Biddulph (junior) and Charles David Gordon 1817-1820 

David Gordon, John Biddulph (junior), Charles David Gordon and Michael Francis Gordon  1820-1826 

David Gordon, John Biddulph (junior), Michael Francis Gordon and Adam Gordon 1826-1829 

David Gordon, Michael Francis Gordon and Adam Gordon 1829-1831 

Michael Francis Gordon and Adam Gordon 1831-1839 

Michael Francis Gordon and miscellaneous partners 1839-1843 

Notes: italicised year dates are provisional estimates only. In 1817, John Biddulph was an 11 year old minor, with David Gordon 
acting as his nominee. Robert Gordon (1796-1869), the fourth Gordon brother, was a nominal partner from the mid-1820s, but is 
omitted from this list as he appears never to have been actively involved in the business. The details of the Gordons’ 
involvement with the Bedlington Ironworks and the Devon Ironworks partnerships are omitted here for reasons of clarity 
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The ‘trundle house’ was another name for the 
treenail house, where the wooden dowels used to 
secure hull planking to the frames were made and 
stored. The same report had also noted that: ‘With 
the exception of the warehouses, the rest of the 
buildings were constructed principally of wood 
and the breakings up of old ships’. Thus, the 
shipyard contained all of the elements that might 
have been expected on a typical large Thames 
yard. The report also confirmed that the boundary 
wall of the yard was built of brick. Given the 
absence of any detailed large scale plans which 
included buildings, it is now very difficult to 
establish exactly where the individual buildings 
actually were. The main building, however, 
would have been the mould loft. This must have 
been the large oblong structure situated between 
the large dry dock and the upper slipway. The 
mould loft, as at other shipyards, was also used to 
host ship launch reception festivities. As we have 
already seen, this very substantial building was 
described as ‘newly-erected’ in the 1813 advert for 
the sale of Dudmans’ yard. It was later described 

as being ‘the finest mould-loft on the Thames’ 
[91].  

For part of its history at least, the yard also 
contained some domestic properties. These would 
have included the large property to the west of 
the northernmost slipway, as shown on the 1777 
plan. A trial trench made on the edge of this 
property, during an archaeological evaluation in 
2000, suggested that this was ‘a residential 
building within the shipyard’ [92]. As this was the 
largest such property on the site, it must have 
been the ‘excellent and commodious dwelling-
house, of handsome elevation’ mentioned in the 
1813 sale advert. It would have been where some 
of the owners of the yard, including the 
Dudmans, actually lived. Indeed, even when 
Adam Gordon made what is now his first 
surviving will – in December 1831 – his address 
was given as Grove Street, rather than his family’s 
counting house and traditional home in the City 
[93]. 

 

 
Some Gordon-built ships 

No early list of ships built by the Gordons has 
survived. As noted above, Banbury could only 
come up with the steamer Enterprize. Even the 
Victorian historian of Deptford, Nathan Dews – 
who could well have accessed community 
memories had he so wished – only noted the 
Enterprize as a product of the yard [94].  

Whilst compilation of a full yard ship list is 
still ongoing, it is possible to establish an outline 
chronology and detail some of the vessels actually 
built there [95]. The first ship launched by the 
Gordons may well have dated to 1817, and 
launches certainly continued for the next 24 years. 
Vessels ranged from the largest East Indiamen to 
river and sea-going paddle steamers. Details of 
just some of these are provided, in chronological 
order, below. 

 

Farquharson (1820) 

This 1,326-ton East India regular ship was 
launched sometime in 1820, and is now well 
known to maritime historians, having been 
chosen by David R. MacGregor to illustrate the 
largest class of late East Indiaman [96]. 

Figure 5. Plan of the Gordons’ shipyard, 1831 (re-
drawn by the author from a plan by Frederick 
Bullock in the Port of London Authority Collection, 
Museum of London Docklands) 
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MacGregor was able to reconstruct highly 
accurate lines, section and deck plans of the ship, 
from a set of rare contemporary plans in the 
National Maritime Museum collection (Figures 6 
and 7). This set of plans – which consist of six 1:48 
scale plans – were drawn by Charles Dandridge, 
and date to 1820-1822 [97]. It is as yet unclear as to 
whether Charles Dandridge worked for the 
Gordons, or had a hand in the preparation of any 
of the yard’s working drawings [98]. MacGregor 
completed his drawings with a reconstructed sail 
and rigging plan based on contemporary books 
and drawings, as well as lists of sails carried, 
taken from the Farquharson’s log books (Figure 8). 
A fine reconstructed watercolour view of the ship 
can be taken to represent how she most probably 
appeared on her initial departure from Gravesend 
– bound for Bombay – in December 1820 (Figure 
9) [99]. The Farquharson measured 166 feet 2½ 
inches in length, between perpendiculars, with a 
keel length of 133 feet 9¾ inches [100]. MacGregor 
scaled her waterline, from Dandridge’s drawings, 
at 170 feet 6 inches [101]. Whatever Dandridge’s 
exact role in her, the Farquharson – like every other 
East Indiaman – would have been built to lengthy 
and very detailed written specifications issued by 
the managing owner, who would have been 
responsible for her commissioning [102]. The 
Farquharson could make 10-11 knots. Throughout 
her seven voyages, out east, she was managed by 
John Christopher Lochner, and remained in 
service until 1834, when she was sold to Joseph 
Somes for £6,000 [103].  

 

Berwickshire (1821) 

This 1,333-ton regular East India ship was 
launched on the 11th October 1821. Of very close 
dimensions to the Farquharson, the Berwickshire 
was commissioned by Stewart Marjoribanks, who 
managed her six voyages, which terminated with 
her arrival – from Singapore – at Blackwall, on the 
18th May 1833 [104]. Although no illustrations of 
the Berwickshire appear to have survived, she is 
most likely to have looked very similar to the 
Farquharson.  

 

Malcolm (1825) 

The Malcolm was a smaller extra East India ship 
built for Robert W. Myles, who managed her 

voyages between 1825-1831 [105]. The Malcolm 
was launched, before a large crowd, on Thursday 
9th March 1825 [106] and was registered at just 
over 605 tons [107]. The Malcolm made four 
voyages to India between 1825-1831 [108]. 
Although no illustration of the Malcolm is known, 
she would have appeared – like many other extra 
ships – as ‘an East Indiaman in miniature’ [109]. 
She probably looked like the smaller sister of the 
Farquharson. 

 

Enterprize (1825) 

This famous 470-ton paddle steamer was 
commissioned, by the India Steam Packet 
Company, to make the first steam passage to 
India. Although she was officially launched on 
Saturday 19th January 1825, it was some months 
before her engines and boilers – supplied by 
Maudslay, Sons & Field – were fitted and she was 
ready for her voyage to the Cape and Calcutta. 
The full history of the steamer Enterprize is dealt 
with in the Proceedings of the Fourth Symposium on 
Shipbuilding and Ships on the Thames [110]. The 
general appearance of the vessel, on her arrival in 
Calcutta at the beginning of December 1825, can 
be seen in Figure 10. 

 

Duke of Sussex (1826) 

This 1,336-ton regular East India ship was 
launched on the 14th December 1826, ‘in the 
presence of H.R.H. the Duke of Sussex and 
several of the nobility and gentry’ [111]. Like the 
Berwickshire, the Duke of Sussex was built for 
Stewart Marjoribanks, who managed her four 
voyages between 1827-1834 [112]. The Duke of 
Sussex was built to replace the East Indiaman, 
Kent, which was destroyed by fire, on the 1st 
March 1825, whilst homeward bound in the Bay 
of Biscay [113]. 

The Duke of Sussex was the last ship built at 
the yard while it was managed by Charles David 
Gordon, on behalf of the family partnership. 
Charles David Gordon died on the 24th 
November 1826, three weeks before the vessel 
was launched. Charles David Gordon managed 
the yard during the 1825 shipwrights’ strike – 
when he appears to have had a good relationship 
with his workforce [114]. Looking at the above 
ships, it is clear that Charles David Gordon was  
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Figure 6. Line plans of the large East Indiaman, Farquharson, built by Gordon & Company in 1820 (courtesy of 
Conway Publishing, images taken from David R. MacGregor’s Merchant Sailing Ships, 1775-1815: Sovereignty of 
Sail (Conway, 1985)) 

Figure 7. Section and deck plans of the Farquharson (courtesy of Conway Publishing, images taken from David 
R. MacGregor’s Merchant Sailing Ships, 1775-1815: Sovereignty of Sail (Conway, 1985)) 
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 Figure 9. Watercolour drawing of the Farquharson, at sea, by an anonymous 20th century artist after the sail plan 
prepared by David R. MacGregor (copyright 2013 of the Kelton Foundation) 
 

Figure 8. Sail and rigging plan of the Farquharson (courtesy of Conway Publishing, images taken from David R. 
MacGregor’s Fast Sailing Ships – their Design and Construction, 1775-1875 (Conway Maritime Press, 1988)) 
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well connected and a competent manager, even 
though he would have been highly dependent on 
his master shipwright, Mr Stone, and foremen. 
Nonetheless, he must have had an enquiring 
mind - it was on a lake in his house at Dulwich 
Hill that John Swan, who worked at the Gordons’ 
Deptford Green engineering works, famously 
experimented with his proto propeller [115]. It is 
now difficult to determine how much of his time 
Charles David Gordon actually devoted to the 
shipyard. As well as being a partner in the other 
Gordon businesses, he also held a number of 
other directorships, some of them in very 
speculative concerns [116]. 

 

Reliance (1827) 

The Reliance, a 1,416-ton regular East Indiaman, 
was commissioned by John Fame Timmins, who 
managed her four voyages between 1827-1833 
[117]. The Reliance, launched on the 3rd 
November, was a replacement for Timmins’ ship, 
the Royal George, which had burnt out at 
Whampoa on Christmas Eve 1825 [118]. One 
contemporary description of the launch, in the 
Morning Post, captured something of the 
excitement which would have prevailed on such 
functional and festive occasions: 

‘On Saturday there was launched from the 
yard of the Thames Ship Building Company, at 
Deptford, a fine new ship of 1,416 tons 
register, for the Honourable East India 
Company, to be commanded by Captain 
Charles S. Timmins. – The day being 

uncommonly fine, a very numerous and 
highly respectable company were present, 
among whom we observed a number of 
elegant and well-dressed Ladies, and for 
whose accommodation every arrangement was 
made in the builder’s yard. Several of the 
Directors of the East India Company, and most 
of the Commanders of Indiamen, in the service 
of the Hon. Company, now at home, were also 
present. 
 
At ten minutes past one o’clock the necessary 
preparations being complete, Sir George 
Abercrombie Robinson named her the Reliance 
and the stupendous fabric instantly glided into 
her destined element, amidst the cheers of the 
company, the band played an appropriate air. 
An elegant dejeune a la forchette was prepared 
in the large room belonging to the builders 
consisting of everything the season could 
afford, and which was partaken of by about 
600 individuals’ [119]. 

 

Interestingly, the journalist who wrote this piece, 
noted the builder not as Gordons, but as the 
‘Thames Ship Building Company’. This was an 
alternative name which the company sometimes 
used at this time [120]. James Holman noted that 
the Reliance was ‘built at the Thames Ship 
Building Company’s Yard at Deptford, by Mr. 
Stone’ [121]. This confirmed that Stone was either 
the master shipwright at the yard, or the manager. 
Holman reckoned that ‘this vessel is considered to 
be the finest merchant ship that ever sailed out of 
the port of London, but not the strongest’ [122]. 
The high quality of the ship was noted by other 
contemporary observers [123]. 

 

Enterprise and Irresistible (1827) 

The Gordons had some involvement with the 
construction of the paddle steamers 
commissioned for Lord Cochrane’s infamous 
Greek naval fleet. Although the main London 
contractors for these were the shipbuilder, Daniel 
Brent, and the engineer, Alexander Galloway, it 
appears that two vessels were contracted by, or 
subcontracted to, the Gordons for building [124]. 
The exact role of the Gordons in this building 
programme, which was widely regarded as both a 

Figure 10. Model of the paddle steamer, 
Enterprize, launched at Gordons’ yard in 1825 
(courtesy of Alan Berry-Robinson) 
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debacle and a major financial scandal, still 
remains to be fully established.  

 

Queen Adelaide (1830) 

The launch of this vessel, on the 5th August 1830, 
again attracted coverage by the Morning Post, this 
time under the by-line of ‘Magnificent Launch’: 

‘On Thursday the 5th inst. The Directors of the 
Thames Ship Building Company had the 
honour of launching, from their Dock-yard at 
Deptford, in the presence of their Most 
Gracious MAJESTIES, a splendid ship, 
intended for either the East India or West India 
Trade, which, by her MAJESTY’S kind 
permission, was named the Queen Adelaide. 
Immediately upon its being made known to 
Mr. STONE, the head builder of the Thames 
Shipbuilding Company’s Dockyard, that their 
MAJESTIES and Suite were ready to witness 
the spectacle, the dog-shores were knocked 
away, and the vessel glided majestically into 
the bosom of the Thames, amidst the 
enthusiastic cheers of some thousands who 
were waiting at the Yard to greet their 
MAJESTIES ... Immediately after the launch, 
their MAJESTIES having inspected the Queen 
Adelaide, proceeded down the River on their 
way to Greenwich, amidst the warmest and 
most enthusiastic acclamations of the 
assemblage’ [125].  

 
The report of the launch indicated that she was 
built speculatively, for either the East India trade, 
or the West India trade. Given this, the vessel 
would have been of a far more modest tonnage 
than the Gordons’ largest East Indiamen. It is very 
likely that she was in the range of 500-600 
registered tons, which was typical of East India 
ships engaged in the India trade. Uncertainty over 
the tonnage of this ship is due to the fact that 
there was no vessel of that name recorded in 
Lloyd’s Register of Shipping, which probably 
indicates that she was renamed. 

The report, once again, clearly identified 
Mr Stone as the head of the Gordons’ shipyard 
operation. Presumably he had fulfilled that role 
since 1816, when he was involved with the 
improvements at the entrance to the large dry 
dock. Thus, Mr Stone would appear to have been 
the practical mainstay of the yard over the period 

of management by Charles David Gordon and at 
least part of that by Adam Gordon. It has not yet 
been possible to establish the full name of this Mr 
Stone, or to discover what link he may have had 
with the engineer, Josiah Stone, who was 
employed by Gordon’s before leaving to start his 
own engineering works [126]. 

 

Nicholai (1839) 

This 800-ton paddle steamer, launched on 
Saturday 16th March 1839, appears to have been, 
in its own way, every bit as interesting as the 
steamer Enterprize [127]. The vessel, which was 
built of wood, was commissioned by the St 
Petersburgh and Lubeck Steam Navigation 
Company to replace their steamer, Nicholai I, 
which had been destroyed by fire on the 31st May 
1838 [128]. Contemporary reports stated that: 

‘The Nicholai was built by Mr. Taylor, in the 
incredible short period of four months from 
the time of laying the keel, after the design of 
Mr. Carr of the firm of Ritherden and Carr, 
surveyors to the Hon. the East India Company’ 
[129].  

 

The speedy build of the steamer was clearly due 
to the urgent need to replace the destroyed vessel. 
This was said to have been facilitated by the great 
exertions of ‘Mr. Sheer, assisted by Baron 
Steiglitz, the well known merchant banker of 
Russia’ [130]. Ludwig von Steiglitz was banker to 
the Russian Court and the main promoter of the 
St. Petersburgh and Lubeck Steam Navigation 
Company. In accordance with her name, and 
funding, the Nicholai was provided with a 
figurehead bust of the Russian Emperor, which 
was described as ‘a most admirable likeness’ 
[131].  

The launch of the Nicholai appears to have 
been just as spectacular as previous ones, 
notwithstanding the fact that the weather was 
‘unsettled’ and given that the yard must still have 
been bearing the scars of the destructive fire of 
July 1838. This time the dignitaries included 
Russian diplomats, and British financiers and 
engineers. The latter included John Seaward and 
James Capel, whose firm was busy completing the 
vessel’s engines [132]. One journalist captured the 
event perfectly: 
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‘Shortly after two o’clock the ceremony of 
“christening” having been performed by the 
lady of Mr. Sheer, the dog-shores were 
knocked away, and the vessel, the deck of 
which was crowded with well-dressed 
individuals, passed majestically into the water, 
the band playing “God Save the Queen,” and 
amid the reiterated cheers of the assembled 
crowd, while a large party of ladies and 
gentlemen, for whom a cold collation had been 
provided in two booths overlooking the scene 
of action, drank success to the Nicholai in 
flowing bumpers. The arrangements were 
admirable and the whole passed off without 
the slightest accident or interruption of any 
kind’ [133]. 

 

Immediately after the launch, the Nicholai was 
towed across the river to Seaward & Capel’s 
Canal Ironworks, where the steam engines, 
boilers and associated machinery were fitted 
[134]. The steam machinery was said to have been 
specified ‘by the special order of the Emperor’, 
being ‘precisely similar to that adopted on board 
her Majesty’s steam frigate the Gorgon’ [135]. The 
pair of 240 horse power engines were designed 
for an engine room of only 45 feet in length, 
which allowed for 150 passengers to be carried 
[136]. After the engines and machinery had been 
fitted, the Nicholai made a trial return run between 
Blackwall and Gravesend [137]. Many of the same 
dignitaries who had been present at the launch 
were on the voyage. This was a great success, and 
on her homeward journey she even managed to 
tow the famous cross-Atlantic paddle steamer, 
Sirius, upriver [138]. 

The Nicholai was the last vessel to have 
been built during the period that Adam Gordon 
appears to have been the lead Gordon partner 
with responsibility for the shipyard.  

 

Prince of Wales (1841) 

This small river paddle steamer, which was just 
under 99 tons, measured 100ft in length, with an 
extreme breadth of 14ft 4ins and a depth of 6ft 
6ins, was engined by Messrs Hague [139]. She 
was said to have been built ‘under particular 
inspection, in August 1841’ and must have been 
fairly sleek. When she was put up for sale in April 
1842, the notice stated that ‘this vessel being 

originally intended for a yacht is well found in 
masts, sails, &c., and is admirably adapted for any 
river on the continent’ [140]. The two oscillating 
engines, which had 25 ¼ inch cylinders, would 
have been made at John Hague’s engineering 
works at Bull Head Dock, Rotherhithe. When the 
Prince of Wales was launched, in the late summer 
of 1841, her engines would still have had to be 
fitted. This would have been one of the last 
shipbuilding jobs undertaken at the yard, which 
closed within a few months.  

 

 
The yard within the yard – Ditchburn & 
Mare 

At the end of the 1830s, Gordons’ yard became the 
scene for building some of the earliest iron 
steamships on the Thames. Whilst these vessels 
were built there, however, they were not actually 
built by the Gordons. Rather they were built by 
the partnership of Thomas Ditchburn and Charles 
John Mare. There has been much confusion and 
speculation regarding Ditchburn & Mare’s 
occupancy of Gordon’s Yard. Nathan Dews 
stated, at one point, that Ditchburn & Mare 
actually occupied the yard before the Gordons 
[141]. Thomas Ditchburn’s own memorialist 
ignored mention of any connection with the 
Gordons [142]. Philip Banbury thought – 
correctly, as it happens – it ‘probable that 
Ditchburn & Mare were renting the yard, or part 
of it, from Gordon at the time’ [143]. More 
recently, John Arnold implied that they started 
their yard, from scratch, at Dudman’s Dock, and 
made no reference to the Gordons at all [144]. 

Curiously, however, although Ditchburn & 
Mare were certainly building vessels at the yard 
in 1837-1838, they had – or perhaps even 
deliberately maintained – a fairly low public 
profile. Across that short period, it was Gordon & 
Co. who continued to be listed in the trade 
directories as occupiers of the shipyard. Likewise, 
the rate books for St Paul’s Deptford made no 
assessment at all for Ditchburn & Mare. All this 
would support the view that Ditchburn & Mare 
only ever rented, or shared, a part of Gordons’ 
yard. Reports of the events surrounding the fire of 
July 1838 confirmed that Ditchburn & Mare were 
only tenants, and that the Gordons were also still 
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trading from there as shipbuilders and timber 
merchants [145]. 

The first iron ship known to have been built 
at the yard, by Ditchburn & Mare, was the paddle 
steamer, Inkerman, launched in 1837. This 365-ton 
vessel was built for the Russian government, as a 
fast gunboat designed to reduce the threat of 
piracy in the Black Sea [146]. Following the 
Inkerman, Ditchburn & Mare received the first of 
their many orders for small iron river paddle 
steamers. These were for the steamers Daylight, 
Moonlight, Starlight and Twilight, for the London 
Westminster & Vauxhall Steam Packet Company 
– otherwise known as the Iron Steam Boat 
Company – for their upriver passenger services. 
These steamers were 97½ tons and measured 85 
feet in length [147]. In the light of surviving 
source material, which is both patchy and often 
conflicting, it is now difficult to be sure of the 
order in which these four iron vessels were 
actually built. Reports of the destructive fire, of 
July 1838, however, stated that ‘there were two 
iron steam vessels in a state of forwardness on the 
premises’ [148]. These fire damaged vessels 
appear to have been finished at Deptford, along 
with two launched before the fire [149]. 

Given that Ditchburn & Mare rented part of 
the yard, they must have been very well known to 
Adam Gordon and Michael Francis Gordon. So 
far, it has not proved possible to establish any 
known wider financial or manufacturing links 
between the two businesses. It is tempting to 
postulate that the Gordons’ Deptford Green 
works might, possibly, have provided Ditchburn 
& Mare with wrought iron plate and other 
metalwork. It is also possible that they might also 
have provided the fledgling business with credit, 
as John Penn is known to have done for the 
marine engines with which they supplied them 
[150]. However, it is very interesting that at the 
very time Ditchburn & Mare were building for the 
Iron Steamboat Company, Adam Gordon was a 
director of one of its rivals, the London & 
Westminster Steam Boat Company [151]. Like his 
late brother, Charles David Gordon, it is now 
difficult to establish just how committed Adam 
Gordon still actually was – especially in terms of 
time – to the affairs of the shipyard. Not only was 
Adam Gordon a popular and philanthropic 
member of the local community, including being 
a Justice of the Peace, but he had a wide 

involvement in other business ventures, some of 
which were destined to be major speculative 
failures [152].  

 

 
The fire of 1838 

The unfortunate events of the early evening of 
Wednesday 25th July 1838, catapulted Gordon’s 
Yard into the public gaze. The disastrous fire, 
which has already been noted briefly, started at 
around 6.15pm [153]. The fire got away very 
rapidly and the London Fire Engine 
Establishment was alerted by the watchman on 
Blackfriars Bridge who reported a large fire 
downriver [154]. The plumes of flames and smoke 
must have been spectacular. Over 20 fire engines 
were despatched from Greenwich, the Victualling 
Yard, Deptford Dockyard, Bermondsey, 
Southwark, Waterloo, Finsbury and even 
Clerkenwell. Their ability to control the fire was 
made impossible by the rapidity of the blaze and, 
surprisingly, by lack of water for the pumps. The 
work of the firemen was also made very difficult 
by the press of hundreds of spectators who 
flocked to the site. Given that the Greenwich and 
Deptford police had great difficulty controlling 
the crowds, three companies of the Rifle Brigade 
were called in to ‘keep the mob off’. The work of 
the fire brigades, which included two floating 
engines, proved completely ineffective. Even the 
creation of firebreaks, made by pulling down 
roofs of building in the yard, failed to stop the fire 
spreading. Airborne sparks even set fire to non-
dockyard buildings, including houses on the 
other side of Grove Street. 

Reports on the cost of the destruction 
caused by the fire varied between £8,000-24,000. 
Whilst the buildings were covered by insurance, it 
appeared that the tools, equipment and materials 
therein were not. As a result, one report noted 
that ‘the most serious loss is the vast quantity of 
tools and implements. By this calamity a great 
number of workmen are thrown out of employ’ 
[155]. Most of the damaged houses in Grove Street 
were uninsured. 

Given the huge public presence at the fire, 
it is not surprising that rumours immediately 
began to spread that it had been caused as a 
deliberate act of malice, by some disaffected 
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shipyard workers. A subsequent enquiry by 
‘Messrs Gordon, Brothers, and others’, however, 
found this to be completely without foundation 
[156]. The reports on the fire made it very clear 
that it had started in one of the counting houses 
and mould lofts tenanted by Ditchburn & Mare, 
who appear to have been trading as – or at least 
promoting themselves as – the ‘Iron Steam Boat 
Company’. Presumably, the counting house was 
beneath the mould loft. 

The fire must have had a devastating 
impact on Adam and Michael Francis Gordon. 
What had, no doubt, originally seemed like a 
sound business decision to acquired Ditchburn & 
Mare as promising tenants was probably thrown 
into immediate and reflective question. It is 
difficult to avoid the conclusion that Ditchburn & 
Mare must have quickly come to be regarded as 
something of a cuckoo in a burnt out nest. The 
logistical nightmare of sorting out the insurance 
claim, clearing the site of debris, coping with the 
workforce and trying to maintain some semblance 
of a business must have stretched the resolve of 
the Gordon brothers close to breaking point. 

It is unclear as to how speedily 
shipbuilding and ship repairing was resumed on 
the site. Nothing is known as to how exactly 
Ditchburn & Mare repaired and finished the two 
damaged iron steamers. This must have been 
done reasonably speedily, however, as Ditchburn 
& Mare soon vacated the site, for Blackwall – and 
subsequent Thames shipbuilding fame. Some 
greater element of normality must have returned 
to the site by mid-November 1838, when the hull 
of the steamer Nicholai was laid down. 
Remarkably, this was under four months from the 
time of the fire. 

It is also possible that the fire, as well as 
resulting in a replacement building programme, 
might have triggered the re-design and re-
building of the large dry dock. It is known that 
sometime between Bullock’s survey, of 1831, and 
the Gordons vacating the site, in 1843, the large 
dry dock was shortened and re-configured. In 
1831 the dock was around 340 feet in length 
(within the gates), but by 1843 it was only around 
240 feet in length (within the gates). The latter 
dock was certainly of more modern appearance 
than the earlier one, having a bowed plan form in 
the wider central section (around 65 feet in width, 
as against around 50 feet in width) of the type 

designed to accommodate work on paddle 
steamers [157]. If this new dock was built after the 
fire, it is possible that debris from the destroyed 
buildings was used to infill the end of the old 
dock. The new dock also incorporated a pair of 
stone access stairs – one on either side towards 
the head of the dock. 

Adam Gordon died on the 14th January 
1839, five and a half months after the fire and two 
months before the launch of the Nicholai. He had 
died of ‘brain fever’, aged only 37, leaving seven 
children and a wife, Susan, who gave birth to 
their last child 11 days after his death [158]. At the 
time of Adam Gordon’s death, the shipyard’s 
heyday appears to have passed. Sometime after 
the fire, the market value of yard had clearly 
fallen and the rental value was reduced from £600 
to £480 per annum – a reduction of 20% [159]. 

 

 

The end of the shipyard 

The untimely death of Adam Gordon must have 
caused many problems for his brother, Michael 
Francis Gordon, especially as other family 
partners were already detached from the 
business. Adam and Michael’s younger cousin 
and one time partner, John Biddulph junior (1806-
1881), seems only to have been actively involved 
with the business between 1829-1832 – when he 
appears no longer to have been an actual partner 
– after which time he became focused on mining, 
railway and banking activities in the Llanelli area 
[160]. Robert Gordon (1796-1869), the third eldest 
of the Gordon brothers, although nominally a 
partner in the business, had pursued a lifelong 
career in the Royal Navy, holding the rank of 
Captain at the time of Adam’s death, and 
eventually becoming an Admiral. Robert would 
hardly have been in a position to have effectively 
supported Michael Francis in managing and 
directing the business. Michael Francis had also 
succeeded to the lairdship of Abergeldie on the 
death of his father, David Gordon, in 1831, which 
may well have partly limited the time that he 
himself could have devoted to the business. In 
addition, the business effectively ran out of 
possible new entrants from the next generation of 
the Gordon family [161]. Adam’s death also seems 
to have triggered the progressive resolution of 
various and complex financial trusts established 
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by both his own will, and that of his father, David 
Gordon.  

By the beginning of 1842, the writing was 
clearly on the wall for the shipyard. On Thursday 
10th February 1842, Mr Rogers held an onsite 
auction, aimed at ship and boat builders, 
carpenters and timber merchants. The lots 
comprised: 

‘ONE HUNDRED and FIFTY LOADS of 
capital English OAK TIMBER, of excellent 
quality, and large dimensions; Sixty Pieces of 
six-inch Oak thick Stuff; 250 Larch and Fir 
Knees; quantity Ash Capstern Bars; Iron Knees 
and Straps, Eight Pair of Iron Cramps; Ring 
and Eye Bolts, Range Bolts, Mast Hoops, Nails, 
Hinges, Cleats and Thimbles’ [162]. 

 

It would appear that not everything was sold, as a 
follow-up auction took place on Tuesday 15th 
March [163]. Interestingly, both sales were said to 
have been ‘By Direction of the Executors of David 
Gordon, Esq.’. By that time, the remaining 
executors were Michael Francis Gordon and 
Robert Gordon, and it is clear that they had 
decided to wind up the business and realise 
David Gordon’s various remaining assets for the 
benefit of the family [164]. 

The items listed in the advert for Mr 
Rogers’ sale all appear to have related to wooden 
shipbuilding. The wording suggests that this was 
all new timber, rather than that stripped from 
broken vessels. It is, however, known that the 
Gordons’ were engaged in shipbreaking on the 
site. Reports of the 1838 fire stated that it ‘took 
place at the extensive premises of Adam Gordon, 
Esq., timber merchant and ship builder’, and that 
some of the buildings were built from the 
‘breakings up of old ships’ [165]. Interestingly, the 
Gordons appear to have been involved in 
shipbreaking across the period of their occupancy 
of the yard. In March 1817, ‘Gordon & Co’ were 
recorded as having paid £850 for the hulk of the 
small 14-gun naval brig, Banterer, for breaking 
[166]. In March 1828, Adam Gordon purchased 
the naval brig-sloops Rover (for £980), Pilot (for 
£1,010) and Belette (£1,210) for breaking [167]. In 
November 1832, ‘Mr. Stone of Grove Yard’ 
purchased the naval brig-sloop, Ontario (£760) for 
breaking [168]. Adam Gordon also had an 
account, in the mid 1830s, with the Rotherhithe 

shipbreaker John Beatson [169]. It is entirely 
possible that the Gordons had actually purchased 
more naval vessels for breaking, than those listed 
here, especially as their yard was so close to 
Deptford Naval Yard. Very large numbers of 
naval vessels were sold off at the end of the 
Napoleonic wars, and in many instances the 
records of the buyers have not survived. No 
detailed records of merchant ships broken at the 
yard have survived. Sadly, it will now never be 
possible to identify to what extent the Gordons 
may have engaged in shipbreaking and ship 
repairing activities, or to gauge the extent to 
which these activities might have acted as buffers 
in those times when shipbuilding orders were 
lean.  

The sale of materials at the shipyard was 
followed by the sale of the Gordons’ Deptford 
Green ironworks and engineering works. This 
extensive works was advertised, for sale or to be 
let, in November 1842. The sale notice included 
the foundry, engineers’ shops, engine house, 
warehouses, sheds, yard, cellarage, dwelling 
house and extensive wharfage, with a combined 
waterfront length of 128 feet [170]. Some of the 
buildings must have been fairly new, as part of 
the premises was described as ‘all the newly-
erected Warehouses, Sheds, Engine-house, 
Dwelling-house, and Yard’. The local rate books 
for St Nicholas Deptford, however, also 
mentioned three smithies, a millwright’s shop, a 
brass founder’s shop and a stable [171]. A 
contemporary watercolour view, dating to 1841, 
shows part of the works seen from Deptford 
Green (Figure 11) [172]. At the time of the sale 
notice, the Deptford Green operation did not 
belong solely to the Gordon family. A subsequent 
court case noted that John Reid and George Henry 
Phipps had certainly been in partnership there 
with Michael Francis Gordon, on the 1st July 1842 
[173]. This partnership was dissolved on the 20th 
May 1843 [174].  

As we have seen, the metalworking 
facilities of the Deptford Green works were wide-
ranging. In 1840 Samuel Lewis described the 
works as follows: 

‘On Deptford Green is a very extensive iron 
and brass foundry and manufactory for 
anchors, chain cables, ironwork for steam 
engines, boilers and railway work, with 
machinery of all kinds’ [175]. 
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Anchors and chain cables had long been staple 
products of the Deptford Green works, and both 
were made in substantial quantities [176]. 
Another marine product was chain messengers 
for ships’ anchors [177]. Much of Samuel Lewis’ 
brief description of the works was amplified by a 
slightly earlier advert: 

‘TO RAILWAY COMPANIES, ENGINEERS 
AND CONTRACTORS. – Locomotive Engines, 
Mountings for Earth Waggons [sic], Engine 
Works of every description; also Coke Oven 
Mountings on the most improved principle are 
manufactured by Messrs. Gordons & Co., at 
their works, Deptford Green. Office, No. 6, Old 
London-street, Fenchurch-street’ [178]. 

 

The actual extent of their manufacture of railway 
locomotives is now unclear, although at least two 
are known to have been built, including one for 
the nearby London & Greenwich Railway [179]. 
The Deptford Green works also manufactured 
William Curtis’s ‘cycloidal cam’ breaking system 

for all early locomotives delivered to the London 
& Greenwich Railway [180]. Given the Gordons’ 
involvement with the production of many things 
mechanical, and with shipbuilding, it is surprising 
that they appear not to have really become 
involved with marine engineering, unlike their 
nearby neighbour, John Penn & Sons. Although 
James Lowe stated that the firm were also marine 
engineers, evidence on this front is sparse [181]. In 
1860, however, P.L. Simmonds said that Gordons 
had built the engines for the London & 
Westminster Steamboat Company’s paddle 
steamers, Myrtle and Snowdrop, in 1838, and that 
they later built the engines for the Eclipse and 
Vivid [182].  

The iron foundry at Deptford Green could 
certainly cope with large and complex 
engineering castings. In 1838-1839, for instance, it 
cast the beams for Isambard Kingdom Brunel’s 
very remarkable Bishops Road canal bridge, at 
Paddington. When the bridge was rediscovered in 
2003, some of the cast-iron components bore the 
raised words ‘GORDONS & Co DEPTFORD’ on 

Figure 11. Unsigned watercolour of Deptford Green, dated 1841, showing some of the buildings which formed 
Gordons’ Deptford Green engineering works (courtesy and copyright of the British Library Board, Add. Ms. 16945, 
item f.18) 
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the castings [183]. Sometime before the work on 
the Bishops Road bridge components, Gordon’s 
had manufactured the iron structure for the short-
lived Wolf Rock Beacon, which was in service 
between 1836-1840 [184]. Subsequently, the works 
won the challenging contracts to fabricate the 
ironwork for the far more massive Maplin Sands 
Lighthouse (1840-1841) and the Point of Ayr 
Lighthouse (1841-1842), both under the 
supervision of James Walker, President of the 
Institution of Civil Engineers and partner in the 
engineering firm of Walker & Burgess (Figure 12) 
[185]. Whilst the wrought and cast-ironwork for 
these would have been made at Deptford Green, 
there is some evidence that the relevant parts and 
sections of them might well have actually been 
erected at the shipyard [186]. This, of course, had 
both open space and a far more extensive 
waterfront than that at Deptford Green. If, indeed, 
this was the case they may well have been the last 
works undertaken on the site. The Gordons’ 
ability to work with wrought iron on a very large 
scale, again raises the question as to whether they 
might have had a manufacturing link of some sort 
with Ditchburn & Mare, whilst they were at the 
yard in 1837-1838. 

The last rate book entry for ‘Gordon 
Brothers & Co’ as occupiers of the ship yard site 
dates to the 3rd August 1843 [187]. The Gordons’ 
last entries in the directories – as both 
shipbuilders and engineers – also date to 1843. 

 

 
The Grove Street and Deptford Green 
sites after the Gordons 

After the Gordons withdrew from shipbuilding, 
the Grove Street site reverted to the Evelyn Estate, 
with William John Evelyn paying the rates 
directly from 2nd November 1843 [188]. 
Shipbuilding and ship repairing were never 
recommenced on the site, which doubtless 
reflected the changing economic and 
technological conditions facing sections of the 
trade at that time. Evelyn then appears to have 
sold the site to the Surrey Commercial Dock 
Company, before it passed into the hands of the 
London Brighton & South Coast Railway 
Company (LBSCR), which first appeared as 
ratepayers in July 1847 [189]. The LBSCR then 
developed the site as a major waterside railhead, 

known as Deptford Railway Dock, or Deptford 
Wharf. They retained the large old wet dock and 
the modern large dry dock for coal handling 
purposes. The lock gates were removed to 
provide tidal berths for collier ships and lighters. 
Within a few years, the site was covered by a 
dense network of rail lines and wagon turntables 
(Figure 13). Deptford Wharf eventually closed in 
1970 and was re-developed for housing in 1992. 

Adam Gordon, had he lived, would 
probably have been very interested in the 
LBSCR’s development on what had been the 
family shipyard. Not only had he been a great 
railway enthusiast and investor, but he also had 
an awareness of the site’s potential for such a use. 
Indeed, at his death he was still actively involved 
with the projected Grand Collier Dock Company, 
which would – if it had ever been realised – have 
seen Gordon’s Yard disappear and the site been 
incorporated into an even more massive new rail-

Figure 12. Maplin Sands Lighthouse, 1840-1841, 
the first to use Mitchell’s patent screw moorings 
made at Rennie’s engineering works, Southwark – 
not by Gordons (from a contemporary 
encyclopaedia) 
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linked collier dock [190]. 

 
Conclusion 

At the outset of this paper, the questions of 
absence and invisibility relating to the history of 
Gordons’ shipyard were raised. These themes 
have acted as catalysts throughout this work. By 
using a broad range of surviving contemporary 
and other sources, research has revealed a very 
complex and fascinating history, which has – 
given both the historic train of events and the 
activities of the Gordon family – set the shipyard 
in a much wider economic, business and 
geographical context. Whilst the activities of the 
yard became increasingly invisible to later 
observers, it was, thankfully, far from invisible 
during the period that it was in operation – even 
if many of those observations were only of a brief 
and relatively tangential nature. Although a very 
detailed story has been reconstructed here – 
hopefully, ‘discovering a lost London shipyard’ in 
the process – it is, of course, no more than the 
present writers’ own personal discourse and 
reflections on the subject. Sadly, it will now never 

be possible to test this history, this attempt to get 
close to the actuality of an inevitably lost and un-
reconstructable past, against the Gordons’ own 
business records, which have not survived, or to 
subject it to the reflective minds of any of the 
Gordon family, or of those contemporaries who 
once knew much more about them and their 
businesses than we will now ever hope to know. 
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‘At a very small distance beyond Rotherhithe is 
Greenland Dock, the last place in the bills of 
mortality, on the south side of the river. It had 
been the property of the Duke of Bedford, but 
was lately purchased by Mr. Wells, a ship-
builder: many ships are built, but none of large 
size. Here those from Greenland discharge their 
filthy cargo: and at this place the blubber is 
boiled – a fit distance from the capital. Here is 
also a very considerable wet dock, in which 
the India ships are laid-up, after the discharge 
of their rich lading.  

Immediately beyond Greenland Dock, begins 
the county of KENT’.  

 

So wrote the great naturalist, antiquary and 
topographical historian Thomas Pennant (1726-
1798), sometime in the late 1780s at the very peak 
of London’s Arctic whaling trade and its related 
use of the Greenland Dock [1]. In this short piece of 
just 126 well focused words, Pennant managed to 
engagingly capture a little something of the very 
essence of the dock for his readers – including the 
present writer who discovered it some 190 years 
later. Foremost in Pennant’s commentary on the 
dock was its association with Greenland whaling 
and blubber boiling. Secondly, he noted that the 
cargoes handled there were ‘filthy’ – his shorthand 
for disgusting and offensive – with an implied 
requirement that the trade be undertaken far from 
the delicate noses of more refined Londoners living 
away to the west. Thirdly, he mentioned the dock’s 
involvement with shipbuilding and the laying-up 
of East Indiamen after the discharge of their 
valuable cargoes, which would then have taken 
place on the river itself [2]. At the beginning, 
middle and end of his short discourse, Pennant 
imbued the Greenland Dock with a strong sense of 
topographic and cultural otherness. Not only was 
it ‘the last place in the bills of mortality’, but was 
also – heaven forefend, no doubt, to some of his 
readers – close to where ‘begins the county of Kent’ 
[3]. 

This now greatly expanded paper will address the 
same subjects as those touched on by Pennant, 
although the order will be different, the content far 
more detailed, and the chosen course 
comparatively wayward. It will begin by briefly 
contextualising the history of the dock before the 
first South Sea Company whaleship sailed out of 
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there for the hostile icy Arctic seas in 1725. It will 
then explore the very close association of the dock 
with the whaling trade, especially that of the 
northern fishery. This was to last for over a century 
and – from the middle years of the 18th century – 
increasingly gave rise to the new trade associated 
name of the Greenland Dock, which is still in use 
today. Although whaling ships feature 
prominently throughout this monograph, my main 
concern here is only partly with the more classic 
maritime history elements of the subject. Whilst 
there is much inter-related information on ships, 
owners, voyages, crews, the killing of whales in 
distant seas, catches, trends and statistics, and the 
London oil trade, no attempt is made to try and 
provide full and consistent details of these subjects, 
much of which still await further comprehensive 
study [4]. My gaze – as suggested by the title of the 
paper – is essentially more focused on the 
Greenland Dock itself. In many ways, perhaps, this 
very broad sweep monograph is as much about the 
wider shores of social and cultural history, and my 
personal take on some aspects of the same, as it is 
with other more usual maritime historical 
approaches. By way of an additional bonus for 
readers, it is hoped that this text will also provide 
a significant addition to the all too sadly slender 
published literature on the more general history of 
the Greenland Dock, especially with regards its 
building history and other mercantile and trading 
activities. 

The section headings take their conceptual cue and 
inspiration from the title of another of Pennant’s 
works – Of London – which is itself cited later. 
Although these headings are deliberately 
‘antiquarian’ in their resonance, their somewhat 
playful style is also intended to provide helpful 
mental prisms through which trace elements of 
what is now an inevitably lost ‘past’ might be 
partially viewed, interpreted and perhaps better 
understood. The history of London’s Arctic 
whaling trade – which, as will be detailed later, 
involved 2,227 known individual voyages that 
killed a total of around 9,500 whales in the period 
between 1725 and 1836 – and the key part that the 
Greenland Dock played in it has been mostly lost, 
forgotten, hidden and ignored. In this paper, 
revelations, reinterpretations, reconstructions and 
reimaginings – culled and gathered from a host of 
albeit incomplete and often flawed sources – are 
combined to help create what is a personal 

historical discourse on the Greenland Dock. The 
focus on the dock has been deliberately used to 
provide what might be seen as something of an 
‘inside out’ historical perspective on the wider 
London Arctic trade itself. Hopefully, the 
inevitably imperfect histories presented here will 
help redress the numerous omissions, errors, 
limitations and perpetuated myths of previous 
writers, as well as provide something by way of a 
long overdue and robust comparator with studies 
of other British whaling ports and act as an 
encouragement to further research [5]. Whilst 
much still remains to be done on the research front, 
this paper can be seen to represent the first in-
depth historical study of many of the key themes 
that it has chosen to address. 

 

 

 
Of the coming of the Howland Great 
Wet Dock 
The early – essentially pre-whaling trade – history 
of the dock has been generally ignored by 
historians of the Port of London. Indeed, it was 
almost equally disregarded by contemporary 
writers who bequeathed a veritable paucity of 
readily digestible material for their successors to 
work with. Sir Joseph Broodbank’s monumental 
history of the Port of London only devoted just 
over two pages to the whole 18th century history of 
the dock [6]. Even then, much of his information 
was sketchy and incorrect: given dates were 
uncertain; the now famous bird’s-eye view of the 
dock (Figure 1) was incorrectly dated to 1700; and 
he wrongly believed that it was only adapted for 
the whaling trade in 1763, following the Duke of 
Bedford’s sale of the dock to the shipbuilders John 
and William Wells. John Pudney’s later – and 
equally well regarded – history of the port 
provided no more than a simple digest of 
Broodbank’s words on the dock [7]. Sadly, many 
subsequent writers have either simply adopted 
these viewpoints, or further compounded the 
errors by stating that the subsequent use of the 
name Greenland Dock itself dated to 1763.  

The dock, as both Broodbank and Pudney correctly 
stated, was developed on land very close to the 
southern boundary of Rotherhithe (and not 
actually in Deptford, to where it has so often been 
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wrongly credited) which had originally belonged 
to the Howland family of Streatham. On the 23rd 
May 1695 the 13 year old Elizabeth Howland 
married the 14 year old Wriothesley Russell, the 
Marquis of Tavistock – the two children having 
had their dynastic and financial futures arranged 
for them whilst they were only babies [8]. The 
Howland family settled the Rotherhithe estate, 
along with the rest of an inheritance belonging to 
Elizabeth, said to be worth £100,000 (£14 million 
today), on her husband as a dowry. For the next 68 
years the land formed part of the Russell family’s 
vast property empire.  

Whilst the developmental history of the Howland 
Dock is complex, its origins can be dated back to a 
private act of Parliament granted after the 
marriage of Elizabeth Howland and Wriothesley 
Russell [9]. This appointed trustees to manage the 
estate of the minors. It noted that the widowed Mrs 
Elizabeth Howland (the younger Elizabeth’s 
mother) had already expended £2,500 in building 
a riverside dry dock and that the trustees were 
intending to spend an additional £12,000 ‘in 
makeing a wett dock there for the benefit of 
shipping’. The riverside dry dock and associated 
slipway were built by two earlier shipwrights, also 
named John and William Wells, who had been 
granted a 56½ year lease in May 1695 and 

Figure 1. Hand coloured engraving of the ‘Howland Great Dock near Deptford’, looking west, around 1717-1719. 
This very informative print was engraved by Johannes ‘Jan’ Kip, after a drawing by Thomas Badeslade. It shows the 
shipyards on either side of the lock entrance, laid-up shipping, the protective lines of windbreak trees, Greenland 
Dock House at the far end of the dock, and the line of the ropewalk to the south (courtesy and copyright of Edward 
Sargent) 
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advanced the said £2,500 by Mrs. Howland [10]. To 
help fund the improvements relating to the larger 
wet dock a group of mortgagees were identified 
[11]. A lease agreement was subsequently made on 
the 26th March 1697 with John Wells to build the 
wet dock, for which he was to be advanced £12,000 
[12]. John Wells subsequently engaged contractors 
– James Hurst and John Parrish – to dig the wet 
dock, together with a further adjacent riverside dry 
dock and launch ways, and contracted with 
William Ogborn, a Stepney carpenter, to build the 
timber walls, land ties, entrances, lock gates, 
riverside wharfage and associated ‘cranes and 
crabbes’, as well as sawpits and buildings for the 
new dry dock [13]. Although Ogborn contracted to 
undertake all of the carpentry and joinery work, 
John Wells agreed to ‘provide all and all manner of 
materials as timber planks nails ironwork and all 
other things to be used’ for the works [14]. The 
agreement strongly suggests that the dock and the 
second, southern, dry dock were actually designed 
by John Wells himself [15]. Ogborn was paid for set 
quantities of work, but there is no record of exactly 
how much he was paid for the complete works. 
John Wells, however, appears to have drawn down 
£8,400 from Mrs Howland between February and 
May 1697 [16]. When John Wells was granted a 55 
year lease for the dock area and adjoining dry 
dock, on 29th September 1698, it was noted that he 
had expended the £12,000, and the outstanding 
£3,600 was accordingly paid to him [17]. These 
sums, however, were not sufficient to complete the 
works and Wells borrowed a further sum of £4,000 
[18]. The excavation and building works must have 
been on a truly monumental scale, employing 
many hundreds of artisans and labourers. How 
surprising, therefore, that a project which so 
radically altered the Rotherhithe waterfront and 
marshes appears to have escaped the notice of 
contemporary writers. 

According to statements made in 1799 by Thomas 
Strickland, the manager of the Greenland Dock, 
there was: 

‘... a date cut in Stone over the [dock] Doorway 
1699, and a Date which I remember on the 
Weather Cock, now taken down, I. W. [for 
John Wells] 1700, ascertaining the finishing the 
House, which I have been informed was built 
after the Dock was dug’ [19]. 

 

Unfortunately, John Wells died intestate sometime 
between the end of March and the end of 
September 1703 [20]. At the time of his death, Wells 
had already completed a rigging house and let 
ground for a ropewalk on the south side of the 
dock [21]. He had also started to let building plots 
on the surrounding part of the leased estate, 
presumably in accordance with the earlier 
intended plan, of around 1697, to construct a large 
and fashionable West End style residential estate 
north of the dock [22]. Wells clearly over extended 
himself financially and at the time of his death he 
had not repaid any of the loans or met the annual 
rent of £960. As a result, and ‘in consideration of 
the low condition of Elizabeth Wells his widow & 
the family’, the lease and sub-leases reverted to 
Mrs Howland [23]. Plans for the grand estate had 
been quietly abandoned well before the Greenland 
whaling trade, with its associated offensive smells, 
arrived in the mid-1720s. If the former had gone 
ahead the latter would almost certainly have not. 

It seems likely that the provision of moorings for 
laying-up and re-fitting returning East Indiamen 
might always have been the main intended 
purpose of the dock. Mrs Howland’s own father 
was the immensely wealthy Sir Josiah Childs, who 
had been Governor of the East India Company. 
Her late husband, John, had been an East India 
merchant and she owned shares in East Indiamen 
in her own right [24]. The market for such a use 
would have been a good one given that there were 
30 East India trading vessels in 1697 and 32 in 1703 
[25]. During the Great Storm of November 1703 – 
an event which devastated shipping around the 
coast and on the Thames – only one vessel in the 
dock was said to have been slightly damaged, 
although there is no record of the total number 
then actually moored there [26]. 

From the outset the Howland Dock – which had 10 
acres of water, a water depth of 17 feet, and an 
entrance lock that measured 44 feet by 150 feet – 
was mainly used for laying-up and fitting-out East 
Indiamen and other ships, such as West India 
traders. It is important to understand that it was 
never originally conceived as a cargo handling 
dock and that it was never to be subsequently used 
exclusively by just the Greenland whaling trade.  
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Of London’s early whaling trade 
London’s earlier engagement in Greenland 
whaling had originally begun some 90 years before 
the Howland Dock had even opened. The events 
surrounding that very interesting story, however, 
can only be very briefly related here. Whaling 
ships first sailed from London to Spitzbergen to 
hunt Greenland walruses and right whales in 1609, 
when the Muscovy Company sent out the Amitie 
and the Jonesse under the Commands of James 
Poole and Thomas Edge [27]. The following year 
they also sent out the Mary Margaret and the 
Elizabeth under the commands of Edge and Poole 
[28]. Between then and 1622 around 100 vessels 
were sent out – mostly under the overall command 
of Edge [29]. In the face of stiff competition from 
the Dutch and Danes, however, the venture was 
abandoned, although 12 ships were sent out in 
1625 [30]. Whilst it is unclear as to exactly how 
many vessels were to continue in the trade after 
that time, London ships – including the Owners 
Adventure and the Greyhound – were still voyaging 
to Spitzbergen in the mid-1650s [31]. Some London 
whaling captains and crewmen are known to have 
gone there during the intervening period [32]. 
There then appears to have been some decline as 
the government subsequently attempted to 
encourage the trade when it removed the duty on 
Greenland oil and whalebone in 1672 and allowed 
whalers to recruit up to half their crews from 
experienced foreigners [33]. Although this 
legislative initiative lasted for 10 years, the trade 
appears to have been ‘entirely discontinued’ after 
just 7 years [34]. The renewal of the legislation for 
four years in 1690 failed to result in any whaling 
voyages [35]. A major concerted attempt to revive 
the trade through the Company of Merchants of 
London Trading to Greenland, which was 
established in 1693, failed spectacularly in 1703, 
with a loss of some £82,000 (£12.75 million today) 
[36].  

Early whaling ventures involved what was 
essentially a variant of shore whaling. Whales were 
hunted from whaleboats, known as shallops, that 
would tow killed whales to their mother ships for 
flensing with the aid of capstan tackles hung over 
their sterns. Large pieces of blubber were then 
taken by the whaleboats to the nearby Spitzbergen 
shore where the ships had set-up temporary 
processing facilities. The heads of the whales were 

removed at the ships’ sides and then towed to the 
shore for the removal, cleaning and initial 
preparation of their whalebone (baleen). Walruses 
and seals were usually killed on the ice and their 
blubber was also taken to the shore processing 
facilities. The casks of boiled oil and bundles of 
whalebone were then rowed back to the ships for 
eventual return to Blackwall, where Muscovy 
Company vessels were discharged [37]. Later on, 
as whaling vessels started to hunt whales further 
away from the coast, blubber was chopped-up on 
the ships themselves and then carried back home 
in casks for boiling [38]. In 1656, for instance, the 
Owners Adventure and Greyhound returned home 
with only a small amount of ‘bloober’ which, 
‘when it was boyled at Blackwall’, made only 
‘eighteene tonns of oyle’ [39].  

 

 

 

Of the South Sea Company 
The next major development in London whaling 
came in late 1720, or early 1721, when Henry 
Elking approached Sir John Eyles (1683-1745) with 
a proposal to try and revive the trade [40]. The well 
connected Eyles was elected as Sub-Governor of 
the South Sea Company, on 31st January 1721, to 
help reverse its fortunes after the South Sea Bubble 
fiasco of 1720, and he served in that capacity until 
the end of January 1733 [41]. Eyles was a very 
powerful merchant, financier and politician, who 
had held important positions in the East India 
Company, the Bank of England and the City 
Corporation [42]. He was also a confident of Sir 
Robert Walpole and a parliamentary supporter of 
his Whig ministries [43]. These events were to 
result in the whaling trade coming to the Howland 
Dock. That journey, however, was far from smooth 
and it was only after more than four years of 
complex manoeuvring – often ridden by very bitter 
internal dissent – that the South Sea Company 
actually engaged in whaling. It is clear from the 
correspondence between Eyles and Elking that the 
latter’s initial proposal had centred on a 
‘Copartnership with several Gentlemen who had 
Thoughts of undertaking it’, but that Eyles had 
subsequently suggested that it should be pursued 
by the Company alone. Nothing has yet been 
specifically discovered about this ‘Copartnership’, 
but it probably related to one of three earlier 
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merchant backed Greenland whaling schemes 
whose petitions had been dismissed by the 
government in July 1720 on the basis that they 
were – along with many other such proposals – 
effectively promotional investment ‘bubbles’ [44]. 
Eyles’ suggestion was accepted in principle at a 
General Court meeting of the South Sea Company 
held on the 1st September 1721, when it was agreed: 

‘That the Court of Directors be, and are hereby 
empowered to employ from Time to Time such Sum 
or Sums of the Money of this Company as they 
shall think fit, effectually to promote and carry on 
the Greenland Fishery’ [45]. 

 

Elking clearly continued a friendly dialogue with 
Eyles and had most probably begun to pursue the 
proposal on the Company’s behalf in the 
expectation that a fleet would sail out in the spring 
of 1723 [46]. In May 1722 the Court of Directors 
agreed to purchase 12 whaling ships, appoint a 
‘supervisor’, and lease Blackwall Yard, or other 
suitable premises, as a base for their Greenland 
operations [47]. Eyles, however, subsequently hit 
problems with some of the Company Directors, as 
in his letter to Elking of 13th July 1722 he noted that 
‘some others, without whose Concurrence it is 
impossible to proceed, differ of late very much in 
Sentiments with me upon this Subject’ [48]. Elking 
consequently responded to Eyles’ request to ‘lay 
before the Court of Directors, in Writing, the 
Substance of what you have said to me, upon my 
Examining into the Nature of this Trade [49]. 
Elking attended the Court of Directors meeting on 
the 29th July 1722 – at which there were ‘long 
Debates for and against carrying on the Trade’ – 
but the Directors voted 13 to 10 against it [50]. 

The debate must have brought Elking’s testimony 
into serious question as he subsequently published 
an extended version of his report in his now 
famous printed tract published on the 20th August 
1722 [51]. This mainly well argued and potentially 
convincing discourse pointed to the success of the 
250 odd Dutch and other European ships engaged 
in the Spitzbergen and Davis Straits fisheries, 
outlined earlier English whaling attempts, and 
detailed the organisational requirements of 
whaling vessels and shore facilities. It was, 
however, somewhat sketchy on the business case 
side and very optimistically stated that the costs of 
equipping, manning and managing each ship ‘is 

often repay’d by one Whale’ [52]. Such hyperbole 
would later come back to haunt him. Exactly how 
Elking’s printed tract was circulated is uncertain, 
but at a General Court meeting held on 21st 
September 1722 ‘Mr. Ward of Hackney, in a long 
Speech’ certainly made use of it to garner support 
for the Company engaging in the Greenland trade 
[53]. At the same meeting, Sir George Caswell – one 
of Ward’s supporters – even ‘recommended the 
Reading of a Pamphlet, which shews the Advantages 
accruing by a Greenland-Trade.’ The mention of this, 
however, appears to have reopened dissent 
amongst the proprietors, as ‘some Clapt their Hands, 
and others cry’d out Adjourn’. When the matter was 
next discussed, at a General Court meeting on 5th 
October 1722, it was agreed that any further debate 
should be adjourned until March 1723 [54]. Gordon 
Jackson attributed this ongoing debate, in the face 
of the earlier negative vote, as being due to Eyles’ 
tenacity and the fact that ‘Elking requested 
consideration for lost time and pains’ [55]. It was 
no accident that the adjournment of the debate 
coincided with a decision that the Company 
Directors who were Members of Parliament would 
‘endeavour to get an Act to encourage the 
Company, to carry on the Greenland Trade with 
Success’ [56]. The petition was delivered at the 
beginning of December 1722 [57]. The resultant act 
– which exempted Greenland blubber, oil and fins 
(baleen) taken in British ships from Customs duties 
– was finally approved in the House of Lords on 
24th April 1724 [58]. It was initially to last for a 
period of 7 years and to come into effect on 
Christmas Day 1724. 

Whilst the Greenland duty act was pursuing its 
own lengthy parliamentary voyage, the pro- 
whaling trade camp continued to put positive 
spins on the proposal and in December 1723 it was 
even reported that the Directors had contracted 
with ‘near 100 Harponeers’ to proceed to 
Greenland next spring [59]. Although Eyles and his 
supporters must have expected the Greenland 
duty act to have finally given a green light to the 
Company engaging in the whaling trade, things 
were not quite that simple. When the trade was 
discussed at a lengthy General Court meeting on 
the 20th May 1724 the old divisions and animosities 
within the Company erupted with something of a 
vengeance [60]. Eyles and his supporters presented 
their usual arguments in favour of the trade, 
boosted by the recent duty act and the fact that 

’’

’
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their funding base benefited greatly from ‘the 
weekly Payments which the Company receiv’d 
from the Exchequer’ against its loans for the 
national debt. Their opponents resorted to their 
own established arguments which focused on the 
potential financial risk, especially in the light of the 
disastrous failure of the Greenland Company 
venture in 1703. When Eyles eventually put a 
resolution to confirm the earlier one passed back 
on the 1st September 1721 to a vote, he ‘declared it 
carried in the Affirmative; but he was contradicted 
with great Clamour by those of the opposite side’. 
As a compromise it was then agreed to hold a 
decision over until a ballot in two weeks’ time. In 
advance of this a lengthy ‘Letter was printed and 
industriously dispersed’ by the pro-campaigners 
[61]. When the ballot was counted on 3rd June 1724 
the resolution ‘was carried in the Affarmative by a 
great Majority’ of 804 votes to 256 [62]. The way 
was now open for the South Sea Company’s 
whaling venture – which Jackson termed ‘the 
greatest single adventure ever undertaken from 
this country to the Greenland seas’ – to begin in 
earnest [63]. 

Events then moved very rapidly. The Directors of 
the Company had already received a report from 
their Committee of Trade at a Court meeting on 
11th May 1724 recommending that 12 ships – 
modelled on Dutch whaling vessels – be contracted 
for in order to send them out to the whale fishery 
the next March and they formally agreed this at a 
Court of Directors Meeting on 21st June [64]. A 
Committee of Directors met every Tuesday and 
Friday ‘to contract with Persons for furnishing 
Materials proper for carrying on the Greenland 
Fishery’ [65]. The Directors formally appointed 
Henry Elking as their ‘Agent and Superintendent. 
for managing the Greenland Trade’ at a Court 
meeting held on the 11th June 1724 [66]. He was to 
be paid a relatively modest salary of £100 a year, 
enhanced by what were expected to be very 
valuable royalty payments of 1½ percent on the 
value of the sale of produce after each voyage [67]. 
Elking, however, must have been engaged on the 
Company’s business well before his formal 
appointment, as he was clearly involved with the 
commissioning of the ‘model’ whaling ships, their 
boats and ‘instruments’ [68]. By the beginning of 
July 1724 it was reported that most of the 12 
contracted ships ‘are already upon the Stocks’ [69]. 
In early October 1724 it was reported that ‘a 

covered Rope Walk is making and building’ for the 
Company close to the dock, which ‘’tis said will be 
the finest in England’ [70]. Presumably this related 
to an improvement to the earlier open ropewalk, 
just to the south of the dock, which John Wells had 
leased back in 1703 (see above and Figure 1). A 300 
ton ship was said to have ‘just arrived’ laden with 
hemp ‘to be manufactured there’. In late December 
1724 it was reported that the Company ‘have also 
contracted with about eighty Harpooners to be 
employ’d in the Greenland Fishery’ [71]. Early in 
January 1725 some of the Company ships had 
already been launched and were ready for rigging 
[72]. Their build time had been around six months. 

Little is known for certain of Elking’s origins and 
business activities, but he later described himself 
as a ‘London Merchant’ and ‘a fforeigner’ [73]. One 
newspaper report of 1722 described him as being 
‘of Hamburg’, although another of the previous 
year – in which he was not specifically named – 
described the adviser to the South Sea Company as 
‘a certain Foreigner from Bremen, who was many 
Years concerned in the Fishery there, and who 
pretends to be well acquainted with the Nature of 
it’ [74]. Writing in 1979, Cornelius De Jong stated 
that Elking was ‘a whaleship owner and an 
immigrant from Bremen’ whose ‘own whaling 
business had failed’ [75]. The newspaper report of 
1721 was confirmed by another of 1724, which 
named Elking as ‘a Gentleman of Bremen, very 
well versed in the Whale Fishery’ [76]. A later 
report also described him as ‘a Bremer’, or native 
of Bremen [77]. In addition to his tract on the 
Greenland trade, Elking wrote two others on 
British trade [78]. As ‘Mr. Elkin’, Elking gave 
evidence to the Board of Trade and Plantations in 
1726 and 1731 on trade with Bremen, especially 
that in herrings [79]. Elking may very well have 
been the Henry or Hinrich Elking who served as 
the Hanse representative to London between 1727 
and 1741 [80].  

The decision to engage in the whaling trade, 
perhaps not surprisingly, presented the South Sea 
Company with logistical problems way beyond the 
commissioning of new ships. Foremost amongst 
the challenging start-up problems in need of 
resolution was where to actually establish the 
home base for the ships and the trade. It was clear 
that the Company ideally needed to establish a 
base in a suitable wet dock, protected from the 
twice daily river tides by lock gates and with the 
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necessary fitting-out and operational support 
space. Back in the summer of 1722, no doubt as part 
of their evaluation of Elking’s proposal, the 
Directors had first looked at purchasing the great 
wet dock at Blackwall (part of Blackwall Yard), 
north east of the Isle of Dogs, ‘in order to build 20 
Ships for the Greenland Fishery and make 
Conveniences for Boyling Whale Oyl’ [81]. 
Although no specific evidence has been 
discovered, it is very possible that Elking might 
have been involved with this initial search for a 
site. The Blackwall Yard proposal was only 
abandoned two years later, when the plan was said 
to have been thwarted by other potential buyers 
[82]. Denied their first choice, the Directors then 
turned their attention to the Howland Dock, and in 
mid-August 1724 it was reported that ‘the South 
Sea Company has taken the large Wet-Dock and 
Store-Houses near Debtford [sic.], for the 
Management of their Greenland-Trade’ [83]. The 
Company paid £550 per annum to the Duke of 
Bedford for the use of the dock [84]. Newspaper 
reports described Henry Elking as ‘the principal 
Officer of the South-Sea Company for the 
Greenland Trade’ and his son as the ‘Store-Keeper’ 
at the dock [85].  

The last three of the Company’s initial 12 ships 
appear to have been launched at the beginning of 
January 1725 [86]. According to Adam Anderson, 
the political economist who had worked for the 
South Sea Company from around 1725, the 306 ton 
ships were all contracted for on the Thames, but he 
did not give any details about their actual builders 
[87]. In the light of earlier negotiations with the 
proprietors of Blackwall Yard, however, it seems 
likely that they might well have built some of the 
vessels. Likewise, given his later known 
involvement with the South Sea Company, Elias 
Bird might also have conceivably built some of 
their whalers. Bird operated the two shipyards by 
the entrance to the Howland Dock and their two 
dry docks certainly later had whaling associated 
names (see below). 

The Company appointed Captain Greenhill, 
master of one of their Spanish ‘Asiento’ slaving 
vessels, Prince of Asturia, as their ‘Surveyor of 
Greenland Shipping’ [88]. Elking later claimed that 
he himself had been responsible for 
commissioning of all of the Company’s eventual 
fleet of 25 ships, as well as for importing sailcloth, 
having sails made, and for getting all of the ropes 

and lines produced from hemp imported from 
Riga [89]. Elking would have had had the ropes 
and sails made at the dock itself. Elking also 
managed the importation of staves from Hamburg 
and Bremen and ‘makeing Casks thereof’.  

Each whaling ship was said to have carried ‘8 
whole Boats’, which indicates that they had 2 
spares [90]. By the beginning of February 1725 it 
was reported that all of the initial fleet of twelve 
ships were in ‘the great Wet Dock Deptford, and 
will be ready to sail the latter End of March’ [91]. 
The Company must have been well puffed with 
this apparent initial success. Some weeks before 
the ships actually sailed, a bizarre demonstration 
took place in the dock: 

‘Last Thursday several of the Directors of the 
South Sea Company were entertained at 
Deptford by the Harpineers, with an 
experiment on an Ox, who was put into the 
great wet Dock there, and struck in the Water 
with their Harping-Irons, in the same Manner 
as they strike the Whales’ [92].  

 

One can only hope that the poor ox that provided 
this entertainment was already dead, but this 
would seem unlikely as the ‘experiment’ was 
obviously intended to demonstrate the dexterity of 
the harpooners, who were most probably the 
‘foreigners’ – men from the Frisian island of Föhr – 
hired by the Company (see below). Some of these 
men would have been amongst the ‘eighty 
Harpooners’ that the South Sea Company had 
contracted with sometime in late December 1724 
[93]. 

Whilst the first fleet was out, the South Sea 
Company busied itself completing facilities at the 
dock. In the middle of July 1725, 100 men were said 
to have been ‘employed in cleaning the wet Dock 
... in order to receive their ships’ [94]. The necessary 
and essential oil coppers were probably still under 
construction, as they appear not to have been 
completed until August [95]. The initial number of 
coppers that were originally installed and the 
name of their builder is unknown. 

In their first season the South Sea Company’s 12 
ships took 25½ whales, which although ‘scarcely a 
saving voyage, it was nevertheless the very best 
year of any of the eight in which they carried on 
that fishery’ [96]. Fortunately, details of these very 
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evocatively named vessels have been discovered 
and are listed in Table 1. 

The fleet was said to have returned with ‘about 
1000 Puncheons of Blubber or Train Oil and 20 or 
21 Tun of Whale Fins’ [97]. Amongst the catch of 
the Company’s most successful vessel, Tryton (also 
reported as Triton), was a particularly large whale 
[98]. The Success, ironically, took no whales but she 
did catch 500 seals and the Industry took 100 seals 
in addition to her 2 whales [99]. The boiling of the 
blubber began in early August (see below). The 
Company auctioned 270 tons of train oil and a 
large quantity of baleen on the 16 October 1725 and 
subsequently appear to have managed all of their 
sales this way [100]. 

As well as whale and seal products, the South Sea 
Company’s first fleet brought home some 
curiosities of interest. The most remarkable was 
‘the Sea Dog, or Dog Fish, commonly call’d a Seal, 
or Rubbe’, which had been captured and brought 
back alive [101]. From the given description of the 
unfortunate animal, however, it is not possible to 
determine what species of Arctic seal it was. It 
must have lived for at least a month after its arrival 
as a report from the 24 August 1725 stated that it 
was: 

‘... still alive, and exposed to publick View in a 
Barge, upon the River Thames, for Six-pence, 
and ‘tis said the Person that brought it over, 
will gain several Hundred Pounds, there being 
such vast resort to see ... such a Rarity’ [102].  

 

This sad spectacle, however, was not to last and the 
‘famous Dog-Fish’ was dead within days [103]. The 
‘Eyes of a Whale taken by our Greenland Ships’, 
which were ‘presented to Sir John Eyles’, provided 
even stranger Arctic trophies [104]. Exactly what 
Eyles thought of what would doubtlessly have 
been a perfectly pickled present appears to have 
gone unrecorded, as does what he might have 
done with them.  

On the back of the success of the 1725 fleet the 
South Sea Company ordered another 12 ships and 
a fleet of 24 vessels sailed to Greenland and the 
Davis Straits in 1726, but they met with less good 
fortune, having returned with ‘but sixteen whales 
and a half’ [105]. Even though the Government 
extended the Greenland duty act to include Davis 
Strait catches in 1726, things did not go as well as 

predicted and the Directors would have done well 
to have maintained some of the initial caution 
surrounding the scheme [106]. Another new ship 
was built, but two of the fleet of 25 ships were lost 
in 1727 and only 22½ whales were caught [107]. 
Two further ships were also subsequently lost. In 
addition to the details of the first fleet, there are 
occasional references to named vessels in later 
press reports. In 1726 Dolphin and Sword-Fish were 
reported arriving, but no catches were given, 
whilst the Industry had taken four whales [108]. In 
1728 the Neptune brought back one whale [109]. In 
1730 the Eagle and the Concordia returned with two 
whales each [110]. The Vigilance and the Restoration 
also returned with two whales each [111]. In 1732 
the Mercury and the Vigilance each caught two 
whales and the King’s Fisher took three [112]. The 
Triton and the Sea Horse were also recorded as 
having returned with two whales each [113]. The 
mention of the Sword-Fish, Eagle, Concordia, 
Restoration, Mercury, King’s Fisher and Sea Horse – 
along with two lost vessels, Caledonian and Bear 
(see below) – bring the number of named vessels 

Table 1. The South Sea Company’s first Greenland 
whaling fleet, 1725 
 

Ship Master Catch 

Tryton [Triton] John Evans 7 whales 

Neptune Joseph Priest 3 whales  

Phoenix Robert Dunbar 2½ whales 

Industry William Jenner 2 whales 

Mermaid William Slee 2 whales 

Northforland Daniel Season 2 whales 

Vigilance John Scoggs 2 whales 

Dolphin William 
Robinson 

1½ whales 

Harpooner Francis Purdie 1½ whales 

Leviathan John Arnold 1 whale 

Unicorn Edward Friend 1 whale 

Success Colin Simms 0 whales 

Source: adapted from a report in the Stamford Mercury, 
29 July 1725, taken from information from London, 24 
July 1725. Notes: where a half a whale is listed it would 
have referred to a whale that was taken by boats from 
two separate ships, with the blubber and bone shared 
between them. The data suggests that at least one 
whale might have been shared with a foreign whaleship 
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known to have worked under the ownership of the 
Company to 21. To these can be added three other 
named vessels – Resolution (see below), London (see 
below) and Pole – subsequently recorded as having 
been in the South Sea Company’s Greenland fleet 
[114]. The name of just one of the Company’s 
whaleships still remains to be fully confirmed, 
although this was most probably the vessel later 
recorded as called Drake [115]. 

Given that catches continued to remain relatively 
low, the Company’s Court of Directors finally 
resolved to suspend the venture at their meeting 
on 27th October 1732, and this was subsequently 
endorsed by the General Court [116]. The fleet of 
21 ships were auctioned at South Sea House, 
Threadneedle Street, at the end of December 1732, 
where 20 ‘sold on an average of 1350 l. per ship’ 
[117]. The Industry subsequently sold for £1,050 in 
early January 1733 [118]. Before the main sale the 
vessels were said to have generated a lot of interest 
from ‘the Virginia and Sugar Merchants’ with the 
expectation that ‘they will be sold for near the full 
value’ [119]. Eventual purchasers included 
Spanish, Virginia, Norway and East Country 
merchants [120]. In advance of the sale, however, 
the South Sea Company Directors had attempted 
to hire the fleet to Henry Elking for the 1733 
whaling season at a cost of £1,600, an offer which 
they later withdrew [121]. Not surprisingly, this 
offer caused more than a little consternation, with 
some members of the South Sea Company 
complaining of Elking that: 

‘... as he was the Person who had drawn the 
Company into such Losses, by undertaking 
that Trade, he ought not to be regarded, and 
accordingly his Proposal was rejected ...’ [122]. 

 

Once the ships had all been sold the South Sea 
Company also resolved to sell the ‘Remainder of 
their Lease of his Grace the Duke of Bedford’s great Dock 
at Rotherhithe, ending at Christmas, 1740’ [123]. 
According to Jackson the lease of the estate was 
sold to Sir Joseph Eyles in September 1733 [124]. Sir 
Joseph (around 1690-1740) was the younger 
brother of Sir John and also active in the 
commercial and political worlds [125]. The 
Company had also made use of the dock for 
laying-up their vessels engaged in the Spanish 
American trade, including those engaged in the 

African slave trade, and they continued with this 
after the sale [126].  

Whilst the finer details of the South Sea Company’s 
failed Arctic venture warrant much further study, 
the bare bones of the story are well enough known. 
The capital costs of the Company’s scheme were 
disastrously high, running costs exceeded 
expectations and overall catches were poor, with 
the 172 ship voyages – between the first in 1725 and 
the last in 1732 – having brought back a total of 
only 160½ whales, which represented a very poor 
average of less than one per ship [127]. Contrary to 
initial expectations, the Company incurred a 
gargantuan net loss of £177,782 (£28 million today), 
‘in principal money alone’, excluding interest on 
the capital investment [128]. The losses – which 
were more than twice that of the earlier ill-fated 
Greenland Company – would probably have been 
even greater if some of the ships had not been 
engaged in the Norway, Hamburg and Newcastle 
trades between whaling voyages [129]. As Jackson 
rightly commented, ‘Elking had the heartbreaking 
task of directing what was ... the biggest single 
failure in Britain’s long history’ of Arctic whaling 
[130]. In the Company’s defence, however, Adam 
Anderson argued that whale catches had also been 
bad for ‘most of the adventurers of other nations’ 
and that the Company’s venture ‘has greatly 
merited the favour of the public’ [131]. Anderson 
drew attention to the fact that the Company’s 
activities had: lessened reliance on foreign imports 
of whale products; employed ‘annually 950 to 
1100, besides those employed at the dock in sail-
making and in the rope-yard, cooperage, &c.’; 
provided ancillary employment for many other 
maritime tradesmen; and consumed a ‘great 
quantity of provisions of various kinds’ [132]. All 
this, however, was of very little immediate cheer to 
the disgraced Henry Elking, who paid dearly for 
his earlier optimistic hype and subsequent failure 
to turn a trading profit. Not only was the 
possibility of hiring the whaling fleet rejected, he 
was dismissed by the South Sea Company and 
evicted, along with his family, from the grand 
mansion house at the end of the dock, which they 
had been provided with free of all expenses (Figure 
2) [133]. Elking, however, was a very tenacious 
man and he vigorously pursued the South Sea 
Company for money which he believed they 
rightfully owed him [134]. In July 1735 the Court of 
King’s Bench decided in his favour [135]. 
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The collapse of the South Sea Company’s 
Greenland venture threatened the end of the 
whaling trade at the Howland Dock. The 
Government, however, continued in its attempts to 
encourage the trade, which it had already 
supported by the acts to exempt Spitzbergen, 
Greenland and Davis Strait oils from import duty. 
In 1733 it introduced a bounty of £1 per ton on the 
tonnage of vessels engaged in the northern whale 
fishery, which was – somewhat ironically – the 
result of an appeal made by the Directors of the 
South Sea Company before they abandoned the 
trade [136]. Only two Greenland whaling ships 
were reported as having sailed from the Thames 
that year, including the Resolution, which had 
belonged to the South Sea Company and had been 
refitted by the local shipbuilder Elias Bird. The 
Resolution was commanded by Captain Craycroft, 
who had served on one of the South Sea 
Company’s whalers. The owners of the Resolution 
were given as being Mr. Harrison, Mr. Dukes, Mr. 
Bird, Joseph Crowcher and Captain John Major 
[137]. The ship caught three whales – two with the 
aid of harpoon guns (see also below). With a 
bounty of £300 and the value of the oil from three 
whales, the Resolution was reckoned to have 
cleared £1,000 profit [138]. The Resolution used the 
South Sea Company’s facilities at the Greenland 

Dock ‘for boiling the Blubber, and cleaning Fins’ 
[139]. The ‘Fins’, of course, were baleen, or 
‘whalebone’. Interestingly, it was said that the 
other ship was ‘under the Management of Mr. 
Elkin (who was the principal Manager of the 
Greenland Trade for the Company) which Ship, 
when Capt. Craycroft saw her last, had not met 
with any Success’ [140]. This other ship was 
subsequently reported as being the London, 
another ex-South Sea Company whaler, 
commanded by Captain Alexander Guy. The 
London had obviously remained on the whaling 
grounds after Craycroft had last seen her, as she 
did not return to the river until mid-August 1733 
having taken 1½ whales [141]. The Customs 
bounty returns, however, indicate that three 
London vessels actually engaged in Arctic whaling 
in 1733 (Appendix 1). The third ship might 
possibly have been the King’s Fisher, another ex-
South Sea Company whaler [142]. The London 
returned home with what would have been a very 
profitable a catch of seven whales in July 1736 
[143]. Interestingly, the report said she had been 
‘fitted out by Sir Joseph Eyles’. Both Captains 
Craycroft and Guy remained in the London 
Greenland trade throughout the 1730s (see also 
below). 

Figure 2. Watercolour drawing of Greenland Dock House made in 1796, when it was the home and workplace of 
Thomas Strickland, the dock manager. The low brick buildings date to the early years of the dock and would have 
originally been used for stowing ships’ gear. The ‘Old Duke of Bedford’ never actually lived here (courtesy and 
copyright of the London Metropolitan Archive (City of London)) 
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Only six British ships, all fitted-out in London, 
were engaged in the trade in 1739 compared with 
192 Dutch ships [144]. The London vessels caught 
11½ whales between them, which equated to half 
the average of 3.8 whales for each Dutch ship [145]. 
Although Britain was to remain heavily dependent 
on the import of whale oil for a good while to 
come, the Howland Dock had been established as 
a viable and functional whaling base and – partly 
because of its facilities, including the essential and 
expensive oil coppers – it was to continue in this 
role for just under a century to come. 

 

 

 

Of numbers 
A variety of records have survived relating to the 
2,227 known vessel voyages undertaken by 
London’s Arctic whaling trade between 1725 and 
1836. These have been combined to produce 
annual numbers of London whalers, which are 
presented in Appendix 1. This data has also been 
reworked to establish a linear time graph of ship 
numbers (1725-1836) and a bar graph of five year 
averages (1725-1834), which are presented in 
Appendices 2 and 3. These are intended to provide 
simple long term statistical bases to help the reader 
understand the pattern of trade and to generally 
help inform this study. Due to some 
incompleteness regarding available data, no 
attempt has been made here to provide any graphs 
of whale catches. By combining known annual 
catches with some estimated catches, however, the 
total number of whales taken by London Arctic 
vessels in the period 1725-1836 is very likely to 
have been in the order of 9,500-9,600 creatures 
[146]. 

The data sets clearly demonstrate the long-term 
trends of the London trade, which were divided 
into very noticeable patterns of peaks and troughs. 
These are best seen in Appendix 2, which indicates 
that the trade experienced six distinctive major 
peaks (1727, 1756, 1787, 1799, and 1813-1817) and a 
number of minor ones, with troughs between each 
of these. At a simplistic level – and excluding the 
South Sea Company experiment and its immediate 
aftermath – these major and minor peaks and 
troughs broadly displayed 5-10 year cyclical 

patterns. The factors which lay behind these 
fluctuations, however, were complex.  

Following the South Sea Company’s unsuccessful 
venture between 1725 and 1732, the London Arctic 
fleet numbered no more than 3-6 ships during the 
16 years from 1733-1749. Despite the duty acts and 
the bounty of £1 per ship ton introduced in 1733, 
which was increased to £1 10s in 1740, the period 
was one where investors were few and the trade 
basically drifted along in the doldrums. A further 
increase in the bounty to £2 per ton in 1750, 
together with a growing demand for right whale 
oil for manufacturing and street lighting purposes 
– which helped increase prices – along with a 
decline in Dutch whaling, provided just the 
triggers that the London and national Arctic 
whaling trades needed [147]. In 1740 London sent 
out only six whalers but this had grown to 16 in 
1750 and then reached a high of 42 in 1756 (see 
Appendices 1 and 2). Numbers then fell due to 
poor catches and the impact of the Seven Year’s 
War (1756-1763) [148]. London sent out only 18 
whalers in 1762 – a decline which was a cause of 
concern for the Duke of Bedford’s agent at the 
Greenland Dock (see below). Between 1763 and 
1775 London ship numbers increased from 21 to 45, 
despite the growth in American colonial whaling 
and the importation of its oil and related products, 
which had been encouraged by the government 
and the return to peace [149]. 

1775 was a peak year for the British Arctic whaling 
fleet (105 vessels), with London the major port. The 
American Revolutionary War (1775-1783) 
impacted very negatively on the English whaling 
trade, with vessel numbers having declined very 
dramatically between 1775 and 1781 [150]. London 
provided: 36 ships in 1776; between 25-27 in 1777-
1780; and just 15 in 1781 – by which time the British 
fleet had been reduced to 39 sail. The lifting of the 
bounty back to £2 per ton in 1781 helped with the 
gradual revival of the trade and London sent out 
28 vessels in 1783. Cessation of hostilities resulted 
in a major boom in Britain’s Arctic whaling trade, 
boosted in part by the exclusion of American whale 
products from the British market [151]. London 
sent out a record fleet of 100 Greenland whalers in 
1786 [152]. Despite a reduction in the bounty back 
down to £1 10s per ton from 1787 – along with 
bounty payments being capped at 300 tons for new 
entrants – London sent out an all time record fleet 
of 105 Greenland whalers that year. No other 
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British whaling port was ever to engage such 
annual numbers of Arctic vessels as these. The 
expansion of the British whaling trade in the 1780s, 
together with the publication of evocative prints, 
stirred the popular imagination (Figure 3). 

The situation, however, was not to last and the 
post-war boom soon turned to ‘bust’: the number 
of British whaling vessels again came tumbling 
down; prices dropped; catches fell due to 
overfishing; the Dutch fleet once again expanded; 
and the reduction in the bounty began to bite home 
[153]. In 1788 the London fleet dropped to 94 
vessels and their owners claimed to have made 
losses of £40,000 [154]. The annual number of 
London vessels then declined continuously until 
1795 – which was something of a nadir for the 
British fleet – when only 11 sailed out from the 
Thames. The reduction in the size of the fleet, 
however, was accompanied by much higher 
average vessel catches, which was mirrored in 
other whaling ports (see below for details of 
catches) [155]. 

The French Revolutionary War (1793-1802) set its 
own challenges with the renewed danger of vessels 
exposed to capture by the enemy, their crews 
targeted by press gangs and uncertainty over 
market conditions. The moveable feast that was the 
bounty had been reduced to £1 5s per ton from the 
end of 1792 and was then cut to £1 from 1795. 
Limited duties on British whale oil and fins were 
reintroduced from 1797 [156]. The number of 
London whalers increased to 23 in 1799 but 
dropped back to 19 in 1803. Across the period – as 

with earlier ones – the trend for London broadly 
matched that of other English whaling ports [157]. 
A. G. E. Jones argued that the low numbers of 
London Arctic whalers for much of the 1790s was 
due to the growth of the South Seas trade, the war 
with France, the requisitioning of ships as 
transports, and the fact that some whaling ships 
‘found employment in other, growing trades’ 
[158]. After having run neck and neck with Hull in 
1799-1800, London was pushed into second place 
as a whaling port from 1801 [159]. 

The Napoleonic Wars (1803-1815) presented some 
broadly similar challenges and complexities. At the 
opening of the war London had 19 Arctic vessels 
but the trade fell to a low point in 1808, when only 
eight vessels were engaged. By 1813, however, the 
number had increased back up to 19 and this was 
to remain consistent until 1817. London was still 
the nation’s second most important Arctic whaling 
port in 1820, although her 17 vessels came a poor 
second to the 62 operating out of Hull [160]. In 1821 
London was overtaken by Peterhead and 
Aberdeen and by 1825 – the year after whaling 
bounties were abolished – it had also been 
surpassed by Dundee, Whitby and Leith, whilst 
Kirkcaldy and Montrose were on a par with its four 
vessels. By then the heyday of London Greenland 
whaling was well and truly over and the number 
of vessels continued their generally downward 
trajectory – which is something that we shall return 
to later in the paper. In 1827 London, with just two 
Arctic vessels, was in a very lowly 10th place out of 
the 12 national whaling ports. Apart from an 
unexplained blip in 1831, when London sent out 
six Arctic whalers and jumped up to 6th place in the 
port league, the extinction of the trade was 
basically ever present and by 1835 it was 
effectively all over [161]. When the Margaret 
(365/352? tons) was lost in the ice on her 1836 
voyage, London’s Arctic whaling trade finally 
came to a close (for ship tonnages see note at end 
of paper).  

 

 

 
Of economics 
The unique nature of Arctic whaling made it the 
most financially risky and potentially dangerous of 
all mercantile maritime activities. Ship owners had 

Figure 3. Fanciful prints, like this one engraved in 
the late 1780s for Bankes’s New System of 
Geography, deliberately played to the popular 
imagination and interest in the Arctic whaling trade. 
Few ships and crews, however, would ever have 
found such a cornucopia of prey ready for this sort of 
easy killing (courtesy and copyright of the author) 
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to confront high levels of potential economic 
uncertainty in that: 

 strengthening and fitting-out whalers formed 
around 50 percent of initial capital costs;  

 profits depended on hunting success and 
market prices, of which there were no 
guarantees;  

 ships and gear might be badly damaged, or 
sometimes even lost, in treacherous seas; 

 repairs and re-fits were expensive and 
necessary on a regular basis; 

 catches, if any, comprised the sole homeward 
cargoes of vessels; 

 unlike other maritime trades, there were no 
outward cargoes to provide supporting 
income; 

 most crewmen were paid by the voyage (a 
fixed cost), supplemented by bonuses on 
catches; 

 vessels were often laid-up in port between 
their annual whaling seasons. 

 

Government whaling bounties, of course, 
provided operators with valuable financial buffers 
against such risk and uncertainty [162]. When 
William Wilberforce, MP for Kingston upon Hull – 
then the nation’s second Arctic whaling port – 
spoke in favour of the continuation of the bounty, 
during a Commons debate on the 12th April 1786, 
he forcefully argued that: 

‘... the sending out of ships to Greenland, was 
rather to be regarded as a species of gambling 
than any sort of regular trade: the risk was 
great, and the gain sometimes proportionately 
lucrative; but it was almost entirely a matter of 
chance’ [163].  

 

At the time it was ‘usually computed that, if a 
Greenland ship brought home but three whales, it 
would be a reasonably-gainful year’ [164]. In the 
1786 Commons debate, Charles Jenkinson (Lord 
Hawkesbury from later that year) reckoned that ‘a 
saving voyage was, when a ship brought home 30 
tons of oil, and 1½ of bone’, including a subsidy 
equivalent to ‘60 per cent. on the cargo’ by way of 
the 40s. per ship ton bounty payment [165]. 
Jenkinson’s 30 tons of oil and 30 cwt of bone 
appears to have been based on the business logic 
inherent in the Bounty acts, which required 300 ton 

vessels to have taken these amounts if they wished 
to leave the whaling grounds before the 10th of 
August and still be eligible for payments [166]. 
Returns for the 1787 season of two Ipswich 
whalers, Ipswich (320/312 tons) and Orwell (320/346 
tons), generally support Jenkinson’s comments 
[167]. A broadly similar pattern is discernible from 
the records for the four vessels in the Hull Fishery 
Company’s mid-1750s fleet – which also reveal that 
their income from the sale of oil and baleen were 
broadly equivalent [168]. Using 30 tons of blubber 
(commonly recorded as ‘oil’) as a very crude rule 
of thumb and basic indicator, such ‘a saving 
voyage’ might perhaps have only been made by 
just over a half (56 percent) of the London Arctic 
fleet engaged in the period 1786-1789, with an 
annual breakdown of: 55 (55 percent) of the 100 
vessels in 1786; 60 (57 percent) of the 105 in 1787; 
48 (51 percent) of the 94 vessels in 1788; and 32 (62 
percent) of the 52 vessels in 1789 [169]. Tony 
Barrow recorded broadly similar levels of 
proportionate profits/losses for Tyne whalers in 
the period 1787-1788 [170]. Equating ‘a saving 
voyage’ to a return of 30 tons of blubber, however, 
needs to be treated with a certain caution in that it 
probably only related to something approaching a 
very simple break-even situation. It is more likely 
that Arctic whaleship operators would have seen 
voyage catches of something between 50-60 tons of 
blubber as being necessary to achieve a proper 
return on their capital, cover on-going vessel 
maintenance costs and provide the necessary 
stimulus to keep them in the trade.  

One contemporary master of a London whaler 
indicated something of the potential range of 
returns in such chancy ventures when he wrote 
that: 

‘A large fish is valued at about £1000 to £1200 
or more...A full ship of 300 tons is worth, after 
all expenses are deducted at least £5000 to 
£7000, or more, but if a ship returns home 
clean or empty, the owners loose perhaps 
£1000’ [171]. 

 

In the absence of any detailed surviving financial 
records for London whaling vessels of this period, 
however, it is impossible to properly substantiate 
this statement, and on first sight it might, perhaps, 
appear to have been somewhat exaggerated. 
Contemporary data for the Whitby whaleship 
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Henrietta (251 tons) and the Newcastle whaler 
Disco Bay (323 tons), in the 1780s and 1790s, 
suggests that profits in what would have been their 
best fished years were only around half of this or 
less [172]. To have achieved the quoted ‘£5000 to 
£7000 or more’ profit ‘a full ship’ would probably 
then have needed a catch of around 200 tons of 
blubber [173]. Remarkable catches of this order 
were sometime achieved in the 1790s, however, 
which certainly lends some credence to the 
anonymous quotation (see below).  

High levels of potential financial risk, combined 
with variations in bounty levels, the problems and 
disruption caused by wars, competition from other 
whaling ports situated that much closer to the 
whaling grounds, and the sometimes widely 
fluctuating market prices for oil and baleen – with 
the price of the latter declining dramatically 
towards the end of the century – added to the 
uncertainties confronting the owners of London 
whalers. The cost of operating ships and vessels of 
any sort was also higher in London than in other 
ports. Whalers, as already indicated, were 
potentially less able to bear such burdens than 
ships engaged in less restrictive and chancy 
trading activities. In addition, there was always a 
far more varied and viable range of alternative 
potential shipping investments available in 
London, to tempt the minds and pockets of ship 
owners and merchants, than in other British 
whaling ports. As A. G. E Jones observed in this 
context: ‘... a ship is a mobile form of capital. Until 
they became too specialised, they moved in and 
out of the whaling trade according to the prospects 
as seen by the owners’ [174]. 

By way of some general and comparative 
illustration of the economic factors outlined here, 
one contemporary writer, Patrick Colquhoun, 
calculated that in 1797 London’s 16 Greenland 
whalers had returned home with imports valued at 
£64,142 [175]. This would have translated to an 
average gross cargo value of £4,010 per ship. 1797, 
however, was a good year for the 16 strong fleet 
that had taken 126.5 whales (ship average 7.91) and 
4,881 seals (ship average 305.06), which yielded 
2,469 tons of blubber (ship average 154.31 tons) 
[176]. Whilst, the actual basis of Colquhoun’s cargo 
valuation is not known, it is very broadly 
comparable to those for vessels engaged in north 
eastern ports [177]. These 16 London vessels, 
however, would have only represented just over 

half of one percent of the total number of the 2,946 
foreign going ships that entered the port in that 
year and accounted for under a third of one percent 
of the value of all imported cargoes [178]. With a 
cargo value of £13.45 per ship ton, London’s 
Greenland whalers then compared poorly against 
the average import cargo value of £43.91 per ship 
ton for all foreign-going ships – although their ship 
ton cargo values were generally better than those 
for the Baltic trade, which was their traditional 
trading comparator and the only really significant 
foreign-going trade that they sometimes engaged 
in [179]. 

 

 

 
Of ships, crews and catches 
With their very traditional ‘cat’ type hulls, earlier 
Greenland whalers generally resembled collier 
barks and similar bulk carriers. After the costly 
South Sea Company debacle most London and 
other whalers were purchased second-hand, which 
was probably why David MacGregor observed 
that ‘they were not usually of any special design’ 
[180]. This was echoed by A. G. E. Jones who 
remarked that Greenland vessels ‘were sheathed 
and fortified for work in the ice, but otherwise 
were ordinary ships’ [181]. Their only really 
distinctive features were the crossbeams or davits 
used to suspend the whaleboats. The cost of 
purchasing suitable second-hand vessels was 
usually around £2,000, with slightly more than the 
same amount being spent on their fitting-out for 
whaling [182]. When Mellish & Co. acquired the 
Transport Board’s Aurora (350/301 tons) in 1784 she 
was valued at £2,000 and her whaling fit-out cost 
an additional £2,711 [183]. Typical whaling vessels 
of this period can be seen in Robert Dodd’s 
splendid and accurate painting of 1783 (Figure 4). 
In terms of comparative capital cost, the level of 
investment in an average sized Arctic whaler ‘was 
worth as much as David Dale’s New Lanark mills 
in 1786’ or Jediah Strutt’s Belper cotton mill in 1793 
[184]. During conversion, the hulls of such vessels 
were stiffened with extra beams and the planking 
was doubled, to try and protect them – not, as we 
shall see, always very successfully – against getting 
crushed in the Arctic ice. Mostly ship-rigged – with 
a handful of two-masted brigs and snows – 
whalers were not renown for excessive speed or for 
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being beautiful vessels. William Scoresby junior, 
however, reckoned that Arctic whalers had 
become both more efficient sailers and stronger-
built after around 1790 – mostly as a result of 
having to penetrate further into the ice of the Davis 
Straits to secure catches [185].  

The average vessel size of London’s Greenland 
annual whaling fleets, during the period from 1725 
onwards, was generally between 290-340 
registered tons – which encompassed the tonnage 
of the London-built whalers in the fleet of the 
South Sea Company [186]. When the ‘Good Ship 
Duke of Bedford’ was advertised for sale by 
auction at Lloyd’s Coffee House, in January 1754, 
she was described as ‘River built, Doubled and 
every way compleatly Fitted for the Whale Fishery, 
Burthen 320 Tons more or less’ (Figure 5) [187]. The 
Duke of Bedford (300/320 tons) was then ‘lying in the 
‘Great Wet-dock’ with her commander, William 
Coats, still in place. Her ship’s gear, stores and 
whaling gear were all extensively listed. It was 
usual for London whalers – as those in other 
whaling ports – to be sold with all of their whaling 

gear onboard [188]. In 1754 London’s 36 Greenland 
whalers averaged 324 tons [189]. The following 
year her 41 vessels averaged 325 tons, although 
they actually ranged in size from 201-512 tons 
[190]. At the peak of the trade in 1787 London’s 105 
whalers averaged 307 tons, but they ranged more 
widely from 151-671 tons – which reflected the 
number and nature of new entrants in the peak 
years of the late 1780s – and only 41 fell within the 
290-340 ton size band [191]. By 1800, however, 
when London’s 21 Greenland whalers averaged 
295 tons, the size range had been reduced to a more 
representative 173-400 tons, with 11 falling within 
the 290-340 ton size band [192]. In 1820 William 
Scoresby junior reckoned that the ideal size for a 
whaler was 330 or 340 tons, which allowed for 
around 150 tons of blubber to be readily carried 
[193]. That year London’s 17 Greenland whalers 
averaged 293 tons and ranged between 177-358 
tons [194]. Henry Dewhurst – who had served as 
the surgeon of the London whaler Neptune (265/276 
tons) in 1824 – observed that most Greenland 
whalers were between 250-300 tons and noted that 

Figure 4. The marine artist Robert Dodd (1748-around 1816) painted this depiction of The Greenland Whale Fishery 
in 1783, at a time when the London trade was rapidly expanding. It is remarkable for the way in which Dodd managed 
to very accurately capture whalers and their crews at work in the ice (courtesy and copyright of Arader Galleries) 
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‘a larger tonnage ... is scarcely ever filled, and 
involves the owners in useless extra expence’ [195]. 

For the peak year of 1787 it has been possible to 
identify the place of build for 101 of the 105 London 
Arctic vessels, together with ages for 87 of these. In 
terms of numbers, a little over a half of the fleet 
were British-built (53 of the 101 whose place of 
build is known), whilst a little under a half were 
foreign-built (48 of the same). Of the 53 British-
built vessels, 15 had been constructed at Thames 
merchant yards and a further 8 at naval dockyards. 
In terms of age, there were some vessels that were 
old (27 of the 87 whose year of build is known were 
25 years or older in age) and some that were quite 
new (14 of the same were 10 years or under in age). 
The oldest vessel was R. Ward’s Mary (400/330 

tons), which had been built in 1732 and was to be 
lost that year. The youngest vessel was John 
Dudman’s New Adventure (230/228 tons), built on 
the Thames in 1786 [196]. 

The crew numbers of London’s Greenland whalers 
varied according to their tonnage. In 1725 the 
initial 12 South Sea Company 306 ton whalers 
carried a total crew component of 505 men, or 42 
men per ship. This was exactly what been 
proposed by Elking [197]. The crew totals included 
152 (averaging around 12.5 per ship) men said to 
be ‘from Fohrde in Holstein’, whilst the remaining 
353 (averaging around 29.5 per ship) were British 
[198]. The crewmen described as Holsteiners were 
actually from the North Frisian Föhr Island. Men 
from Föhr, along with those from the nearby North 
Friesian coast and other local islands, were skilled 
whalers who traditionally served with the Dutch 
and German whaling fleets [199]. The area then 
belonged to the Duchy of Schleswig, which formed 
part of the Kingdom of Denmark-Norway. It 
remained part of the Danish Kingdom until the 
Second Schleswig War of 1864, fought against 
Prussia and Austria. These men from Föhr 
provided the South Sea Company with ‘all their 
commanders, harponers, boat-steerers, line-
veerers, and blubber cutters’ with the exception of 
‘some few natives of Scotland’ [200]. At the outset 
it was said that the Company had resolved ‘to have 
2 Commanders, one English and another Dutch’ 
for each of their whaling vessels [201]. The ‘Dutch’ 
commanders directed whaling operations, whilst 
the English/British commanders were responsible 
for general navigation and ship management (see 
the surnames in Table 1 above). Employing the 152 
skilled foreigners in 1725 cost the South Sea 
Company £3,057 against the £3,152 for the 352 
British seamen, although this included the cost of 
getting the men to and from London [202]. The 
foreigners were also retained, after British seamen 
were paid off, to attend to discharging and blubber 
boiling [203]. The bulk of the cost differential, 
however, would still have reflected the perceived 
skill differential between the two groups. 

The distinctive Frisian language of the men from 
Föhr – known as Fering – would have brought a 
notable touch of difference to the Great Wet Dock, 
which already had a sense of otherness within the 
port. It is now not possible to establish the actual 
extent to which the first foreign crewmen were all 
actually Frisians or not. Very often the foreign men 

Figure 5. Front page of the auction sale notice for 
the Greenland whaler ‘Good Ship Duke of Bedford’, 
held at Lloyd’s Coffee House in January 1754. 
Running to three pages, this catalogue provides a 
unique record of the fishing and other gear a 
London whaler (courtesy and copyright of The 
National Archives) 
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serving on board the South Sea Company whalers 
were simply referred to as being ‘Dutch’ [204]. This 
may have been the result of ignorance of the 
Frisian language – which was also spoken in East 
Friesland and West Friesland, in the Netherlands – 
or it could have reflected the fact that the crews 
might have included more than just the Frisians. It 
might also have reflected the fact that as many of 
the men from Föhr worked on board Dutch ships 
they were usually very keen to learn that language. 
Indeed, in a form of maritime acculturation, some 
even adopted Dutch versions of their names. In 
1722 Henry Elking had noted that even the Dutch 
themselves did not have enough native seamen to 
support their whaling fleet, with the result that: 

‘... they are obliged every Year to have many 
Thousands of the most necessary and most 
skilful, even such as Commanders, 
Harponiers, Steersman, and Saylors, from 
Jutland, Holstein, Scotland, Norway, Bremen, 
Oldenburg, Delmenhorst, or Friesland, and the 
most and best men they have, are from 
hence...’ [205]. 

 

Elking had predicted that the same men ‘will flock 
to London for employment’ [206]. When the South 
Sea Company’s whaling fleet peaked in 1727 its 25 
ships employed a total fleet crew of 1,106 men, 
comprising 762 British seamen and 344 foreigners 
[207]. If all of these foreigners had come from Föhr, 
they would have represented around 20 percent of 
island men then engaged in whaling [208]. In 1727 
the average size of crews had increased slightly, 
compared to 1725, as had the relative number of 
British crewmen. In March 1728 it was reported 
that some 300 ‘Dutch Seamen are arrived at 
Deptford, to be imploy’d on the South Sea 
Company’s ships going to Greenland’ [209]. A later 
report admitted that it had mistakenly described 
these seamen as ‘Low Dutch’, and said that they 
were actually ‘High Germans, Bremeners, 
Holsteiners &c.’ – noting that the Dutch kept ‘a 
watchful Eye on theirs’ – which reflected Elking’s 
earlier statement, although it did not specifically 
mention his Frisians [210]. Most of these men were 
probably from Föhr. A report of March 1729 
recorded a reduction in the number of foreigners 
in the crews: 

‘Considerable Numbers of Seamen have for 3 
or 4 Days past, repaired to Deptford, to enter 

themselves on Board the Greenland Ships, in 
Prosecution of their Voyage; and we hear they 
have lessened the Number of Dutch Sailors to 
180, which before used to be upwards of 300, 
and that many of the Ships now go without 
any Dutch Commanders on Board them’ [211]. 

 

When the Resolution sailed back to the Great Wet 
Dock, in July 1733, one correspondent noted that ‘it 
is remarkable that there is not one Foreigner’ on 
board of her ‘whereas when the Trade was carried 
on by the Company, the Fishing Part was left 
entirely to Foreigners’ [212]. Perhaps not 
surprisingly, however, the return of the Resolution 
did not mark the end of foreign seamen in 
London’s whaling crews. On the 14th March 1755, 
for instance, George Minnell, who kept an 
outfitter’s shop at the corner of New Street, 
Shadwell Dock – on the north side of the river – 
had nine silk handkerchiefs stolen. Minnell’s 
report of the opportunistic theft stated that: 

‘... between seven and eight o’clock at night, 
my wife and maid were very busy in the shop, 
with about fourteen or fifteen Danes that came 
over to serve in the Greenland ships, they were 
buying cloaths to be fitted out’ [213]. 

 

At the date that the (honest) ‘Danes’ got fitted-out, 
most of London’s 41 Arctic whalers would have 
been in the Great Wet Dock, or at nearby river 
moorings, preparing for their outward voyages. 
The Danes – who might even possibly have been 
Frisians – would probably have been lodging in the 
area around Wellclose Square, close to Shadwell, 
which housed the Danish Church and was where 
many Scandinavians lived [214]. The year before 
the Danes sailed out, ‘the Mary of London, 
commanded by a Dutchman, was lost among the 
Ice’ [215]. The unnamed ‘Dutchman’ was Jasper 
Hersenberg (see below). According to Alex 
Werner, Thomas Hood, the ship’s husband, 
employed skilled Dutch crewmen on his 
Greenland ships in the 1750s and 1760s, but did 
less so in the 1770s [216]. On this evidence, he 
suggested that ‘the bought-in expertise of skilled 
whalers from Holland may have been crucial to 
reviving the British whale fishery in the 1750s and 
1760s’. Whilst there may well be some truth in this, 
the picture was probably a little more complex. 
When, for instance, the Sea Nymph (381 tons) sailed 
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from Whitby in 1753, on her inaugural whaling 
voyage, four of her seven harpooners, two of her 
seven boat-steerers, and 1 of her line managers, 
were actually London men [217].  

Throughout the 18th and early 19th centuries 
average sized London whalers would have carried 
much the same size crews as the South Sea 
Company ships. Alex Werner has found that the 
crews employed on the whalers husbanded by 
Thomas Hood ‘remained fairly constant from year 
to year at about forty-three on average’ [218]. 
Indeed, the bounty Act of 1786 laid out specific 
requirements for four different tonnage bands of 
British Greenland whaleships. For the largest ships 
of over 300 tons the requisite minimum number of 
crew was 42 [219]. In 1786, 54 of London’s 100 
Greenland vessels were of 300 tons or over [220]. 
These ships were required to carry six boats, 60 
fishing lines and 60 harpoons. As a consequence, 
their statutory crews comprised: 6 ‘Harpooners’; 6 
‘Boat-steerers’; 6 ‘Linesmen’; 10 ‘Seamen’; 6 
‘Green-men’; and 6 ‘Apprentices’ – along with the 
master and the surgeon [221]. The harpooners, 
boat-steerers and linesmen were all skilled and 
experienced men. The seamen would have all been 
whaling before, whilst the green-men – also called 
‘fresh-men’ – would have included seamen who 
had not previously been to the Arctic and 
‘landsmen’ new to the sea [222]. Some apprentices 
may have already served on previous whaling 
voyages, but some would not have done. 
Apprentices were bound for three years and had to 
be aged between 12-20 years at the time of 
indenture [223]. In addition to the statutory crew, 
a carpenter, cooper, cook and an ‘armourer’ – a 
blacksmith who worked on maintaining and 
repairing harpoons, lances and other ironwork – 
were also carried. Although the 1786 act did not 
specify crew numbers for the very largest London 
whalers, they would have carried more men 
dependent upon handling requirements and 
whether they carried additional whaleboats [224]. 
Gunners and gun crews were also sometimes 
carried in times of war (see below).  

The pay of London ships’ crews in the Greenland 
trade, as elsewhere, was provided by a complex 
mix of payments. Captains and harpooners were 
paid ‘hand money’, or set rates for the voyage, 
whilst the rest of the crew were paid monthly 
wages. These were supplemented by selective 
bonus payments on the catch of whales (‘fish 

money’) and the eventual amount of oil boiled (‘oil 
money’). A now lost late 18th century manuscript, 
which has already been cited above, provided the 
following useful details:  

‘... the captain receives 3 to 5 guineas for every 
fish; the mate 1 guinea to two guineas, every 
harpooner 1 guinea or more; the surgeon 1 
guinea, carpenter 1 guinea, cook and boat 
steerers ½ guinea each, a common man a 
crown and each boy ½ crown. This is done by 
way of encouragement. The captain and 
harpooners have no wages, but receive hand 
money; the captain’s hand money is £25 to £30 
or £40. The harpooners have 9 guineas to 12 or 
14 each, hand money. If the voyage is 
successful, they have afterwards oil money, 6 
or 7 shillings for every ton of oil boiled in 
Greenland Dock; in the case of no success they 
have no oil money nor wages; but the rest of 
the ship’s company have monthly wages, but 
no oil money’ [225]. 

 

These payment details, however, would not have 
been exhaustive. A schedule of rates paid to 
crewmen on what appears to have been the three 
vessels belonging to the East Lothian and Merse 
Whale-Fishing Company of Dunbar, Scotland, in 
1774 and 1775, provides the most comprehensive 
details of such complex payments [226]. It is likely 
that this schedule would have reflected the range 
of payments, if not the actual rates paid, in London 
and other leading whaling ports. Not surprisingly 
the captains of the ships made the highest earnings 
and these might have provided weekly equivalent 
incomes of between £2 and £7 – during the last 
quarter of the 18th century – dependent upon 
catches and whether they owned shares in the 
vessels [227]. 

Thomas Hood operated a similar system on his 
London whaleships in the mid-18th century [228]. 
Little is known for certain about the breakdown of 
crew payments on the South Sea Company’s 
whaling fleets, but in 1725 that for masters 
certainly combined hand money and oil money in 
that: 

‘The Allowance to the Ship-masters for their 
Voyage to and from Greenland is 10 l. besides 
a Shilling and 8 Pence on every Punchion of 
Train-Oil, and 5 l. for Attendance and Care, 2 l. 
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for Ditto, after Return, and half a Barrel of 
Train Oil’ [229]. 

 

The South Sea Company sent money down to 
Gravesend to make advance payments to their 
‘Seamen ... before they proceed on the Voyage’ so 
that those who were so minded could ‘leave any 
Part thereof with their Wives or Relations’ [230]. 
These payments would have related to wages and 
not bonuses on whales taken. Sensibly, it was 
noted that ‘the Gentleman instructed by the 
Company with that Affair, is to see them 
afterwards all on board’. On the return of the first 
fleet in 1725, it was reported ‘the Englishmen ... are 
paid off, but the Foreigners who were employed to 
instruct them, are still kept in Pay for another 
Voyage’ [231]. The payments for the returning 
English would have related to their outstanding 
wages.  

Sadly, all too little is known of the background and 
lives of the crews of London Arctic whalers. With 
rare exceptions crew lists have not survived and 
there is a near total absence of logbooks. As we 
shall see, a handful of masters and surgeons 
provided notes and memoirs of sorts, but these 
were often short or relatively limited in their scope 
and coverage. The London trade threw-up no 
individuals whose talents matched the impressive 
writing skills of William Scoresby junior, although 
the memoir of Captain David Duncan provides 
something of a welcome exception (see below). The 
written record sometimes suggests tantalising 
‘what ifs’ on this front, spurring the creative 
imagination. In August 1803, for instance, the 
Morning Chronicle printed the following intriguing 
death notice:  

‘Died. Last Sunday morning, in White Horse-
street, Ratcliffe, at a very great age, and the 
oldest in the Greenland trade, being 50 years in 
it, Captain R. Waterhouse, who in his lifetime 
frequently said, that he survived every 
commander in the trade twice over’ [232]. 

 

If only Captain Waterhouse had put pen to paper 
he could have told us much of interest about 
himself, and his ships, crews, and voyages. As it is, 
nothing is known for certain about any of these 
aspects of his life. Confusingly, A. G. E. Jones’s 
data taken from Lloyd’s Registers suggests that 

there might possibly have been three commanders 
named Waterhouse serving on various London 
whalers in the last quarter of the 18th century and 
none were specifically recorded with the initial ‘R.’ 
[233]. The date ranges for Jones’s eight indexed 
vessels (1779-1791), sadly, do not readily support 
the statements in the death notice. It is just 
possible, however, that our Captain Waterhouse 
might have been the same man that had 
commanded Hawke (326 tons) in 1765, Pitt (391 
tons) in 1766 (as detailed below), and the Adventure 
(310/284 tons) in 1770 and 1774. If these are 
combined with the un-initialled ‘Waterhouse’ 
entries extracted by Jones from Lloyd’s Registers we 
would arrive at someone who might have served 
as a commander on nine Greenland vessels 
between 1765 and 1791. Much of this, however, is 
only educative guesswork and Waterhouse’s 
obituary represents a lost life in more ways than 
one. Although A. G. E. Jones made no specific 
mention of Waterhouse’s extraordinarily long 
Arctic career, he did offer a very outline analysis of 
a ‘decennial sample’ of masters’ names extracted 
from the shipping registers across the two periods 
1764-1785 and 1795-1824 [234]. For the earlier 
period Jones concluded that ‘in times of prosperity, 
most of the long-serving masters came from 
London, the leading port’. His table identified 150 
un-named masters engaged in the national trade 
during this earlier period, of which 19 had 10 years 
of service, whilst five had served between 11-17 
years and just one master had served for 21 years. 
Using Jones’s index of masters the only person that 
appears to have fitted the 21 year bill was John 
Swords, who (possibly) commanded the James 
(300/298 tons) in 1764 and then Neptune (300/300 
tons) between 1768 and 1789 (see also below) [235]. 
As Jones did not include the years 1786-1794 in his 
analysis he unintentionally excluded some London 
masters with long service histories. Matthew Scott, 
for instance, commanded Greenland vessels for a 
possible 27 years. Jones’s index of masters records 
Matthew Scott as having commanded the 
following vessels: Hawke (320/309 tons) between 
1775 and 1778, and again in 1783-1784; Ann 
(300/278 tons) between 1785 and 1787; Polly (300 
tons/) between 1786 and 1791; and then Lively 
(250/226 tons) through to 1804 [236]. As the 
Customs returns indicate that Hawke had remained 
in the London trade between 1779-1782 it seems 
most likely that Scott had continued to command 
her. 
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Two earlier long-term London Greenland masters 
completely unknown to Jones – given his reliance 
on his extracts from Lloyd’s Registers of Shipping – 
were Captains Alexander Guy senior and junior. 
Disentangling the service histories of these two, 
however, is difficult. As we have already seen, Guy 
senior commanded the ex-South Sea Company’s 
London in 1733 and it would seem very likely that 
he would have captained her or another of the 
Company’s ships previously. Although the record 
is incomplete, Guy senior commanded the London 
to good effect in 1736 (see above) and 1738 (three 
large whales taken), and possibly also in 1739, 
when both Guy senior (two whales) and Guy 
junior (three whales) were recorded as having 
returned to London on un-named Greenland 
vessels [237]. One of the Guys commanded the Asia 
(tonnage unknown) in 1743 (six whales) and 1744 
(seven whales) [238]. Both of the Guys were at 
Greenland in 1746, although it is unclear whether 
Guy senior had his own ship there or was on the 
Hurst Galley (tonnage unknown), captained by 
Guy junior (see below). One of the Guys 
commanded the Providence (289 tons) in 1747, 1748 
and 1750, whilst the other commanded the Unicorn 
(300/284 tons) in 1750, 1751, 1752 and 1755 – with 
both vessels recorded arriving in August 1750 
[239]. If Guy senior had commanded Providence, his 
career as master would have spanned at least 17 
years. If Guy junior had commanded Unicorn his 
career would have spanned 16 years.  

Daines Barrington – writing on Polar voyages and 
exploration in 1774 – briefly referred to what 
would have been both of the Guys and praised 
another long-time Greenland master: 

‘Captain Robinson is a very intelligent seaman, 
and hath navigated the Greenland seas these 
twenty years, except during the interval that 
he was employed by the Hudson’s Bay 
Company’ [240]. 

 

A. G. E Jones only recorded Thomas Robinson as 
the master of just one Greenland whaler, Liberty 
(260/242 tons), in 1775-1776 [241]. Barrington shed 
a little more light on Robinson’s career as he noted 
that he commanded the Reading (350/328 tons) in 
1766 and St. George (375/375 tons) in 1773 [242]. 
Barrington detailed a number of other Greenland 
masters that had reached high northern latitudes 
beyond 80°, including: James Montgomery of the 

Providence in 1756 (289 tons); John Thew of the 
Rising Sun (300/262 tons) in 1769; John Clarke of the 
Sea Horse (300/292 tons) in 1773; and John Reed of 
the Rockingham (120/189 tons) also in 1773 – as well 
as numerous mates [243].  

Very interestingly, Barrington provided much 
incidental information on some of the London 
masters and mates that he had compiled first and 
second-hand evidence on, including: James 
Hutton, a ‘hardy old tar’, who ‘hath been 
employed in the whale fishery these forty years’ 
and served with ‘Captain Guy’ on the London 
‘thirty years ago’; and the above mentioned John 
Reed who was ‘brought up in the Greenland 
fishery’ and had previously served ‘on board his 
father’s ship Thistle’ [244].  

In the absence of surviving ship Muster Lists for 
the Port of London, evidence relating to where 
masters, mates and seamen lived is scarce and 
patchy. The only definite element that Captain 
Waterhouse’s death notice established was that he 
lived in White Horse Street, Ratcliffe. Interestingly, 
although, the Greenland Dock was the main focus 
for London’s Arctic whalers their officers and 
crewmen were often drawn from the traditional 
maritime parishes on the north bank of the river. 
When the mariner James Golder sailed out on the 
first voyage of South Sea Company’s Success in 
1725 he was probably living somewhere in Stepney 
as the two executors of his will lived there and it 
was witnessed in Wapping [245]. William Slee, 
who had commanded the South Sea Company’s 
ship Mermaid in 1725, was living in St Paul’s 
Shadwell when he made his will on 31 October 
1726 [246]. The mariner John Lane, who served on 
the ‘Mary and Elizabeth’ (tonnage not known) in 
1744, bequeathed his wages and property to ‘my 
beloved friend ffortune Paggett of the Parish of 
Stepney’, with whom he most probably lived or 
lodged [247]. In 1757 Henry Brown, who was then 
‘bound on a Voyage to Greenland’ on an un-named 
ship, lived in Bethnal Green [248].  

When the Admiralty decided to fit-out the Carcass 
and Racehorse for an expedition to the North Pole 
in 1773 they had to recruit two ‘extra pilots’ or ‘ice 
pilots’ for each vessel from masters of Greenland 
ships as there were no naval men with the relevant 
experience [249]. The Admiralty had a good 
response to their request for such men to serve on 
Captain Constantine John Phipps’ expedition. Two 
of the four appointed ice pilots were the Shadwell 
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mariners, Christopher Horner and Jonas English 
[250]. One of the unsuccessful applicants was John 
Hardcastle, who lived at the house of ‘Mr. Jones, 
near Pelican Stairs’, Shadwell, and had worked for 
three years for the Hudson Bay Company as well 
as in ‘the Greenland service’ [251]. Another was 
William Johnson, of 17 London Street, Ratcliff 
Cross, who also had substantial Arctic experience 
including being master of a London 
Greenlandman, Lyon (300 tons), for 12 years [252]. 
Johnson was looking for a new berth because the 
Lyon had been put-up for sale. 

When Samuel Broughton, surgeon on the 
Greenland ship Susannah (tonnage not known), 
made his will in 1784 he probably lived or lodged 
with his ‘trusty and well beloved friend’ James 
Adamson of Aldgate [253]. In 1786 Captain Bell of 
the Mary (250/241 tons) lived at 25 Shakespeare’s 
Walk, Shadwell [254]. In 1788, James Wheatley, 
master of the Queen Charlotte (440/451 tons), lived 
in the same street and John Mitcalf (also Metcalf), 
master of the Blenheim (300/331 tons), lived close by 
in Fox’s Lane [255]. The same year, the Greenland 
captain Robert Gordon – who had commanded the 
Ipswich whaler Simond (336 tons) the previous year 
– was living in London Street, Ratcliff [256]. 
According to A. G. E. Jones the Simond had actually 
returned to the Thames in 1787, from her maiden 
whaling voyage, and probably sailed from there in 
1788 [257]. James Wheatley changed his command 
to the Britannia (350/393 tons) in 1789 and gave his 
address as Stepney Causeway [258]. In 1791, Tyzac 
Hullock, master of the Betsey (280/281 tons), gave 
his address as ‘New Road, St. George’s in the East’, 
whilst John Bailie, the new master of the Queen 
Charlotte, gave his simply as ‘Stepney’ [259]. 

Many seamen engaged in the Greenland trade 
appear to have lived in much the same general 
area. In 1786 Thomas Vallence, who was said to 
have ‘gone to Greenland backwards and 
forwards’, lived in Shadwell [260]. John Ball, who 
‘sailed three voyages to Greenland’ with ‘Captain 
Crow’, lodged at 28 Shakespeare’s Walk, Shadwell, 
the same year [261]. This reference to ‘Captain 
Crow’ most probably related to the London 
Greenland commander H. Clow [262]. The 
Greenland seaman Charles (aka Charlie) 
Dickerson lodged in Brook Street, Ratcliff, in 1786 
[263]. In 1787 Samuel Harding – who was said to 
have ‘lately come from Greenland’ – lived with his 
parents in East Smithfield [264]. We only know the 

addresses of these four seamen because they all 
appeared at the Old Bailey on robbery charges 
[265]. William Daniell, a ‘harpooner, belonging to 
a Greenlandman’, lodged at 33 White Horse Street, 
Stepney, in 1791 [266]. When the seaman Peter 
Murray, ‘bound to the Greenland Fishery’ on the 
Young Eagle (400/434 tons), made his will in 1796 he 
was living at Star Street, Shadwell, where he was 
most probably lodging with the victualler James 
Mc Coy, whom he made his sole executor and 
legatee [267]. In 1798 Murray was one of five 
harpooners on the Young Eagle issued with 
protections against naval impressment [268]. 

The limited evidence of addresses given above 
lends credence to Derek Morris and Ken Cozens’ 
statement that ‘the Greenland Fishery tavern, in 
New Gravel Lane, Shadwell, acted as a “point of 
call” [for Greenland seamen], and demonstrated 
the strong local interest in the whaling trade’ [269]. 
A. G. E. Jones’s earlier statement to the effect that 
‘in the eighteenth century, Wapping High Street 
and Wapping Wall were the heart of the Greenland 
and Davis Straits trade’, however, was one that he 
provided very little direct supporting evidence for 
and which can only really be substantiated if it is 
taken to include the wider Shadwell and Ratcliff 
area as well [270]. 

The whaling captains and some of their crew living 
on the north side – especially those receiving ‘hand 
money’ – would have made very frequent trips 
across the river, in watermen’s wherries, to attend 
to the management of their whaleships in the 
Greenland Dock or at the nearby Red House 
moorings. Even before they shipped out, some 
seamen employed on board whaleships at 
Deptford would have returned back over the river 
after their day’s work. On the 19th March 1787, for 
instance, the seaman Richard Hughes, who had 
been ‘at work on a Greenland-man’, had made his 
way to Rosemary Lane claiming to ‘buy some odd 
things’ [271]. In the late afternoon, however, he 
was arrested in a local public house with a bundle 
of clothing stolen from a local washerwoman, 
Rebecca Barnet. Hughes was tried at the Old Bailey 
the following month, and thereby unwittingly 
exchanged what would probably have been an 
imminent and relatively short voyage to the Arctic 
for a much longer one of seven years’ 
transportation. Rebecca Barnet’s evidence against 
Hughes was clear and precise, including the 
statement that ‘he was dressed in a blue jacket, 
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striped trowsers, a cheque shirt, and a silk 
handkerchief round his neck’ – the classic shore 
dress of sailors and one that might almost have 
stepped straight from a contemporary caricature. 

Notwithstanding this involvement of these north 
side mariners, some whaling captains certainly 
opted to live closer to the Greenland Dock itself. 
When Daines Barrington presented one of his Polar 
papers to the Royal Society on the 19th March 1774, 
he noted that Captain Robinson ‘lived during this 
winter in Queen-street near Greenland-dock, 
Rotherhithe: he hath sailed, probably, by this time 
on the Greenland Fishery’ [272]. Forty six years 
later, when Captain David Duncan steered the 
battered old veteran Arctic whaler Dundee (346/359 
tons) and her crew into the Greenland Dock he 
must have been greatly looking forward to 
returning to his home in Baltic Place, and he 
subsequently also lived at other nearby addresses 
(see below). Other crewmen on London Arctic 
whalers – like the ship’s cooper, John Put – also 
lived in Rotherhithe and Deptford (see below).  

With some rare exceptions, we know very little 
about what happened to Arctic whaler men once 
they retired from the sea. In 1774 the above 
mentioned James Montgomery was said to be ‘now 
a merchant in Prescot-street, Goodman’s fields’ 
[273]. Montgomery must have maintained his 
interest in the oil trade as Lloyd’s Register recorded 
‘Montgomery & Co.’ as the owners/husbands of 
the London Greenlandman Prudence (300/290 tons) 
the following year [274]. His business went on to 
own or manage six such Arctic vessels by 1787, as 
well as three South Sea whalers across the period 
1785-1793 (see below) [275]. John Adams, who had 
served under ‘Captain Guy’ on the Unicorn in 1754, 
was described as ‘master of a flourishing academy 
at Waltham Abbey, in Essex’ 20 years later [276]. 
Given the physical tolls and dangers of Arctic 
whaling, however, many whaling captains and 
their crewmen never lived to enjoy any sort of 
retirement (see below). Captain John Reed, 
mentioned by Daines Barrington above, died at 
Shetland in late July 1778 on his way home from 
Greenland. Reed, master and part owner of the 
Betsey (200/196 tons), had been ‘seized with a 
violent Inflamation of his Bowells’ on the 22nd July 
and was confined to his bed in his cabin under the 
care of the ship’s surgeon, Richard Adamson. His 
condition worsened and on the 27th July, ‘being 
dangerously ill’, he sent for his Chief Mate, 

Barnard Campbell, to take note of his will and 
requested that his share in the Betsey be sold for the 
benefit of his widowed mother [277]. He died in his 
cabin on the 31st July far from his family and other 
friends [278]. Ironically, the Betsey had 106 tons of 
blubber on board at the time of Reed’s death [279]. 
In stark contrast to the miserable death of John 
Reed was that of the Greenland master and pilot 
Christopher Horner, who appears to have died at 
home in Shadwell in 1794 surrounded by his 
collection of silver, navigational and other books, 
charts and instruments – including his ‘Sextant 
long & short Telescopes’ [280]. 

From the earliest days, London Greenland whaling 
ships usually sailed out of the Thames towards the 
end of March or very beginning of April. Indeed, 
early songs relating to Greenland whaling opened 
with the ships sailing out in March, as is evinced 
by one rendition of the traditional whaling song, 
The Greenland Fishery: 

‘In seventeen hundred and ninety-four, 
On March the twentieth day; 
We hoist our colours to the mast, 
And for Greenland bore away, brave boys! 
And for Greenland bore away’ [281]. 

 

Whilst some vessels may have departed directly 
from the Greenland Dock, for Gravesend, others 
appear to have temporarily used the nearby Red 
House mooring chains [282]. 

Henry Elking had recommended that ships needed 
to be ‘compleatly fitted, victuall’d, and Mann’d 
before the End of March’ and cleared from 
Gravesend ‘by the Beginning of April for Greenland’ 
[283]. The subsequent Bounty acts made it a 
requirement that Arctic whalers had to depart their 
home ports ‘within the months of March or April’. 
Whilst March was usually the main departure date 
for the London Greenland fleet, those headed for 
the Davis Straits usually left port some months 
earlier – a practice that was already in place in the 
late 1720s [284]. Of the South Sea Company’s final 
fleet, in 1732, 14 ships were said to have returned 
from ‘East Greenland’, or Spitzbergen, and seven 
from ‘West Greenland, or Davis’s-straits’ [285]. 

As we have already seen, newspapers and journals 
eagerly reported the success, or otherwise, of the 
South Sea Company’s fleets and this fascination 
continued throughout most of the 18th century, 
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especially where good catches were concerned. 
The following newspaper reports of some 
returning ships and their captains are 
representative of the sort of popular coverage: 

10th July 1754 – ‘Arrived in the river from 
Greenland, the Peter, Hornby, with 8 whales; 
the Briton, Wilson, with 6; Young Eagle, Boddy, 
with 7; the Cumberland, Kennett, with 5; the 
Lively, Frazier, with 5; the Richard and William, 
Wormley, with 8; and the Endeavour, Clayton, 
with 3. The Alexander, Sparrow, is in Yarmouth 
Roads with 3; and the Charming Polly, Reed, 
with 3’ [italicisations of all captains’ names 
have been removed here for clarity] [286]. 

 

23rd July 1755 – ‘Arrived in the river from 
Greenland, the Alderney, Hornsby; the Triton, 
Wilkin, Grampus, Fortune, with one fish each; 
the Whale-fisher, Walker, with three; and the 
Happy Nuptials, Warrington, with four; the 
Mary, Farraage, with four, Cumberland with 
four, Loyal Bounty with three, and Welcome 
Messenger with three and a half, are also 
arrived from Greenland in the river; the 
Fortune, Redhead, the Grampus, Fortune and 
Henrietta, Finkle, are arrived from Greenland, 
with six each; the St. George, Fittes, with four; 
the Parnassus, Hornby, with four and a half; 
the Encouragement, Henricks, and the 
Coronation, James, with two each; the 
Providence, Montgomery, the Elizabeth, 
Gilstone, the Duke of Bedford, Fisher, the 
Hamilton, Scarth, with one each; the Adriatic, 
Hersenburg, with four and a half; and the 
Alexander, Sparrow, and Mary Willet, Speed, 
with five’ [all ships’ names have been italicised 
here for clarity. The Grampus, Captain Fortune, 
is erroneously listed twice – with both one and 
six whales] [287]. 

 

16th July 1765 – ‘This morning arrived at 
Greenland-dock the ship Hawke of London, 
Capt. Waterhouse with ten fish, two hundred 
and fifty-five seals, and eight sea-Horses 
[walruses]’ [288]. 

 

17th July 1779 – ‘This Morning the following 
Ships arrived at Greenland Dock from 
Greenland, viz. the Young Eagle, White, with 

ten Fish; the Edward, Patterson, with Fourteen 
Fish; the Hawke, Scott, with fourteen, and the 
Neptune, Capt. Swords, with seven Fish’ [289].  

 

5th August 1780 – ‘This morning, the following 
ships arrived at Greenland Dock, viz. the 
Betsy, Hall, with 14 Fish: the Hero, Bell, with 
11 fish; the Henrietta, Nicholson, and the 
Prudence, Simpson, with three fish each’ [290]. 

 

12th July 1781 – ‘This Morning arrived at 
Greenland Dock the following ships from 
Greenland, viz. the Hawke, Scott, with ten 
Fish; Edward, Murray, with seven Fish; 
Felicity, Bailey, with seven Fish; Young Eagle, 
Wright, with twelve Fish; and the General 
Conway, Kitchin, with eleven Fish’ [291]. 

 

Newspaper reports usually just focused on catches 
of whales, but seals, walruses, narwhals and bears 
were supplementary prey species. In the then peak 
ship number year of 1775, the 45 London 
Greenland whalers took 42 whales and 9,805 seals, 
which produced 877.75 tons of blubber [292]. 
Although a generally poor year, catches varied 
greatly: the Lyon (300/280 tons) secured only one 
ton of blubber (from 70 seals), whilst the Henrietta 
(360/323 tons) secured 90 tons of blubber (from 
four whales) and the Marianne (320/300 tons) had 
85 tons of blubber (from six whales and 130 seals); 
12 vessels caught no whales, although some came 
back with seal blubber; seal catches varied between 
zero and 2,600 (the Weymouth, of 260/276 tons, 
which also caught one whale); and eight vessels 
returned home ‘clean’ of any sort of catch [293]. 
The high number of whalers that sailed out in 1775 
most probably reflected an expectation that what 
had been the good catches of the 1774 season 
would have been repeated. In 1774 London’s 34 
Greenland whalers took 152 whales and 23,118 
seals, which produced 2,515 tons of blubber [294]. 
Only two whalers came back ‘clean’ and one was 
lost in the ice. Nine ships each returned with over 
100 tons of blubber, including the Britannia 
(350/393 tons) whose six whales produced 137.5 
tons of blubber – the largest catch of the whole 
British fleet that year – and three London whalers 
each caught over 5,000 seals [295]. A ship with 100 
tons of blubber might have cleared a gross profit of 
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around £3,000 for its owners [296]. The Britannia 
might possibly have cleared a profit of around 
£4,000. 

In the all-time record year of 1787 London’s 105 
Greenland whalers killed 253.5 whales and 8,339 
seals, which produced 4,078.75 tons of blubber 
[297]. Of the 103 London Arctic vessels listed in the 
1787 Lloyd’s Register, 88 were recorded as going to 
Greenland and 15 to the Davis Straits [298]. Whilst 
average catches compared reasonably well with 
other years, they still varied widely: the 
Butterworth (330/390 tons) secured 139 tons of 
blubber from eight whales and five other vessels 
returned with over 100 tons; 29 vessels caught no 
whales, of which 22 either caught no seals or so few 
as to have produced less than one ton of blubber; 
and seal catches varied between zero (19 vessels) 
and 2,460 (the Polly, of 300/262 tons, which also 
caught three whales). The fact that around one fifth 
of the 1787 fleet returned home effectively clean led 
one commentator to write that ‘of its ill success 
various accounts have been noted’ [299]. 

As has already been noted, however, the 
subsequent reduction in fleet size saw a marked 
improvement in average catches for the vessels 
that remained. Although the records are 
incomplete, the 1790s appear to have generally 
been very good years for the London Arctic feet, 
with average catches ranging from 47.4 tons of 
blubber (1790) to 154.3 tons (1797) [300]. Some 
vessels reported impressive numerical whale 
catches, including: the Blenheim (300/331 tons), 
which took 17 whales and 91 ton of blubber in 1790; 
the Edward (280/289 tons), which caught 15 in 1791 
(yield not known); the Dingwall (300/321 tons), 
which took 15 whales and 160 tons of blubber in 
1796; and the Young Eagle (400/433 tons), which 
took the same number and 100 tons of blubber in 
1797 [301]. Some Arctic whalers even recorded 
more impressive blubber yields from smaller 
numbers of what must have been larger whales. 
These included: Neptune (300/339), which took five 
whales and 168 tons of blubber in 1793; Kent 
(265/226), which took eight whales and 156.5 tons 
of blubber in 1796; and Vigilant (350/339 tons), 
which took 10 whales and 200 tons of blubber the 
same year [302]. The most remarkable year for 
catches and profitability would have been 1797, 
and the relevant data for this is presented in 
Appendix 4.  

In 1798 one of Gale & Co.’s London whalers, 
Dundee (346/359 tons), brought home what was 
regarded then to have been the greatest ever 
Greenland cargo. The captain of the Dundee was 
William Scoresby senior, who had been especially 
recruited from Whitby by Edward Gale [303]. 
According to Lubbock, she had captured 36 
whales, which provided ‘260 tons of oil’ [304]. 
Scoresby senior also returned home with some 
remarkably good catches for three of the following 
four years [305]. His record across his five year 
service on the Dundee made him one of the highest 
achieving masters of London whaling vessels. In 
1800 Scoresby’s 11 year old son, William junior, 
joined his father on the Dundee, thus taking his first 
step on what was to be a very remarkable career – 
which was to include Arctic exploration and 
science, writing and religious preaching, as well as 
whaling [306]. 

Despite the challenges, catches for most London 
whalers also remained reasonably good during the 
war against Napoleon. Between 1803 and 1815 
average catches ranged from 79.4 tons of blubber 
(1815) to 198.4 tons (1807) [307]. Indeed, a number 
of vessel catches even exceeded the earlier one of 
the Dundee [308]. Returns for the remainder of the 
Bounty act period, although incomplete, reflect a 
similar situation with average catches having 
ranged from 91.9 tons (1824, the final year for 
Bounty payments) and 124.7 tons (1820) [309].  

The working conditions faced by the crews of 
London Arctic whalers were arduous, tough, and 
highly dangerous. Confronted with hostile icy seas 
and extreme sub-zero temperatures, even old 
hands must have soon yearned for home. On his 
one Arctic trip, the ship’s cooper William Nicol 
‘felt so cheerless’ that he ‘resolved to bid adieu to 
the coast of Greenland for ever’ in favour of 
satisfying his ‘curiosity in more genial climes’ 
[310]. Homesickness, especially for some 
apprentices and green hands, must have often been 
devastating. Every crewman would, doubtless, 
have strongly empathised with the words of one 
old London whaling song, The Weary Whaling 
Ground, which opens with the following verses: 

‘If I had the wings of a gull, me boys,  
I would spread 'em and fly home. 
I'd leave old Greenland's icy grounds 
For of right whales there is none. 
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And the weather's rough and the winds do 
blow 
And there's little comfort here. 
I'd sooner be snug in a Deptford pub, 
A-drinkin' of strong beer’ [311]. 

 

The real and perceived hardships of Arctic whaling 
voyages were such that young delinquents were 
even occasionally despatched on them in lieu of 
death and custodial prison sentences. In October 
1786 William Tuckey was condemned to death at 
the Old Bailey for having contravened the 
conditions of a an earlier seven year transportation 
sentence, passed in April 1784, which had been 
commuted to one of strict continual marine service 
for the same period [312]. Tuckey had been on the 
London Greenland whaler Mary (250 tons), which 
returned to Deptford on 26th August 1786, when he 
heard that his father had died and his mother was 
in ‘great distress’ and decided to visit her – which 
would probably have been across the river – but 
without another contract for a voyage in place, 
which was in breach of his earlier sentence. This 
would have been Tuckey’s second Greenland 
voyage as he had shipped on the Enderbys’ British 
Queen (250/308 tons) sometime after his original 
sentence. The day after the death sentence was 
passed, Captain Bell of the Mary attended court to 
state that Tuckey had voyaged to Greenland with 
him and ‘that he had behaved exceedingly well on 
board his ship, and did his duty and he had no 
objections to take him with him again’ [313]. 
Following other supporting evidence to the effect 
that Tuckey had been intending to join a brig, 
Favourite, bound for Guinea – which had departed 
since his arrest – the court agreed with Captain Bell 
that ‘if his Majesty should think proper to extend 
his mercy to him, he shall be sent to you’. 
Following a letter from the Recorder of London the 
death sentence was eventually rescinded and 
Tuckey was discharged to join the Mary [314]. 

John Weatherhead also enjoyed a ‘get out of jail’ 
fate in February 1789 when he was tried at the Old 
Bailey on a charge of grand larceny for having 
stolen clothing from a wash house in French Court, 
Great Hermitage Street [315]. Four witnesses 
testified as to Weatherhead’s good character, 
including Captain John Smith who stated that:  

‘I am master of a Greenland vessel, it is 
outward-bound at present; I expect to sail in 

about a month; I have known Weatherhead for 
these two years, he is the son of a poor widow 
woman, he has sailed with me two voyages to 
Greenland, he is about 17; during all the time I 
knew him he behaved very well, very honest, 
that was his general character, he was to have 
sailed with me the next voyage; I should have 
no objection to take him, I have that opinion of 
his honesty’. 

 

The court agreed that Weatherhead should be 
bound over to Captain Smith’s care until his ship 
sailed, but only once he and his accomplice, 
Michael Shields, had both been ‘privately whipt’. 
Captain Smith was master of Mellish’s Aurora 
(350/300 tons), on which Weatherhead would 
probably have been signed as an apprentice.  

Although the two Old Bailey Court cases 
demonstrate the kindness and empathy of some 
whaling captains, Sigismund Bacstrom – an 
experienced ship surgeon who had made voyages 
on London Greenland whalers – reckoned that: 

‘... the masters or commanders in the 
Greenland trade being generally men of little 
or no education, and [are] consequently void 
of those liberal sentiments necessary to render 
the situation of those that accompany them 
comfortable’ [316]. 

 

Bacstrom also accused such masters of deliberate 
parsimony in that they unnecessarily rationed the 
issue of crew provisions so that they would be able 
to end their voyages with surpluses for 
redistribution to their own families. This he 
considered ‘a paultry theft, at the expense of the 
health and frost-bitten limbs of those on board’ 
[317]. Bacstrom, however, tempered such negative 
general comments by his praise for Charles 
Patterson, under whom he sailed on the Sea Horse 
(300/292 tons) in 1779, and his even greater 
admiration for William Souter whom he served 
under on the Rising Sun (350/362 tons) the 
following year [318]. The observations on some 
whaling masters made by Daines Barrington, 
however, along with the careers of others such as 
Christopher Horner, can be taken to further temper 
Bacstrom’s unfavourable observations (see above). 
Although Bacstrom did not specifically name any 
inconsiderate or obnoxious masters – probably for 
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self-interested career reasons – it seems very likely 
that he had William Brown directly in his sights. In 
1783-1784, Bacstrom served on two voyages for the 
London ship owner Theophilus Pritzler [319]. As 
detailed later, Pritzler then only owned one 
Greenland whaler, Marianne (300/320 tons), and it 
was commanded by William Brown.  

Given the ordeals and risks of whaling in the 
Arctic, any real pleasures that departing and 
arriving whalermen might have enjoyed would 
most probably have been focused on the pubs and 
related delights of Ratcliffe Highway, Deptford 
and Gravesend. London whaling crews – like those 
from other British whaling ports – sometimes also 
enjoyed the decidedly more limited delights of 
Stromness, Orkney (ships bound for the Davis 
Straits), and Lerwick, Shetland (ships bound for 
Spitzbergen), where seamen and provisions could 
be supplemented, religious services attended, very 
rough whiskey and dancing dens visited, and 
vessels finally made ready for whaling [320]. 

Whaling was round-the-clock, unpredictable, 
work. Records kept by Henry Dewhurst whilst 
serving as surgeon on the 1824 voyage of the 
Neptune (265/276 tons) are very informative on this 
front. Even when asleep, the men could be 
awakened at any time with the lookout’s cry of ‘“A 
Fall! A fall!!”’, signifying whale sightings, and:  

‘On this being heard, the seamen do not allow 
themselves even time to dress, but rush out in 
their shirts and drawers into an atmosphere 
which is frequently below zero, carrying along 
with them their clothes made into a bundle, 
with a piece of rope-yarn, trusting to find an 
opportunity when in the boats of dressing 
themselves, or during the time the boats are 
lowering. There is such a degree of tumult and 
noise on this occasion ...’ [321]. 

 

Dewhurst kept a detailed record of the whales 
harpooned and taken by the Neptune’s crewmen, 
including the names of the harpooners, along with 
flensing times and the lengths of baleen. These are 
given in Table 2. 

Dewhurst gave the baleen lengths for three of the 
five captured whales. Only the longest recorded 
one would have qualified as being ‘size’, which 
related to baleen that was six feet or over in length. 
‘Size’ baleen, which came from more mature 

whales, could be up to twice as valuable as shorter 
baleen. From the baleen table compiled by William 
Scoresby junior the three whales whose baleen was 
recorded by Dewhurst ought to have only 
produced around 15 tons of oil [322]. According to 
William Coltish the five whales taken on the 
Neptune’s 1824 voyage yielded 40 tons of oil, which 
suggests that the other two whales must have been 
significantly larger [323]. The flensing time for the 
fourth whale, however, was under an hour, which 
is indicative of a relatively small whale, whilst that 
for the fifth whale clearly related to a mature 
creature. To square the records, the latter whale 
would need to have yielded whalebone measuring 
11-12 feet and around 17-20 tons of blubber. 

Dewhurst also gave detailed descriptions of 
flensing whales, removing jawbones and baleen, 
cutting and chopping blubber, and stowing the 
latter in casks. These tasks – which would have 
been typical of those on board of whaleships from 
London and other ports – were described in greater 
detail by William Scoresby junior [324]. 
Dewhurst’s words, however, are often more 
evocative and immediate than Scoresby’s 
descriptions, as the following extract relating to 
flensing demonstrates: 

‘Previous to their commencing, the captain or 
surgeon stands at the companion-door, and 
calls every seaman to him, giving each a dram 
of rum, with a double allowance to the 
important personages denominated the kings 
of the blubber, whose office is to receive that 
precious commodity and stow it carefully in 
the hold. Another great officer is called the 
specksioneer, and to him is confided the 
direction and management of all the cutting 
operations’ [325]. 

 

The formal issuing of single and double drams of 
rum to the men engaged in the flensing and 
blubber operations – which would have involved 
most of the crew – seems to have been something 
that Scoresby might well have disapproved of 
[326]. Rum would have provided some 
recompense for the very unpleasant nature of such 
work. One late 18th century master of a London 
Greenland whaler wrote of the blubber cutting and 
casking operation that: 

‘This business is very dirty and greasy, and 
poisons the whole ship with a stench more 
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offensive than the train oil itself. On this 
occasion the people look as if they had been 
dipped in a butt of train oil; the grease flying 
all about their ears’ [327]. 

 

Whilst the Neptune itself had modest success 
during Dewhurst’s voyage, she returned home 
‘clean’ from her 1825 whaling voyage [328]. 
Although Lloyd’s Register recorded Captain 
Ainsley as having continued to take the Neptune to 
Greenland, for Benson & Co., between 1826 and 
1828, there are no records of her in the Coltish 
manuscript for these dates [329]. According to 
Lloyd’s Register the Neptune was engaged in the 
London Baltic trade in 1829 and 1830, by the same 
owners, when she was under the command of 
Captain Duncan. In 1831, however, Duncan took 
her whaling to the Davis Straits, again for Benson 
& Co., where she ‘was lost on 3d July’ [330]. 

 

 

 
Of the May Day celebration 
Perhaps the only real pleasure to be had on the 
whaling voyage itself, at least for most of the crew, 
was that associated with the burlesque May Day or 
‘Greenland Fair’ celebration. This ritualistic 
ceremony – an adaption of the better known 
‘crossing the line’ one – was a traditional practice 
on Arctic whalers [331]. The Greenland Fair bore 
all the main characteristics of the carnivalesque: 
the temporary abandonment and reversal of usual 
order and norms of behaviour, providing a 
shipboard version of the classic ‘world turned 
upside down’; comic processions and characters in 
disguise and fancy dress; the infliction of 
discomfort and pain on specifically targeted 
victims; and excessive consumption, especially of 
alcohol. Such a celebration was recorded in some 
detail on board the Neptune by Henry Dewhurst in 
1824 [332]. Dewhurst had particular reason to 
record the event given that it was his first Arctic 
voyage, which resulted in him being ‘duly 

Table 2. Whale catches of the Greenland whaleship Neptune on her 1824 voyage 
 

Date Harpooner Time struck 
and killed  

Time 
towed 
alongside 

Time 
flensing 
began 

Time flensing 
finished 

Length of 
baleen 

Monday 
10 May 

John Larnders, 
Chief Mate 

6.00 PM  
7.00 PM 

10.00 PM 11.00 PM 
4.00 AM 
Tuesday 11 May 

6ft10ins 

Thursday  
13 May 

William Ford, 
Second Mate 

1.00 AM 
Whale lost 

    

Thursday  
13 May 

John James, 
‘Loose Harpooner’ 

12.50 PM 
2.15 PM 

3.00 PM 5.00 PM 7.00 PM 4ft 2ins 

Thursday  
13 May 

William Ford, 
Second Mate 

10.00 PM 
11.00 PM 

Midnight Midnight 
2.00AM 
Friday 14 May 

5ft 4ins 

Saturday  
15 May 

John Larnders, 
Chief Mate 2 AM 2.30 AM 4.10 AM 5.00 AM Not given 

Monday  
24 May 

John James, 
‘Loose Harpooner’ 

6.00 AM 
11.00 AM 

Noon 2.00 PM 7.00 PM Not given 

Wednesday  
7 July 

John James, 
‘Loose Harpooner’ 

1.30 PM 
5.00 PM 

Whale 
lost/un-
retrievable 

   

Source: adapted from quoted personal reports in Dewhurst (1835), 58-61. Notes: the phrase ‘Loose Harpooner’ infers that John 
James was still a trainee harpooner who would have previously served time as a boat-steerer  
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baptised and made one of sturdy Neptune’s sons’. 
The celebrations on the Neptune began with the 
preparation of ‘the garland’. This comprised a 
hoop from a beef cask decorated with ‘a profusion 
of gaudy ribbons’ – provided by the wives and 
girlfriends of the crew – which was fixed to a four 
foot long stock of wood surmounted by a large 
model of the ship itself made by the carpenter, ‘so 
as to answer the purpose of a vane’. On the 1st May 
the garland ‘was then hoisted on a rope, between 
the main and mizen [sic] masts, where it remained 
the whole of the voyage’. After the hoisting of the 
garland a chalked sign was fixed-up over the fore-
hatchway: 

NEPTUNE’S EASY SHAVING SHOP, 
                                 KEPT BY 

                   JOHN JOHNSON, 
                            BOATSTEERER 

 
The sign was the work of George Brown, the 
Northumbrian boatswain, who acted as the barber, 
and his barber’s mate, John Put, the cooper who 
came from Deptford. The main festivities began in 
earnest when an assembled procession made their 
way from the forecastle to the quarter deck, where 
Captain Matthew Ainsley and his officers received 
them. The procession is best described in 
Dewhurst’s own very evocative words: 

‘First, – the fidler [sic], playing as well he could 
on an old violin, – “See the Conquering Hero 
Comes;” next four men, two abreast, disguised 
with matting, rags, &c., so as to completely 
prevent their being recognised, each armed 
with a boat-hook, as a staff of office; then came 
the sovereign of the sea, Old Neptune, also 
disguised, ornamented with a paper crown, 
and mounted on the carriage of the largest gun 
in the ship, followed by the barber, barber’s 
mate, shaving box carrier, swab-bearer, and as 
many of the ship’s company that chose to join 
them, dressed in such a grotesque style as 
completely to put it out of the power of 
language to describe.’ 

 

When the procession arrived on the quarter deck, 
Neptune ‘condescended to dismount’ and then 
engaged in an age-old shipboard dialogue with 
Captain Ainsley relating to the eight ‘fresh-water 
sailors on board’ and the fact that he ‘must christen 

them, in accordance with our laws, so as to make 
them useful to ourself and country’. As a price for 
the christening, Captain Ainsley’s second mate, 
William Ford, presented Neptune and his motley 
crew with ‘three cans, containing in the whole 
about three quarts of rum’. Armed with their six 
pints of strong Caribbean spirit, the procession – 
‘with the addition of the candidates for nautical 
fame, who followed in the rear’ – made its way 
back for’ard, where everyone descended the fore 
hatchway. At the foot of the ladder, further 
‘offerings to Neptune’, levied on the unfortunate 
eight crewmen up for nautical christening, ‘were 
given to his receiver-general, i.e. the cook, and 
which consisted of whiskey, rum, tobacco, tea, &c’. 
Further set-piece dialogue – comprising six 
questions, requiring answers, put by Neptune to 
his captive crewmen – then took place and: 

‘At each of these answers, the brush being well 
dipped by the barber in the lather (which 
consisted of oil, tar, paint &c.), was thrust into 
the respondent’s mouth and over his face; the 
barber’s mate scraped his face with a razor, i.e. 
a piece of iron hoop in the form of that 
instrument, well notched; his lacerated face 
was wiped with a damask towel (a boat-swab, 
dipped in the most filthy water), and this 
ended the ceremony with each individual’. 

 

This completed the painful part of the ritual of the 
crewmen’s initiation, after which: 

‘....the disguises were removed, the fidler 
struck up some lively tunes, the grog was 
pushed plentifully about, and dancing 
continued until most of the crew were full three 
sheets in the wind, or, in plain language, nearly 
intoxicated’. 

 

Interestingly, an oversize Greenland May Day 
razor – replete with a roughly notched blade – used 
on board of a Hull whaler has survived to provide 
a little of the actual feel of this ceremony [333]. 
After the May Day celebrations were over, the 
concern of Greenland crewmen returned entirely 
to helping with the management of their vessels 
and whaling.  
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Of the ship owners 
Sadly, published material on London Arctic 
whaleship owners is relatively scant in comparison 
to that for those engaged in the South Seas trade 
[334]. The most notable exception on this front is 
Alex Werner’s paper on Thomas Hood, which 
provides a rare and insightful analysis of the many 
difficulties and complexities relating to the 
ownership and management of two mid-18th 
century London Greenland ships, the Duke of 
Bedford (300/320 tons) and Henrietta (324 tons) 
[335]. In 1750 the Henrietta had 11 individuals or 
business partnerships owning either one eight or 
one sixteenth shares in the vessel, and this 
remained the same in 1760 – although some of the 
names had changed [336]. Whilst A. G. E. Jones’s 
very useful book on the Greenland and Davis 
Straits trade provides yearly lists of vessels, taken 
directly from the shipping registers, it inevitably 
only includes very raw and imperfect data on their 
‘owners’ and his introductory text itself offers no 
real in-depth analysis on the ship owning 
businesses engaged in the London trade [337]. 
Indeed, Jones contextualised his brief comments 
on the subject around the fact that he had extracted 
some 420 businesses engaged in the oil trade from 
Johnstone’s London Commercial Guide for 1817, 
having found that: 

‘Among the 26 oil merchants were ship-
owners such as Daniel Bennett, Enderby, 
Sturge and Ward, some of whom were 
engaged in the Greenland trade as well as the 
South Seas trade. Others, including Wilkinson, 
Mather, Mellish and Lucas, were engaged in 
the Greenland trade before the South Seas 
started from London in 1775...Some of these 
owners became quite substantial in both 
trades’ [338]. 

 

Jones inferred that some of his listed owners 
remained in the Greenland trade for a significant 
time and these would certainly have included: the 
Enderbys, active from the late 1760s to the early 
1790s; the Mathers, spasmodically active from the 
late 1760s to 1802 (see also below); the Mellishes, 
active from the late 1740s to the mid-1830s (see also 
below); the Wilkinsons, active from the mid-1770s 
to 1821 (see also below); the Wards, active from the 

late 1760s to the late 1790s; and the Lucases, active 
from the late 1770s to 1807 [339]. 

Even in the peak year of 1787, when London had 
105 Greenland whaleships, relatively few 
individuals, families or businesses actually owned 
or were managing owners for more than a handful 
of vessels [340]. For that year, the leading owners 
listed in Lloyd’s Register were: Montgomery, six 
vessels; Lucas, four vessels; Mellish, four vessels; 
Ward, four vessels; Collier, three vessels; 
Butterworth, three vessels; Dixon, three vessels; 
Enderby, three vessels; Mather, three vessels; Sims, 
three vessels; Stephens, three vessels; and 
Wilkinson, three vessels. Ten owners had two 
vessels (Anderson, Broderick, Coverdale, 
Dudman, Gibbon, Kilbington, Pritzler, Thompson, 
Thwaite, and Wilton) and a further 41 owners had 
one vessel each [341]. All of the owners/managing 
owners detailed in Lloyd’s Register for 1787 – like 
those in earlier years and most of those in later ones 
– would have personally been very familiar with 
the Greenland Dock in the course of their shipping 
and oil businesses. 

Of the major owners listed in 1787, only Mellish 
and Wilkinson still remained active in London’s 
Arctic trade at the outset of the 1820s. By that time 
Gale & Co. (see also below) and John Lydekker had 
joined their number. In 1820, when London had 17 
Arctic whaleships, the leading owners were: 
Lydekker, five vessels; Wilkinson, three vessels; 
Mellish, two vessels; and Gale, two vessels. Five 
other owners had one vessel each [342]. The rest of 
the decade, however, was not kind to the larger 
London owners: Wilkinson became bankrupt in 
1821 (see below); Lydekker disposed of four of his 
five Arctic whalers between 1820-1822 and he left 
the trade in 1828; Gale effectively left the Arctic 
trade in 1827; and only Mellish voyaged on into the 
1830s along with a handful of single vessel owners 
[343]. Interestingly, the latter once again included 
the Enderbys who sent out the Maria (436 tons), 
under the command of F. Turpin in the early 1830s 
[344]. 

Whilst the broader maritime and trading activities 
of some of the owners listed above are reasonably 
well understood, much more work still remains to 
be undertaken on this front to reveal the fuller 
story. The wider business interests of the Mellishes 
and John Lydekker – whose income and wealth 
were far from being dependent on just the Arctic 
and South Sea whaling trades – are perhaps the 
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best known, along with the Mathers (see also 
below) and the Enderbys (see the paper by Charles 
Payton in these Proceedings) [345]. Although 
Wilkinson & Son were usually described as ship 
owners, trading from 249 Wapping High Street, 
the actual extent of their activities on this front is 
difficult to establish [346]. Their main trade always 
appears to have been Arctic whaling, although 
they did own the small 68 ton South Sea whaling 
sloop Ceres. The exact history of this vessel, 
however, is somewhat confused. A. G. E Jones lists 
her as being on the Register of the Society of 
Merchants from 1821-1826 as a London South Sea 
vessel, owned by Wilkinson, with Kingston as 
master [347]. Elsewhere Jones’s own transcript 
from the Registrar of Shipping indicates that the 
same vessel was first owned by Wilkinson in 1819, 
with ‘William Hingston’ as its master, and ‘Lost off 
Falmouth, 2.12.1820’ [348]. Jones’s extract for the 
vessel from Lloyd’s List of the 24th July 1821, 
however, adds both confusion and a corrective 
clarification in that it recorded ‘Ceres, Kingston of 
London, totally lost, 2.12 off Falmouth Bay, Tristan 
da Cunha. Crew saved’ [349]. The wreck date of 2nd 
December 1820 for the vessel is compliant with the 
date of Wilkinson’s 1821 bankruptcy, whilst the 
Register of the Society of Merchants entries are clearly 
not. Wilkinson’s bankruptcy is dealt with in more 
detail later. The Gales – who operated the famous 
Arctic whaler, Dundee, for 30 years – had a much 
wider business base in that they also operated a 
rope works at Love Lane, Shadwell, in addition to 
their ship owning activities [350]. According to A. 
G. E. Jones they were also ship chandlers [351]. 
Furthermore, they were significant owners in the 
South Sea trade in the period between 1818 and 
1827 when they owned a total of six vessels, 
although not all at the same time [352]. In 1820, for 
instance, when they owned two Arctic whalers, 
they also owned two South Sea vessels. Their 
South Sea fleet peaked in 1822 with five vessels 
operating under their flag. Although their fleet 
declined in number after 1823, they remained in 
the trade until 1844.  

The smaller listed owners/managing owners of 
London Arctic vessels came from a variety of 
trades, including the maritime ones. In 1787, for 
instance, the latter included: Peter Everitt Mestaer, 
a Rotherhithe shipbuilder, who owned the whaler 
Essex (380/308 tons); Norrison Coverdale (III), a 
Shadwell ship owner and biscuit maker, who 

owned the Supply (400/397 tons) and the Unicorn 
(300/300 tons); and John Dudman, a Deptford 
shipbuilder, who owned the very appropriately 
named vessels, Deptford (350/346 tons) and the New 
Adventure (230/227 tons [353]. All of these vessels 
would have made modest but profitable catches 
[354]. Peter Mestaer’s main business was as a 
shipbuilder and he operated a number of 
Rotherhithe yards in the period between 1770 and 
around 1818 [355]. He owned the Essex between 
1787 and 1790, and the Oak Hall (320/257) tons 
between 1789 and 1796 [356]. Mestaer also 
operated the South Sea whaler Kingston (289 tons) 
in 1793 and 1794. He subsequently owned other 
vessels, including the transports Experiment (from 
1806) and Fortune (from 1808) [357]. Norrison 
Coverdale (III) was a very well connected 
shipowner and maritime businessman [358]. 
Coverdale had a relatively long term interest in 
Arctic whalers as he owned both the Supply and 
Unicorn between 1783 and 1796 [359]. As with Peter 
Mestaer, John Dudman’s main business was as a 
shipbuilder. Up until December 1792 John 
Dudman was the junior partner in Barnard, Adams 
and Dudman’s very large shipyard at Grove Street, 
Deptford, located a little to the south of the 
Greenland Dock [360]. Unlike Mestaer and 
Coverdale, Dudman’s interest in the Greenland 
trade was relatively short-lived as he was only 
listed as the owner of the Deptford between 1785 
and around 1788, and the New Adventure in 1787 
and possibly 1788 [361]. At the same time that he 
owned the Deptford and New Adventure, however, 
John Dudman also owned the South Sea whaler 
Swift (250 tons, between 1785-1788) [362]. Dudman 
subsequently owned two other South Sea whalers, 
Lucy (250 tons, between 1789 and 1794) – named 
after his wife – and Greyhound (74 tons, between 
1791 and 1793) [363]. 

Another very interesting smaller shipowner was 
Theophilus Pritzler. Pritzler was a member of a 
wealthy and well connected London German 
merchant family [364]. Amongst his business 
interests, Pritzler operated the family’s long-
established sugar refinery in Wellclose Square and 
imported cotton from the Levant [365]. Lloyd’s 
Register listed Pritzler as the owner of six Arctic 
whalers at different times: Marianne (300/320 tons) 
between 1779 and 1786; Earl of Chatham (550/565 
tons) between 1785 and 1787; Phoenix (650/672 
tons) in 1786 and 1787, before he transferred her to 
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the Smyrna trade; Butterworth (350/390 tons) in 
1789 and 1790; Alderney (260/270 tons) in 1790 and 
1791; and Lion (158/158 tons) between 1791 and 
1793 [366]. As already noted, more complex 
patterns of ownership were hidden behind the 
simple ship ‘owner’ names listed in Lloyd’s 
Registers. In 1786, for instance, court proceedings 
made it clear that the Earl of Chatham – an especially 
large and therefore expensive vessel – had eight 
actual owners: ‘John Coope, Joseph Coope, 
William Jesser Coope, Charlesson, Piercy the 
Elder, Piercy the Younger, Pritzler and Brown’ 
[367]. Having returned with a very promising and 
profitable 138 tons of blubber, the Earl of Chatham 
was London’s second best performing Greenland 
whaler that year [368]. The cargo of oil and 
whalebone might have produced a profit of 
around £1,500-2,000 for the owners [369]. She 
would have boiled-out at the Greenland Dock. The 
Coope, Charlesson and Piercy families, like 
Pritzler, were also engaged in the sugar refining 
trade [370]. The owner listed as ‘Brown’ may have 
been the whaling captain William Brown (see also 
above and below). If so, William Brown might well 
have been an example of a seaman who had 
progressed from harpooner to whaling captain to 
‘owner’ in the manner of Captain Marryat’s 
fictitious Captain Turnbull in his novel Jacob 
Faithful [371]. Interestingly, Theophilus Pritzler, 
John Coope, Laurence Charlesson and James 
Piercy were also all Directors of the Phoenix 
Assurance Office, which had been established in 
1782 by a well-connected group of London sugar 
refiners who were disillusioned about the limited 
extent of cover provided to them by the fire 
insurance companies [372]. 

Given that a significant number of London Arctic 
whaleship owners also engaged in the South Sea 
trade – as we have seen above – the pattern and 
balance of their respective vessel ownerships 
through time certainly merits deeper analytical 
study. Likewise, there is much still to be 
discovered about the relationships and networks 
that existed between individual owners, as well as 
those with other maritime traders and merchants. 
The above mentioned Theophilus Pritzler is a case 
in point [373]. Late in 1791 Pritzler’s Greenland 
whaler Butterworth was sent to the Pacific, as part 
of a small three vessel fleet – the so called 
‘Butterworth Squadron’ – whose destination was a 
sealing, surveying and trading voyage to Nootka 

Sound. The fleet of three vessels was under the 
general command of William Brown, who had 
captained the Butterworth (1789-1791) in the Arctic 
and had previously been master of Pritzler’s 
Marianne (1779-1783) and the Earl of Chatham (1785-
1789) [374]. Pritzler’s exact role in this venture is 
unclear and the lead investor was Alderman 
William Curtis who – along with his brother 
Timothy – undertook the partial rebuilding of the 
Butterworth, along with her fitting-out and that of 
her two much smaller support vessels [375]. 
Another investor in this ‘“company of London 
merchants”’ appears to have been John Perry of 
Blackwall Yard [376]. Perry would have been well 
known to both the hugely well connected William 
Curtis and to Theophilus Pritzler. Pritzler’s young 
nephew, George Green, had been apprenticed to 
John Perry in 1782 and he later married his 
daughter and became a partner in the firm [377]. 
Sigismund Bacstrom served as the Butterworth’s 
surgeon, but he left the ship in October 1793 at 
Nootka Sound ‘on account of the mean usage I 
received from Capt. W. Brown and his Officers’ 
[378]. After over three years away – on a very 
eventful voyage, which included sealing and 
whaling, as well as subsidiary trading to China by 
the support vessels – the Butterworth arrived at 
Gravesend on 3rd February 1795 with 17,500 seal 
skins and 85 tons of whale oil [379]. By then, 
however, the unpleasant Captain Brown was dead, 
having recently been killed by natives in the 
Sandwich Islands (Hawaiian Islands) in January 
1795, whist on board of one the Butterworth’s 
support vessels that had remained in the Pacific 
[380]. Pritzler sent the Butterworth on a shorter 
South Sea whaling trip in 1796 under the command 
of Sinclair Halcrow [381]. Halcrow had previously 
captained two of Pritzler’s Arctic whalers, Lion and 
Alderney, in 1789-1790 and 1791 respectively [382]. 
Between December 1791 and October 1795 
Halcrow took the Alderney on four short South Sea 
whaling voyages [383]. The ownership of the 
vessel in these years was given as ‘Curtis & Co. and 
Priestly’ [384]. The name ‘Priestly’, however, must 
have been a miss-spelling of Pritzler, whose 
connection to this whaler has consequently gone 
unrecognised. Pritzler’s connection with his 
namesake South Sea whaler Pritzler (212 tons) is 
unclear. The Pritzler made a small number of 
voyages in the late 1790s, but Daniel Bennett was 
listed as her owner [385]. Pritzler, however, had 
previously operated her for a very short period in 
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the West India trade [386]. Perhaps Bennet had 
decided to keep her good name after purchase, or 
perhaps Pritzler even retained some financial 
interest in her.  

As might be expected in any business, of course, 
relationships between some of the owners of Arctic 
whaleships were not always friendly or even 
cordial. In 1805, for instance, Gale took legal action, 
in the Court of King’s Bench, against Wilkinson 
regarding the catch of a disputed whale during the 
1804 Arctic season [387]. The whale in question 
was originally harpooned by William Keld, a 
member of one of the boat crews belonging to 
Gale’s Neptune (265/276 tons). The whale took 1,200 
yards of line before Keld and his crew ‘got upon 
the ice’ as the whale drew the line and whaleboat 
beneath it. Keld signalled to the Neptune that they 
had struck a whale and five boats were sent out to 
assist him. When the whale re-appeared 45 
minutes later from beneath the ice – still attached 
to Keld’s harpoon, line and boat – however, she 
came up closer to boats belonging to Wilkinson’s 
Experiment (338/300 tons), whose crews then 
harpooned her again and killed her. 
Notwithstanding the fact that Keld’s harpoon, line 
and whaleboat were still attached to the whale, 
they were claimed by the Experiment. When ‘the 
captain of the Neptune [T. Bell] expostulated with 
the captain of the Experiment [W. Trotter]’ to the 
effect that in the circumstances ‘he could not 
pretend to have any right keep the whale’, the 
latter provocatively replied: ‘“Aye, marry, do I ... 
and I claim your harpoon, line, and boat, too; and 
by God’s providence, I will have them”’. Following 
opinions from the Solicitor General (Sir Vicary 
Gibbs), Lord Ellenborough (Lord Chief Justice of 
the King’s Bench) and Thomas Erskine (soon to be 
Lord Chancellor), Wilkinson ‘undertook to return 
the boat, and the Jury gave a verdict for the 
plaintiff. Damages 1s.; costs 40s’. Gale must have 
thought this something of a pyrrhic victory as the 
right to the whale was effectively left with 
Wilkinson and no compensation was awarded for 
this part of the claim. Both vessels, however, had 
had reasonable success in their 1804 voyages as 
Neptune was recorded as having returned with 100 
tons of blubber from 17 whales and Experiment 
with 140 tons from 12 whales [388]. 

 

 

 

Of lost and damaged ships 
All London whalers, as well as those from other 
ports, were at risk of being crushed in the ice and 
lost like the Neptune itself in 1831 (see above). As 
already noted, the South Sea Company lost two 
whalers in 1727. The Leviathan was reported as 
‘beat in pieces by the Ice’ but Captain Arnold and 
his men were saved [389]. The Caledonian was also 
lost, along with some of her crewmen [390]. In 1728 
another Company whaler, Bear, was lost in the ice 
with 120 cask of blubber on board [391]. In May 
1746 three of London’s five whaling vessels were 
all lost in the same dreadful storm in Greenland. 
The details of this disaster were recorded in a letter 
from Captain Adamson, of the London whaler 
Elizabeth and Mary (tonnage unknown), sent on his 
subsequent safe arrival at Yarmouth, presumably 
to the ship’s owner: 

‘I have but just Time to acquaint you that we 
are safe arriv’d at this Port, having on board 
four Whales. On the 19th past we met with a 
violent Storm of Wind in the Ice, which held 48 
Hours, in which 30 Dutch Vessels, and three 
English ones; viz. the Volunteer, Capt. Alcock; 
the Hurst-Galley, Capt. Guy, jun, and the ––––, 
Capt. Nicholson, were all lost. My Ship is 
almost tore to Pieces, the Captains Alcock and 
Guy, jun. with 130 Men, are on board me, but 
the Captain’s Guy, sen. And Nicholson, ‘tis 
feared are amongst the Distress’d. The above 
English Vessels had on board two and three 
Whales each, which the Dutch found Means to 
save, though they refused to take any Men on 
board, except 83, who had saved themselves 
on some Greenland Yauls, and forced their 
way into one of them, and were afterwards 
taken on board our Ship’ [392]. 

 

Captain Nicholson’s unnamed vessel was the Mary 
and James, whose tonnage – along with those of the 
Volunteer and the Hurst-Galley/Hurst – is not 
known [393].  

In July 1752 Lloyd’s List reported that the somewhat 
ironically named ‘The Merry Jacks, Hill, of 
London, is lost in the Ice at Greenland – She had 
caught Two Fish, the Bone of which is saved’ [394]. 
Other newspaper reports of such losses were also 
usually short and perfunctory, as with that of June 
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1754 for ‘the Mary of London’ (noted above) [395]. 
Such reports, however, usually hid far more 
dramatic and complex stories. The Mary (tonnage 
unknown), for instance, which had cleared 
outwards from Gravesend on the 3rd April 1754 – 
under the command of the Dutch master, Jasper 
Hersenberg – was whaling ‘amongst the Ice on the 
9th May’ and was sunk three days later by ‘a Piece 
of Ice, that they could not see’ [396]. According to 
evidence provided at a House of Commons 
enquiry, the ship filled with water, ‘in Ten Minutes 
time’, leaving the crew ‘scarce time to get their 
Boats clear of the Ship and save their Lives’ before 
being rescued by a London whaler, Young Eagle 
(400/433 tons), ‘in about Half an Hour’ [397]. 

Five weeks later the Elizabeth and Mary (tonnage 
unknown) also met with a similar fate whilst under 
the command of Francis Moore. The master and 
one of his boat steerers, William Scott, also 
provided evidence to the House of Commons to 
the effect that: 

‘... the said Ship sailed from Gravesend, on the 
5th Day of April last [1754], on her Voyage to 
the Greenland Seas ... Some few Days before the 
Loss of the Ship, they were laying hooked to a 
Field of Ice, fishing, where they had taken One 
large Fish, and struck Three more, finding the 
Ice come on violently by the Current, they 
sawed a Dock in the Field, to preserve their 
Ship, and lay there tolerably well that Day; the 
next Day, being the 17th of June last, the Ice 
came on with such Force, that a Point striking 
the Elizabeth and Mary in the Midship, sunk her 
so suddenly, that the Crew had not time even 
to save either their Provisions or Clothes, but 
saved their Lives by getting upon the Ice, and 
were taken up by the Happy Nuptials of London, 
and the Resolution of Newcastle’ [398]. 

 

Nearby, a new Dutch whaler was sunk at the same 
time and the London whaler Argus (tonnage 
unknown), commanded by John Gelston – with the 
blubber of one whale onboard – was hit by the 
Resolution (tonnage unknown), which damaged 
her rigging and ‘exposed her to the loose Ice’, with 
the result that she also sunk ‘a few Hours 
afterwards’, despite valiant attempts by the ship’s 
carpenter and crew to save her [399]. Ironically, 
Captain Moore had been on board the Argus when 
his own vessel had sunk. As a result, he provided 

evidence on the sinking of this vessel as well as his 
own to the House of Commons [400]. 

Similar fates awaited numerous other London 
whalers. The 1760 season was also particularly bad 
with the St. Paul (233 tons), Thomas (200 tons) and 
Lyon (367 tons) – around a tenth of the fleet – all 
lost in the ice [401]. In July 1766 the commander of 
the Pitt (391 tons), Captain Waterhouse, wrote to 
her owner stating that: 

‘On the 5th Day of June, about Six o’clock in the 
Morning, in the Latitude of 76 Degrees 50 
Minutes North, I was caught between two 
Flakes of Ice, and in three Minutes Time was 
crushed to Pieces. We had not Time to save 
any Thing, and with Difficulty preserved our 
Lives. We are now on board the Sarah, thirty- 
three of us, and sixteen of our Men on Board 
the Duke of Bedford’ [402]. 

 

The Pitt appears to have been carrying a crew of 49 
men. When lost, she had blubber and bone on 
board from two whales. After rescuing some of the 
Pitt’s crewmen, the Sarah (189 tons), another 
London vessel, subsequently caught three whales, 
two of which Waterhouse reported were ‘struck by 
my Harpooners’ [403]. 

Perhaps the most unfortunate London Arctic 
whaleship was William Mellish’s King George 
(300/280 tons), lost with all hands on the east coast 
of Greenland in September 1822, whilst under the 
command of Captain J. Proven. Fate dealt the King 
George a very cruel hand on this voyage, as was 
detailed by William Scoresby junior [404]. Scoresby 
remarked that ‘a peculiar fatality seemed to attend 
her in the outset’ [405]. In May that year one of her 
boats and crewmen were adrift for 50 hours in an 
intensely cold and violent storm [406]. When they 
were discovered on the ice, the boat’s men were 
badly frostbitten and even boiled beef taken out to 
them, fresh from the ship’s copper, ‘had frozen so 
hard that they had to cut it in pieces with hatchets’ 
[407]. One man had died on the ice and another 
died shortly after arriving back at the ship. The 
ship’s surgeon amputated 35 frostbitten fingers 
and toes, and had to borrow dressings from the 
Hull whaler Trafalgar (330 tons) [408]. Things then 
improved for a while and the King George had 
caught three whales – which produced around 35 
tons of blubber – by the 17th August, when she fell 
in fishing with the Hercules (248 tons) of Aberdeen 
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[409]. On the 3rd September both vessels were 
moored to an ice floe, but a severe gale drove the 
King George off ‘under bare poles, it blowing too 
hard to set canvas’ [410]. The Hercules finally lost 
sight of her the following day when she was 
proceeding away from the ice ‘with all sails set’ 
[411]. The King George was never to be seen again 
and was presumed lost during a major storm on 
the 5th September [412]. It can only be imagined as 
to how desperate and distressed the relations and 
friends of Captain Proven and his crew must have 
been whilst they waited in vain for possible reports 
on the return of the King George. At what point 
might they have finally given-up any hope for their 
loved ones? 

Not every whaleship loss, however, was down to 
accident. In 1787 the London whaleship, Betsy 
(350/340 tons), commanded by Captain Edward 
Sharp and ‘lost in the Greenland seas’, was 
strongly suspected of ‘having been wilfully 
scuttled and abandoned by her crew’ and a reward 
of £300 was offered for information leading to the 
conviction of the possible offenders [413]. 
Ironically, three vessels amongst the last of 
London’s Greenland fleet – Rookwood (360/300 
tons), Margaret (359/273 tons) and the above 
mentioned Neptune – were all lost in the ice 
between 1829 and 1836 (see also below). A similar 
fate had confronted the London ship Dundee on her 
voyage of 1826, but she managed to survive (see 
below). For many London Greenland whalers the 
icy sea became their final mooring and home. Just 
utilising the albeit very incomplete information in 
Basil Lubbock’s book, The Arctic Whalers, Yvonne 
Leck has extracted brief details of 22 London 
Greenland whaleships lost between 1746 and 1835 
[414]. Other cases of loss sited in this paper indicate 
a greater total number. 

Sometimes, however, disaster struck whaling 
vessels much closer to home. In 1730 a South Sea 
Company whaler, Unicorn, was lost whilst 
returning home empty on the Gunfleet Sands, 
south of Harwich, a graveyard for many ships 
[415]. Even closer to home, Peter Mellish’s 
Greenland whaler Leviathan (305/303 tons) – 
having ‘arrived safe in the river’ – was swept by 
the ebb tide and grounded off the Isle of Dogs, 
while attempting to moor at Deptford, in early 
August 1784 [416]. According to the ship’s cooper, 
John Nicol, the vessel ‘broke her back and filled 
with water’ [417]. The crew were unharmed, but 

Nicol and some other crewmen were ‘kept 
constantly on board for a long time’ to survey ‘the 
loss sustained amongst the casks’ [418]. The 
Leviathan had blubber from four whales on board 
[419]. It is unclear whether any of the casks were 
salvaged as no Customs bounty returns were made 
for the Leviathan that year [420]. Notwithstanding 
the damage caused by her grounding, however, 
the ship must have been repaired as she appears in 
the returns for the years 1785-1792 [421]. A 400 ton 
Greenland vessel belonging to Mellish had also ran 
aground in the same area and was reported as 
having been ‘so materially damaged that it nearly 
amounted to a total loss’ [422]. 

Outward bound London Greenland whalers were 
also as subject to the vagaries, storms and dangers 
of the North Sea and waters around the Scottish 
islands as were other sailing vessels. 1809 was a 
very bad year in this respect with three ships 
failing to even make the whaling grounds. In April 
that year the Experiment (338/300 tons) ‘returned to 
Gravesend dismasted, and in great Distress’ after 
having been mistakenly reported lost in a storm in 
the Orkneys [423]. The same month the Margaret 
(272/272 tons) was reported ‘lost at Stromness’ 
although she also actually managed to return to the 
Thames [424]. In June the Ipswich (311/300 tons) 
was also reported as ‘returned to Gravesend in 
great Distress’, although it is uncertain as to exactly 
when and where she was originally damaged 
[425]. Whilst none of these vessels recorded any 
catches with the Customs that year, they must have 
been repaired as all three returned with good 
catches the following and subsequent seasons 
[426]. 

In March 1812 even worse fates befell two Arctic 
bound whalers, Reliance (237/240 tons) and Effort 
(214/216 tons). Both vessels were reported as ‘lost’ 
after having ‘struck upon’ the Ship Wash Bank, off 
of Harwich, with all of their crewmen saved [427]. 
Pilots towed the Reliance to Aldeborough beach, 
where her hull, mast, spars and timbers were 
auctioned off at the end of April [428]. Although 
the Effort was originally reported as ‘sunk in deep 
water’ she was later ‘got up’ and towed to Harwich 
[429]. From there, William Mellish managed to get 
her to his wharf at Millwall, where her hull and ‘a 
few stores’, were advertised for auction sale in 
June, with a note to the effect that that she ‘will 
make a good collier’ [430]. Exactly why Mellish 
decided to abandon the Effort – which had made 
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productive Greenland voyages since 1806 – as a 
whaler is not known. Presumably, he must have 
had some reason for meeting the cost of getting her 
to London, rather than just selling her at Harwich. 
In the event, perhaps the financial and time 
commitments of repair and refitting work on the 
Effort had simply become just too much of a 
challenge. 

Whilst the loss of any vessel spelt potential disaster 
to owners and crewmen alike, that of whaleships 
in the ice was – as we have seen here – often 
extremely traumatic. That said, however, the 
overall numerical loss of London Arctic vessels has 
to be set against the very high number of voyages 
made. A. G. E. Jones reckoned that for the British 
Arctic trade ‘over a century and a half, total losses 
perhaps came to 1% and partial losses perhaps 
added another ½%’ [431]. In the four years 
between 1814-1817, however, the respective level 
of complete losses were around 1.35 percent for the 
British fleet (eight out of 586 vessels) and 2.60 
percent for the London one (two out of 77 vessels) 
[432]. The data for London vessels across the 
longer period, 1725-1836, suggest that the level of 
loss would probably have been have been 
somewhere around 2.0 percent.  

 

 

 

Of the press gang 
The crews of London whaling ships were not only 
at risk out on the whaling grounds but also back 
home in port. As hardy seamen, whalermen seem 
to have been a special target for naval press-gangs. 
In January 1726 a press-gang took ‘one of the 
Harponiers belonging to the Greenland Ships’, but 
his fellow South Sea Company whaling crewmen 
fought back and ‘wounded the Lieutenant of the 
Gang so dangerously, that ’tis reported he is since 
dead’ [433]. This incident may have related to the 
Company’s complaint to the Admiralty regarding 
‘two foreigners in our Service who were pressed’ 
and subsequently discharged, but which left their 
crews ‘under Uneasiness’ [434]. The Company 
made a similar complaint that five of their own 
mariners ‘were actually taken out of the 
Company’s Ship the Success’ whilst it was ‘ready 
to Sail for the Davis Straights’ [435]. 

An Act of 1740 subsequently protected the captain 
and officers of whalers – including s, linesmen and 
boat-steerers – from impressment [436]. As a result, 
the Admiralty maintained careful records of the 
men issued with protection warrants. The few 
records that have survived offer a rare insight into 
the names of some of these skilled men in 
whaleship crews [437]. 

Such protections, however, did not stop the actions 
of press gangs. In March 1755 there were 
newspaper reports that ‘a terrible Battle was 
fought near the Greenland Dock between a large 
Press-Gang and a number of Persons...all armed’ 
[438]. The ‘Battle’ centred on Lieutenant Uxedale’s 
vessel, HMS Chichester, which had three pressed 
whalemen on board when she was attacked and 
her crew violently assaulted by:  

‘... some hundreds of Men who came out of the 
Greenland Dock, who not only rescued the 
Men the Gang had Procured, but almost killed 
three of the press Gang by Cutts and Bruises in 
their Heads and some Broken Ribbs’ [439]. 

 

The following year, there was a similar struggle 
between a press gang and some crewmen of 
Greenland whalers bound for the Long Room at 
the Custom House: 

‘A terrible fray happen’d near the custom-
house between a numerous press-gang, 
headed by 2 lieutenants, and a possee of 40 
sailors belonging to the Greenlandmen, who 
were going to the long-room to renew their 
protections as the act of parliament directs, in 
order to enter on the coal trade ‘till the next 
return of the fishing-season, which is a wise 
and necessary regulation. The press-gang 
fought desperately, and were opposed 
manfully; one of the lieutenants being so 
terribly wounded that his life is in danger. 
However 3 sailors were carry’d off, who, ‘tis 
thought, will notwithstanding be set at liberty’ 
[440]. 

 

Clearly, men well-hardened by conditions on 
Arctic whalers were undaunted by the prospect of 
doing battle with press gangs. Perhaps the latter 
would have done well to have heeded this and to 
have avoided any confrontation with whaling 
crews. This was not the case, however, as one 
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remarkable incident in late October or early 
November 1776 clearly demonstrated: 

‘Friday a Press-Gang attempted to board a 
Greenland-man a little below Bridge, when the 
Captain took up a harpoon declaring that he 
would put the first Man to Death who would 
come on the Deck; upon this one of the Gang 
boarded the vessel, when the Captain struck 
the Harpoon into his Head, and shattered his 
Skull to Pieces. This unfortunate transaction 
will probably produce a Trial, whereby the 
Legality of press-warrants will be finally 
settled’ [441]. 

 

Although the exact date of the incident was not 
reported it seems likely that it might have related 
to the ‘hot press’ of the 28th October when 399 men 
were pressed on the Thames [442]. Unfortunately, 
it has not yet proved possible to identify either the 
ship or her master. The date and circumstances, 
however, suggest that the ship might have either 
been a late Arctic returnee or one temporarily 
engaged in either the coal trade, or the Baltic 
timber trade – which were the trades which 
Greenland vessels sometimes engaged in between 
their whaling voyages. In any event, the specialist 
whalermen amongst the crew would, in theory at 
least, have had protections against the press.  

Impressment for the skilled members of whaling 
crews finally ceased with the peace of 1815.  

 

 

 
Of warfare 
As well as the impressment of their crewmen, ship 
owners also had to cope with threats from enemy 
ships and privateers in times of war. As a result, 
Greenland whalers from London and other ports 
sometimes carried additional gun crews. When, for 
instance, Sigismund Bacstrom served as surgeon 
on the Rising Sun (300/362 tons) in 1780, which was 
during the American War of Independence, he 
noted that she ‘carried about 90 men, and had 20 
nine-pounders mounted on the main-deck’ [443]. If 
Bacstrom’s words were accurate, the Rising Sun 
would have been very well crewed and armed for 
such an average sized London vessel. In his 
analysis of the 37 Greenland whalers granted crew 

protections in August and September 1798, A. G. E. 
Jones noted that in addition to occasional 
protection from naval convoys: 

‘... nearly all the ships carried guns and 
carronades. A few carried no armament. The 
most common was 6 x 4 pdr. or 4 x 6 pdr. that 
is 24 lb of metal. The ships ranged from the 
Kent and Manchester, with 72 lb., to three ships 
with 60 lb., one with 52 lb., two with 48 lb., 
and two with 36 lb., down to fourteen with 24 
lb. There was no apparent difference between 
ports and owners and masters. It seems to 
have turned to some extent on the size of the 
ship, though the Kent and Manchester were 
among the smaller ships’ [444]. 

 

Of the 37 Greenland vessels detailed by Jones, 18 
were from London, 17 from Hull and two from 
Newcastle [445]. Of the two best armed vessels, the 
Kent (273/274 tons) was from London, whilst the 
Manchester (260 tons) hailed from Hull. William 
Scoresby junior, however, reckoned that the 
Dundee was even better armed with 12 eighteen-
pounders and ‘a crew of betwixt fifty and sixty 
men’ [446]. 

During the French Revolutionary and Napoleonic 
Wars, Greenland whalers usually sailed out of 
their home ports under the protection of smaller 
armed naval vessels, such as frigates and sloops. 
The London fleet would be convoyed outwards 
from the Nore under naval protection, usually 
provided from Sheerness Dockyard, and they 
would have been joined by whaling vessels from 
other ports as they journeyed north. Such 
protection, of course, was limited, as once on the 
fishing grounds whaling ships usually had to look 
to their own devices. As was already standard 
practice in the trade, vessels would try to fish close 
to other whalers and return home in company and 
fleets to maximise protection – especially to their 
crews should there be any mishaps.  

Very occasionally enemy vessels penetrated the 
fishing ground to the concern and detriment of 
British whalers. The summer of 1806 was a 
particularly bad time in this respect, with three 
French frigates especially instructed to harass 
British and Russian whaling vessels. The 50 gun 
frigate La Guerrière captured six vessels including 
two London whalers [447]. The Dingwall (321/300 
tons) had taken five whales when she was 
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captured on the 21st June and burned, and the same 
fate beheld the Brissett (286/281 tons) on the 12th 
July [448]. When La Guerrière was taken by the 36 
gun frigate HMS Blanche north of the Faroe Islands 
on 17th July 1806, the crewmen of the Dingwall and 
Brissett would have been amongst the 140 
prisoners that she had on board [449]. 

Although the French Revolutionary and 
Napoleonic Wars saw London Greenland whalers 
offered protection of sorts by naval vessels this was 
something of a mixed blessing. Returning whalers 
were themselves at risk of naval impressment of 
their crews. In the summer of 1804, for instance, 14 
protected crewmen on the London whaler Ocean 
(317/300 tons) were pressed at the mouth of the 
Humber, and four of those on the Sims (272/272 
tons) were pressed off of Yarmouth [450]. Both 
cases ended with the owners taking legal action for 
damages in the Court of King’s Bench. When the 
Sims arrived at Yarmouth she only had 11 of her 15 
protected men on board, so the impressment of 
four of these left her even more shorthanded. After 
she left Yarmouth ‘a severe storm came up ... by 
which she lost her foretop, main, and mizzen 
masts, and suffered damage to the amount of 170 
l’. The court awarded this amount to the owners 
and £10 to each of the seamen for ‘assault and false 
imprisonment’ [451]. 

 

 

 
Of the name Greenland Dock 
Although the whaling trade had been established 
at the Great Wet Dock in 1725, it seems that it took 
some time before it properly gave name to it. 
Although any accurate date for this is now unlikely 
to be established with any certainty there are some 
intriguing possibilities. A 1743 plan of the Duke of 
Bedford’s Rotherhithe estate, for instance, called 
the dock itself ‘the Great Wet Dock’, but named the 
adjoining large field to the north west of it 
‘Greenland Dock’, which would suggest that the 
name was then already in circulation [452]. John 
Rocque’s plan of 1747 simply called it the ‘Upper 
Wet Dock’ and denoted the adjoining southern dry 
dock as the ‘South Sea Dock’ and the northern one 
as the ‘Greenland Dock’ – both, of course, reflective 
of the wet dock’s whaling history (Figure 6). Stuart 
Rankin has sensibly suggested that Rocque’s use of 

the name South Sea Dock ‘indicates the use of this 
facility by the South Sea Company [453]. Rankin 
thought that Rocque’s map most probably 
provided the first recorded use of the name 
Greenland Dock, albeit for the northern dry dock, 
rather than the wet dock itself. Subsequent 
research has revealed that the northern shipyard 
was certainly known as ‘Greenland Yard’ as early 
as 1729, when the South Sea Company had an 800 
ton ship, Prince William, built there by ‘Mr. Bird’ 
[454]. John Rocque’s plan also depicted ‘Greenland 
Stairs’ to the north of his ‘Greenland Dock’. 

By the mid-1750s – as seen with one of the press 
gang incidents – the name Greenland Dock was 
certainly in more common use, which might well 
have been the result of the increase in the number 
of London whalers from five in 1745, to 22 in 1750, 
and then to 41 in 1755 (see Appendices 1 and 2) 
[455]. Once again, however, there was a certain 
amount of happenchance in the emergence of the 
name. Firstly, the Greenland whaling trade never 
had any exclusive use of the dock and it continued 
to be a fitting-out base for East Indiamen and other 
ships (see below). Secondly, the dock itself 
operated for many years under the threat of 
closure for all those ships, including whalers, 
which used its facilities.  

Figure 6. Detail of the Howland Dock from John 
Rocque’s plan of 1747. What would have been the 
blubber houses are wrongly shown hard against the 
edge of the south quay. Interestingly, Rocque titled 
the northern dry dock ‘Greenland Dock’ and the 
southern one ‘South Sea Dock’ (courtesy and 
copyright of the PLA Collection/Museum of London) 
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The threat to the whaling trade’s use of the dock 
first came in the mid-1740s. By 1744, the dock was 
in poor physical condition and when Sir John Eyles 
– who had remained Sub-Governor of the South 
Sea Company until March 1733 – died in 1745 his 
lease on the dock was returned to the Duke of 
Bedford [456]. Eyles’ lease – which had included 
the whole of the Great Wet Dock and its buildings, 
along with the two adjoining dry docks – had been 
granted at Christmas 1740, for a term of 21 years at 
an annual rent of £565 [457]. Presumably, Sir 
Joseph Eyles, Sir John’s brother, had remained the 
lessee of the dock until his death in 1740. Between 
1745 and 1763, the dock was managed directly for 
the Duke of Bedford [458]. In 1746 the Duke’s 
agents commissioned the prominent architect and 
surveyor Charles Labelye to survey the dock [459]. 
In his report, of April that year, Labelye 
recommended that it be disposed of to the navy 
[460]. This did not happen and, although the Navy 
Board appears to have leased part of the dock, the 
estate made a number of subsequent attempts to 
offload the dock [461]. 

Managing and keeping the dock in good repair 
must have been an ongoing challenge for the Duke 
of Bedford’s managers based down at the dock. By 
1761 the mansion house at the western end of the 
dock was is need of substantial repair. Of more 
fundamental concern was the state of the entrance 
lock. In July 1762 Robert Butcher, the Duke’s main 
agent, wrote to him saying that the wharf on one of 
the sides of the inner gate had given way and the 
outer gates were in a very poor state [462]. Citing 
what he regarded as a bleak prognosis for the 
Greenland trade – ‘which all the adventurers 
concerned are weary of, notwithstanding the 
excessive bounty allow’d at present by 
Government’ – Butcher recommended the sale of 
the dock. Given that his own financially 
demanding part-interests in the whalers Duke of 
Bedford (300/320 tons) and Henrietta (324 tons) had 
only recently been given up, when the vessels had 
been sold, the Duke would have been only all too 
aware of the inherent risks that confronted owners 
in the Greenland fishery [463]. The Duke’s agents 
had been drawn into the dispute between some of 
the ships’ owners and their husband, Thomas 
Hood – whom one of the clerks at the dock called 
‘a rascal’ and accused of false accounting [464]. 

In 1763 the Duke of Bedford finally sold the 
freehold of the dock to the shipbuilders John and 

William Wells, who were related to the dock’s 
original lessee and builder, for £18,000 [465]. 
Butcher and the Duke would have known John and 
William Wells very well, both through their 
family’s activities as shipbuilders and repairers, 
lessees, and the fact that they had also owned 
shares in the Henrietta [466]. Although the Wells 
had paid handsomely for the dock, they must also 
have been prepared to keep options open for its 
future use. In July 1765, for instance, it was 
reported that ‘a design is said to be on Foot to 
purchase Greenland Dock for the Use of the 
Crown’ [467]. This never materialised, although 
the Wells certainly accommodated Navy Board 
mast timbers in the dock in 1764 [468]. Presumably, 
these would have eventually been bound for 
Deptford or Woolwich Naval Yards. 

 

 

 

Of whaling guns 
The area around the Greenland Dock, behind the 
developments along the riverside, was – like so 
much of the land in Rotherhithe, Greenwich and 
the Isle of Dogs – relatively low lying grazing and 
marshland. The wildfowl and other birdlife of the 
area attracted sportsmen for their hunting 
potential. Occasionally, however, the distant 
sounds of flintlock shotguns were dwarfed by 
much louder sounds coming from larger and more 
powerful flintlock guns altogether. These were 
designed for harpooning whales and a number of 
experimental versions were tried out in the 
Greenland Dock. 

The first ever experiment with such guns dated 
back to the earliest days of whaling at the dock. 
Adam Anderson observed that: 

‘At the company’s dock there had at this time 
[1731] been invented a new sort of gun for 
shooting with gunpowder the harpoons into 
the bodies of whales, at a greater distance than 
could be thrown by hand; and the ships were 
accordingly provided with some of them, 
which were used both in this and the next 
year’s fishery, with some success’ [469]. 

 

Anderson, however, stated that the harpoon guns 
were ‘chiefly used in calm weather’ and that ‘the 
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foreign harpooneers’, who would have been the 
Frisians, ‘could not easily be brought to use them, 
as being out of their usual method’ [470]. 
Anderson’s statement is supported by a 
newspaper report of February 1731, which gave 
the harpoon gun as being ‘a new invention of Mr. 
Burds’ [471]. This would have been Elias Bird, the 
local shipbuilder, who was part of a consortium 
that subsequently fitted-out the Greenland whaler, 
Resolution, in 1733 and equipped it with harpoon 
guns [472]. The crew of the Resolution would 
doubtless have practised with these harpoon guns, 
in their whaleboats, on the Howland Dock waters 
before their voyage began. Bird’s whaler had a 
reasonably successful voyage, and ‘out of the three 
whales brought home, two of them were said to be 
killed by that new invented gun’ [473]. The guns 
on the Resolution were said to have been ‘contrived 
by Mr. Harrison and Mr. Dukes’, who, as we have 
already seen, were part of the consortium that 
owned her [474]. In the light of these statements, 
Bird, Harrison and Dukes – or some combination 
of the three – might well have even been the 
original inventors of the earliest known harpoon 
guns. As the Resolution’s crew were said to have 
contained no foreign crewmen, the harpooners 
must have been British men, who were said not to 
be so prejudiced against the use of harpoon guns 
as the ‘Foreigners’, or ‘Dutch’, were thought to 
have been [475]. 

By the time that further documented experiments 
with an improved harpoon gun took place in the 
Greenland Dock, in 1772, William Scoresby junior 
reckoned that their use ‘had been so long laid 
aside, that the present was considered as a new 
invention’ [476]. It is, however, now impossible to 
verify the actual extent of the continued use, or 
otherwise, of harpoon guns on London whalers. 
The Duke of Bedford (300/320 tons) was certainly 
equipped with two harpoon guns and five ‘Gun 
Lances’ when she was put up for sale at the dock 
in 1754 [477]. The later harpoon gun experiment, 
which Scoresby mentioned, was reported as 
having taken place on the 24th January 1772: 

‘An experiment was made last week at the 
Greenland Dock, Deptford, before some 
Gentlemen of the Committee of Arts and 
Sciences, some commanders in the Greenland 
trade, and other gentlemen, merchants &c. by 
firing it at a tub, or butt, in full motion, when it 
was found to answer very well, and it is 

thought will be used in actual business by the 
first ships that go to the Greenland Fishery’ 
[478]. 

 

By the 11th February 1772, ‘six swivel guns and, 24 
harpoons of the new construction’ were supplied 
to the masters of the London whalers, Leviathan 
(402/423 tons) and the Rising Sun (300/362 tons) 
[479]. These harpoons appear to have been based 
on the model produced by the Essex blacksmith, 
Abraham Staghold, and presented to the Society 
for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufacture and 
Commerce in 1771 [480]. Staghold’s harpoon had a 
slotted shaft along which a ring attached to the line 
could run freely – unlike earlier versions on which 
lines were attached midway to a fixed ring – which 
made for more accurate shooting. The prize 
awarded to Staghold encouraged other immediate 
applicants and experiments – one of which took 
place, in February 1772, ‘opposite the Orchard 
House, near Blackwall’, where a swivel gun fired 
harpoons some 40 yards ‘at an artificial fore-part of 
a whale, constructed with hoops, canvas, &c.’ 
[481]. 

The Society for the Encouragement of Arts, 
Manufacture and Commerce offered further prizes 
for both gun harpoons (the fired projectiles) and 
harpoon guns (which fired them), as well as for 
seamen who made successful use of them, over the 
coming years. For each whale shot with a harpoon 
gun, the Society for the Encouragement of Arts, 
Manufacture and Commerce awarded a premium 
of three guineas to the harpooner. London 
harpooners won some of the premiums. In 1789, 
for instance, harpooners on the London Greenland 
whalers, Queen Charlotte (440/451 tons), Britannia 
(350/393 tons) and the Blenheim (300/331 tons), 
were awarded premiums covering the seasons 
1785-1788 [482]. Captain John Wheatley, of the 
Britannia, stated that during the seasons 1785-1787, 
his harpooners had ‘killed fourteen large whales, 
and in all of which the guns have been the principal 
instruments of their destruction’ [483]. Wheatley 
remarked that ‘our two guns are made by Staghold 
of Stratford’ [484]. In 1790, George Leslie, a 
harpooner on the Britannia, won two premiums for 
striking two whales in the 1789 season, and 
harpooners on the Butterworth (350/391 tons) shot 
five [485]. In 1791 harpooners on the London 
whalers, Betsey (280/281 tons), Alderney (260/270 
tons), Mellish (350/347 tons), Neptune (300/339 tons) 
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and Queen Charlotte (440/451 tons) were all 
awarded premiums for whales shot in 1790 [486]. 

Charles Moore, a gunmaker of East Smithfield, was 
also awarded a prize of 10 guineas for ‘his 
improved Gun for Throwing Harpoons’ – which 
incorporated a hinged cover to protect the flintlock 
mechanism against rain and spray – invented in 
1790 (Figure 7) [487]. Moore’s gun was endorsed 
by the owner and master of the Lyon/Lion (158/158 
tons) and the masters of the Butterworth and 
Leviathan [488]. Whaling captains and harpooners 
from other ports, including Hull and Ipswich, also 
won prizes for killing whales with harpoon guns. 
Whilst harpoon guns could hit whales up to 
around 100 feet away, most were taken at much 
closer distances. The final major improvement in 
early harpoon guns had to await the late 1830s, 
when William Greener introduced his covered 
percussion lock harpoon gun, which was even 
more weatherproof [489]. 

 

 

 
Of a great curiosity 
Whilst the early whaling trade of the Greenland 
Dock was focused on the Arctic – with ships 
returning to London with casks of chopped-up 
blubber for boiling – a curious incident early in 
1762 resulted in the enforced visit of an actual 
whale. This event brought the dock enormous 
publicity and provided a portent of a very different 
whaling trade to come to London. 

Sometime at end of January, or very beginning of 
February, 1762, a large sperm whale was killed in 
the lower Thames, ‘on the Shoals of Hythe’ in the 
Hope Channel, downriver of Tilbury and 
Gravesend [490]. A long way from its more usual 
habitats, the whale was clearly in trouble and in the 
wrong place at the wrong time. It was spotted by 
fishermen who, after having first thought it a 
floating mast, saw it spouting water and realised 
that it was a whale. They then drove it ashore with 
their boats and proceeded to lance the poor 
frightened creature, with the result that ‘after 
having digged a hole a foot deep, a great torrent of 
blood issued forth’ [491]. Within the hour the 
whale was dead, ‘after which they fastened a rope 
to his body and on the turn of the tide towed him 
up to Greenland Dock’ [492]. The fishermen would 

have been fully aware of the dock’s role in the 
whaling trade and must have reckoned that they 
could turn the carcass to a ready profit.  

There is no record of the impact of the arrival of the 
fishermen towing the sperm whale. Presumably, it 
must have been something of a surprise to the men 
working at the dock and ships’ crews. Even if 
watermen, in their much faster wherries, had 
carried advance warning of the whale coming 
upriver, the fact that it was a large sperm whale – 
a species usually found in distant waters – would 
have excited immediate attention. Presumably this 
excitement was reflected in a decision to publicly 
exhibit the whale, rather than to immediately 
flense it and boil the blubber down for oil. Exactly 
where the whale was displayed at the dock is not 
known, although a contemporary observer 
remarked ‘that it now lies ashore facing the 
Greenland Dock’ [493]. As news of the whale 
spread, throughout the metropolis and beyond, it 
had the desired effect and as one correspondent 
reported the following on Tuesday the 9th 
February: 

‘Sunday an innumerable Concourse of People 
repair’d to Greenland Dock to see the Whale 
lately brought there. The Road was lined with 
Coaches, Chariots, Post-Chaises, Horsemen 
and Footmen, from Morning till Evening, like 
a Fair: It is computed that there were no less 
than 50,000 Persons of both Sexes continually 
passing and repassing: Their Journey, 
however, prov’d unsavoury at the End, for the 
Whale stunk abominably’ [494]. 

Figure 7. Engraving of Charles Moore’s ‘improved 
Gun for Throwing Harpoons’, introduced in 1790, 
showing the protective cover to the flintlock 
mechanism. Cruder harpoon guns had been first 
used on London Arctic whalers back in 1731 
(courtesy and copyright of the PLA 
Collection/Museum of London) 
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Whilst the claim for 50,000 visitors might seem to 
be a gross exaggeration – given that London then 
had a population of around 750,000 – it was 
similarly picked up elsewhere [495]. Other sources 
stated that it drew ‘innumerable crowds’ and was 
‘daily visited by several thousands of people’ [496]. 
This bizarre example of early ‘whale watching 
tourism’ must have generated a good income for 
watermen, who would have brought many of the 
visitors along, the dock operators and local 
tradesmen. On the busiest of days an element of 
hectic confusion must have reigned. One very 
inquisitive and foolhardy visitor got far more than 
he could possibly have wished for, as one reporter 
commented that: 

‘One day last week, a man standing on the 
body of the whale at Greenland-dock and 
looking into the large incision to drain off the 
blood, fell into the whale’s belly head foremost 
and only his heels appeared. He was soon 
taken out, otherwise he must have been 
suffocated; however, it afforded a good deal of 
diversion to the spectators’ [497]. 

 

Hopefully, this unexpected, claustrophobic and 
frightening ‘Jonah moment’ might have enabled 
this unfortunate man to have dined out for free on 
his incredible story for a very long time to come. 

Visitors to see the whale would, no doubt, have 
been very encouraged by the coverage in 
contemporary newspapers and journals. 
Supposedly in response to requests from a 
correspondent – one ‘P. W.’, who had seen the 
whale on the 5th February – the London Magazine 
published a copperplate engraving of the whale 
and provided details of its vital measurements: 

‘To oblige our correspondent we have 
procured the annexed draught of this whale, 
with its dimensions. They took out of its head 
eight puncheons of spermaceti, which lay 
between the eye and the blowhole, in different 
cells of the brain: Its extreme length 54 feet; 
breadth, 14 ditto; lower jaw, 10 ditto; length of 
penis, 8 ditto; length of the tail, 15 ditto’ [498]. 

 

The engraving could not have been cheap to 
commission and would only have been done in 
expectation of additional sales, even though it was 
not actually published until the beginning of 

March, by which time the poor whale was no more 
(Figure 8) [499]. It was very accurate for the species 
and reflected the way in which stranded whales 
were often pictured in earlier Dutch engravings. 
The Greenland Dock whale was set in an Arctic 
whaling scene, which was again reflective of Dutch 
style engravings. Surprising as this setting may 
seem, however, adult male sperm whales were 
sometimes found as far north as Greenland and 
Spitzbergen – the destination for London ships 
hunting northern right whales.  

The recorded dimensions of the whale – 54 feet in 
length – indicate that it was a mature adult, which 
usually grow to between 50-60 feet. The whale 
would have weighed around 45 tons. The London 
Magazine’s correspondent, ‘P. W.’, had very 
mistakenly believed the whale to be ‘not above 
one-third’ the usual size – which suggested that it 
was destined to grow to over 160 feet in length! 
Perhaps our ‘P. W.’ had been spun something of a 
fantastical yarn by a whalerman at the dock, who 
created his own prequel of a Moby Dick for the 
entertainment of ill-informed and gullible visitors. 
At the time, many of London’s 18 Greenland 
whalers would have been fitting-out in the dock. 
Visitors would, no doubt, have been in 
wonderment of everything about the whale. One 
commentator noted that ‘the particulars of its 
mouth and Teeth are beyond Description, the 
Teeth of its under Jaw being received into Sockets 
in the Upper’ [500]. 

Figure 8. Engraving of the ‘Greenland Dock Whale’, 
1762, imaginatively shown on the ice in a fanciful 
Arctic scene, rather than in Rotherhithe where it 
sadly ended its days as a tourist attraction (courtesy 
and copyright of the PLA Collection/Museum of 
London) 
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Despite the fact that the whale was brought to the 
dock in winter, it was – as already noted – 
inevitably subject to decay. When ‘P. W.’ urged the 
London Magazine to undertake the engraving he 
stated that ‘if this is immediately set about, it may 
be done with ease, as the fish is now, in a manner, 
whole and very little disfigured’ [501]. This state of 
affairs, however, was not to last – although 
advancing decay appears not to have dissuaded 
visitors, with one commentator noting that 
‘innumerable crowds flocked to see so great a 
curiosity, even after the stench issuing from so 
great a mass of putrefaction had infected the air to 
a considerable distance’ [502]. The Reverend 
Samuel Ward noted much the same, saying that 
‘the whale stunk so extremely, as to be offensive at 
an hundred yards distance’ [503]. 

The potential value of the whale, in terms of its 
spermaceti and oil, had a number of competing 
possible owners. A report in the London Chronicle 
noted that: 

‘There are several claimants for the whale 
taken in the River below Gravesend: the Crew 
of the guard-ship who shot it; the fishermen 
who brought it up to the Greenland-Dock, and 
it is supposed the Chief Magistrate of the City 
[the Lord Mayor] has a right to it’ [504]. 

 

The statement that the whale was initially shot by 
the crew of a naval guard ship, before it was finally 
killed by the fishermen, was confirmed by another 
contemporary source. This stated that the whale 
had first of all been shot and wounded in the head 
by ‘some Officers of the Princess Royal at the Nore’ 
[505]. There is no further information as to whether 
the unfortunate creature had been used for cannon 
practice or shot at with small arms.  

All three claimants for the whale, however, were 
trumped by a higher authority in the form of the 
King. Whales, porpoises and sturgeon were all 
legally defined as ‘Royal Fish’ and belonged to the 
reigning monarch as a royal prerogative. As a 
result, no less a person than the Marshall of the 
High Court of Admiralty ‘interferred and arrested’ 
the poor dead Greenland Dock whale [506]. This 
intervention was both speedy and final, as by the 
9th February it was reported that ‘the blubber and 
spermaceti of the whale brought up to the 
Greenland Dock, Deptford, will be sold by the 
High Court of Admiralty’ [507]. The auction sale 

took place at Lloyd’s Coffee House on the 17th 
February and raised £122 [508]. The Greenland 
Dock whale was one of seven whales driven ashore 
by storms at the beginning of 1762. One reporter 
noted that disputes over the ownership of these 
whales ‘have been a great injury to the finders’ and 
that ‘the poor fisherman’ who brought the one to 
the Greenland Dock ‘has been at 30l. expence’ 
[509]. The fisherman’s financial losses in terms of 
time and oil, of course, were the rich King’s gain. 
Presumably, the fisherman’s reported £30 loss 
would have mostly related to that of earnings 
associated with the time spent on towing the whale 
the 25 miles up to the dock and negotiating its 
display and processing there. It would appear that 
the fisherman – who was presumably the master of 
the fishing boat crew who captured the whale – 
earned nothing, or very little, from the display of 
the whale.  

The spectacle of the Greenland Dock whale, 
however, greatly stirred the public imagination. 
Despite its increasingly foul smell it drew in 
enormous crowds. Many of those who visited the 
dock would, doubtless, have been amongst the 
thousands of curious Londoners who had then 
only recently flocked to Cock Lane, Smithfield, in 
the hope of witnessing the famous ‘ghost’ of 
‘Scratching Fanny’ [510]. The Greenland Dock 
whale would doubtless also have whetted its 
visitors’ appetites for a trip to Benjamin 
Rackstrow’s Exhibition Room, at 197 Fleet Street, 
where the skeletal remains of another beached 
Thames sperm whale was displayed and through 
which they could even walk [511]. The Greenland 
Dock whale, despite its brief presence there, really 
had been one of the ‘shows of London’ [512]. The 
subsequent fate of its skeletal remains is not 
known. 

 

 

 
Of oil and blubber 
When the South Sea Company first hired the Great 
Wet Dock, one priority was the building of oil 
boiling coppers. These had been completed in early 
August 1725, with one correspondent having 
noted that:  

‘A considerable Number of Coppers being set 
up by the South Sea Company near Deptford, 
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they began yesterday to boil the Whale 
Blubber taken by our Greenland Ships to 
convert it into Oil, which is at all times a very 
useful Comodity’ [513]. 

 

The original boiling coppers appear to have been 
built at the eastern end of the south side of the 
dock, as a building is recorded there on a plan 
dated 1743 [514]. This long and narrow building is 
depicted as being set back from the quayside in the 
same position as the boiling house shown on the 
more detailed 1763 plan of the dock (Figure 9). 
John Rocque’s 1747 plan is clearly incorrect in 
showing this structure as being built right up to the 
quayside (Figure 6).  

There is little information on these early coppers, 
although the site of one of them was the subject of 
a remarkably important excavation at Rainbow 
Quay, undertaken by Alistair Douglas for Thames 
Valley Archaeological Services and Pre-Construct 
Archaeology, in the summer of 1996 (Figure 10) 
[515]. The excavation revealed the substantial 

circular brick base to what would have been a very 
large copper, which Douglas concluded ‘must 
post-date 1740, and cartographic evidence 
suggests that they pre-date 1774’. Thus, the 
excavated remains did not date back to the earliest 
whale oil processing installations of the mid-1720s. 
The excavated brick structure – which measured 
approximately 16 feet 5 inches (5 meters) across, 
with a smaller furnace at the centre and the base of 
a chimney – was revealed to have been constructed 
on a quayside surface raised by approximately 0.30 
meters sometime ‘after 1740’. It is possible that the 
raised quay was part of the works associated with 
the ‘great repair’ done in 1751 [516]. 

Interestingly, the excavation revealed that two of 
the original quayside windbreak trees had been cut 
down to accommodate the foundations of the oil 
copper building. From all of this, it seems clear that 
the excavation must have related to either a 
replacement copper on old foundations, or to one 
that was built adjacent to earlier ones.  

Just conceivably, the site of the excavated oil 
copper might have been the scene of a horrific 
accident which was reported in September 1766: 

‘Yesterday Capt. Park, of the Hope 
Greenlandman, fell into a Copper of boiling 
Blubber, at the Greenland Dock, Deptford; he 
was taken out alive, but expired In great 
Agony a few Minutes after’ [517]. 

 

The Hope (212 tons) had only arrived at Gravesend 
less than a month earlier [518]. The Customs 
reported her as having returned with 42.5 tons of 
blubber from two whales and 574 seals [519]. The 
Hope herself was subsequently ‘lost in the Ice, after 
having caught 15 fish’ in 1768 [520]. 

Captain Park’s unfortunate presence at the boiling 
copper would have related to the practice of the 
ships’ crews themselves having been responsible 
for boiling the oil – a practice which continued as 
long as this was carried on in the dock (see below). 
Further confirmation for this comes from the fact 
that, at the Greenland Dock in 1788, it was 
recorded that ‘pieces of offal of the whales were 
gathered up by the seamen, and sold as 
perquisites’ [521]. The ‘offal’ would have been the 

Figure 9. Manuscript plan of the Greenland Dock, 
1763. The blubber boiling coppers occupied the long 
narrow building closest to the south quay. The 
building behind was a rigging store and warehouse, 
with storage cellars beneath for oil casks. Just 
beyond the dock boundary to the south was the 
even longer ropewalk (courtesy and copyright of the 
PLA Collection/Museum of London. Author’s 
photograph) 
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fenks, or leftover residue of the boiled blubber. 
This certainly had a use as a manure, and there is 
some circumstantial evidence that in 1756 it might 
well have actually entered the human food chain 
as a result of it supposedly having been used as a 
‘cheap Method of fattening’ pigs by some local 
‘Hog Feeders’ [522]. 

 

 

 
Of smells 
The distinctive smells associated with the 
Greenland Dock even featured in Herman 
Melville’s classic American whaling novel, Moby 
Dick, first published in 1851. Melville invoked 
something of the dock’s history to revoke what he 
called the ‘odious stigma’ that ‘all whales always 
smell bad’: 

‘I opine, that it is plainly traceable to the first 
arrival of the Greenland whaling ships in 
London, more than two centuries ago. Because 
those whalemen did not then, and do not now, 
try out their oil at sea as the Southern ships 
have always done; but cutting up the fresh 
blubber in small bits, thrust it through the 
bung holes of large casks, and carry it home in 
that manner; the shortness of the season in 
those Icy Seas, and the sudden and violent 
storms to which they are exposed, forbidding 
any other course. The consequence is, that 
upon breaking into the hold, and unloading 
one of these whale cemeteries, in the 
Greenland dock, a savor is given forth 
somewhat similar to that arising from 
excavating an old city graveyard, for the 
foundations of a Lying-in Hospital’ [523]. 

 

Figure 10. Plan of the excavated large mid-18th century blubber and oil boiling copper building and adjoining features 
at Rainbow Quay, on the south eastern side of Greenland Dock, 1996 (courtesy and copyright of Thames Valley 
Archaeological Services and Pre-Construct Archaeology) 
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Melville – who fairly accurately dated the early 
history of the London whaling trade, but wrongly 
suggested that Arctic vessels were still being 
discharged in the Greenland Dock – almost 
certainly took a prompt from William Scoresby 
junior. Scoresby admitted that whilst ‘the smell of 
oil, during its extraction, is undoubtedly 
disagreeable’ the ‘prevailing opinion ... that a 
whale-ship must always give out the same 
unpleasant smell is quite erroneous’ [524]. Indeed, 
Scoresby noted that the blubber never ‘becomes 
disagreeable until it is brought into a warm climate 
and becomes putrid’, with the result that a 
Greenland whaler was no less pleasant than other 
merchantmen ‘until after her cargo is opened on 
her arrival in port’ [525]. 

Some 60 years before Melville, Thomas Pennant 
had again alluded to the smell of the Greenland 
Dock when he said that it was ‘a profitable nusance 
[sic], very properly removed a distance from the 
capital’ [526]. Another contemporary observer 
noted that whilst ‘the oil extracted here is 
considerable’, providing a great benefit to 
‘mankind’, ‘the process of its operation is 
particularly offensive, for it is impossible to say 
one word on the deliciousness of its fragrancy’ 
[527]. Discharging, opening and boiling casks of 
blubber reinforced the otherness of the Greenland 
Dock. 

Some observers tackled the issue of smell even 
more directly. In 1807, Dr Edward Bancroft – who 
was researching the possible health impact of 
putrefying matter on humans – obtained 
information from William Ritchie, who had just 
sold the dock ‘to Sir Charles Price and his 
associates’ (see below) [528]. Ritchie, who had 
lived in the area for over 50 years, admitted that 
‘the blubber is often in a very offensive state, 
emitting a highly putrid smell’. Bancroft also spoke 
to a veteran Greenland whaling skipper, employed 
in the trade for 22 years, who informed him ‘that 
the Greenland ships, on their return home, often 
smell very offensive to strangers’ [529]. Neither 
Ritchie, nor the un-named whaling captain, 
however, believed the smell of the blubber to be 
dangerous to health. Indeed, Bancroft concluded 
his piece by stating: 

‘That the stench from the blubber is 
universally admitted to be greatest when it is 
boiling: and that these effluvia, so far from 
being at all unhealthy, are, on the contrary, 

reckoned so wholesome that it is very common 
for sick persons to come to the copper, as soon 
as they rise from their bed, and to hold their 
heads over the, steam, as close as they can’ 
[530]. 

 

Thankfully, for whales and humans alike, this 
apparent Georgian cure-all is no longer available, 
although similar – if somewhat pleasanter – 
remedies were available to later generations of 
Londoners, who firmly believed in the medically 
restorative and head-clearing qualities of the 
smells of both sulphurous gasworks and roads that 
were being surfaced with boiling tar.  

 

 

 
Of how the dock worked 
As with other ships, whalers could only have been 
locked in and out of the Greenland Dock at high 
tide. Ships would have been manoeuvred into the 
dock with the use of both their own capstans and 
those at the dock entrance, assisted by men in boats 
towing them in by way of bow lines. Entering and 
leaving the dock, however, was not always an easy 
task. Giving evidence to the 1796 Parliamentary 
enquiry on port improvement, the engineer, 
Joseph Hodgkinson, gave the example of a 
Greenland whaler, Young Eagle (400/433 tons), that 
‘had been there waiting Three Days to get out, but 
could not, the Wind being against her, although 
there was Plenty of Water’ [531]. Even when 
conditions were favourable for her exit, ‘she took, 
with all the Strength that could be applied to her, 
Fifteen Minutes getting into the River’ [532]. As the 
Young Eagle left, an un-named South Sea whaler 
‘was conveyed into the Dock as expeditiously as 
possible’, but this manoeuvre took 25 minutes 
[533].  

Once at their berths on the south side of the dock, 
the Greenland ships would have unloaded their 
cargoes of casks, baleen and jawbones. Whilst 
casks and baleen were stowed in the hold, the latter 
was also sometimes stowed on the deck and 
jawbones were usually lashed to the masts, so that 
the oil in the bone cells could be drained out into 
large open topped containers [534]. Oil from 
jawbones, as well as whale tails and fins (flippers 
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and not baleen in this case), were said to have been 
‘a private emolument for the captain’ [535]. The 
casks, baleen and jawbones would have been 
hoisted out and ashore by using the ships’ own 
gear – utilising various combinations of capstans, 
yards, derricks and tackles – as quayside cranes 
were not in use at the dock during the 18th century. 
The most challenging of the cargoes to get ashore 
would have been jawbones, especially the larger 
ones such as that brought back by the Elizabeth and 
Mary in 1751, which was ‘reckoned the largest ever 
seen in England; it is about twenty Feet in Length, 
and weighs near twenty-six Hundred [1 ton 6 
cwts]’ [536]. The Elizabeth and Mary, commanded 
by Captain Adamson, was reported as arriving at 
Gravesend on 23 July 1751 [537]. It must have been 
a very successful voyage as it was also reported 
that she ‘has on board four Whales and a large 
Quantity of Blubber’ [538] The work of landing 
such cargoes would almost certainly have been 
done by the ships’ own crews. There is no evidence 
that discharging Greenland whalers was ever 
formerly claimed by, allocated to, or handled by 
either of the port’s well regulated groups of 
Tacklehouse and Ticket Porters [539]. 

As storage at the dock was fairly rudimentary, it 
seems most likely that ships would not have been 
discharged until it was their particular turn ‘to 
boil’ their Arctic harvests. Then, the casks – each of 
30 or so gallon capacity and containing around 2 
cwts of blubber – would have been hoisted out of 
the hold onto the cobbled quayside before being 
raised to the top of the coppers in the quayside 
boiling houses. The latter was most probably done 
by means of wooden wall cranes, powered by hand 
winches inside the buildings. Nothing is known for 
certain of the actual appearance of the early boiling 
houses. The very long one and the shorter one 
there in 1803, however, appear to have been 
simple, open-sided, structures built of timber, with 
closely placed vertical stanchions (Figure 11). The 
roofs are likely to have been of clay pantiles [540]. 

Sadly, there is no detailed written record of the 
coppers housed in these buildings. In 1799, 
however, Thomas Strickland, the manager of the 
Greenland Dock, stated that there were then ‘Five 
Coppers and Boiling Houses for manufacturing 
the Whale Blubber’ [541]. The coppers are most 
likely to have reached that extent in response to the 
boom years of the mid-1780s: there were 100 
London Greenland whalers in 1786 and 105 in 

1787, although 29 of the vessels in each fleet caught 
no whales (see above). Even so, around 4,000 tons 
of blubber would have been boiled in each of those 
two years. This would have put great pressure on 
both berthing and boiling facilities, especially as 
Greenland whalers generally returned to port over 
a relatively narrow time span. Indeed, Strickland 
suggested that the greatest number of vessels that 
he had had in ‘the Dock at One Time’ was 97 Sail 
of Ships, from 100 Tons to 1,500 Tons’ [542]. Given 
that this number clearly included smaller vessels 
than whalers, as well as the largest East Indiamen, 
there must have been numerous times when 
Greenland whalers would have had to wait at 
nearby river mooring tiers before accessing the 
dock. The main moorings for Greenland vessels 
waiting to dock appear to have been those close to 
the ‘Red House’, or the Deptford Victualling Yard, 
a little to the south of the dock [543]. As well as the 
boiling facilities on the south quay of the dock, 
Strickland also recorded what would have been the 
other directly related whaling trade elements at the 
dock as ‘Cellars, about 600 Feet long’ and ‘two 
large Cooperages for making and repairing of 
Casks’ [544]. 

Once up at the level of the top of the boiling 
coppers, the blubber and liquid material would 
been let out of the bung holes of the casks into 
wooden cisterns known as ‘starting backs’, before 
being run into the coppers for boiling [545]. 
Nothing is definitely known of the capacity of the 
earliest coppers used at the Greenland Dock. 
Almost a century later, however, William Scoresby 
junior – who was familiar with whaling processing 
plants in London and elsewhere – stated that 
coppers could be ‘3 to 6, or even 10 or more tons 

Figure 11. Plan of Greenland Dock, 1803, showing 
the very long and smaller sheds, on the south quay, 
that housed the five blubber boiling coppers that 
then operated there (courtesy and copyright of the 
PLA Collection/Museum of London) 
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capacity’ [546]. The 1996 excavation at Rainbow 
Quay, however, was clearly for a massive boiler. 
Given the high number of whalers using the dock 
in the late 18th century, the largest boilers would 
have been necessary to minimise delays to ships 
waiting their turn ‘to boil’. Boiling the blubber and 
extracting the oil was time consuming work. 
Scoresby recorded that coppers were ‘usually 
boiled twice in every twenty-four hours, Sundays 
excepted’ [547]. Boiling and stirring the blubber 
and oil with long blade-ended poles – which 
would last anywhere from one to three hours – 
cooling, bailing-out the oil to cooling backs or 
tanks, removing the residual fenks and waste 
material, and cleaning the boilers with sand and 
water between each boiling, was constant, round-
the-clock, work [548]. 

All of the processes relating to boiling the oil 
always appear to have been undertaken by 
members of the ships’ crews, led by the 
harpooners. Even before the South Sea Company 
engaged in the whaling trade, Henry Elking – 
using his knowledge of the Dutch and European 
whale fisheries – noted that: 

‘...the Cookery of Train-Oil is done by the 
Harponeers, who know how to Boil it to the 
most Advantage; it being to their Interest to do 
it well, because they are paid for the whole 
Voyage, Proportionably to the Quantity of 
clear Train-Oil which they produce’ [549]. 

 

It is pretty certain that the South Sea Company 
adopted this system in its entirety [550]. The same 
practice applied to the blubber boiled down from 
the ships managed by Thomas Hood [551]. One of 
the earliest surviving printed London 18th century 
whaling ballads actually ends with the line: ‘Take 
time Harpenears when you’re boiling of Oyl’ [552]. 
When Dr Edward Bancroft interviewed a long-
time master of a Greenland ship, at the Greenland 
Dock in 1807, ‘he said that he had been employed 
in the whale fishery for the last 22 years, excepting 
one year, and had been used to boil down the 
blubber for 16 or 18 years of that time’ [553]. 
Bancroft’s discussion with the dock’s late owner, 
William Ritchie, also confirmed that it was ‘the 
crews of the Greenland ships, who perform the 
whole boiling’ [554]. This system remained in place 
for as long as the coppers were in operation at the 
Greenland Dock. The same practice of whaling 

crews boiling the oil also applied at Blackwall 
where coppers were built sometime in the 1790s 
(see below). Some of the men who would have 
directed this skilled, messy and greasy work can be 
found in A. G. E. Jones’s very useful list of 
harpooners on London and other Greenland 
whalers for 1798 [555]. 

The process of boiling the blubber produced oil at 
a ratio of around 4:3 (i.e. 40 tons of blubber would 
have produced around 30 tons of oil) [556]. Once 
cargoes of blubber had been boiled at the 
Greenland Dock, the City Gauger was sent for to 
come and measure the casked oil [557]. His gauge 
and special cask mark – double scribed onto the 
heads of the casks – was considered to be ‘an 
authentic arbiter’ by those members of crews paid 
bonuses on the quantity of oil and by ship owners, 
merchants, buyers and sellers [558]. Once limited 
duties on British whale oil and fins were 
reintroduced, from 1797, the Customs took a direct 
interest in these products at the dock. The 
Customs, however, not only fully trusted the City 
Gauger, but sometimes also employed him to 
undertake their work on oils in addition to his own 
[559]. Lightermen would only have removed casks 
from the dock after they had been marked by the 
City Gauger [560]. 

Sometime around 1755 one of the numerous 
complaints made by 13 businesses in the 
Greenland trade, to the Duke of Bedford, was the 
high charge of 2/6 per ton made for them to boil 
their oil in the coppers at the Greenland Dock [561]. 
The letter of complaint also made it clear that the 
casks of refined oil were stored in the dock’s 
warehouses and cellars. As the complainants 
found that the warehouses and wharves were 
often full, they said that they were forced to lighter 
the casks out of the dock to other riverside 
warehouses. This they said resulted in additional 
wharfage charges. They also complained about the 
charge of 5/- for opening the dock gates for their 
lighters. Other complaints included being charged 
‘One guinea p [per] Ship for leave to Heat a little 
Water in the Coppers to season our Casks’. They 
were charged the same amount to lay their ‘Boats 
on Shore, on Waste Ground’, which they believed 
other ships using the dock were not [562]. 

Owners and merchants in the Greenland trade 
rented space in the warehouses and cellars and 
separately insured the contents that belonged to 
them. In 1777, for instance, William Mellish 
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insured ‘utensils and stock in trade’ at the 
Greenland Dock with the Sun Fire Office for £4,000 
[563]. The Mellish family had owned London 
Greenland whalers since at least 1745, when they 
sent out the Suffolk (320 tons) [564]. Between 1775 
and 1786 the Mellishes sometimes employed up to 
four Greenland vessels [565]. 

It would appear that the baleen, or whalebone, was 
given some initial preparation at the dock. This 
would have been the ‘cleaning Fins’ mentioned in 
1733 [566]. This probably related to the process that 
was later called ‘gumming’. Once cleaned, the 
whalebone was bound into bundles each weighing 
approximately 10 cwts. The bundles of whalebone 
would have been lightered upriver for discharge at 
riverside quays and eventual onward delivery to 
whalebone workers around the City and suburbs 
(see the paper by Beatrice Behlen in these 
Proceedings) [567].  

After they had given-up their oil, whale jawbones 
also had a residual value, mostly as ornamental 
gateposts and frames for garden buildings. The 
1996 archaeological excavation at Rainbow Quay 
revealed eight substantial sawn lengths of whale 
jawbone, as well as other bone fragments from 
whales [568]. The jawbone lengths comprised five 
from Greenland Right whales and three from other 
species of baleen whales. It is possible that these 
remnants may have related to the preparation of 
jawbones for architectural and other utilitarian 
uses [569]. Baleen whale mandible sections have 
also been recorded as parts of timber barge bed 
revetments further upriver, on the other side of the 
Rotherhithe Peninsula, off of Thames Tunnel 
Wharf [570]. Interestingly, other sections of bone 
from the heads of Greenland whales sometimes 
also ended up in the Greenland Dock. In 1954 a 
very large fragment of bone was discovered during 
the demolition of the blitzed Canadian Produce 
Warehouse – which had been built as a granary in 
1884-1885 on the south side of the dock, on what 
had been the site of earlier oil copper sheds [571]. 
The site lay towards what would have originally 
been the western end of the quay. The fragment 
measured approximately 4 feet 8 inches in height 
by 2 feet 10 inches in width [572]. It was identified 
by an expert from the ‘British Museum (Natural 
History) as being part of the skull of a Greenland 
Right Whale, Balaena mysticetus, and is part of the 
massive frontal bone in front of the brain box’ 
[573]. It is now unclear as to why this fragment was 

brought home, but the likelihood is that it was 
either intended as an architectural/scientific 
curiosity, or that it contained recoverable oil like 
the jawbones [574]. Proud of the dock’s association 
with the Greenland whaling trade, the Port of 
London Authority displayed the bone in a purpose 
designed showcase in the new No. 8 Transit Shed 
[575]. 

 

 

 
Of a new direction 
The Greenland Dock ceased to be the only location 
for handling London’s Arctic whalers sometime 
around 1790. A Customs’ regulation issued in May 
1789, designed for the tighter control of Sufferance 
Wharves, included ‘those at Greenland Dock and 
Blackwall, for the landing of cargoes of ships from the 
Greenland or Southern whale fisheries’ in the 
approved listings [576]. Sufferance Wharves were 
strictly approved and controlled by the Customs 
for handling less valuable and bulkier dutiable 
cargoes than those handled at the City’s Legal 
Quays, located between London Bridge and the 
Tower. Exactly what the Blackwall facility might 
then have been, however, is unclear. As the date is 
too early to have applied to the Brunswick Dock, 
which was still in the process of completion, it 
must have related to the wharf belonging to James 
Mather (1738-1796) [577]. Mather had first leased 
the site, which stretched from the Thames back to 
Bow Creek, in 1784 [578]. In 1785 he paid £12 
annual rent to John Corson for a house and £36 for 
wharf, yard and land [579]. By the following year, 
a ‘Long Warehouse’, with a yearly rental of £16, 
had been added to Mather’s leased property [580]. 
It is possible that Mather might have originally 
been prompted to develop his oil wharf in 
response to pressure on facilities at the Greenland 
Dock during the peak years of the mid-1780s (see 
above) and the growth in the South Sea fleet. 
Blubber boiling facilities, however, were a while in 
coming. 

James Mather was a merchant and ship owner 
whose interests were very wide ranging, spanning 
the transportation of government stores and 
prisoners, whaling and slaving [581]. According to 
Simon Ville, Mather was the second largest 
London shipowner in the period 1786-1789, with 
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12 vessels in operation, with a combined tonnage 
of 3,264 [582]. The 1789 Lloyd’s Register of Shipping 
recorded eight ships belonging to Mather, 
comprising: three transports (including the 300 ton 
barque, Prince of Wales, which was one of the six 
convict carriers in the First Fleet to Botany Bay in 
1788); three Baltic traders; one South Sea whaler 
(Benjamin of 148 tons); and one Greenland whaler 
(Mentor of 200/240 tons). Whalers played a very 
significant part in Mather’s maritime world. 
Mather had owned the Greenland whaler Reading 
(350/328 tons) back in 1768 [583]. Between 1784 and 
his death in 1796 Mather is known to have 
operated at least 12 South Sea Whalers [584]. 
Mather also owned three Greenland whalers in 
this period (see below). Some whaling vessels in 
both groups, however, were only owned for 
relatively short periods. After Mather’s death the 
business was carried on by his three sons [585]. 
Between 1796 and 1814 the younger Mathers are 
known to have operated six South Sea vessels that 
had belonged to their father and 14 that were 
acquired subsequently [586]. According to one list, 
the Mathers owned five South Sea whalers in 1802, 
although the actual number may have been seven 
[587]. 

Mather’s Blackwall boiling facilities appear to have 
been the earliest to have been developed away 
from the Greenland Dock and would, effectively, 
have broken the monopoly position that it enjoyed 
by virtue of the oil coppers and support facilities 
available there. The first specific mention of a 
‘boiling house’, however, is not until 1792 when 
Mather’s total annual Blackwall rental was given 
as £76 [588]. The following year this was described 
as the ‘new boiling ho’ [589]. Subsequent to the 
opening of the adjoining Brunswick Dock in 1790, 
Mather leased part of the east quay for £5 a year 
and entered into a working arrangement with its 
owner, John Perry, which allowed casks of blubber 
and oil to be taken from the dock across a 
dedicated path to his premises at a toll of a shilling 
a ton on blubber landed [590]. Mather’s lease on 
the eastern quay ran from 1792, which coincides 
with the first mention of a boiling copper. A second 
boiling house had been added by 1795 [591]. The 
Mathers’ facilities at Blackwall must have been 
extensive, as in 1800 they are recorded as paying 
an annual rent of £74 – this time to John Perry – for 
a ‘Ho. [House] Yard, Ways, Slips, Sail loft 

Warehouses Cooperage. 2 Boiling houses and 2a. 
[acres] Land’ [592]. 

The evidence clearly suggests that Mather built 
and operated his boiling facilities not just for his 
own vessels, but for any owner that might have 
wanted to hire them. If the first blubber boiling 
copper had, say, actually been built sometime in 
1791 it would have been at a time when Mather 
only owned one Greenland ship, Mentor, and that 
was soon to be given up – as two others, the 
Telemachus (330/330 tons) and Ulysses (280/254 
tons), had also been by 1789. It would have been in 
the Mathers’ Blackwall oil coppers that William 
Scoresby senior boiled at least one of his record 
catches from the London Greenland whaler, 
Dundee [593]. This must have been for the 1800 
voyage as William Scoresby junior was on board. 
He recalled that on this occasion ‘My Father, 
during the most active part of the operations of 
boiling, was in the habit of sleeping on board the 
ship’, which was fortunate in that he rescued a 
seaman who fell into a boiling oil copper [594]. 
The Dundee had taken 3 whales and 65 tons of 
blubber [595]. 

The East India Dock Company Act of 1803 made 
provision for the purchase of the Mathers’ leases 
on their Blackwall premises, which were described 
as comprising ‘Two Boiling Houses, with the 
Sheds, Plots of Ground and Appurtenancies 
thereunto belonging’ [596]. In 1804 the East India 
Dock Company purchased the Mathers’ leases for 
£12,000 and part of the property eventually became 
the entrance basin for the new East India Dock 
(opened 1806), which dramatically enlarged the 
Brunswick Dock [597]. The actual fate of the 
Mathers’ boiling coppers is unclear, although they 
appear to have been in use up until at least 1808 
[598]. The Mathers had long given up their own 
Greenland whalers by that date – the Edward 
(280/289 tons) was owned in 1798-1801, whilst the 
William & Ann (376/376 tons) was only operated in 
1802 [599]. Oil products, however, were still being 
handled at ‘Mr Mathers Wharf, Orchard Place’ in 
1814 [600]. By the time that the Mathers’ lease was 
sold to the East India Dock Company in 1804, 
William Mellish was operating an oil wharf, with 
whale blubber boiling facilities, in northern 
Millwall (see below). 

The Greenland Dock, along with Brunswick Dock, 
was also allowed to handle South Sea whalers 
under the legislation of 1789 [601]. Despite this, 
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however, there seems to have been a perception, by 
both the Customs and ships’ captains, that earlier 
restrictions relating to the conditions under which 
South Sea whalers could use the Greenland Dock 
still applied. In 1799 Thomas Strickland, the 
manager of the dock, stated that: 

‘We frequently have had South Sea fishermen 
deliver their cargoes, whilst laying in the 
Greenland Dock; but am informed by the 
captains and owners of those ships, that they 
are obliged to make oath that the ships are 
leaky, and in danger of sinking, before they 
suffer them to come into the Greenland Dock 
to unload’ [602]. 

 

Strickland believed that the 1789 legislation ‘seems 
never to have been followed up, but dropped’, 
with the result that ‘when the shipping is sound 
she lays in the stream, and when leaky is allowed 
to come into the dock’ [603]. Interestingly, 
however, there is a reference to the southern 
whaler Columbus (160 tons) – ‘from the Brazils ... 
with twelve Fish, and quite a full ship’ – having 
arrived at the Greenland Dock in July 1778 [604]. 
South Sea whalers, of course, had no actual need 
for the dock’s oil coppers, as they rendered their 
blubber down to oil in their own tryworks whilst 
out at sea.  

Other commercial bulk cargo trades had also 
began to be handled at the Greenland Dock, which 
had been dewatered for four months in 1792, to 
widen and lengthen the basin, and to deepen and 
clean the dock [605]. One contemporary report 
suggested that these improvements were made in 
the light of the newly completed Brunswick Dock 
at Blackwall [606]. Both docks were later used by 
the government, with four troops of the Royal 
Horse Guards embarking from the Greenland 
Dock for Ostend in June 1793 [607]. In 1799, 
Thomas Strickland stated that, as well as landing 
and warehousing Greenland and ‘Southern oils’, it 
also had a Sufferance ‘for grains of different 
descriptions’ [608]. Facilities for the latter included 
‘Lofts for housing of Grain, from 1,000 to 1,200 Feet 
in Length’ [609]. These seem to have been pretty 
full at times [610]. Strickland stated that the dock 
had handled ‘254 sail’ over the three years between 
24 December 1795-26 December 1798, but that the 
number had been more than double that before the 
war with France [611]. In his evidence, Strickland 

was at pains to demonstrate the way in which the 
Greenland Dock might have been suitable for 
accommodating more valuable trading cargoes 
[612]. In support of this he provided a detailed 
listing of the names and tonnages of the 254 
vessels, and carefully marked those light ships that 
were engaged in the West India trade [613]. At the 
end of his list he claimed that: ‘71 Sail were actually 
West India Ships’; ‘35 Sail had been formerly West 
India Ships’; and 78 were ‘East India, and others 
principally large Ships, from 880 to 1,200 and 1,400 
Tons’. In his evidence, however, Strickland 
reckoned that only around 40 of these vessels were 
in the West India trade at the time of their entry to 
the dock and that 12 or 13 were regular customers.  

Unfortunately, Strickland did not specify what 
number of the named 254 vessels were Greenland 
whalers. A detailed analysis of the names and 
tonnages, however, suggests that the number of 
registered Greenland and Davis Strait vessels 
accounted for 51 of his entries/repeat entries [614]. 
At a very basic level of analysis, this number 
would have represented 20 percent of the total of 
all vessels entries at the dock across the three years. 
Some idea of the extent to which London whalers 
used the dock can be made by comparing the 
names of the vessels identified in the 51 entries 
taken from Strickland to the bounty listings for 
1796 and 1797 (that for 1798 is missing). The latter 
give 28 named vessels across the two years, of 
which 19 (67.9 percent) appear in Strickland’s list. 
Of these, Astrea (244/244 tons), Ipswich (311/300 
tons), Kent (265/226 tons), Mellish, Morse (250 tons), 
Neptune, Oak Hall (320/257 tons), Vigilant (338/338 
tons) and Young Eagle (400/433 tons) were all repeat 
visitors. Strickland’s evidence suggests that by the 
end of the 1790s the Brunswick Dock and the 
Mathers’ adjoining boiling facility, at Blackwall, 
might well have been drawing off around 30-35 
percent of the trade from the Greenland Dock. This 
would have reflected the fact that Blackwall had 
two oil coppers as against the five at the Greenland 
Dock. 

Thomas Strickland – who appears at a number of 
key points in this paper – would have been very 
knowledgeable about all aspects of work at the 
Greenland Dock having apparently spent most of 
his working life there until 1803 when – aged 54 – 
he decided to move to Suffolk with his large and 
growing family [615]. Strickland’s day-to-day 
familiarity with the whaling trade clearly 
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encouraged him to taken an even greater interest 
in it as he appeared in Lloyd’s Register of Shipping as 
the listed owner of two Greenland vessels, Mary (of 
280/241? tons, in 1789-1790) and Oak Hall (320/257 
tons, between 1796 and 1798) [616]. The Mary, a 
French-built brig, which appears to have been new 
to the trade and almost 40 years old, however, did 
not appear in the London Custom’s bounty 
returns. It is possible that Strickland might 
possibly have owned her in 1787 as Lloyd’s List 
recorded her arriving at Gravesend, under the 
command of Captain Carpenter, with three whales 
[617]. Carpenter was also listed as her master in the 
1789 and 1790 Lloyd’s Registers when Strickland 
was given as her owner. Annoyingly, however, the 
bounty returns for 1787 did not record any of the 
four London Arctic whalers named Mary having 
taken three whales [618]. An added confusion is 
that the same Mary that had been reported arriving 
at Gravesend with her three whales had previously 
been reported ‘lost at Greenland’ [619]. In the light 
of such incomplete and conflicting evidence – 
which is not uncommon for the Arctic whaling 
trade – the Mary must remain something of a 
mystery. Oak Hall, on the other hand, returned 
with 150 tons of blubber in 1796 and 100 tons the 
following year [620]. Both voyages had been to the 
Davis Straits [621]. Whilst the bounty returns for 
1798 are missing, the 1796 and 1797 catches of Oak 
Hall would have provided good profits for 
Strickland. 

It is clear from the evidence to the 1799 
parliamentary enquiry that Strickland and the 
dock’s owners had also been considering the 
expansion of facilities there as part of the 
movement for port improvement. Strickland 
reckoned that an improved Greenland Dock might 
have been able to accommodate ‘upwards of 300 
sail of ships’ and that the ‘marshes surrounding the 
dock’ were ‘large enough to hold the whole navy 
and shipping of Great Britain, if excavated for that 
purpose’ [622]. Despite Strickland’s impressive 
statistics relating to West India and East India 
ships using the dock, however, these vessels would 
all have been light ships, as Customs’ regulations 
strictly prevented their trading cargoes from being 
handled there. Furthermore, the future of the West 
India trade was very close to being realised 
through legislation for the West India Docks, soon 
to be built across the top of the Isle of Dogs, whilst 
the East India Company and the related shipping 

interest showed no enthusiasm to try and get their 
valuable cargoes handled at the Greenland Dock. 
The partnership of John Perry, John Wells and 
William Wells opposed the London Port Bill in 
February 1799 – on the basis of it being ‘ruinous’ to 
shipping at their two large docks at Blackwall and 
Rotherhithe – and subsequently advertised their 
Greenland Dock property for sale in December 
1800, stating that it was ‘capable of great 
improvement’, but it failed to shift [623]. The war 
with France, however, brought some unexpected 
bonuses by way of enemy vessels and prizes 
directed to be held in the dock, such as the Danish 
ships that had been ‘shut up’ there in 1801 [624]. 

Further improvements to the dock only really 
began after February 1806, when Perry & Wells 
sold it to the timber merchant, William Ritchie 
[625]. Ritchie was a major timber importer and 
merchant, trading as Messrs. Ritchie & Son, with 
wharves at Deptford Creek and Queen Wharf, 
Rotherhithe [626]. It may well have been William 
Ritchie’s local knowledge and familiarity with the 
timber trade which motivated him to purchase the 
dock. Ritchie, however, clearly had some earlier 
association with the Greenland Dock, as masts 
were advertised as ‘lying in Greenland Dock, 
under the care of Mr. Ritchie’ in November 1805 
[627]. This may simply have meant that Ritchie had 
some of his timber stored there, or it might even 
suggest that he was possibly managing the dock on 
behalf of Perry & Wells. At the time Ritchie & Co. 
were also recorded as the owner of two sizeable 
London South Sea whalers, Harmony (376 tons) and 
Neptune (332 tons) [628]. Both vessels would 
probably have used the dock. Subsequent adverts 
indicate that a wide range of timbers – including 
logs, deal planks, masts and spars, lath wood and 
staves, imported from British North America and 
Norway – were stored at ‘Messrs. Ritchie and 
Son’s, Greenland Dock’ [629]. Perry & Wells’s 
business included that of providing moorings for 
most sorts of traders – from small cutters to large 
East Indiamen – and prizes put up for auction sale 
in the City [630]. The latter included the provision 
of moorings for 11 Prussian prizes detained on the 
river and moved into the ‘Greenland Dock, which 
has been hired for that purpose by Government’ 
[631]. The Ritchies continued with this trade which 
appears to have been substantial [632]. Amongst 
the many vessels sold from there in 1806 were the 
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Greenland whalers Unicorn (300/300 tons) and 
Fonthill (313/300 tons) [633]. 

In April 1807 Ritchie issued the following very 
informative advertisement: 

‘GREENLAND DOCK, ROTHERHITHE. 

THE Proprietor takes the Liberty to acquaint 
Ship Owners, Captains of Ships, and others, 
that he has greatly enlarged and improved the 
Dock, and that the terms for laying up ships 
therein are the same as have been charged for 
the last twenty years, as follows: 

For all Vessels under 100 Tons, 5s. per 
Week.  
150 Tons, 6s. 3d. per Week. 300 Tons, 10s. 
per Week. 
200 Tons, 7s. 6d. per Week. 350 Tons, 
11s.3d. per Week. 
250 Tons, 8s. 9d. per Week. 400 Tons, 12s. 
6s. per Week. 
Larger Ships in the same proportion. – 
Charge for letting in the Ship 10s.; letting 
out ditto, 10s.; and 5s. each way for the use 
of the Buoy. 

 

Also to Let, on the South side of the Dock, a 
large and commodious Range of new built 
Warehouses, with good Cellars, well adapted 
for housing corn, Irish Provisions, or other 
goods. Ships of 14 feet draught of water may 
deliver, or load their cargoes, from these 
Warehouses, always afloat. To be let, separate 
or together, on moderate terms’ [634]. 

 

Although Ritchie’s advert drew attention to the 
fact that ‘he has greatly enlarged and improved the 
Dock’ the only element of this that it specifically 
mentioned was the ‘Range of new built 
Warehouses’ on the south side of the dock. This 
was actually the large brick built granary 
warehouse that Ritchie had built at the eastern end 
of the south quay, close to the lock entrance [635]. 
This building covered the site of the boiling copper 
excavated in 1996 [636] It had also incorporated 
part of the cellar and warehouse building to the 
rear. As well as this major new warehouse, Ritchie 
was also responsible for building a subsidiary 
linked basin (1¾ acres) at the dock’s western end, 
on the site of Greenland Dock House and its once 

splendid garden, and another linked one to the 
north (3¾ acres) [637]. Work on the smaller of the 
two new docks must have begun soon after 
Ritchie’s acquisition of the Greenland Dock as by 
early September 1806 it was described as the ‘Mast 
Pond’ in advertisements for the sale of captured 
prize Prussian vessels at the mooring tiers there 
[638]. To date it has not proved possible to discover 
who may have designed the two new docks and 
the warehouse.  

Ritchie’s advertisement only really related to the 
laying-up of ships and the granary and provisions 
warehousing businesses. Both would have been 
good income earners. We have already noted the 
fact that many vessels were moored there whilst 
awaiting sale. Even more vessels, of course, would 
have used the dock as regular traders laying-up 
between voyages, as in Strickland’s day. Although 
Greenland whalers were still clearly using the 
dock, it is interesting that the above quoted 
advertisement made no reference to the oil trade 
and related rates. Indeed, even the charges for 
grain and provisions were not given beyond the 
bland statement that the warehouses were let ‘on 
moderate terms’.  

In late September 1807 the Ritchies advertised the 
sale of ‘all the broken stowage of two ships from 
America’ and ‘also the remaining stock of the 
present Proprietor of Greenland Dock, to clear the 
premises for the Commercial Dock Company’, 
which consisted of a vast quantity of timber and 
firewood, along with a delivery cart [639].  

In October 1807 William Ritchie – who was 
described as a merchant of Greenwich – formally 
conveyed the docks to a group of businessmen led 
by Sir Charles Price [640]. Price’s consortium had 
already been meeting as subscribers to the 
Commercial Dock Company, and had actually 
agreed to purchase Ritchie’s property for £35,000 
at their first formal meeting held on the 18th 
February 1807 [641]. Price was elected Chairman of 
the new company, which included 12 other 
directors [642]. Price was a leading merchant, 
banker and politician [643]. He was also London’s 
leading oilman who effectively controlled the 
market. A number of his co-directors also had 
interests in the oil trade. Charles Enderby was a 
driving force in the famous family concern, which 
was then the second largest business engaged in 
the South Sea whaling trade (for more on Price and 
Enderby see the paper by Charles Payton in these 
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Proceedings) [644]. George Grote was a leading 
banker, whose family had been active in the 
Greenland fishery, in the merchant house of 
Kruger & Grote, back in the mid-18th century [645]. 
Although William Ritchie did not become a 
director of the Dock Company he must have 
remained something of a key player as he acted on 
its behalf in at least one matter relating to the 
Greenland trade and was instructed to retain the 
‘officers and Labourers employed in and around 
the Dock’ [646]. Ritchie served as one of the Dock 
Company’s three auditors from 1807-1810 and was 
subsequently listed as a subscriber in the Dock 
Company’s parliamentary enabling Act of 1810 
[647]. Ritchie, however, remains something of an 
enigmatic character. The exact reasons as to why 
he purchased the dock and how he funded his 
improvements to it remain unanswered questions. 
Some sources even suggest that he was possibly 
the invisible actor behind the creation of the 
Commercial Dock Company, with Sir Charles 
Price as something of a figurehead [648]. Given the 
current state of knowledge this is impossible to 
determine and it seems unlikely. After the sale of 
the dock, Ritchie continued to operate his two 
timber wharves [649]. 

Once in control of the property, the Commercial 
Dock Company set about planning further 
improvements to the Greenland Dock, mainly for 
reception of the softwood timber and grain trades. 
As part of this, they investigated the costs of 
temporarily ‘boiling Oil and warehousing the 
same at Mr Halls Dock’ [650]. Presumably this 
referred to John Hall’s Grand Surrey Canal 
Company’s dock that had opened in 1807. There is, 
however, no further record of the building of such 
an off-site boiling copper in the Commercial Dock 
Company minutes and it may never have 
materialised. As part of their immediate works, the 
Dock Company carried out various surveys, 
purchased three new warehouse cranes and 
finished work on raising part of the quay begun by 
William Ritchie [651]. In October-November 1807 
the dock provided moorings for a very large 
number of Danish prizes, including whaling 
vessels [652]. These latter were subsequently put 
up for auction. Their cargoes were auctioned off 
separately. They included some thousands of tons 
of ‘Greenland whale oil’, as well as whalebone, 
casks of foots and tails, as well as seal, fox and bear 
skins [653]. The oil was usually advertised as to be 

seen on the quayside. It is unclear, however, as to 
whether the casks contained blubber or oil. The 
Danish whalers would have come to the dock with 
blubber and not boiled oil. If the blubber had not 
already been boiled at the Greenland Dock, it 
seems very likely that purchasers would then have 
had it boiled at the dock for convenience sake.  

The dock was temporarily closed across the latter 
part of 1808 and first half of 1809 for the building 
of a new lock entrance and dredging the centre of 
the dock [654]. The Commercial Dock was formally 
opened by the Lord Mayor on Friday the 30th June 
1809 [655]. Captain Beeby Eilbeck was appointed 
as the Commercial Dock Company’s first 
Superintendent in early November 1809 [656]. 
Eilbeck had previously been Captain of Warehouse 
No. 3 at the West India Docks [657]. The Dock 
Company effectively rebranded the Greenland 
Dock as ‘the Commercial Dock’, although locals – 
as well as brokers advertising ships for sale there – 
often continued to use the old name.  

 

 

 

Of the later oil trade 
Although the whaling trade no longer had pride of 
place in the cargoes handled at the Commercial 
Dock, it was still of some importance. In May 1809 
the following rates were agreed for the Greenland 
trade using the dock:  

‘Rate of Charge 

The Ships to pay as light Ships provided 
they are not employed in any other Trade. 
All Craft with stores coming in or going out 
of Dock not chargeable. 
s20/ pr Ton Boiling – on the neat Oil. 
3d pr Ton pr Week for the Oil laying in Casks 
while in the Importers hands. 
6d pr Ton pr week when in Cisterns. 
14 days allow’d to lay before the oil 
becomes Chargeable with rent – if in Casks. 
If the Oil is started from the Tanks to the 
Cisterns to become chargeable 
immediately. 
The Boats, Casks &c free of Charge while 
laying open’ [658]. 
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Tanks and cisterns would have been provided for 
the storage of boiled oil until ‘a convenient time for 
selling’ [659]. 

Although the London Greenland whaling trade 
was then well into its long but slow decline it still 
had between 14 and 19 or 20 Arctic whalers in the 
years from 1810-1818, making it second only to 
Hull [660]. Indeed, a new oil copper had been 
installed at the dock shortly before it reopened in 
1809 [661]. In May 1812, the very appropriately 
named ‘Mr Shears the Copper smith’ was ‘ordered 
to secure the Rivets of the new boiling Copper’ – 
which was most probably the 1809 one – and a 
separate contract was made for ‘the opening of the 
brick work under the Copper so as to render the 
same more secure’ [662]. Shortly afterwards, 
instructions were made to lay a new shallow drain 
‘from the Boilers’ to ‘meet the drain which runs 
from Warehouse No 3 to the River, so as Convey 
the foul water from the Coppers into the River’ 
[663]. The response of neighbours and river users 
to this unpleasant little bit of engineering has left 
no record. At the same time, instructions were 
given to caulk and repair ‘the present Oil Coolers’, 
so as to put them in a ‘state fit for use’ [664]. Early 
in 1813, plans were drawn up for another new 
boiling copper, with associated timber shed, backs 
and equipment ‘to be erected on the west side of 
the last new Copper’ [665]. Tenders for these were 
accepted in April 1813 and instructions were given 
in June to deepen 100 feet of the adjacent dock 
water to a depth of 18 feet – presumably to 
accommodate the largest fully laden 
Greenlandmen and the large vessels often moored 
nearby whilst they were being sold [666]. Work on 
the new copper and shed were completed by 
September 1813 [667]. The new boiler had replaced 
an earlier copper, which was eventually sold as 
scrap [668]. The dock’s two new and one old 
blubber coppers would have had less overall 
capacity than the five that were recorded there in 
the late 1790s, and this would have reflected the 
lower number of the Greenland vessels using the 
dock. 

When William Daniell published his aquatint 
aerial view of the Commercial Docks in June 1813, 
the lengthy caption listed ‘Timber, Wood, Hemp, 
Corn, Iron, Tar, &c. &c.’ as the docks’ main cargoes, 
although it added that ‘Greenland Oil Ships’ were 
accommodated in the main dock where their 
cargoes were ‘expeditiously boiled and 

warehoused by the Dock Company in most 
excellent Cellars properly adapted for the 
prevention of Waste or Leakage’ [669]. Daniell’s 
view clearly shows the three storey granary 
warehouse built by William Ritchie, which had 
replaced the westernmost oil boiling facility. To the 
east of that building, Daniell shows another large 
granary warehouse. This building must have been 
constructed after the sale of the Greenland Dock to 
the Commercial Dock Company, and would also 
have replaced boiling houses, which would help 
explain the provision of new coppers and 
associated structures in the period 1809-1813. 
Three open sided, detached, boiling houses can 
just be seen in Daniell’s aquatint. They also appear 
on a contemporary plan (Figure 12), which clearly 
indicates that each contained one copper boiler, 
with the same general orientation as the previously 
demolished one excavated in 1996 (Figure 10). 

Although the number of whalers handled at the 
Commercial Docks appears to have peaked in 
1810, the Dock Company continued to improve 
facilities for their handling in other ways and to 
explore new possibilities. In June 1815 instructions 
were given ‘to place one of the Wharf Cranes’ at 
the most recently built boiling house [670]. In April 
1818 ‘Mr. Schneider’ approached the dock 
company to say that if they ‘had Tanks on their 
premises for receiving Oil he might give them the 

Figure 12. Detail from a plan of the Commercial 
Docks, made around 1813-1815. This shows the 
two large recently-built granary warehouses on the 
south quay, the three boiling houses to their west, 
and the two smaller linked docks built by William 
Ritchie. The boiling house nearest the granary 
warehouses was the oldest one, whilst that 
immediately to its west was built in 1809 and the 
other in 1813 (courtesy and copyright of the PLA 
Collection/Museum of London) 
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preference of storing some considerable quantities’ 
that he expected to receive [671]. The Company 
subsequently had a plan drawn-up, and costed, to 
build six massive iron tanks – ‘of different sizes, 
and to hold together about 288 Tuns’ – in which to 
store boiled Greenland oil [672]. The cost of the 
works, however, was estimated at £1,500, but the 
estimated user return on the facility was only seen 
as covering interest payments rather than the 
capital investment itself [673]. Another catalyst for 
the unsuccessful proposal seems to have been the 
fact that William Mellish had a tank at his own oil 
wharf, which – together with similar or proposed 
provision elsewhere – was seen as leading to the 
possible ‘loss of Docking and boiling the 
homeward Ships, and thus become of serious 
importance to the interest of the Company’ [674]. 
Mellish’s oil operations focused on his wharf at 
north Millwall, across the river, which was in 
operation from around 1802 [675]. Mellish appears 
to have initially moved his boiling operations from 
the Greenland Dock to Mather’s Wharf, Blackwall, 
before setting-up at Millwall [676]. William 
Scoresby junior noted the advanced nature of 
Mellish’s oil facilities, which he described as ‘the 
best adapted of any I have yet seen’, but 
misleadingly stated that these were at ‘Shadwell 
Dock’ – which is where the Mellishes ran their 
wholesale butchery and other shipping operations 
from [677]. A later advert for the sale of equipment 
at Mellish’s Millwall Wharf make it clear that this 
must have the premises visited by Scoresby, as it 
included: 

‘... two large coppers capable of boiling ten 
tuns of oil each, furnace and iron-work, large 
starting and cooling backs, two large lead 
cisterns, each holds 50 tuns [and] iron tank ...’ 
[678]. 

 

Scoresby’s comments offer confirmation of the size 
of Mellish’s coppers in that he saw a double-
bottomed ‘starting-back, which is about ten tons 
capacity’, designed to filtered the fenks from the oil 
before boiling – with the former being separately 
‘boiled in another copper placed equally 
convenient’ [679]. Although there is no specific 
evidence, it is seems probable that Mellish’s boiling 
facilities were only used for the family’s vessels. 
Despite the presence of the facilities at Millwall 
wharf, however, some of Mellish’s ships certainly 

continued to use the Commercial Docks – most 
probably for fitting-out and laying-up (see below).  

Another competitor for handling Arctic whalers, 
however, was also to be found much closer to 
home. The small East Country Dock, which lay 
immediately south of the Commercial Docks, had 
been improved and re-opened in March 1811, and 
although intended for the Baltic trade it soon came 
to handle whalers [680]. When 15-year old Thomas 
Reed Stavers joined the northern whaler, Majestic 
(393/300 tons), in 1815, she was fitting-out at the 
East Country Dock [681]. Once on board, Stavers: 

‘... saw about 20 men stropping double luff 
Tackle Blocks, one was put into my hands and 
my best efforts were put forward to 
accomplish it. After a great deal of work, I 
finished it and shipped in the good Ship 
Majestic, Captain Lawson, bound to Davis 
Straits, black Whaling’. 

 

As part of its facilities for handling Greenland 
whalers, the East Country Dock also installed 
coppers for boiling oil. In 1819, for instance, it 
charged 30 shillings for ‘the ‘Use of the Coppers for 
boiling of Blubber, the tun of 252 gallons’ [682]. All 
of the East Country Dock charges for whale oil and 
whalebone were then exactly the same as at the 
Commercial Docks [683]. The exact location of the 
East Country Dock coppers is uncertain but they 
would appear to have been on its north side. 

By 1818 the number of laden oil vessels actually 
recorded as using the Commercial Docks was 
eight, down from a high of 12 in 1810 (see 
Appendix 5) [684]. Even in its wartime peak year 
of 1810 – when London had 14 Greenland whalers 
– ‘oil’ vessels represented just over 10 percent of 
the total number of 118 ships that entered the 
Commercial Docks carrying cargoes [685]. 
Between 1811 and 1821 the number of oil vessels 
listed as using the dock varied between 10 (1811 
and 1813, when the London Greenland fleet 
numbered 17 and 19 vessels respectively) and just 
three (1821, when the London Greenland fleet 
numbered 14 vessels) [686]. The Dock Company’s 
statistics, however, appear to have possibly 
included laden South Sea whaleships under their 
returns for oil ships and their overall accuracy is 
uncertain [687]. Whatever their precise accuracy, 
the figures further demonstrate the extent to which 
the oil boiling facilities provided by William 
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Mellish and the East Country Dock had impacted 
on the trade of the Commercial Docks. According 
to Nathaniel Gould ‘about 1000 tons [of blubber] 
was boiled in the Docks annually’ up until around 
1820, but after that the trade ‘which had been 
gradually declining, sank rapidly’ [688]. The 
general reduction in the number of oil ships 
inevitably created spare capacity. In 1819, for 
instance, when only 3 oil ships were recorded as 
being entered, the dock warehouses and cellars 
had spare storage capacity for 340 tuns of oil [689]. 
As the old 18th century oil warehouse and cellars 
had been demolished to make way for the new 
granary warehouses, alternative premises had to 
be found to store the boiled oil. The records of the 
Commercial Dock Company show that casks of oil 
were stowed on the floors and in the cellars of the 
earliest granary building (No.3 Warehouse) and on 
the ground floor of the later one (No.2 Warehouse) 
[690]. In November 1814 instructions had also been 
given to provide ‘proper cellar room for Oil and 
other goods’ in the two warehouses on the western 
side of the small dock (Dock No.2) at the western 
end of the Greenland Dock [691]. 

It is not possible to determine exactly how many, 
or for exactly what purposes, whalers actually 
used the Commercial Docks in later years. Some 
only went there for fitting-out, but did not boil or 
store their oil there. In October 1820, for instance, it 
was resolved that the Dock Committee should 
compile: 

‘... a list of ships which have, during the last 
three years, fitted in the Docks for the North & 
South Sea fisheries, but have not brought the 
Oil into the Docks, together with their 
Tonnage, their Owners names, and the sums 
which have been charged to such ships 
respectively’ [692]. 

 

With regards South Sea whalers, the Dock 
Company was then already considering waiving 
the 4 pence per ton rate for their outward loading, 
provided that ‘they bring their Oil to the Dock’ 
[693]. Two months later the Dock Company had to 
contend with the fact that one Southern whaler, 
Spring (149 tons) – which had intended to use their 
facilities – diverted to the neighbouring East 
Country Dock, where the weekly rent on oil was 
only 4 pence per tun, compared to their 6 pence per 
tun [694]. 

In the light of this and petitions from ‘Mr. Jarvis, a 
constant customer’, the Dock Company reduced 
the rent and other charges for oil cargoes [695]. 
Accommodating whalers, however, must have 
sometimes seemed a mixed blessing. In September 
1820, one of Mellish’s Greenland ships, the 
Margaret (365/273 tons), ‘coming in light, ran 
against the Jutty and displaced some of the coping’ 
[696]. The Margaret must have previously boiled 
the oil from her catch of six whales over at Millwall 
[697]. Although Captain King had agreed to pay 
for damaged quay coping, he subsequently 
declined to do so, and Mellish had still not settled 
the bill in December 1821 [698]. In April 1821 the 
Dock Company was having problems with some 
Greenland owners who were tardy over the 
removal of blubber fenks after boiling [699]. In 
June 1821 the Dock Company Secretary, R. H. 
Marten, wrote to John Wilkinson: 

‘... to request your attention to the Finks from 
your last boiling of Oil As they begin to be 
very offensive and must be removed from the 
premises ... the business already presses and 
the hot weather will render the removal still 
more necessary’ [700]. 

 

As Wilkinson’s ship Vigilant (330/338 tons) only 
began boiling-out in mid-August, the finks must 
have been left over from his whaleship Experiment 
(338/300 tons) [701]. Wilkinson, however, was 
already in serious financial difficulties. According 
to his clerks ‘he became embarrassed’ at Christmas 
1820, ‘kept house to avoid his creditors’, and then 
hid from them and sheriff’s officers in March 1821 
[702]. Wilkinson accrued debts of over £86 to the 
Commercial Dock Company between August and 
October 1821 [703]. Unfortunately, Wilkinson – 
having already fortuitously avoided bankruptcy 
proceedings – was subsequently declared 
bankrupt on the 9th November 1821, events having 
finally been precipitated by action taken by his 
ship repairers against debts ‘amounting to about 
200l’ [704]. A number of people, including ‘Captain 
Proven of the Ship Vigilant’, submitted claims to 
the Commercial Dock Company for the value of oil 
that they said were due to them [705]. With a catch 
of 14 whales and 179 tons of oil, the Vigilant was 
the best fished of London’s 1821 fleet of 14 strong 
Greenland whalers [706]. Other crewmen, as well 
as Proven, would also have been owed their ‘oil 
money’. 
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Between 1810 and 1821 some Greenland whaling 
ships had continued to use moorings at the 
Commercial Dock while they were advertised for 
sale. In October 1810 the Industry (288/289 tons) 
was advertised for auction at Lloyd’s Coffee House 
[707]. In September 1813 the Britannia (314/300 
tons) was advertised for private sale, and the 
following month the Dauntless (229/229 tons) was 
advertised for auction at Lloyd’s Coffee House 
[708]. Presumably all three vessels had delivered 
their cargoes and boiled-out in the main dock. 
They were all to remain in the London Arctic trade 
– at least for the immediate future. In December 
1815 the whaler Euretta (339/300 tons) was in the 
dock awaiting sale [709]. Euretta had been a very 
successful Newcastle whaler between 1798 and 
1811, before John Boswell sold her ‘to London 
merchants’ [710]. Her next involvement in 
whaling, however, appears not to have been until 
1814, when she was operated in the London trade 
by D. Stevens [711]. Within a handful of years 
Stevens appears to have been operating her jointly 
with John Lydekker until 1820 when she was sold 
to Thomas Sturge [712]. Sturge transferred her to 
the South Sea trade, but she was damaged on her 
outward voyage and had to return to the river 
[713]. 

The aforementioned Vigilant, ‘being taken in 
execution by the Sheriff of Surrey’, was advertised 
for auction at Lloyd’s Coffee House on 6th 
December 1821 [714]. The sale would have been 
ordered to help meet the claims of Wilkinson’s 
assignees and creditors, which was still ongoing 
the following year and which included a wrangle 
over deposit money relating to the sale of his third 
Greenland whaler, Ipswich (311/300 tons) [715]. The 
Ipswich had not returned to London until after 
Wilkinson’s bankruptcy [716]. Wilkinson’s 
assignees advertised her for sale at Lloyd’s Coffee 
House on the 22nd May 1822, whilst she was lying 
in the East Country Dock [717]. She would have 
boiled her decent blubber cargo in that dock, 
presumably having been denied entry to the 
Commercial Dock over Wilkinson’s debts. The 
assignees worked hard at selling the vessel and her 
whaling stores as they placed the same advert in 
the Public Ledger and Daily Advertiser for thirteen 
days. The wrangle over the deposit money 
suggests that that this sale eventually fell through 
and this is verified by the fact that the Ipswich was 
again advertised for auction in January 1823, this 

time ‘by order of the Sheriff of Surrey’ [718]. 
Wilkinson’s assignees, who included John Gale, 
also took unsuccessful legal action in July 1822 to 
recover the whaleship Experiment, which 
Wilkinson had sold to Mr. Halfnight, ‘to whom he 
was indebted’, in September 1821 after he was 
effectively bankrupt [719]. Attempts to disentangle 
Wilkinson’s affairs were made very difficult 
because he appears to have kept some of his 
business transactions private from his clerks and 
had subsequently ‘gone away, but left no books 
behind’ [720]. It is not known how far the 
unfortunate Captain Proven might have fared with 
any claim against Wilkinson. What is known, 
however, is that he sadly lost his life on the ill-fated 
1822 voyage of the King George (see above). None 
of the three vessels operated by Wilkinson in 1821 
were ever to return to whaling. Indeed, 1821 would 
prove to be very much a final watershed year for 
London’s Arctic whaling trade (see Appendix 2).  

Some returning South Sea whalers were also sold 
from the Greenland Dock including: Warrens (324 
tons) advertised for auction at the London 
Commercial Sale Rooms on the 4th May 1814; and 
Cyrus (276 tons) advertised for sale at Lloyd’s 
Coffee House on the 16th August 1816 [721]. 

 

 

 

Of an ending 
The decline in the number of whalers using the 
Commercial Docks reflected the continued 
reduction in the size of London’s Greenland 
whaling fleet. This was the result of increased 
competition from other whaling ports and from 
rapeseed oil (colza), as well as from the use of coal 
gas for street lighting. The number of London 
gasometers grew from only one in 1814 to 47 in 
1823, supplying 61,203 private lamps and 7,268 
street lights [722]. The potential extension of gas 
lighting resulted in London Greenland and South 
Sea merchants and whaleship owners petitioning 
Parliament in 1816 – along with ‘Oilmen and 
Tallow Chandlers in the Eastern Parts of London’ – 
against the extension of the powers of the Gas 
Light and Coke Company [723]. Both John 
Lydekker and Charles Enderby gave brief 
evidence before the House of Lords, as to the likely 
disastrous impact of the extension of gas lighting 
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for streets and houses. Lydekker, called before the 
Lords as ‘a considerable owner yourself in the 
Greenland and Davis’s Streight Fisheries’, reckoned 
that around ‘Seven Eights’ of all imported 
Greenland oil was used for street lighting. He 
argued that: 

‘If it [gas lighting] was generally in use I 
conceive the Fisheries would be destroyed, for 
it would take away the only Market we have, 
and I conceive we can find no other Market, 
and if we cannot sell our Goods, we cannot 
carry on the trade’ [724]. 

 

Alternative proposals, experiments and attempts 
to manufacture town gas from whale oil, whilst 
initially promising, proved unsuccessful in the 
longer term [725]. As a result – and in the light of 
the already well established focus on the more 
valuable and buoyant grain and timber trades – 
there appears to have been no subsequent 
investment in plant and equipment for the whaling 
trade at the Commercial Docks (Figure 13). Indeed, 
the Dock Company even received an offer at the 
end of June 1821 from Mr Good, of Rotherhithe, to 
‘use of one or both the Coppers, for boiling Oak 
tops to make a tanning liquor under a patent 
possessed by him’ [726]. The coppers that Mr Good 
had in mind were ‘coppers No. 1 and 2’ and he 
particularly wished to ‘treat for the middle Copper 
No. 2’ along with at least two of the associated 
coolers [727]. Although Good seems to have 
developed his proposal fairly actively, the scheme 
appears not to have been implemented [728]. 

In 1824 a further blow came with the final abolition 
of the long established bounty system. As a result, 
the London Arctic whaling fleet declined still 
further (see Appendices 1 and 2). The number of 
whalers using the Commercial Docks appears to 
have fallen to no more than one or two a year if any 
(see Appendix 5). In August 1825, the Commercial 
Dock Company Directors decided ‘to take down 
the Easternmost Oil Copper & Tanks, and inclose 
the Shed as a temporary Warehouse’ [729]. With an 
over capacity on the boiling front, the dock 
directors clearly saw the site as having more value 
for storing other cargoes. Messrs Fox Williams & 
Co. – the large copper merchants of Upper Thames 
Street – subsequently purchased the copper for its 
scrap value of £243 2s 10d, and the Dock 
Superintendent was instructed to ‘send the same to 

them’ [730]. In March 1826 ‘the 5 Old Oil Tanks’ – 
presumably connected to the removed copper – 
were sold to ‘Messrs. Brickwood & Co. for £40 Cash’ 
[731]. By that time Greenland whalers made only a 
very marginal contribution to a dock system that 
was now dominated by other bulk cargoes (Figure 
14). Consequently, one of the two remaining 
coppers – along with its coolers – was removed in 
August 1831, and the shed was made ‘ready to 
receive Grain’ [732]. The copper and fittings were 
subsequently sold to Messrs Fox Williams, Foster 
& Co. for £121 7s 10d net [733]. After that time just 
one boiling copper remained on the south side of 
the old Greenland Dock and there would have 
been very little work for it to do.  

The final career of one famous Greenland whaler, 
Dundee, provided something of a fitting reflection 
on the London trade. Outward bound for the Davis 
Straits she ran down and sank a Leith smack, 
Princess Charlotte, on the 9th March 1820. Having 
lost her bowsprit, the Dundee put into Harwich for 
repair, where she was arrested by means of an 
Admiralty warrant issued to the Princess Charlotte’s 
owners, who comprised the Berwick Old Shipping 
Company. The Dundee’s owner, Gale & Co., 
managed to obtain bail which facilitated her 
delayed departure. Only one whale was taken on 
the resultant voyage, which would have been a loss 
making one [734]. Although the legalities were still 
unresolved, the Dundee was unsuccessfully 
advertised for private treaty sale between 24th 
October 1820 and the 26th January 1821 [735]. As 
she was then in the Greenland Dock it is very likely 
that she had boiled-out her 25 tons of oil there. Gale 
sent the Dundee out to the Davis Straits again in 
1821 and Captain David Duncan returned with a 
poor cargo of just over 11 tons of oil [736]. This time 
she appears to have returned to the East Country 
Dock as she was advertised for private treaty 
sale/auction there in January 1822 [737]. 
Interestingly, the sale advert noted that she ‘is well 
adapted for the Coal or Timber Trade’ and was ‘to 
be sold with or without her Whaling Stores, as may 
suit a purchaser’. No buyer, however, came 
forward and Gale kept her in the Greenland 
whaling trade for the 1822 and subsequent seasons. 
At the time, Duncan was described as a ‘very 
enterprising Commander’ who had made 
numerous discoveries on his 1823 Davis Straits’ 
voyage, when he named various capes and 
landmasses – including ‘Duncansby Head’ and 
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‘Gales’ Land’ [738]. Despite being honoured with 
an Arctic place name, the Gales were engaged in 
protracted legal cases with the owners of the 
Princess Charlotte – centring on whether they had a 
claim on the value of the Dundee’s fishing stores 
(valued at £2,236) as well as the value of the ship 
itself (valued at £2,685) – which dragged on to 
February 1826 when the former was found fully 
liable for the full cost of the loss (valued at £4,545) 
[739]. 

Under the command of Duncan, the Dundee once 
again sailed from the river, on the 3rd April 1826, to 
the Davis Straits, only to become ‘beset by Ice more 
than eight Months; during seventy-five Days of 
which, the Sun never rose above the Horizon’ 
[740]. Duncan’s erudite and detailed account of the 
voyage of the Dundee is one of determination and 

heroism: many crewmen suffered frostbite and 
some died; whales continued to be hunted; men 
were rescued from other trapped vessels; 
temperatures dropped to 50° below freezing 
(minus 18°F or minus 28°C); the crew regularly left 
the ship due to threats from ice and massive 
icebergs; the men were forced to eat bear, fox and 
shark meat; and emergency provisions had to be 
got from other whalers to supplement their own 
increasingly meagre rations. Duncan noted that 
‘the Dundee is the only Fishing Ship that ever 
passed a whole winter with her crew on board’ in 
the high Arctic [741]. Following a series of lucky 
escapes, it was not until the 25th June 1827 that the 
Dundee finally ‘got safe moored at Deptford’ and 
Duncan would have been able to have returned to 
his own home at 9 Baltic Place, Lower Road, 
Deptford [742]. Duncan was subsequently paid the 

Figure 13. Plan showing the main area of the Commercial Docks, as it appeared in the period between around 1815 
and 1825. By this time the three boiling houses were effectively dwarfed in terms of functionality by the three large 
granary warehouses Nos.1-3, new docks and timber bonding yards (courtesy and copyright of the PLA 
Collection/Museum of London) 
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very substantial sum of 100 guineas by the ship’s 
underwriters for having saved her [743]. The 
Dundee probably returned to the neighbouring 
East Country Dock as she was again advertised for 
sale there between early January and early May 
1828 [744]. The Dundee had caught at least four 
whales, but there is no record of what was 
discharged [745]. The remarkable Arctic voyage of 
1826-1827, however, was the last Greenland 
whaling journey for the 53 year old Dundee [746]. 
Little is currently known with certainty regarding 
David Duncan’s subsequent history and it is even 
possible that he may have been the Captain 
Duncan who was listed as master of the Neptune 
between 1829 and 1831 (see above). Despite his 
Arctic achievements, however, David Duncan’s 
fortunes must have declined as he had become an 
insolvent debtor by the end of 1830, having 
previously moved from Baltic Place, to ‘Grove-
street, Deptford’ and then to ‘Surrey-place, Cow-
lane, Rotherhithe’ [747]. 

Only two London Greenland whalers sailed out in 
1827, the Rookwood (364/300 tons) and Margaret 
(365/352? tons), both belong to William Mellish 
[748]. The Rookwood was wrecked two voyages 
later, on the 4th June 1829, when she struck a rock 
in the Davis Straits, close to Holstenborg, 
Greenland [749]. The Rookwood, however, had 
something of a life beyond death in that much of 
her gear and stores – including masts, sails, capstan 
and provisions – were removed by Captain Sir 

John Ross to help re-equip his damaged steamer, 
Victory, engaged on his second voyage in search of 
a North West passage [750]. The wreck of the 
Rookwood was a godsend to Ross, who – when he 
visited it on the 23rd July 1829 – noted that it ‘was 
as good, to us at least, considering our few wants, 
as an English dockyard’ [751]. 

The year 1831 saw a short-lived and as yet 
unexplained boom in that six Arctic whalers sailed 
out from London and although – as mentioned 
earlier – the Neptune was lost, the fleet returned 
with 364 tons of oil from 37 whales [752]. Although 
some good profits would have been earned this 
had no long-term impact on the trade, and the 
number of London whalers dropped back to three 
in 1832 [753]. William Mellish’s Greenland whalers 
Margaret and Regalia (370/377? tons) made very 
good respective catches of 30 and 26 whales in 1833 
[754]. In June 1834 the Dock Committee of the 
Commercial Dock Company was instructed ‘to 
consider whether the decease of Mr. Mellish affords 
any prospect of recovering part of the Oil Trade to 
the Commercial Docks’ [755]. Mellish had actually 
died on the 27th January 1834 and his will was 
proved in May [756]. As a result, Mellish’s 
numerous South Sea whalers as well as the 
Margaret and Regalia were in the hands of his 
executors, who were instructed under the terms of 
the will to sell his ‘ships and cargoes’ and invest 
the proceeds for the benefit of his wife. 
Consequently, the Dock Committee does not 
appear to have reported anything further on the 
matter. The Margaret and Regalia, however, which 
would have been fitting out for their whaling 
voyages at the time of Mellish’s death, were both 
sent out to the Davis Straits and each caught 11 
whales [757]. Both vessels returned to the Thames 
in late October 1834 with their decent catches [758]. 
Mellish’s executors put ‘about 140 Tuns Imperial of 
New Davis Straits’s Whale Oil’ – along with nine 
tons of whalebone from their 1833 voyages – up for 
sale at Garraway’s Coffee House on 21st November 
1834 [759]. The oil would have been boiled-out at 
Mellish’s Wharf. The Margaret and Regalia were 
subsequently put up for auction at Lloyd’s Coffee 
House on 10th December 1834 and identical 
descriptive sale notices were placed in London, 
Hull and Newcastle newspapers [760]. Both ships 
still had their whaling gear on board and were said 
to be ‘lying in the South West India Dock’. Apart 
from whaling, the adverts also promoted Regalia as 

Figure 14. Engraved view of the Commercial Dock, 
taken from the south east and looking west, by 
George Cooke, 1827. At this time softwood timber 
and grain dominated the trade of what had been the 
old Greenland Dock and only two oil boiling coppers 
– situated, out of sight, beyond the two granary 
warehouses seen here on the left – still remained 
(courtesy and copyright of the National Maritime 
Museum, Greenwich: PAD1446) 
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‘a desirable Ship for Settlers and for General 
Purposes’ and the Margaret as ‘a desirable Ship for 
any Trade’. At the auction Regalia fetched £3,100 
and the Margaret £2,560 [761]. Mellish’s executors 
also put his South Sea Ships and cargoes up for 
auction – as and when they returned from their 
respective voyages – and these were spread 
between June 1834 and November 1837 [762]. The 
contents of Mellish’s Wharf, including its defunct 
blubber boiling coppers (see above), were 
auctioned off on the 27th February and 15th March 
1838 [763]. 

With Regalia sold to a Kirkcaldy firm, Dougall & 
Co., and her operations transferred there, the 
Margaret remained in the London trade as the 
port’s only Arctic whaler [764]. Sadly, the 
purchaser of the Margaret is currently unknown as 
is her catch for the 1835 season [765]. The Margaret 
made her final voyage in 1836 to a sad but perhaps 
fitting end as she was crushed in the ice and lost at 
the Davis Straits on 25th August [766]. The Margaret 
was never to see London or the old Greenland 
Dock again, although Captain Turpin and her crew 
were all saved. It is not known whether any of 
them were ever again to get ‘snug in a Deptford 
pub’. The loss of the Margaret provided a sad finale 
to London’s once very extensive and important 
Arctic whaling fleet. The Greenland Dock’s own 
association with that trade had begun with 
something of a bang in 1725 and ended with a 
decidedly sad whimper sometime a little over a 
century later. The exact date that the dock was last 
used by an Arctic whaler is currently unknown, 
but this might well have been in the 1831-1832 
seasons [767]. 

After the end of Arctic whaling at the Commercial 
Docks, some South Sea whalers continued to go 
there, along with the neighbouring East Country 
Dock, to discharge their oil cargoes and to fit-out. 
As noted for the earlier period, however, South Sea 
whalers – which had no need for dock boiling 
coppers – were far more flexible as to where they 
could discharge their oil and other cargoes. In the 
earlier part of the 19th century they used most of the 
enclosed docks, as well as the City Canal, various 
riverside wharves and mooring tiers. In his 
analysis of South Sea whaleship arrivals for the 
period 1820-1824, from the Customs Bills of Entry, 
A. G. E. Jones noted that: 

‘The busiest was the East Country Docks, 
followed by the City Canal with twenty ships, 

the London Docks (eighteen) and Deptford 
with seventeen. The lesser quays and docks 
were Blackwall, Cherry Garden, Church Hole, 
the Commercial Docks, Davis Wharf, the East 
India Dock, Limehouse and Ratcliff’ [768]. 

 

In 1823 the southern whalers Bridges (280 tons), 
Venus (295 tons), Warrens (325 tons), Orion (375 
tons), and Nelson (246 tons) all discharged in the 
Commercial Docks [769]. Within 15-20 years, 
however, this trade – which by then was itself in 
decline – had effectively abandoned the 
Commercial Docks, at least temporarily, although 
southern whaling ships were still using the East 
Country Dock and other London docks [770]. 

In 1850 the Commercial Dock Company entered 
into negotiations with the East Country Dock 
Company for the purchase of their dock for £40,000 
[771]. This was confirmed by a new act of 
parliament passed in July 1851 – which also 
facilitated the widening and deepening of the East 
Country Dock, the construction of a new entrance 
lock, its connection through to the Commercial 
Docks and the provision of a link to the Deptford 
Branch Railway [772]. The dock was formally 
conveyed on 7th November 1851. The old dock 
appears not to have been closed to shipping for 
some time and a foundation stone for the new one 
was not laid until March 1853 [773]. The resultant 
modern dock – designed by the engineers Walker 
and Burges and built by the contractor Kelk & Co. 
– opened on the 13th August 1855, as the South 
Dock (Figure 15) [774]. The works cost £190,000 
[775]. 

South Sea whalers had begun to use the 
Commercial Docks again from 1852, with three or 
four known vessels handled in the years 1853, 1854 
and 1855 [776]. It is very appropriate that London’s 
last two South Sea whalers, the Cowlitz (390 tons) 
and the Caroline (363 tons), both discharged their 
final cargoes of sperm whale oil in the reconfigured 
Commercial Docks in September and October of 
1859 [777]. Even more fittingly, the detailed 
shipping records compiled by the Commercial 
Dock Company reveal that both vessels actually 
discharged in No. 1 Dock, which was the old 
Greenland Dock [778]. 
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Of absences 
As briefly noted earlier, there is a near complete 
absence of log books and crew lists relating to 
London’s Arctic trades [779]. London whaling 
journals are also scarce and some have been made 
use of above. A similar story of absence also 
applies to contemporary ship models and other 
well-provenanced artefacts – from harpoons to 
baleen staybusks – known to relate with certainty 
to London Arctic whaleships and their crews. In 
these respects London has fared very poorly 
compared to such survivals for other British Arctic 
whaling ports, as well as to artefact survivals 
relating to its own South Sea whaling trade (see, for 
instance, the papers by Janet West and Stuart Frank 
in these Proceedings for the latter) [780]. When the 
Greenland whaling master and pilot Christopher 
Horner died in 1794 we know that he had a 
collection of navigational books, charts and 
instruments (see above). Other London Arctic 
whaleship commanders would doubtlessly also 
have curated similar personal collections during 
their working lives and beyond. One such 
collection of a retired whaling master may even 
have provided an inspiration for Captain Frederick 
Marryat when he came to write Jacob Faithful, one 

of his popular novels of the Thames and the sea, 
published in 1834. This provides the following 
evocative descriptive tour of: 

‘... the apartment of Mr. Turnbull, (his study as 
Mrs. T. called it,) although Mr. Turnbull 
insisted on calling it his cabin, a name certainly 
more appropriate as it contained but two small 
shelves of books, the remainder of the space 
being filled up with favourite harpoons, 
porpoise skulls, sharks’ jaws, corals, several 
bears’ skins, brown and white, and one or two 
models of the vessels which had belonged to 
his brother and himself, and which had been 
employed in the Greenland fishery. It was, in 
fact, a sort of museum of all he had collected 
during his voyages. Esquimaux implements, 
ornaments, and dresses, were lying about in 
corners; and skins of rare animals killed by 
himself, such as black foxes &c. were scattered 
about the carpet. His sea-chest, full of various 
articles, was also one of the ornaments of the 
room, much to the annoyance of Mrs. T., who 
had frequently exerted her influence to get rid 
of it, but in vain’ [781]. 

 

Marryat’s words on Captain Turnbull’s cabin have 
both the convincing whiff of the real and a tangible 
familiarity about them.  

What also of the Greenland Fishery tavern, Shadwell 
(see above), and the Ship and Whale, Rotherhithe 
(see below)? Did their respective signs and bar 
room walls depict some pictorial combinations of 
whales, whaling ships and whale chases – and, if 
that were the case, what happened to them? 
Perhaps some whaling artefacts might also have 
been displayed by their landlords – in a similar 
way to those at Herman Melville’s fictitious New 
Bedford Spouter-Inn – having been exchanged for 
drink, board and lodging [782]. If so, these might 
have possibly included some of the many 
thousands of harpoons, lances and blubber knives 
once carried on London Arctic whalers, which 
have disappeared without trace in much the same 
way as early harpoon guns. 

Such comparative absences are also to be found in 
the field of fine art. Despite many years of research, 
the discovery of any identifiable contemporary 
ship portrait of a named London Arctic ship – apart 
from the marginal inclusion of the Margaret in 
William John Huggins’ well known depiction of 

Figure 15. The new South Dock was completed in 
1855 and linked through to what had once been the 
Greenland Dock. This detail is from a plan published 
in 1859, which was the year that the old Greenland 
Dock discharged London’s last two South Sea 
whaling vessels (courtesy and copyright of the PLA 
Collection/Museum of London) 
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the Northern Whale Fishery – has proved elusive 
[783]. It seems impossible to conceive that some of 
the leading London ship owners would not have 
commissioned paintings of their vessels in, say, the 
manner of the two anonymous late 18th century 
naive ship painters who splendidly portrayed the 
King’s Lynn whaler Bedford (250/255 tons) and the 
Liverpool whaler James (234/235 tons) or by more 
accomplished marine painters [784]. A very 
significant number of Arctic whaleship portraits 
and paintings have survived from Hull, Whitby 
and other north-eastern ports [785]. Such 
comparative survivals, of course, prompt some 
obvious questions. Would the Gales, for instance, 
really not bothered to have had their most 
successful and famous Greenland whaler, Dundee, 
recorded for posterity? Likewise, it would be 
surprising if paintings of some of their Arctic 
whalers had never graced the walls of the Mellish 
family’s business premises or homes. Also, why 
are there no surviving contemporary paintings of 
shipping in the Greenland Dock? In addition, it is 
also difficult to believe that some of the more 
successful London whaleship owners and masters 
never commissioned painted portraits to 
memorialise their individual achievements and to 
be passed down to later generations, as happened 
at other whaling ports [786]. 

Given that there were 2,227 known London Arctic 
voyages between 1725 and 1836 anyone searching 
for explanations of such absences might be sorely 
tempted to take their cue from Winston Churchill’s 
oft-quoted saying and regard them as something of 
‘a riddle wrapped in a mystery inside an enigma’. 
Sadly, we will now never know the exact whats, 
whys, whens and wherefores that lay behind these 
absences. However, the early start of the London 
trade, combined with its progressive and 
protracted decline, as well as a numerically 
significant movement in and out of the trade by 
owners and masters, the death or bankruptcy of its 
main long-term activists, along with the sheer 
passage of time and truncated remembrance, 
probably all conspired to impact on the eventual 
likelihood of any such survivals – especially those 
by way of family hand-me-downs. 

This paper, however, also contains its own 
intended and unintended absences. Much more 
work remains to be done regarding the very 
difficult challenge of trying to reconstruct the 
profit and loss accounts of London’s whaling fleet 

through time. Another absence is that of a detailed 
analysis of the Greenland whalers that used the 
facilities of Greenland Dock in the mid-18th century 
based on the records contained in the Bedford 
Rotherhithe Estate Papers at the London 
Metropolitan Archives. A partial absence relates to 
that of recreating connected biographies of ships, 
owners and masters, which could be further 
productively used to provide additional detail 
about the nature, state, and progress of the trade at 
different times – in much the same way that the 
later career of the Dundee has been briefly used 
here. Such an approach would help tease out many 
of the otherwise hidden networks that would have 
existed in the trade. 

 

 

 
Of a conclusion and a postscript 
The journey taken in this paper, like that of 
London’s Arctic whaling trade itself, has been a 
long and somewhat complex one. Hopefully – and 
despite inherent and inevitable limitations – it has 
met its primary objective and revealed and 
reflected key elements of the remarkable history of 
that once very important maritime trade and the 
dock which remained its sole focus for some 65 
years and then a major focus for a further 40 or so 
years. The descriptive and analytical macro and 
micro-histories presented here could, of course, 
have easily been conceived, construed, cut, 
layered, interpreted and otherwise constructed in 
completely different ways. Despite this it hoped 
that interested readers will still be able to 
appreciate the many detailed, multi-layered, 
nuanced and cross-referenced stories that have 
been revealed here, which range in scope from 
what is the fullest yet exposition of the South Sea 
Company’s doomed whaling venture to the sad 
spectacle of the Greenland Dock whale.  

The Greenland Dock – whose name had, 
intriguingly, been formally re-introduced by the 
Surrey Commercial Dock Company in 1866 after a 
break of almost 60 years and 30 years after the end 
of London’s Arctic whaling – was subsequently 
greatly enlarged, deepened and provided with a 
new lock entrance between 1895 and 1904. By that 
time the London whaling trade was already little 
more than a very distant and rapidly fading 
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memory. Even one of the whalermen’s old pubs, 
the Ship and Whale, close to the northern side of the 
dock entrance, had been demolished around 1880, 
although the name was thankfully kept for its 
successor, which is still flourishing there today 
(Figure 16). The Greenland Dock itself, along with 
the rest of the Port of London Authority’s vast 
Surrey Commercial Docks complex, closed to 
shipping and trade in 1969-1970. In one form or 
another, the Greenland Dock had had an 
incredibly long operational commercial life of 
around 270 years, making it unique in the Port of 
London. 

Despite its greatly changed nature it is still possible 
to stand on what was once the old south quay of 
the Greenland Dock – especially with an icy 
easterly wind in the face – and let the imagination 
quickly wander away from modern 
redevelopments to conjure-up something of the 
sights, sounds, smells and sadnesses of its past 
association with the once very important London 
Greenland whaling trade. Around 2,000 Arctic 
whaling voyages probably centred on the 
Greenland Dock between 1725 and the early 1830s 
and the presence of their ships can easily be evoked 
[787]. Whispering in the ears of imaginative 
visitors might also be the plaintive sounds of 
somewhere between 7,000-7,500 whales, along 
with many more thousands of seals and other 
marine mammals, taken by the vessels – Melville’s 
‘whale cemeteries’ – that made these voyages, 
together with the shouts, cries, screams and 
occasional cheers of their 90,000 or so crewmen 
who braved extreme and hazardous conditions to 
try to catch and kill them [788]. 

Although there is now nothing to physically see 
relating to the whaling trade at the Greenland 
Dock its stories can be found resting in the 
archives, in the evocative ballads that it generated 
and, who knows, even perhaps still silently 
slumbering beneath those very quaysides. As long 
as the dock and its quays exist they will continue 
to provide pertinent and atmospheric mental 
reminders of London’s now long vanished but 
once very remarkable whaling trades. Whilst 
Thomas Pennant would no longer recognise the 
dock he would doubtless still be stirred by its 
amazing history – and then very probably raise a 
thankful toast to the loss of its characteristically 
‘filthy’ old aromas. 

 

 

 
A note on ship tonnages  

In compiling this paper it soon became clear that – 
to minimise confusion and to help other 
researchers – it would be sensible, wherever 
possible, to indicate the tonnages of the relevant 
vessels. As a result, their names are followed by 
bracketed tonnage details, usually of the following 
sort: Young Eagle (400/433 tons). The first, un-
italicised, numbers are usually those taken from 
the Lloyd’s Register of Shipping (1764-1836) and/or 
the Registers of the Society of Merchants (1800-1833), 
but occasionally supplemented by other printed 
sources, especially for the earlier period. The 
second, italicised, numbers are those taken from 
the vessel surveys carried out by the Customs own 
surveying officers and which measured burden 

Figure 16. The modern signboard of the late 19th 
century Ship and Whale public house, Gulliver 
Street, Rotherhithe, reflects the story of Moby Dick 
and helps evoke something of the area’s remarkable 
whaling history (sourced from the excellent travel 
blog website: https://notesfromcamelidcountry.net) 
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tonnages. The former are generally the less reliable 
of the two as they made use of data from various 
sources – although they sometimes used the 
Customs surveys, with the result that the two 
figures are occasionally the same. Even in the same 
sources, however, ship tonnages might vary 
through time due to clerical and transcription 
errors, as well as to vessel rebuilds, etc. Thus, given 
tonnages should be treated as no more than 
indicative and helpful guides.  
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Appendix 1. Annual numbers of London Arctic whaling vessels, 1725-1836 

Year 
Number of 

vessels Year 
Number of 

vessels Year 
Number of 

vessels Year 
Number of 

vessels 

1725 12 1753 27 1781 15 1809 10 

1726 24 1754 36 1782 20 1810 14 

1727 25 1755 41 1783 28 1811 17 

1728 23 1756 42 1784 50 1812 18 

1729 22 1757 34 1785 78 1813 19 

1730 22 1758 32 1786 100 1814 19 

1731 21 1759 23 1787 105 1815 19 

1732 21 1760 28 1788 94 1816 19 

1733 3 1761 22 1789 41 1817 19 

1734 3 1762 18 1790 34 1818 18 

1735 3 1763 21 1791 26 1819 16 

1736 4 1764 23 1792 23 1820 17 

1737 5 1765 24 1793 21 1821 14 

1738 6 1766 24 1794 16 1822 6 

1739 6 1767 24 1795 11 1823 4 

1740 2 1768 25 1796 12 1824 4 

1741 2 1769 24 1797 16 1825 4 

1742 3 1770 28 1798 20 1826 3 

1743 5 1771 26 1799 23 1827 2 

1744 5 1772 24 1800 21 1828 1 

1745 5 1773 28 1801 20 1829 2 

1746 5 1774 34 1802 19 1830 2 

1747 2 1775 45 1803 19 1831 6 

1748 2 1776 36 1804 16 1832 3 

1749 6 1777 27 1805 13 1833 2 

1750 16 1778 26 1806 13 1834 3 

1751 22 1779 25 1807 10 1835 1 

1752 26 1780 25 1808 7 1836 1 

Source: Statistics for the period 1725-1732 are based on those for the South Sea Company, as provided in this paper. Data for the 
period 1733-1824 is mainly taken from the annual Customs Bounty returns submitted to the House of Lords as extracted by Bernard 
Stonehouse for the British Arctic Whaling Databank (Stonehouse (2013:1)). The original returns for the years 1791, 1794-1795, and 
1798, however, are missing. As a result, the statistics provided here for those years are based on very careful and robust 
comparisons of the annual returns – before and after the missing ones – supplemented by information from Lloyd’s Registers, Lloyd’s 
Lists, newspapers and other sources. Data for the period 1825-1836 is taken from the Coltish Manuscript, held at the Hull History 
Centre, which has now also been extracted by Bernard Stonehouse for the British Arctic Whaling Databank (Stonehouse (2013:2)). 
The latter has also been used to provide information for the years 1817, 1819, and 1821-1823, which are again missing from the 
returns provided to the House of Lords (Stonehouse (2013:1)). The total annual number of known London Arctic whaling voyages 
across the period was 2,227 
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Appendix 2. Graph showing trends in London Arctic whaling vessel numbers, 1725-1836 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Appendix 3. Five year numerical averages of London Arctic whaling vessels, 1725-1834 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Source: The annual plots are taken from the 
statistics given in Appendix 1 

Source: Annual statistics are taken from those 
given in Appendix 1. Notes: averages are rounded 
to the nearest whole number 
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Appendix 4. London Arctic whaling vessels, 1797 
 

Vessel 
 
 

(1) 

Lloyd’s/ 
(Customs) 
Tonnages 

(2) 

Master/ 
Owner 

 
(3) 

Whales 
taken 

 
(4) 

Seals 
taken 

 
(5) 

Blubber 
tons 

 
(6) 

Voyage 
 
 

(7) 

Astrea 244 (244) R. Scott/ 
Lucas & Co. 6 200 117.5 Lo-Gld 

Brissett 286 (207) R. Kitchen?/ 
Dixon & Co.? 8 0 86.5 Lo-Gld? 

Dingwall 300 (300) McNillage/ 
McKenzie 9 35 225.0 Lo-Gld 

Edward 289 (289) J. Baillie?/ 
Mathers? 6 110 95.0 Lo-Gld? 

Inverness 333 (300) Gowland?/ 
Mackenzie? 7 5 135.0 Lo-Gld? 

Ipswich 311 (300) R. Key, or Kay?/ 
Wilkinson? 9 1 200.0 Lo-Ds? 

Kent 273 (274) J. Young/ 
Cooper & Co. 11 178 250.0 Lo-Gld 

Lively 266 (226) J. Fithye?/ 
W. Hill? 7 1800 125.0 Lo-Gld? 

Mellish 347 (347) T. Hanson/ 
Mellish & Co. 5 0 115.0 Lo-Gld 

Neptune 300 (214) J. Bailey?/ 
Thomas? 7 0 165.0 Lo-Gld? 

Oak Hall 320 (257) Hingston/ 
Strickland 4 1 100.0 Lo-Ds 

Prince of 
Wales 250 (253) Rogers/ 

Metcalf 10 30 180.0 Lo-Gld 

Success 300 (300) 
J. Clark, or 
Clarke?/ 

Simms & Co.? 
9.5 2500 250.0 Lo-Gld? 

Unicorn 300 (300) Gowland/ 
E. Johnson 5 6 130.0 Lo-Gld 

Vigilant 338 (338) W. Clay/ 
Wilkinson 8 3 195.0 Lo-Ds 

Young Eagle 400 (400) W. White/ 
Lucas & Co. 15 12 100.0 Lo-Gld 

Total 
(16 vessels) 

 
4,857 

(4,549)  1,265 4,881 2,469  

Average 
(16 vessels) 

 
304 

(286)  79 305 154.3 
 
 
 

Source: columns (1), (4), (5) and (6) have been taken from the London Customs Bounty returns to the House of Lords as compiled 
by Stonehouse (2013:1); column (2) has taken ship tonnages as per the note on the same at the end of the main text; column (3) has 
been compiled from the Lloyd’s Register entries in Jones (1996), op. cit., supplemented by the 1798 data on Admiralty protections in 
Jones (1992), op. cit.; column (7) has been compiled from the Lloyds Register entries in Jones (1996). Notes: where the names of 
masters and owners are in italics this reflects uncertainty as to the exact situation in 1797, as their vessels did not appear in the 
Lloyds Register that year. The same is true where italics are used for the voyage destinations – in these cases the closest other 
Lloyds Register year entries have been taken from Jones (1996); Lo-Gld = London-Greenland, Lo-Ds = London-Davis Strait  
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Appendix 5. Shipping at the Commercial Docks, 1809 - 1836 
 

 
Year 

Total 
Ships 

Total Ship 
Tonnages 

Total 
Oil 

Ships 

Total Oil 
Ship 

Tonnages  Year 
Total 
Ships 

Total Ship 
Tonnages 

Total 
Oil 

Ships 

Total Oil 
Ship 

Tonnage 

1809 212 49,208 4 1,289  1823 389 103,519 4 1,165 

1810 283 54,970 12 3,407  1824 505 131,223 1 278 

1811 184 50,575 10 2,158  1825 711 176,428   

1812 203  51,847 5 1,639  1826 441 102,750 1 293 

1813 367 79,926 10 2,909  1827 415 96,490 1 278 

1814 293 54, 502 7 2,175  1828 384 88,886   

1815 498 119,169 5 1,630  1829 442 106,654   

1816 154 31,039 8  2,312  1830 283 71,231 2 557 

1817 268  62,287 4 1,358  1831 324 92,758   

1818 330 76,941 8 2,326  1832 163 45,925   

1819 376 95,202 3 987  1833 173 48,914 1 281 

1820 270 69,631 6 1,939  1834 206 54,820 1 290 

1821 355 81,962 3 951  1835 172 49,620   

1822 265 64,602 1 293  1836 255 69,281 1 324 

Source: Gould, N., Historical Notice of the Commercial Docks, in the Parish of Rotherhithe, County of Surrey (London, 1844), 9, 
abstract of shipping. Notes: Gould’s figures provide only a very general indication and approximation of the decline in the whaling 
trade at the dock in this period. The number and ship tonnages for oil ships relates only to those entering with cargoes. Those 
entering without cargoes – including Arctic vessels that might have boiled-out elsewhere, such as Mellish’s Wharf, before using the 
dock – would have been entered as ‘Light’ ships, subsumed here in the total ship tonnages. Sadly, Gould did not distinguish between 
Arctic and South Sea whalers in the returns and – in the absence of specific details of named ship - their general accuracy with 
regards whaling vessels remains open to question. On the balance of evidence, however, it seems very likely that the majority of oil 
ships recorded until the early 1820s would have been Arctic whalers, whilst those recorded after that date would have mostly been 
South Sea whalers 
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Abstract

Works on Thames shipbuilding have tradi
tionally focused their attention on its two 
naval yards and some of the larger private or 
merchant shipyards, such as Blackwall Yard, 
together with the yards along the Rotherhithe 
peninsula. Important as these subjects are, the 
rich history of Deptford’s privately owned 
shipyards has been relatively ignored and their 
functional relationships with Deptford Dock
yard have been little explored. The primary 
purpose of this paper – allowing for its inevita
ble authorial subjectivity and limitations – is to 
present material that redresses that imbalance. 
Whilst comprehensive details are provided on 
the operational dates of Deptford shipyards 
and for many of the vessels built by them, the 
scope of the paper is more farreaching in its 
coverage. Wherever possible, attention is given 
to the organisational, business, social and 
cultural aspects of Deptford’s shipbuilding 
history, which were interconnected in many 
complex and unexpected ways. 

Although the main focus of the paper 
is the period from 1790 to 1819 – one that 
encompassed a time of unprecedented warfare 
with France, which drove much of the nation’s 
shipbuilding business – some key earlier ele
ments of the story are included, whilst a brief 
concluding section extends it up to the final 
closure of Deptford Dockyard and beyond. 
Across this broad sweep period, Deptford’s 
private shipyards constructed merchant sail
ing ships (especially East Indiamen), a wide 
range of sailing warships, innovative steamers 
and some early iron ships. Many other related 
maritime trades, including metal working and 
marine engineering, also prospered in the 
locality.

Introduction

Besides the royal dockyard, there are sev
eral private docks in the neighbourhood of 
Deptford; some of which, from their extent, 
the many ships continually repairing and the 
vast stores of timber, tackling, with other 
necessaries, laid up there, would be esteemed, 
in any other country, sufficient for the navy 
of a kingdom; though they are here helpfully 
employed by the merchants and traders of 
Great Britain.

— The Universal British Directory of  
Trade, Commerce, and Manufacture, 

Volume 2, around 1791.

Notwithstanding the above intuitive com
ments, narratives of Deptford shipbuilding 
have more often been focused through the lens 
of its famous naval dockyard. This is not sur
prising, given the yard’s long and interesting 
history, enhanced as it is by surviving records 
and its domination of the local waterfront and 
economy for some 350 years. Deptford, how
ever, also has a very rich shipbuilding history 
at its private, or ‘merchant’, yards. This paper 
will address that less well known and some
times apparently invisible history.1

It will particularly explore the relation
ships between the private yards and Deptford 
Dockyard, which were at their strongest 
during the French Revolutionary Wars (1793–
1802) and Napoleonic Wars (1803–1815). It 
was then that the private yards built and, to 
a very limited extent, repaired naval vessels, 
which helped meet government targets and 
relieve pressure on naval dockyards. That 
relationship was a symbiotic one, with naval 
ships built at the private yards being closely 
supervised by the Navy Board and then taken 

Deptford private shipyards, and their 
relationship to Deptford Dockyard, 1790–1819

Chris Ellmers, President Docklands History Group
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to naval yards for completion. Such a relation
ship, of course, had existed between private 
and naval yards in earlier times of war, but the 
relative volume of ship construction was less.

The paper will also explore the workforces 
and management regimes of Deptford’s private 
yards and its naval dockyard – which together 
greatly dominated local employment – and 
some of the relationships between them. This 
was still a period when shipbuilding ‘formed 
Deptford’s backbone’ and the very populous 
area ‘was a selfsustaining maritime town’ 
separate to the rest of London.2 A briefer 
final section will look at the postNapoleonic 
War histories of the shipyards, including their 
changing relationships, fortunes and various 
closures. Throughout the paper, consideration 
is also given to merchant shipbuilding to pro
vide a broader context for naval work.

There are, however, some obvious caveats. 
Deptford merchant yards never operated in a 
closed system and formed just one geographic 
and economic component of the wider world 
of the Thames and national shipbuilding indus
tries. Deptford private yards had relationships 
with other naval yards as well as Deptford 
Dockyard, and the latter also had relationships 
with other Thames merchant yards. Also, no 
attempt is made to provide comprehensive lists 
of ships built at the Deptford yards, to explore 
their changing design, or to provide details of 
their service and other histories.3 Likewise, the 
complex, changing, and often very combative 
interfaces between the Board of Admiralty and 
the Navy Board – together with their some
times fractious relationships with government 
and politicians – are generally omitted.4

Despite these obvious cautions, it is hoped 
that this paper presents a revealing and worth
while study of a relatively small but very 
important grouping of Thames shipyards, 
which were all then in Kent, in what might be 
seen as a period which encompassed both the 
best and worst of times for them.

The Deptford shipyards

To aid understanding of what follows, this 
section focuses on the location and physical 

provision of Deptford’s three merchant yards, 
and provides synopses of their output. Similar 
data is also provided for Deptford Dockyard. 
In descending order of physical size the mer
chant yards comprised:

•	 Dudman’s	Yard,	at	Grove	Street,	in	the	
parish of St Paul’s, Deptford (Figure 1);

•	 Barnard’s	Yard,	at	Deptford	Green,	in	
the neighbouring parish of St Nicholas 
Deptford (Figure 2);

•	 Wells’	Yard	(later	Perry	&	Wells),	
which adjoined Barnard’s Yard and was 
subsequently acquired by it (see also 
Figure 2).

After Blackwall Yard, Barnard’s Yard and 
Dudman’s Yard were the most important 
London merchant shipyards. These were the 
closest to both Deptford Dockyard and the 
Royal Naval Victualling Yard, together with 
which they provided one of the nation’s major 
concentrations of shipbuilding and naval sup
port facilities.

Despite the sometimes near invisibility of 
Deptford’s merchant yards to historians, a 

Fig. 1: Plan of Dudman’s Yard, Grove Street,  
taken from Netlam and Francis Giles’ 1812  
survey of the river. The river frontage of the  

yard was around 520 feet in length.  
(Courtesy Trevor Hurst)
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body of archives, records, and reports – albeit 
often happenchance, scattered, and tangential 
survivals – helps make it possible to recon
struct both the main elements of these yards 
and much of their output.

Dudman’s Yard, Grove Street

This yard formed part of the Evelyn Estate and 
lay immediately north of the Victualling Yard. 
It was operated by John Dudman, who took 
over what was his earlier operating partner
ship with William Barnard and Henry Adams 
in December 1792.5 The yard had a long 
double dry dock, a single dry dock, and five 
building slips, two of which launched into the 
wet dock, built in 1704.6 Dudman’s Yard was 
the largest of the Deptford private yards and 
the second largest on the Thames, after Black
wall Yard, in terms of facilities.7 Dudman’s wet 
dock was larger than the old midseventeenth 
century one at Blackwall Yard, and even bigger 
than the basin at Deptford Dockyard.8 The 
yard had a river frontage of some 520 feet. As 
well as dry docks and slipways, it had the full 
range of shipyard buildings, including a mould 
loft, rigging loft, saw pits, counting houses, 
and shipwright’s house.9 Between 1793 and 
1812, Dudman’s Yard built forty ships and 

vessels for the government (Table 1). Between 
1802 and 1812, the yard also built eight East 
Indiamen, totalling 6,813 tons, although only 
one exceeded 1,000 tons.10 Over the same 
period around seven other merchant vessels 
– totalling some 2,283 tons – were launched 
and a large number of vessels were repaired.11 
Taking the output of all known ships across 
its twentyyear operational period, John Dud
man’s yard would have ranked fourth behind 
Blackwall Yard, Barnard’s Yard (Deptford 
Green), and Pitcher’s Yard (Northfleet, Kent). 
If just the last ten operational years are consid
ered, Dudman’s Yard would have ranked third 
behind Blackwall Yard and Barnard’s Yard. It 
fell well behind both of these yards and others, 
however, in terms of ships repaired.

Barnard’s Yard, Deptford Green

This yard was located between Deptford Green 
and Deptford Creek, on land usually regarded 
as belonging entirely to the City Corporation’s 
Bridge House Estate.12 A small area of the yard, 
however, formed part of an estate belonging to 
Joseph Hales. This lay eastward of the Bridge 
House property and had been the subject of 
a lease agreement in December 1781, with a 
fiftyoneyear lease running from Lady Day 

Fig. 2: Plan of Barnard’s Yard, Deptford Green, taken from Netlam and Francis Giles’  
1812 survey of the river. The river frontage of the yard in 1790 was around 440 feet in length.  
The acquisition of Perry & Wells’ Merchants Yard, to the west of the original yard, in around  

1803, extended the river frontage to about 575 feet. (Courtesy Trevor Hurst)
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1785 at a rental of £30 per annum.13 A large 
covered range of sixteen sawpits, with mould 
loft over, and an adjoining shed for timber
handling machinery were built on Hales’ land. 
Until his death in March 1795, the proprietor 
of the yard was William Barnard.14 The direc
tion of the business then passed to his widow, 
Frances, supported by Barnard’s foreman.15 
Frances’ sons, William and Edward George, 
probably joined her as business partners when 
they came out of their apprenticeships around 
December 1797 and May 1799.16 By March 
1801 the firm was trading as Barnard, Sons 
& Roberts.17 After William’s early death in 
1805 the business operated as Barnard, Son 
& Roberts.18 This yard was physically smaller 
than Dudman’s Yard and in 1781 the original 
Bridge House Estate part of the property had 
a double dry dock, three building slips, and a 
river frontage of some 344 feet.19 It also had a 
similar range of buildings and facilities to those 
already listed for Dudman’s Yard.20 By the end 
of the period the yard had also been extended 
to the west to include what was known as the 
‘Merchants Yard’, which consisted of another 
double dry dock – significantly larger than that 
in the original yard – a slipway and related 
range of shipyard facilities (see below under 
Perry & Wells). The extent of the enlarged 
yard, as recorded on the largescale plan by 
Netlam and Francis Giles of December 1812, 
can be seen in Figure 2, above.21 The extended 
yard had a significantly longer river front
age than Dudman’s Yard, although the latter 
remained the largest in terms of overall ship
yard size. Confusingly, the Giles’ plan did not 
record the slipway at the Merchants Yard part 
of the premises.22 It did, however, include a 
very small slipway at the eastern end of the 
yard, which was not recorded on the earlier 
Bridge House Estate plan of Barnard’s Yard.23 
This small slipway appears to have been on 
the Hales’ property. Thus, it is unclear as to 
exactly what the yard’s slipway provision 
was in 1812. The situation was not helped by 
Isaac Sparrow, Barnard’s clerk, who only gave 
the number of slipways there as three, when 
it should have been at least four, or even five 
including the small slip.24

The promise of work orders also encour
aged the Barnards to acquire another facility, 
located upriver at Perry & Wells’ Rotherhithe 
yard. According to John Barnard, the Barnards 
acquired this yard, which had a frontage of  
some 450 feet, ‘in late 1798 or early 1799.’25 
John Barnard’s reconstructed plan of this yard 
includes a large double dry dock and a slipway 
– along with associated sawpits, kilns, and 
timber sheds – as well as a large mast house 
and mast slip.26 The Barnards’ acquisition and 
use of the Perry & Wells yard, however, was 
somewhat different to that outlined by John 
Barnard. Whilst Stuart Rankin suggests that 
the last warship built there by the Wells was 
HMS Dragon (74), launched in April 1798, 
Thomas Noakes, who had worked succes
sively as ‘draughtsman and purveyor’ for the 
Wells and then Perry & Wells partnerships, 
however, not only confirmed that they had 
launched a 74gun ship there in 1798, but that 
three gun vessels were launched in 1801.27 
Noakes also stated that nine East Indiamen 
and one West India packet were built by Perry 
& Wells at Rotherhithe between 1798 and 
1803.28 Noakes categorically stated that the 
yard was only sold to the Barnards in 1803.29 
An extensive document listing Perry & Wells’ 
various properties in September 1803 makes 
no mention of the Barnards’ occupancy of any 
part of the yard, so the sale must have post
dated this.30 The accompanying plan lists the 
whole site as ‘Messrs Well’s Yard and Build
ings’ and shows it with its double dry dock 
and three slipways. According to John Wells, 
writing in April 1804:

These premises have been disposed of lately, 
and are now annihilated as a building yard, 
in consequence of the discouragement given 
to building line of battle ships, for which 
they were adapted . . .31

The ‘discouragement’ related to the 
Admir alty’s decision made early in 1803 not 
to award further contracts for building large 
warships (see below). Even after the sale, the 
actual Barnard occupancy might not have 
been immediate, as William Barnard is only 
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first recorded as paying rates on the yard in 
1805, the year in which he died.32

When William Barnard’s will was drawn 
up, in January 1805, it focused on his interest 
in:

the freehold Mast Yard Dock Yard heridita
ments and premises situate in Rotherhithe in 
the County of Surrey lately purchased by me 
and my Brother Edward George Barnard of 
Messrs. Wells and of and in all ffixtures and 
other things in and about the same also pur
chased of the said Messrs. Wells . . .33

It seems clear that it was the potential 
for mast and sparmaking which originally 
attracted the Barnards to Perry & Wells’ 
Rotherhithe yard. Earlier they had mastmak
ing facilities at Prince’s Stairs, Rotherhithe.34 
The Barnards appear to have transferred these 
activities downriver to the old Perry & Wells 
yard once they had purchased and adapted it, 
as the mast sheds do not appear on the plan of 
September 1803.35 The Barnards subsequently 
produced masts and spars there for their own 
use, as well as for other customers, including 
the East India Company’s depots in Bengal, 
Madras, and Bombay.36

In May 1814, Thomas Noakes noted of 
the Rotherhithe yard that ‘Mr. Barnard has a 
part for a shipbuilding yard; another part is 
turned into a mastmaking yard; and a third 
part is occupied by Mr. Solly for a foreign  
timberyard.’37

Isaac Sparrow stated that Perry & Wells’ 
Rotherhithe yard had originally had four slips, 
but that by 1813 Barnard & Roberts only 
operated one slipway, with the remainder of 
the site ‘having been turned into a timber mer
chant’s yard.’38 The Giles’ 1812 plan of the 
river shows that Solly’s timber yard occupied 
the northern part of what had once been part 
of the shipyard and it appears to have retained 
what might have been the original fourth slip
way, mentioned by Sparrow, presumably for 
bringing timber ashore.39 The plan indicates 
that Barnards still operated the mastmaking 
part of the yard as well as the large double 
dock and slipway, although Isaac Sparrow 

suggested that mastmaking facilities might 
have been independently operated.40

Given these complexities and the frag
mentary nature of the surviving shipbuilding 
records – especially regarding contracts and 
precise building dates for East Indiamen 
and other merchantmen – it is impossible to 
arrive at any exact locational breakdown of 
vessels built at the Barnard’s two yards. It is 
very likely, however, that the great majority 
were built at Deptford Green – especially in 
the light of John Wells’ 1804 comments about 
the sale of the Rotherhithe yard (see above). 
A detailed analysis of Barnards’ shipbuilding 
programmes indicates some particularly busy 
and logistically challenging periods.41 The first 
was in 1796 when two of the largest class of 
East Indiamen – Walmer Castle (1,460 tons) 
and Hindostan (1,463 tons) – were launched, 
along with the Fifth Rate HMS Triton (856 
tons), at a time when the Third Rate HMS 
Northumberland (1,907 tons) was also under 
construction. This work rate must have 
involved building one vessel in the dry dock, 
as neither the Merchants’ Yard nor the Rother
hithe yard had then been acquired. A similar, 
but less extreme, situation would have applied 
in 1797, when a smaller East Indiaman, the 
Caledonian (612 tons), was launched along 
with four gun brigs (Crash, Contest, Adder, 
Spiteful, all of about 160 tons), again whilst 
the Northumberland was still there. Another 
challenging year would have been 1811, when 
a large East Indiaman, the Asia (950 tons), was 
launched, along with a smaller unknown mer
chantman, whilst the Third Rate HMS Rodney 
(1,754 tons) and HMS Cornwall (1,751 tons), 
as well as the East Indiaman Marquis of Wel
lington (950 tons) were also building. In theory, 
all of these latter vessels could have been built 
at the then expanded Deptford Green yard, if 
the two dry docks had been used. Whilst the 
Rotherhithe yard is likely to have focused on 
mastmaking, fitout work, and ship repair
ing, it is always feasible that the slip there may 
have built something in the later period.42 For 
convenience sake, however, all Barnardbuilt 
vessels are assigned here to Deptford. On this 
basis, the Deptford Green yard would have 
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built twentythree ships and vessels for the 
government between 1793 and 1813 (Table 
1). The yard would also have built eighteen 
East Indiamen, totalling a combined 16,894 
tons, six of which were over 1,000 tons.43 In 
addition, a further seventeen merchant vessels, 
totalling 2,767 tons, would have been built at 
the yard.44 Barnard’s Yard was the second larg
est Thames merchant yard, in terms of output, 
after the great Blackwall Yard.

Wells and Perry & Wells’ Yard,  
Deptford Green

This smaller Deptford shipyard has gener
ally escaped notice, presumably because of 
the Wells’ larger Rotherhithe yard and their 
involvement with the Perry family and Black
wall Yard, between 1798 and 1805.45 The yard 
formed part of the Pitt Estate and for much of 
its life was known simply as the ‘Merchants 
Yard’.46 John and William Wells had first leased 
the yard – which comprised ‘ye double Dock, 
Launch or Slip, Houses & Offices, Counting 
House, Warehouses, Moulding Lofts, sheath
ing Lofts & other appurts’ – in 1764.47 The 
twentyoneyear lease was renewed in 1784 
and a new twentyfouryear lease was granted 
to Perry & Wells in March 1799.48 The new 
lease recited the property listed in the agree
ment of 1784 as comprising:

all that large double dry dock and Launch or 
slip belonging to the same together with the 
Dwelling house Countinghouse Warehouses 
Sail Lofts Mould Lofts Sheathing Lofts Saw 
Pits ffurnaces and wheel Crane and Crane
house . . . 

In an extensive document listing Perry & 
Wells’ various properties in September 1803, 
the Merchants Yard was described in the same 
terms and it still included ‘the chains there 
to moor ships on’.49 Interestingly, however, 
the indenture also noted that the Merchants 
Yard was then the subject of an agreement for 
a lease with ‘William Barnard shipbuilder’ to 
run up until 25 March 1806, but it provided 
neither the date of the agreement or length of 
the sublease.

Given the Wells and Perry & Wells’ other 
operations and interests, it is impossible to 
determine what might have been built and 
repaired by them at Deptford Green up to 
1803. Eight naval vessels, however, rang
ing from gunboats up to the Dragon (74) are 
recorded by Rif Winfield as being contracted 
for from John and William Wells, of ‘Dept
ford’, between 1794 and 1797.50 Although 
Winfield made extensive use of naval records, 
other writers, including Rankin, have assigned 
these vessels to the Rotherhithe yard.51 Rankin, 
however, had noted that ‘some later ships’ 
were recorded as being built by ‘Wells, Dept
ford’ but he suspected that this was due to 
‘clerical error’, as he mistakenly believed that 
the Wells then had no shipyard in Deptford.52 
As the occupation of the Wells’ Deptford and 
Rotherhithe yards spanned the same fortyodd 
years, and as they appear to have been run 
as a combined business, there is bound to be 
uncertainty as to exactly what went on where 
– especially after the Wells bought into Perry 
& Green’s Blackwall Yard operation in 1798. 
The situation, perhaps, is further obscured 
by the fact that in his 1804 printed letter to 
Earl St Vincent, John Wells made no mention 
of the Deptford Green yard and the same was 
true of Thomas Noakes’ evidence to the 1814 
Parliamentary enquiry into EastIndian built 
shipping.53 This supports the view that both 
yards were operated as one.

As the Wells also built six large East India
men between 1794 and 1798, the logical 
conclusion is that some building work would 
have taken place at Deptford.54 The large 
double dry dock there was larger than that at 
the Rotherhithe yard and the building slip was 
also substantial. On the balance of the rela
tive facilities, it would seem very unlikely that 
Deptford would have contributed less than a 
third of the joint thirtyonevessel output of 
the two yards – which continued up to 1803.55 

Given the uncertainties associated with the 
identification of where these actual vessels 
were built, however, no naval or other ves
sels have been specifically assigned here to the 
Merchants Yard.
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Deptford Naval Dockyard

Whilst Deptford Dockyard was the largest 
Deptford shipbuilding yard it had long been 
eclipsed, along with Woolwich Dockyard, in 
terms of suitable location, depth of water, size, 
and general operating facilities, by Chatham, 
Portsmouth, and Plymouth naval dockyards. 
Despite this, the two Thames yards played 
a vital role in naval shipbuilding during the 
Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars. Indeed, 
the number of ships launched at Deptford and 
Woolwich generally exceeded those built at 
Portsmouth, Chatham, and Plymouth, which 
focused on the building of the very largest 
ships, repair, and refitting.56

The extent and general layout of the Dept
ford site was excellently captured in Joseph 
Farrington’s 1794 oil painting, which depicts 
an aerial view of the dockyard from the river.57 
Although the actual number of docks and slip
ways at Deptford Dockyard was the same as 
at Dudman’s Yard the site, of course, was far 
more extensive, as the plan of 1810 shows 
(Figure 3). The yard had a riverside frontage 
of around 1,700 feet and covered some thirty

one acres.58 Along the riverside were three 
large slipways for building ships of the line, 
along with the double dry dock. Two smaller 
slipways and a single dry dock were located on 
the southwestern side of the basin.59 Although 
the yard’s provision of dry docks was exceeded 
by Chatham, Portsmouth, and Plymouth, only 

Fig. 3: Plan of Deptford Naval Dockyard in 1810. The yard had a river frontage of around  
1,700 feet in length and covered some thirtyone acres. (NMM: ADM/Y/6)
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Chatham really had more extensive building 
slips.60 The Deptford site also included the 
Great Storehouse, rigging loft, sail loft, saw 
pits, workshops, blacksmiths’ shop, timber 
stores, timber kiln, seasoning sheds, mould loft 
and mast house, two mast ponds, boathouses, 
stables, offices, and officers’ houses.61

Unlike the Deptford private yards, Dept
ford Dockyard only built, fitted, and repaired 
naval vessels. Between 1793 and 1815, the 
yard launched forty vessels – numerically 
much smaller than the total of sixtythree naval 
vessels built jointly at Dudman’s Yard and Bar
nard’s Yard, although the combined tonnage 
of the latter yards was only slightly greater 
(Table 1). A subsidiary function of Deptford 
Yard – and to a lesser extent of Woolwich Yard 
– was as a stores depot for home and overseas 
naval dockyards, as well as the fleet.62

Output and relationships

Output

Records clearly demonstrate that Deptford 
private yards played a crucial part in naval 
shipbuilding. Barnard’s and Dudman’s Yards 

built everything from gunboats and gun brigs 
up to 74gun warships, as well as some special
ist vessels. Six 74gun warships were built at 
each yard, the first of which were laid down at 
the end of 1795 (Figure 4).63 These compared 
with the eight 74gun vessels and three larger 
ones built at Deptford Dockyard. The fact 
that both Barnard’s and Dudman’s Yards had 
previously built 74gun vessels and East India
men made them ideal candidates for renewed 
contract building of large warships. Indeed, in 
1804, John Wells picked up on a more funda
mental relationship when he stated that:

Our premises, consisting of slips for building 
and docks for repairing East India men and 
other ships, require large establishments; and 
having these establishments constantly kept 
up by the East India Trade, we have been 
enabled, when called on by Government, to 
make great exertions in building and repair
ing their ships, in as short a time as they have 
ever required . . .64

In addition, the fact that larger London
built East Indiamen broadly compared to 

Fig. 4: Body plan, sheer lines and longitudinal halfbreadth of the 74gun Northumberland Class vessels, 
HMS Northumberland and HMS Renown, around August 1795. The Northumberland was launched by 

Barnard in February 1798 and Dudman launched Renown three months later. (NMM: ZAZ1121)
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larger warships made them attractive as naval 
acquisitions in times of shortage. In 1795, for 
instance, the Navy Board purchased the incom
plete East Indiaman Royal Admiral, building 
at Barnard’s Deptford yard, for conversion to 
HMS York (64), eventually launched on 24 
March 1796.65 The contract, however, proved 
to be a mixed blessing for the Barnards: 
alterations and reframing were unexpect
edly complicated and timeconsuming; work 
was affected by a sawyers’ strike (see below); 
and they incurred a significant loss and had 
to approach the Navy Board for possible 
financial help.66 The Royal Admiral was one 
of five large East Indiamen, under construc
tion at Thames yards, ordered to be converted 
to 64gun warships in 1795.67 Other East 
Indiamen were also purchased in 1795–96 
for the navy, including the Hindostan (1,248 
tons), which had been launched at Barnard’s 
yard in November 1789.68 Ironically, the pur
chase and conversion of these East Indiamen 
had resulted from disagreements between 
the Navy Board and merchant builders over 
timberprice inflation for ships built during 
the 1794–95 programmes.69 The Hindostan 
returned to Barnard’s yard for refitting as 
HMS Hindostan (56), at a cost of £11,062.70 

Whilst large East Indiamen were broadly com
parable to 64gun warships, there was a hot 
contemporary debate about their suitability for 
conversion, especially regarding design, which 
impacted on the cost of such work.71 Indeed, 
these vessels were seen to make relatively slow 
and awkward warships, which resulted in 
them being ‘derisively dubbed “tea and sugar 
ships” in the fleet.’72 Notwithstanding this put 
down, mercantile East Indiamen – including 
Barnard’s Phoenix (818 tons, launched 1804) 
and Preston (675 tons, launched 1798), and 
Dudman’s Streatham (819 tons, launched 
1805) – played an important part in Indian 
Ocean naval campaigns.73 This, together with 
the close connection between the large Thames 
yards that built them and their naval contract 
work, was later used as an argument to oppose 
the reform of the East India Company’s trad
ing monopolies (see below).74

The building of a range of naval vessels 
at Deptford’s private yards helped enable 
Deptford Dockyard focus its main building 
activities on rated ships carrying between 32 
and 100 guns, as well as repair and refitting 
work. This was especially helpful as Deptford 
Dockyard, like other naval yards, was often 
short of its full complement of shipwrights, 

Table 1 Source: Rif Winfield, British Warships in the Age of Sail 1793–1817 – Design, Construction, 
Careers and Fates (Barnsley, 2005). Notes: The data has been reconstructed from extracts taken from all 
of the relevant ship and vessel entries in the volume. To arrive at the individual yard tonnages, the relevant 
individual builders’ measures (BM) were rounded to the nearest ton and then summed. The average ton
nages were also rounded to the nearest ton. The tonnage for the survey vessel, Investigator, launched at 
Deptford Dockyard in April 1811, is not given in Winfield, but the generally acknowledged measure of 121 
tons has been included in the analysis. Due to the problem of vessel identification, no warships have been 
here allocated to the Wells’ Deptford yard.

Table 1: Naval ships launched at Deptford shipyards, 1793–1815

Number Total tonnage Average tonnage

Deptford Dockyard 40 40,911 1,023

Barnard’s Yard 24 20,634 860

Dudman’s Yard 40 21,466 537

Total 104 83,011 798
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which resulted in its building facilities never 
being fully utilised.75 The relative numbers 
and tonnages of naval vessels launched on the 
Deptford waterfront are shown in Table 1.

Thus, the combined naval vessel output 
of the three yards was around 83,011 tons, 
of which 42,100 tons, or just less than 51 per 
cent, was launched at the two private yards. 
The average tonnage of naval vessels built at 
Dudman’s Yard was substantially smaller than 
for both the average and for those built at Bar
nard’s Yard, which itself was smaller than that 
for Deptford Dockyard.

Interestingly, the number of ships extracted 
from Winfield for Barnard’s Yard for the 
period 25 September 1794 to 14 August 1813 
exactly matches the total of twentythree given 
by Barnards’ clerk, Isaac Sparrow, to the 1814 
Parliamentary enquiry into EastIndian built 
shipping, although he gave a total build volume 
of 19,529 tons against Winfield’s 19,638 
tons.76 Samuel Jordan’s returns for Dudman’s 
Yard given in the 1814 enquiry only related to 
the twentyfive naval vessels built from 1803 
to 1812, for which he gave a recorded tonnage 
of 10,926.77 Jordan’s number of vessels exactly 
matches that extracted from Winfield for the 
same time period, although his recorded ton
nage was slightly under Winfield’s 10,994 
tons.78

If the known merchant tonnage built at 
Barnard’s Yard is added to its naval build
ing, the total tonnage launched between 1794 
and 1815 would have been around 40,295 
tons – comprising: 20,634 naval; 16,894 East 
Indiamen; and 2,767 other merchant tonnage 
– bringing it very close to the total tonnage 
launched at Deptford Dockyard. The total 
known tonnage of all vessels launched at Dud
man’s Yard, by comparison, was only 30,562 
tons – comprising: 21,466 naval; 6,813 East 
Indiamen; and 2,283 other merchant tonnage. 
Barnard’s larger building tonnage was mostly 
due to their greater output of East Indiamen, 
which resulted in naval and merchant tonnages 
being almost evenly matched. In comparison, 
Dudman’s Yard was more dependent on naval 
shipbuilding than merchant building by a 
factor of around two to one.

Both businesses were also reliant on ship 
repairing. Between 1803 and 1813, Barnard’s 
yards at Deptford Green and Rotherhithe 
jointly repaired some 854 ‘ships’ – although 
454 appear only to have been ‘onemast ves
sels.’79 The Barnards refitted a small number of 
vessels at Deptford Green for the navy, includ
ing the Bulldog, converted from a 16gun sloop 
to a bomb vessel in 1798, at a cost of £5,907, 
before completion at Deptford Dockyard; the 
Empress Mary, converted from a merchant
man to a gunboat in 1799, before completion 
at Deptford and Woolwich Dockyards; and 
the Utile, also converted from a merchantman 
to a gunboat in 1804, before completion at 
Deptford Dockyard.80 Isaac Sparrow reckoned 
that Barnard’s businesses from merchant ship
building and ship repairing ‘were nearly equal’ 
to each other.81 He provided interesting statis
tics on charges made for ‘Shipwright’s Work 
and Stores’ for regular repairs to East India
men – a very valuable source of income for the 
larger Thames yards.82

Samuel Jordan said that Dudman’s Yard 
repaired 155 merchant vessels, 123 trans
ports, and 4 naval vessels between 1803 and 
1812.83 Jordan qualified his report by stating 
that most work on transports was not really 
repair, in that ‘they are merely fitted with 
pieces across to carry boats out.’84 Work on 
transports, however, was part of a very much 
closer relation ship between Dudman and the 
Transport Board, which occupied part of his 
wet dock for the use of their ships. They also 
regularly sold vessels and equipment from 
there.85 The annual rent which the Board paid 
to Dudman was more than what he actually 
paid to the Evelyn Estate for the whole yard.86 

One of the naval vessels repaired at Dud
man’s Yard was the Sybille (38), in dry dock 
between September 1804 and July 1805, at a 
cost of £22,224, before completion at Dept
ford Dockyard.87 In dry dock across the same 
period was the Lion (64), whose repair cost 
the enormous sum of £58,124.88

In 1797 the Navy Board purchased the Fre
mantle, on the stocks at Dudman’s Yard, and 
completed her at Deptford Dockyard as a gov
ernment transport.89 Dudman had presumably 
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begun building this vessel as a speculation. 
In 1801 the Navy Board also purchased the 
merchant ship Alonzo from John Dudman, 
for fitting as a gunboat at Deptford Dockyard, 
although he appears not to have originally 
built her.90

In comparison to the Deptford yards, 
Blackwall Yard – the largest private Thames 
shipbuilding yard – launched fortyone naval 
ships, from 1794 to 1814, with a total ton
nage of 40,364.91 This came very close to the 
combined output of Barnard’s and Dudman’s 
Yards, and also to that of Deptford Dockyard. 
Blackwall Yard’s twentyseven East India ves
sels had a combined tonnage of 28,240, which 
exceeded that of Barnard’s and Dudman’s 
Yards combined, although its output of other 
merchant vessels (seven vessels with a com
bined tonnage of 3,095) was comparatively 
modest.92

Perhaps the most famous Deptford pri

vate yard warship was HMS Phoebe, a 36gun 
frigate launched at Dudman’s Yard on 24 Sep
tember 1795 and coppered there (Figure 5).93 
The Phoebe, under Lieutenant James Hillyar, 
captured the notorious American frigate Essex 
– which had been raiding the London Pacific 
whaling fleet to devastating effect – at Val
paraiso on 28 March 1814.94 Whilst Phoebe’s 
action has gone down in naval history, the fact 
that she was built at Dudman’s Yard has been 
largely forgotten.

Relationships

Traditionally, Thames merchant yards were 
ideally placed to secure naval contracts as they 
had ready access to the Navy Board offices, 
as well as to Deptford and Woolwich Dock
yards, and were run by articulate, influential 
and wellconnected proprietors.95 During the 
Revolutionary Wars (1793–1802), Thames
ide yards built just over 70 per cent (some 

Fig. 5: Model of the 36gun frigate HMS Phoebe, launched at Dudman’s Yard in September 1795  
before fittingout at Deptford Dockyard. Phoebe was present at Trafalgar and captured the  

notorious American frigate Essex at Valparaiso in March 1814. (NMM: SLR0585)
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56,370 tons) of all contract naval tonnage 
launched from private yards.96 Although this 
was reduced to just below 33 per cent during 
the Napoleonic Wars (1803–1815), this was 
only a relative decline, with the total contract 
vessels launched at Thames’ yards totalling 
79,947 tons.97 The 42,100 tons of naval ship
ping launched by Barnard and Dudman during 
the two wars equated to around 31 per cent of 
all Thames merchant yard naval tonnages.

The relationship between Deptford’s pri
vate yards and Deptford Dockyard was, as 
already noted, very close and symbiotic. The 
Navy Board advertised for builders to tender 
for smaller vessels, but normally approached 
a selected list of larger shipbuilders, mostly 
on the Thames, to build 74gun ships.98 The 
Navy Board believed that ‘scarcely any others 
can be depended upon for building line of 
battle ships.’99 Naval ships contracted out to 
merchant builders were the subject of detailed 
specifications, contracts and issued draw
ings.100 All vessels ordered from the private 
yards were carefully supervised and moni
tored by the Navy Board, through quartermen 
and senior shipwrights – appointed by spe
cial Admiralty warrant – from naval yards, 
who were instructed to ‘constantly attend all 
the working hours.’101 It was the responsi
bility of these men to ensure qualitative and 
quantitative compliance with issued contracts 
and drawings.102 If they were negligent and 
vessels failed to obtain their final certificates 
they were liable to dismissal.103 Other Navy 
Board officials also made regular inspections 
(see the Ajax case below). Sometimes selected 
timber and other materials – such as copper 
sheathing, fittings and fixings, iron work, and 
oak coaks – were provided by naval yards 
and their cost debited to the builders’ final 
accounts.104 Naval contracts contained clauses 
regarding the length of time that larger ves
sels needed to stand in frame to season. For 
instance, 74gun ships were usually directed to 
remain in frame for a year, but this was some
times reduced according to Admiralty needs, 
as demonstrated by correspondence with Bar
nard & Roberts.105 When the vessels were 
ready for launching from slipways, launching 

gear – including bilgeways, cradles, anchors, 
and cables – was provided by naval yards, 
along with riggers and men to assist with 
the many demands and complexities of the 
launch.106 Once a vessel had been successfully 
completed and launched, an ‘Overseers Cer
tificate’ was issued. This confirmed whether it 
was ‘built agreeable to Contract’, and noted 
the ‘as built’ principal dimensions against 
those in the contract. The certificate also noted 
the weight, quantities, or dimensions of any 
supplied materials chargeable to the contrac
tor.107 After launch, vessels were towed to a 
naval yard where the master shipwright and 
his assistants carried out a further inspection 
to check that workmanship and materials 
were good and that the ship met the terms of 
the contract. Once their ‘Certificate of Survey’ 
was completed, work was ready to begin on 
coppering, masting, rigging, and other fitting 
out.108 Surprisingly few authors have explored 
the interfaces between the closely related pro
cess of naval shipbuilding at private and naval 
yards.109

Of the forty ships built at Dudman’s 
Yard, thirtytwo were completed at Deptford 
Dockyard and four at Woolwich Dockyard 
– whilst the remaining four were small gun
boats, presumably finished by Dudman.110 Of 
the thirtytwo Dudman vessels completed at 
Deptford Dockyard, one had been coppered 
at Dudman’s. Of the twentyfour naval ves
sels built at Barnard’s Yard, fourteen were 
completed at Deptford Dockyard, four at 
Woolwich Dockyard, four jointly at Deptford 
and Woolwich Dockyards, one by the builder, 
and one had an unknown fittingout loca
tion.111 In addition, two of the Barnard vessels 
fittedout at Deptford Dockyard had been 
coppered by the builder.112 Coppering work 
was usually restricted to naval dockyards as a 
guard against theft and fraud, as well as prop
erly facilitating final hull surveys once vessels 
had been in the water after initial launching.

Of the forty vessels launched at Deptford 
Dockyard, thirty were fitted out there, whilst 
seven were fitted out at Woolwich Dockyard, 
two at Chatham Dockyard, and one jointly at 
Woolwich and Sheerness.113 The vessels fitted 
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out at other yards were mostly ships of 74 
guns or above, although Deptford Dockyard 
did fit out a handful of its own larger vessels, 
especially earlier on, including the Neptune 
(90), launched in 1797, and the Mars (74), 
launched in 1794.114

In addition to the main contract build
ing of naval hulls, many local businesses 
would have been amongst those that pro
vided Deptford Dockyard with a whole range 
of supplies under Navy Board contracts.115 
In 1782, for example, Deptford Dockyard 
had 122 contracts with local manufacturers 
and other suppliers.116 Such contracts related 
to shipbuilding materials, dockyard main
tenance, and naval stores. One important 
local contractor was Nicholas Cheminant, 
who supplied masts and spars from his yard 
and wharf on Deptford Creek. In 1805, for 
instance, Cheminant was one of four Thames 
mastmakers who provided Deptford Dock
yard with masts and yards for 64gun, 38gun, 
32gun, and 28gun warships.117 Up until May 
1803, Cheminant operated in partnership 
with George Claughton as ‘Mast, Block, Oar 
and GunCarriageMakers.’118 After the part
nership was dissolved, Cheminant operated 
independently at Deptford, whilst Claughton 
did the same from his address in West Lane, 
Rotherhithe.119 Cheminant not only used his 
wharf for timber handling, but for the sale 
of ship stores – including some from cap
tured warships – and merchant vessels.120 He 
must also have had good contacts with the 
Transport Board. In February 1810 he stored  
eightyone anchors, one pair of flukes, and 
fiftyfour anchor stocks ‘supposed to have 
been left by Transports at Corunna, in Janu
ary, 1809.’121 The Transport Board advertised 
for claimants, but few appear to have come 
forward as seventytwo anchors and various 
stocks were auctioned at Chem inant’s Wharf 
in May the following year.122 Chem inant also 
operated a floating dock in Deptford Creek.123

Beyond the obvious relationships relating 
to shipbuilding contracts, there were doubtless 
many other links between Deptford’s private 
yards and Deptford Dockyard. Thus, Isaac 
Sparrow stated that in 1813 Barnard & Rob

erts sold ‘about six and twenty load of timber 
and plank, about 2,000 load of timber, and 
600 load of plank’ to a contractor, who sold 
it on to the ‘Government.’124 Sparrow noted 
that the ‘reason was to keep a connexion, that 
we purchased and sent it to the dockyards, 
because we could not accommodate it in the 
yard for want of room.’125 It is likely, how
ever, that the sale was partly prompted by the 
launch of Barnard’s last warship, HMS Pac
tolus (38), in August 1813, and the temporary 
lack of orders for East Indiamen.126 It is only 
through the accidental survival of selective 
business records that we know John Dudman 
sold large numbers of treenails to the Navy 
Board in July and September 1812.127 This was 
at the time when he had decided to cease ship
building (see below).

Relationships between the Admiralty and 
Thameside private yards, however – born of 
joint necessity in unpredictable times of war – 
were not always harmonious. Earl St Vincent’s 
period as First Lord of the Admiralty (19 
February 1801 to 15 May 1804) was one of 
marked difficulty for both naval yards, which 
he believed were riven by inefficiency and cor
ruption, and the private shipbuilders, who 
he believed charged extortionate prices.128 In 
March 1802, St Vincent wrote to the Chairman 
and Deputy Chairman of the East India Com
pany proposing that the largest East Indiamen 
be limited to 800 tons, so as to preferentially 
conserve ‘Timber of large dimensions’ for 
naval shipbuilding, and that warships might 
be ordered from Bombay (see below).129 The 
following year the Company agreed to a limit 
of 800 tons on new ships for five years.130 
Lists of ships built across this period demon
strate that this attempted constraint was only 
partly observed.131 St. Vincent’s move against 
the Thames merchant shipbuilders, however, 
did not stop there. Believing that naval ship
building could be reformed by focusing on 
bettermanaged naval yards, he opposed the 
letting of contracts for larger warships to pri
vate builders, in January 1803, on the grounds 
of perceived quality and competition for scarce 
timber supplies.132

A major schism with the builders occurred 
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in March 1804 when the Navy Board pros
ecuted John, Samuel, and Daniel Brent over 
the supposed poor quality of workmanship on 
HMS Ajax (74), launched at Randall & Brent’s 
Rotherhithe yard in March 1798. The fact 
that the Ajax had required repairs amount
ing to £44,000 infuriated St Vincent and ‘he 
instigated the prosecution of its builder.’133 
The Navy Board attempted to claim repay
ment of the repair costs on the grounds that 
the contract terms had been breached in that 
Randall & Brent ‘did not build the said ship 
in a substantial and workmanlikelike manner, 
and with good, sound and proper materials 
of every kind.’134 The Navy Board argued that 
the caulking was inferior; the knee at the head 
of ship was poorly built; knees, timbers, and 
planks had shakes and were sappy and rotten; 
the knees were graincut; there was dry rot 
in the gundeck beams; hull planks had been 
scored and forced; and the standard against 
the stern post was defective, as was the iron
work.135 Whilst the Court of King’s Bench 
supported the Navy Board, the case went to 
arbitration and was only settled in February 
1807. The arbitrator, George Sowley Hol
royd, a Gray’s Inn lawyer, was painstaking in 
checking and evaluating the evidence submit
ted against the Brents, and dismissed all of the 
claims except those relating to some forced 
planks and the use of inferior iron for some of 
the dead eye bindings.136 Holroyd reduced the 
award against the Brents to just £450, with 40 
shillings costs.137 His decision was influenced 
by the fact that the Ajax had been overseen 
by two appointed navy inspectors and survey
ors, and that Sir John Henslow – Surveyor of 
the Navy and one of the parties to the original 
action – had himself also regularly inspected 
the vessel whilst she was being built.138 Many 
experienced shipwrights, including those 
employed at naval yards, would have sup
ported such a viewpoint. James Hughes, who 
had worked as a quarterman at Deptford 
Dockyard and supervised ships built at private 
yards, reckoned that there was no qualitative 
difference in the ships built by the two groups, 
in that ‘one is equal to the other; why should 
they not, when there is a King’s officer to see 

them in both places; there is no difference.’139 
This view was strongly shared by John Wells, 
in 1804, who had very pointedly defended the 
quality of work on the Ajax.140

The Navy Board’s action against the 
Brents soured relations with the private build
ers. When the Navy Board finally managed to 
contract with Thames yards for new 74gun 
warships, in January 1805, the builders 
– including Barnard and Dudman – were ada
mant that the Board’s inspection certificates 
‘should be final on the part of Government, 
in order that they may not be subject to vexa
tious prosecutions years afterwards, as in the 
case of the Ajax.’141 The builders also com
plained that ‘for some time past the overseers 
employed in superintending the work’ at 
their yards ‘appear to be actuated by a differ
ent disposition to that which used to govern 
them’, in that the previous ‘fair, reasonable 
and workmanlike principle’ had given way 
to ‘a spirit of strictness, which gives rise to 
many impediments in the execution of their 
contract.’142 These words were a further reflec
tion on the legacy of St Vincent’s strictures and 
policies. The Navy Board, however, was forced 
to agree a price of £36 per ton with the pri
vate shipbuilders, some £10 in excess of the 
contract price that some of them had, unsuc
cessfully, tendered to build 74gun vessels for 
in January 1803.143 Although the Navy Board 
acknowledged the impact of increasing timber 
costs, the agreed price of £36 per ton – which 
the builders had reduced by 11s. per ton as 
an ‘abatement’ – was still £2 5s. above their 
surveyors’ estimates.144 Despite the increased 
contract price, only eight of the ten required 
ships went to Thames yards – with contract 
build times of fortytwo months – including 
two to Dudman and one to Barnard.145 The 
desperation of the Navy Board even saw one 
of the new building contracts go to the Brents, 
the builders of the Ajax.146 The Board, how
ever, noted that although they each had the 
capacity and resources to build two such ships, 
the Barnards and the Brents ‘would, on no 
account, undertake more than one ship each, 
upon the terms of the intended contracts.’147 
Negotiations on the contract price were fur
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ther damaged by a rumour that the Navy 
Board had contractors purchasing future sup
plies of forest timber to the disadvantage of 
the private shipbuilders in that: ‘Mr. Dudman 
. . . stated, that he had received the in for mation 
from Sir Thomas Troubridge, in order to put 
him on his guard in his transactions with the 
Navy Board.’148

Not surprisingly, given his Admiralty cre
dentials and friendship with St Vincent, Rear 
Admiral Troubridge denied this.

Although the Ajax case was an isolated 
one, it did not stop some brickbats being fired 
at the merchants’ yards, whenever it suited 
their senders. In 1812, for instance, the ‘Com
mittee of ShipOwners of the Port of London’ 
cited what they regarded as the poor quality 
of HMS Sceptre (74), launched by Dudman 
in 1803, as part of its armoury to counter 
the arguments and petitions of Thames ship
builders against Indianbuilt shipping (see 
below).149 This criticism, however, appears to 
have been malicious, as Navy Board records 
indicate that the Sceptre only needed her first 
‘small’ repair in 1808, and was still ‘at sea, 
in actual service’, in May 1814.150 Indeed, all 
of the 74gun vessels launched by Barnard 
and Dudman seem to have been very sound, 
as they had good repair histories, which was 
something shared with other Thames yards.151 
Ships built at naval yards, on the other hand, 
sometimes suffered from major defects, as was 
the case for two of Deptford’s 74gun vessels 
– Courageux (1800) and Blake (1808) – which 
were both the subject of extensive and costly 
repairs relating to rotten timbers.152

Generally, though, working relationships 
between the Navy Board and the Thames 
private yards were very good. When, in April 
1806, Henry Peake, Master Shipwright at 

Dept ford, proposed that the value of task work 
at naval dockyards be reviewed and revised, he 
recommended establishing a special commit
tee comprising a range of officers and foremen 
from both the naval and private dockyards. He 
specifically included ‘one Master Builder from 
a Merchants Yard’ and suggested ‘Mr. Roberts, 
a Partner in Messrs. Barnards House at Dept
ford’ for the role.153 Peake clearly had faith in 
the private shipbuilding sector and the quality 
of its men. Thames yards had a good reputa
tion for delivering building contracts to time. 
Between 1801 and 1814, whilst late delivery 
fines amounting to £20,332 were levied on pri
vate shipbuilders nationally, just three Thames 
builders were fined a very modest total of 
£1,250 – including £150 for Dudman.154

Shipbuilding costs, build-times, and 
workforce

Shipbuilding costs and build-times

Accurate comparisons between the rela
tive cost and buildtime of warships built at 
Deptford Dockyard and the private yards are 
made difficult due to differences in the classes 
of vessels built, relative labour costs, varia
tions in procurement costs and availability of 
materials, widely disparate methods of pric
ing, costing, and evaluating work, contractual 
obligations, naval service demands, variable 
instructions regarding frame seasoning times, 
requirements of other work programmes, 
fittingout arrangements, and data survival. 
A key factor regarding costings, of course, is 
that those for vessels built at naval yards were 
more narrowly defined, in that they ‘took 
no account of overheads’ and excluded any 
allowance for profit.155 Some very crude com
parators, however, can be made and those for 

Table 2 Source: Rif Winfield, British Warships in the Age of Sail 1793–1817 – Design, Construction, 
Careers and Fates (Barnsley, 2005). Notes: NG – not given; BM – Builder’s Measure. The data has been 
reconstructed from extracts taken from all of the relevant vessel entries in Winfield. The builders’ cost 
figures are not comparable between Deptford Yard and the private yards. The costs given for the former 
included substantial fittingout work, which was not undertaken at the private yards. Thus, the fitout 
cost figures given for the private yards relate to work carried out at naval yards. The bracketed builders’ 
cost figures for the Repulse and the Sceptre are taken from Navy Office figures contained in Accounts and 
Papers Relating to Ships and Shipbuilders (House of Commons, 28 April 1814), pp. 3–4.
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Table 2: Comparative building data on 74-gun vessels, 1793–1813

Name BM
Tonnage

Launched Build
Time

Builder’s 
Cost £

Fit-Out
Cost £

Total 
Cost £

Deptford
Dockyard

Mars
(Mars Class)

1853 25.10.1794 5y 0m NG NG 50,270

Courageux
(Courageux Class)

1772 26.03.1800 2y 5m 60,701 3,543 64,244

Colossus
(Colossus Class)

1888 23.04.1803 3y 11m NG NG

Fame
(Fame Class)

1745 08.10.1805 3y 8m NG NG 63,059

Bombay
(Carnatic Class)

1701 28.03.1808 2y 5m 67,038 2,954 69,992

Blake
(Blake Class)

1822 23.08.1808 2y 4m NG NG

Hogue
(Armada Class)

1750 03.10.1811 3y 6m 75,715 1,429 77,144

Blenheim
(Armada Class)

1747 31.05.1813 4y 9m 76,865 3,215 80,080

Barnard
Built 

Northumberland
(Northumberland
Class)

1907 02.02.1798 2y 4m 37,456 17,647 55,103

Repulse
(Repulse Class)

1727 21.07.1803 2y 10m NG
(37,073)

NG

Marlborough
(Marlborough 
Class)

1754 22.06.1807 1y 10m 61,257 28,199 86,449

Rodney
(Armada Class)

1754 08.12.1809 1y 9m 58,330 28,119 86,449

Cornwall
(Armada Class)

1751 16.01.1812 3y 10m 58,330 20,041 78,371

Devonshire
(Armada Class)

1741 23.09.1812 2y 7m 58,330 21,812 80,142

Dudman
Built 

Renown
(Northumberland 
Class)

1899 02.05.1798 2y 6m 38,203 17,980 56,183

Sceptre
(Sceptre Class)

1727 11.12.1802 2y 0m NG
(35,931)

NG

Sultan
(Hero Class)

1752 19.09.1807 1y 10m 61,300 26,874 88,174

Royal Oak
(Hero Class)

1759 04.03.1809 2y 9m 62,273 NG

Duncan
(Armada Class)

1761 02.12.1811 3y 4m 58,420 26,632 85,052

Indus
(Armada Class)

1756 19.12.1812 3y 8m 57,430 36,246 93,676 
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74gun warships – the largest built at private 
yards – are given in Table 2 (page 45):

This table demonstrates that the two pri
vate yards generally completed vessels more 
speedily: Barnard’s Yard built six vessels at 
an average completion time of approximately 
30 months and 10 days; Dudman’s Yard built 
six vessels at an average completion time of 
approximately 32 months and 5 days; whilst 
Deptford Dockyard built eight vessels at an 
average completion time of approximately 
42 months. The only related class of 74s built 
across all three yards was the Armada Class. 
This composite design by the ‘Surveyors of the 
Navy’ was sometimes ironically dubbed ‘the 
Forty Thieves’, because of supposed corner
cutting at some of the private yards contracted 
to build them.156 A closer look at these ves
sels reveals a similar relative pattern, although 
average completion times were longer: Bar
nard’s three ships averaged 33 months; the 
two built by Dudman averaged 42 months; 
and Deptford Dockyard’s two ships averaged 
50 months. Remarkably, Barnards completed 
the Rodney in only 21 months – although the 
Navy Board had directed that she should be 
built quickly, which would have excluded a 
lengthy seasoning time.157 Barnard’s Cornwall 
and Devonshire, however, stood in season for 
a year.158 Even though Deptford Dockyard 
achieved some relatively fast build times – as 
with the Bombay (29 months) and Blake (28 
months) – the edge clearly belonged to the  
private yards, as with Barnard’s Marlbor
ough (22 months) and Dudman’s Sultan (22 
months). A number of factors lay behind the 
generally longer build times at Deptford Yard, 
including difficulty in recruiting and retaining 
men and apprentices, a less rigorous attitude 
to work, the absence of commercial market 
forces, and the fact that shipwrights were 
often removed from building work to under
take urgent repairs and refits.

Comparative costings for these 74gun 
vessels are difficult to establish due to private 
yards having launched only the hulls, which 
were fitted out at naval yards and costed by 
them, whist the latter yards’ own builders’ 
costs directly incorporated the greater part of 

the fittingout costs. Also, as already noted, the 
methods of costing work at the private and 
naval yards were very different. Table 2, how
ever, demonstrates that the total costs of two 
of Barnard’s Armada Class vessels (Cornwall 
and Devonshire) were broadly competitive 
with those built at Deptford Dockyard (Hogue 
and Blenheim).

The only merchant ships costing anything 
close to 74gun warships were the largest class 
of East Indiamen (Figure 6). The hull of a 
1,200 ton East India ship was reckoned to cost 
£27,600 (£23 per ton) in 1803 and £34,400 
(£28 13s 4d per ton) in 1809.159 By compari
son, the hull cost of the Repulse (74), launched 
by Barnard in 1803, was the equivalent of 
£21 9s 4d per ton, whilst the Rodney (74), 
launched in 1809, cost the equivalent of £33 
5s 1d per ton, and Dudman’s Royal Oak (74) 
cost the equivalent of £35 8s 0d per ton.160 
The Repulse, however, was one of the private 
yard warships known to have been built at 
a substantial loss (see below). The real hull 
cost would have been at least £24 10s 0d per 
ton. Taken together, these adjusted compara
tive figures reflect the generally accepted fact 
that the tonnage build costs for East Indiamen 
were less than for warships.161 During the war 
years the tonnage costs of building hulls of 
East Indiamen varied considerably, with the 
lowest being in 1799 (£16 6s 6d per ton) and 
the highest being 1805 (£31 17s 6d per ton).162 
The total cost for completing a 1,200 ton 
East Indiaman was estimated at: £51,621 in 
1803; £67,615 in 1805; £64,134 in 1809; and 
£65,892 in 1813.163 Not surprisingly, given 
their cost and purpose, East Indiamen were 
built under similar conditions of supervision 
and survey – provided by East India Company 
(EIC) officials – to naval vessels built at pri
vate yards.164 Larger vessels were required to 
remain in frame for 18 months.165 The EIC’s 
Surveyor, Gabriel Snodgrass, had progressively 
introduced many improvements, including 
methods of planking, hull design, iron knees 
and capstans with iron spindles and pawls, all 
of which he evangelically recommended to the 
navy.166 A rare surviving building agreement 
indicates the extent to which these vessels were 
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constructed to very detailed specifications.167 
This contract, dated 24 February 1798, was 
made between William Hamilton, merchant, 
and Frances Barnard & Company for build
ing and completing the hull of a 675ton East 
Indiaman at their Deptford yard. It dem
onstrates the complexities of building large 
merchant ships and the skill requirements of 
the foremen, shipwrights, caulkers, joiners, 
smiths, plumbers, carvers, and painters at the 
private yards. Interestingly, the contract speci
fied that the ship had ‘to be completely caulked 
in the same manner as Kings Ships.’ Hamilton 
had the right to appoint a surveyor and could 
refer any dispute to the EIC’s Surveyors for 
decision. The EIC’s Surveyors were also fully 
empowered to undertake their own surveys 
on behalf of the Company. Hamilton’s vessel 
was the already mentioned Preston, launched 
in 1798, which made six voyages to India.168

Data extracted from Winfield shows that 
both Barnard and Dudman, like other pri
vate builders, also built smaller naval vessels 
very speedily. Between April 1794 and Octo
ber 1800, for instance, Dudman launched five 
Fifth Rate vessels, of which the Apollo and 
the Blanche took only 9 months each to build. 

The Barnards also achieved fast speeds with 
the four Fifth Rate vessels launched between 
March 1794 and February 1801, with the 
Triton being launched in only 5 months. Bar
nard’s and Dudman’s speed of building Fifth 
Rates generally matched those for the sixteen 
launched at Deptford Dockyard. Smaller gun 
brigs – whose construction focused almost 
entirely on private yards – were built even 
more rapidly. Both Barnard and Dudman were 
able to build vessels of the Cherokee, Con
quest, Acute, and Archer Classes in a couple of 
months. The relatively large number of smaller 
vessels constructed made for some very hectic 
launch programmes. Barnards launched four 
Acute Class gun brigs over a threeweek period 
in April 1797, and Dudman launched three 
in the same month over a twoweek period. 
Remarkably, both yards sometimes launched 
two vessels on the same day: Barnards launched 
the firbuilt Cruiser Class vessels Elk and Har
rier on 22 August 1804; Dudman launched the 
Archer Class vessels Conflict and Archer on 17 
April 1801, and the Haughty and Manly on 
7 May 1804; and Dudman also launched the 
Cherokee Class vessels Britomart and Prince 
Arthur on 28 July 1808.

Fig. 6: Contemporary 1:36 scale model, of around 1800, of a second class (1,000 ton) East Indiaman  
of the type built by Barnard, Dudman and other leading merchant shipbuilders. (NMM: SLR0689)
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Despite their ability to secure orders and 
build promptly, there were numerous times 
when the private builders claimed to have 
made losses or near losses on naval work, 
mostly due to the effect of wartime inflation 
against set price contracts and the drawnout 
system of stage payments. This was especially 
true for the larger vessels with the longest 
build and stage payment times. In January 
1801, for instance, the Thames private build
ers wrote to the Navy Board stating that as a 
result of ‘materials and labour having risen on 
an average of 16% there is a certainty of loss 
to attach’ to their latest ‘engagements to build 
74gun ships.’169 These vessels would have 
included the Repulse and Sceptre, ordered 
from Barnard and Dudman respectively in 
February 1800.170 Although the Navy Board 
had initially indicated that they would con
sider making special allowances to help with 
these losses, this was firmly rejected by the 
Admiralty.171 John Wells actually blamed part 
of the rise in costs on the Navy Board itself, 
which he said had raised the price they paid 
for naval dockyard timber after the contracts 
with the merchant builders had been let.172 
Further disagreement between the Navy Board 
and Admiralty resulted in an abortive attempt 
by the former to let contacts for new 74gun 
ships in 1802–1803 to an already financially 
cautious body of leading shipbuilders, which 

was scuppered by St Vincent.173 Although a 
number of Thames builders – including John 
Dudman – had submitted priced tenders in 
January 1803 for these anticipated 74gun 
ships, some refused to quote on that basis.174 
Frances Barnard, Sons & Roberts only offered 
to build one 74gun ship, over four years, 
‘upon being paid by stuff and time.’175 After 
he had instructed the Navy Board not to con
tract with the private builders, St Vincent 
subsequently ordered a 74gun ship and a 
36gun vessel to be built in teak by the EIC at 
Bombay.176

In 1805 the leading Thames builders 
argued that they had borne losses of £5,000 
on the contract price of £35,826 for those 
‘1,706 tons’ vessels, contracted for in 1800, 
which would have equated to around 14 per 
cent.177 As a general figure, the yards reckoned 
to have lost £3 per ton on the contracted build
ing cost of £21 per ton, or a loss of 14.26 per 
cent.178 This would have eliminated any profit. 
Perhaps the private builders should have dis
played the caution that they had in 1797, 
when thirteen of them refused to contract for 
74gun ships on the terms being offered by 
the Navy Board.179 When ‘Messrs. Jno Wells, 
D. Brent, Barnard and Robarts, Dudman and 
Pitcher’ prepared their joint estimate for build
ing a 74gun ship of 1,706 tons, in January 
1805, they reckoned that overall costs had 

Table 3. Estimated cost of building the hull of a 74-gun ship of 1,706 tons,  
Thames merchant yards, January 1805

Component Total Cost £ Cost per ton £ Percentage 

Timber 33,003 10s 0d 19 7s 0d 52.86

Other materials 1,200 0s 0d 0 14s 0d 1.92

Labour costs 18,813 19s 8d 11 0s 7d 30.14

Miscellaneous costs 1,270 12s 0d 0 14s 11d 2.04

Profit 8,142 0s 0d 4 15s 5d 13.04

Total 62,430 1s 8d 36 11s 11d 100.00

Table 3 Source: Adapted from Accounts and Papers Relating to Ships and Shipbuilders (House of Com
mons, 28 April 1814), 6, taken from detailed information provided by ‘Messrs. Jno. Wells, D. Brent, Barnard 
and Roberts, Dudman and Pitcher’.
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actually increased by 27.55 per cent between 
1801 and 1804, and by some 37.85 per cent 
between 1801 and January 1805.180 Similar 
inflationary increases would have applied to 
the building of East Indiamen given that both 
groups of vessels effectively competed for the 
same materials, especially timber.181

The estimated comparative cost compo
nents of building the hull of a 74gun ship 
at the five leading Thames yards, including 
Barnards and Dudmans, compiled in January 
1805, are shown in Table 3.

This rare insight into comparative cost ele
ments for larger naval vessels demonstrates 
why timber and labour cost inflation was 
of such concern to private shipbuilders. The 
proportionate expenditure for building the 
hulls of large East Indiamen would have been 
broadly similar.

The costing by the five leading Thames 
builders resulted in the Navy Board instruct
ing Deptford Dockyard officers to provide a 
similar breakdown for building the hull of 
a 74gun ship of 1,746 tons. This was then 
amended slightly to make a direct comparator 
with the builders’ figures (see Table 4).

At a very simple level of analysis, the lower 
estimated tonnage cost of hull building at Dept
ford Dockyard (£25 8s 4d as against £36 11s 
11d at the Thames private yards) was mainly 
due to the lower level of estimated timber cost 
– reflecting the Navy Board’s great purchas

ing power over supplies and extensive stocks 
held at their yards – and the fact that ‘profit’ 
had absolutely no relevance to their account
ing. Also, given that the Deptford Dockyard 
figures were drawn up in response to the 
builders’ costings they are unlikely to have 
been unbiased. Indeed, the Navy Board sur
veyors partially accepted much of the Thames 
builders’ financial logic.182 Interestingly, the 
Deptford officers also supplied comparable 
costings for the year 1800, which indicated 
that their own costs had risen by around 18.5 
per cent – not as great as that of the merchant 
yards, but still substantial.183

Workforce

Peter Guillery and Bernard Herman have 
rightly observed that Deptford’s shipbuild
ing population ‘was highly artisanal – skilled, 
literate, dissenting, democratized and inde
pendentminded.’184 The skill base and skill 
requirements of the Thames private and naval 
yards were more or less identical, apart from 
the Woolwich Dockyard ropery. Although 
employment fluctuated on a yearly basis, Dept
ford Dockyard, inevitably, employed more 
men than the local private yards. In 1811, 
it employed a total of 1,713 men, including 
442 shipwrights, 34 caulkers, 120 sawyers, 44 
joiners, 100 smiths, and 608 labourers.185 Not 
all the labourers worked directly on shipbuild
ing, as some supported the skilled men who 

Table 4. Estimated cost of building the hull of a 74-gun ship of 1,706 tons,  
Deptford Yard, 1805

Component Total Cost £ Cost per ton £ Percentage %

Timber 22,708 5s 6d 13 6s 3d 52.37

Other materials 1,359 11s 11d 0 15s 11d 3.14

Labour costs 18,866 6s 0d 11 1s 2d 43.51

Miscellaneous costs 425 11s 0d 5 0s 0d 0.98

Profit N/A N/A N/A

Total 43,359 14s 5d 25 8s 4d 100.00

Table 4 Source: Adapted from Further Accounts and Papers Presented to the House of Commons Relating 
to Ships of War (1806).
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maintained the yard, including the 74 house 
carpenters. Deptford Dockyard also employed 
some shipbuildingrelated tradesmen and 
workers not specifically recorded in the con
temporary statistics of men working at private 
yards. In 1811, these included 4 blockmakers, 
10 oakum boys, 1 pitch heater, 43 sailmakers, 
54 riggers, 21 rigger’s labourers, 34 scavelmen, 
8 painters and lacquerers, 1 oarmaker, 2 car
vers, and 16 men on the horse teams.186

Statistical lists of men at the Thames 
merchant yards – based on average employ
ment numbers in March, June, September, 
and December – exist for 1803–14.187 Those 
at Dudman’s Yard peaked in 1810, when an 
average total of 340 men were employed.188 

The men employed at the Barnards’ Dept
ford Green and Rotherhithe yards peaked in 
1812, when a combined average of 350 men 
was employed.189 The greater part of these 
men – possibly up to 75 per cent, or even 
more – would have been engaged at the Dept
ford Green yard. Taking the year 1811, the 
Deptford yards of Dudman and Barnard can 
be taken to have jointly employed 285 ship
wrights, 40 caulkers, 80 sawyers, 35 joiners, 
90 labourers, and 20 smiths – which would 
have given a total of around 550.190 Thus, the 
total number of workers at the three Dept
ford shipyards in 1811 might have been in the 
order of 2,265 men, although L. Fussell, writ
ing in 1818, reckoned that such employment 
‘in time of war amounted to more than three 
thousand.’191

The extent to which the workforces of the 
three yards dominated local society, family 
life, and the economy can be roughly gauged 
by comparing the total to the 9,526 males 
living in Deptford recorded in the 1811 census 
(6,128 in St Paul’s and 3,398 in St Nich
olas’). The 2,265 shipyard men would have 
accounted for around 23.80 per cent of all 
Deptford males.192 If it were possible to dis
tinguish and exclude males under working age 
and old men from the 1811 census figures, the 
percentage would be significantly higher.193 If 
the same ratio for these groups recorded in the 
1841 census, however, is applied to 1811 the 
2,265 dockyard men would have accounted 

for around 45.00 per cent of all employed 
Deptford males. Given the subsequent history 
of Deptford yards, these numbers and percent
ages would have most probably represented 
the highpoint of shipbuilding employment. If 
the calculated number of 1,265 men employed 
at Deptford Victualling Yard in 1811 is added 
to the estimated 2,265 dockyard men, the total 
would have been in the order of 3,530 men, 
which would have equated to around 37.10 
per cent of the total number of all Deptford 
males.194 If the same 1841 employment ratios 
are used, this figure would have amounted to 
some 70.00 per cent of all employed Deptford 
males. A number of Deptford men also worked 
as riggers, sailmakers, ropemakers, anchor 
smiths, ship smiths, blockmakers, carvers, and 
boatbuilders. Although the exact numbers 
of these workers cannot be determined, they 
would have accounted for at least a couple of 
hundred additional men.

A significant ancillary employer would 
have been the previously mentioned mast 
and sparmaker, and shiprepairer, Nicholas 
Cheminant. Like Cheminant, Robert Hill also 
repaired and accommodated vessels for sale 
at his yard, in Deptford Creek, known as 
‘Copperas Docks.’195 The 1812 sale notice for 
Hill’s small yard was aimed at ‘Shipwrights, 
Barge and BoatBuilders’, being ‘particu
larly calculated for repairing small vessels of 
all descriptions under 170 tons.’196 Another 
important Deptford business was the block
making one belonging to James Fergusson 
(sometimes given as Ferguson), which was 
located north of Dudman’s Yard, alongside 
the border with Rotherhithe. In 1813 Fergus
son stated that when fully occupied he usually 
employed ‘from fiveandtwenty to thirty’ men 
making ‘guncarriages, pumps, ships tops, 
steering wheels, deadeyes, &c.’ besides ships’ 
blocks.197 Fergusson said he supplied East 
Indiamen and ‘the builders for the hullwork 
of ships built in merchant yards for the Navy’, 
but had never supplied naval dockyards 
directly.198 A small yard, between Dudman’s 
Yard and Fergusson’s premises, was advertised 
in 1808 – on the retirement of its proprietor, 
C. H. Dry – which appears to have been used 
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for bargebuilding or shiprepairing.199 The 
firm of Fox & Taylor, whose premises were 
at Upper Watergate, were other Deptford 
blockmakers.200 Another sizeable employer 
would have been the ropemaker J. Spencer, 
also of St Paul’s Deptford. Although Spencer 
was declared bankrupt in 1805, he must have 
reached an agreement with his creditors as 
he was in a partnership which was dissolved  
in May 1811.201 Spencer was later involved in 
at least two further partnerships, with F. Bell
ingham and J. R. Charrington.202 There were 
also boat builders in Deptford, although they 
have left little record. A ‘Mr. Wright’, however, 
appears to have undertaken extensive business 
from his boatbuilding yard at Creek House, 
Deptford Creek, from where he also regu
larly sold larger vessels.203 Another significant 
employer was the Gordon family whose wharf, 
foundry and anchor smiths’ premises adjoined 
Barnards Yard at Deptford Green.204 At the 
other end of the employment scale were ship 
carvers. In 1812 John Grayfoot and Richard 
Overton – of Pageants Wharf, Rotherhithe – 
undertook the carved work on the Indus (74), 
at Dudman’s Yard – where they may also have 
worked on other vessels.205 They later under
took contract carving at Deptford Dockyard, 
where they supplemented the work of the two 
inhouse carvers.206

Even without the addition of local marin
ers, lightermen, watermen, pilots, lumpers, 
wharfingers, chandlers, victuallers, slopsellers, 
and associated tradesmen, Deptford would 
have had few equals anywhere as a maritime 
district. It is not surprising that one contem
porary writer commented that ‘the greatest 
support and consequence of Deptford arises 
from its excellent docks.’207 The local maritime 
trades, however, did not make for universal 
prosperity and contemporary observers were 
divided over the quality of the area. In 1805 
one writer imperiously decreed Deptford to 
be ‘the dirtiest place in his majesty’s domin
ions.’208 Another correspondent, writing in 
1807, agreed it was ‘very dirty’, but stated that 
it ‘has many good houses’, whilst yet another 
noted that it ‘contains about 2000 houses, 
many of which are neat and well built.’209 Pov

erty, however, hid behind the doors of some 
Deptford houses, especially during periods of 
recession (see below).

The men from all Deptford yards would 
have mostly lived very locally and mixed 
socially, using the same shops, pubs, clubs, 
chapels, and churches. Many of them would 
also have been linked by networks of friend
ship and family ties. These broader aspects of 
Deptford shipyards – as with other Thames 
yards – still remain to be properly studied. The 
subject, however, is a challenging one given 
that, whilst much is known about the workers 
in naval yards, those engaged in the merchant 
yards are far more elusive.

Generally, naval yard shipwrights and 
skilled men earned less than their private yard 
counterparts, which was primarily the result 
of the former having greater job security, basic 
injury benefit, and working relatively fewer 
hours. The efficiency of naval yards came to 
the fore during St Vincent’s period as First 
Lord of the Admiralty, but as Brian Lavery has 
noted ‘his attempts to stamp out malpractices  
. . . were largely ineffective, and the building  
of new ships was neglected during his period 
of office.’210 Recruitment and retention of 
workers were at their worst between 1803 and 
1805, driven partly by the removal of chips 
and the restructuring of pay for apprentices in 
1802.211 Even though pay and conditions sub
sequently improved, recruitment of both men 
and apprentices remained a problem. Roger 
Morriss has noted that recruitment problems 
resulted in naval dockyard slipways never 
being used to their fullest capacity.212 If they 
had been so used, contracting out to the private 
yards would have been less, as would have the 
symbiotic relationship between the two.

Labour disputes, movement, and 
working practices

Labour disputes

Labour recruitment and supply was gener
ally much less of a problem for the private 
yards than the naval dockyards, except in 
times of labour disputes. In December 1795, 
for instance, Frances Barnard & Co. wrote to 
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the Navy Board stating that one contributory 
reason for the delayed conversion of the East 
Indiaman Royal Admiral to the 64gun war
ship York (see above) was a dispute with their 
sawyers.213 This had caused a great delay to 
all their business, with the result that they ‘in 
common with other builders, thought it nec
essary to resist the exorbinate [sic] demands 
of our sawyers.’214 In late October and early 
November 1795, Frances Barnard & Co. and 
John Dudman – along with Perry & Sons, 
Blackwall, William and John Wells, Rother
hithe, Randall & Brent, Rotherhithe, and Hill 
and Mellish, Limehouse – jointly advertised 
for pairs of sawyers in the Kentish Gazette 
and Reading Mercury at very promising terms 
of employment.215 The adverts clearly indicate 
that sawyers in Thames yards were remuner
ated by a mix of both day and piecework pay.

The Reading area was a supplier of timber 
for London shipyards. It was also an impor
tant builder of Thames sailing barges, as was 
nearby Pangbourne.216 The sawyers’ dispute 
must have been running for some months as 
the proprietors of the Thames yards reached 
an agreement with the Admiralty, in Septem
ber 1795, not to employ men in naval yards 
who had been placed on a ‘black list’ signed by 
any seven of their representatives.217 The dis
pute had petered out by midNovember.

Early in 1802, the brief Peace of Amiens 
(27 March 1802 to 18 May 1803) resulted 
in a temporary reduction in naval shipbuild
ing, which saw men discharged at naval yards 
and caused distress at private yards. Employ
ers at the latter attempted to reduce effective 
pay rates from the 5s 3d a day to which they 
had risen from the prewar levels of 3s 6d. As 
a result, sawyers, caulkers, and shipwrights 
engaged in industrial action. This time, how
ever, merchant shipbuilders had recourse to 
naval dockyard men, whose own workload 
had been reduced by the temporary peace. 
According to John Dudman, the dispute 
between the sawyers and Thames shipbuild
ers, as well as other London employers, lasted 
from 10 May to 29 July 1802.218 Dudman 
noted that the sawyers’ dispute was followed 
by ‘that public and notorious combination of 

the shipwrights and caulkers’, which seriously 
delayed the completion of the East Indiaman 
Lord Melville at his yard.219

The dispute had a very complex chron
ology: some naval dockyard men initially 
declined to volunteer to go to the Thames 
private yards; men were then sent up from 
Chatham and Deptford Dockyards on pain 
of dismissal; the strikers then threatened these 
men, with the result that they ceased work; 
more naval dockyard men were then sent up; 
Dudman’s Yard and the two Rotherhithe yards 
of Randall & Brent, at the entrance to the 
Greenland Dock, were physically attacked; a 
negotiated settlement of the strike was agreed 
on 23 August 1802; but some residual ele
ments of the dispute continued until later in 
the year.220

Although naval dockyard workers had 
not taken direct industrial action during the 
1802 shipwrights and caulkers’ strikes, they 
were not exactly docile regarding labour rela
tions, as the dismissal of the 100 caulkers who 
had then refused to go to the merchant yards 
demonstrates.221 John Gast stated that when 
the Thames builders had first asked for sup
port, none of the shipwrights at Deptford, 
Woolwich, and Chatham – despite being 
offered additional payments – were prepared 
to volunteer, with the result that the Admir
alty instructed men working as carpenters on 
ships in Ordinary to comply or forfeit their 
warrants.222 Usually, however, action by naval 
yard men took the form of petitions, rather 
than strikes.223 In January 1796, for instance, 
shipwrights at Deptford Dockyard petitioned 
the Navy Board stating their intention to stop 
the yard’s house carpenters working on board 
ship.224 This was a continuance of opposi
tion to the use of house carpenters which had 
resulted in stoppages at naval yards in summer 
1795.225 As this was counter to issued orders, 
the Navy Board threatened the shipwrights 
with dismissal unless they complied.226 Such 
responses, however, failed to curtail occa
sional outbreaks of serious discontent. In the 
spring of 1801, 344 men – including 49 from 
Deptford – were dismissed from naval yards 
due to their involvement in labour disputes, 
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petitions, and ‘riots’, and for having supposed 
revolutionary leanings.227 This was a reflection 
of the aggressive policies of St Vincent, who 
mistrusted both yard officials and men, which 
‘caused many workers to leave the service.’228 
In the same year as the strikes at the Thames 
private yards, Admiralty officials visiting Dept
ford Dockyard, where workers had been laid 
off during the temporary peace, ‘experienced 
much abuse from the enraged families of the 
workmen.’229

Labour movement

Despite the labour disputes of 1802 and the 
resentment between men at the private yards 
and those sent from naval yards, there had 
always been fluidity between the two groups. 
Shipwrights moved between private yards and 
would seek work at naval yards if work was 
slack.230 If work was brisk in the merchant 
yards, on the other hand, men might move 
from the naval yards in the expectation of 
better earnings. This was the case between 1 
June 1804 and 31 May 1805 when ‘187 of the 
best shipwrights’, aged between twentyone 
and forty, left Deptford and Woolwich yards 
for Thames merchant yards, where naval 
contract building had restarted following St 
Vincent’s departure from the Board of Admi
ralty.231 As a result, the Navy Board threatened 
the merchant builders regarding future con
tracts and sent officers to check whether they 
were employing Deptford and Woolwich 
men.232 The Brents subsequently dismissed 
such men from their Rotherhithe yards.233 
Henry Dundas, Viscount Melville, however, 
had publicly questioned the impact of the loss 
of Deptford and Woolwich men at the time.234

Also, many naval yard men had been 
apprenticed at private shipyards. Of the 423 
shipwrights employed at Deptford Dockyard 
in April 1814, 256 – or 60.5 per cent – had 
served their apprenticeships in private yards, 
against only 167 apprenticed in naval yards, a 
situation which was broadly the same for all of 
the other yards except Sheerness.235 Fluidity of 
workplace movement by shipwrights, caulk
ers, sawyers, and other related tradesmen was 
facilitated by shared systems of apprentice

ships and training, the use of the same range of 
tools and equipment, and broadly comparable 
working methods.

As well as their support of the Thames ship
builders, the Navy Board had other occasions 
to be flexible with their workforce. Gangs of 
shipwrights and caulkers from Deptford and 
Woolwich Dockyards were sent down to help 
at Portsmouth Dockyard in 1797.236 At the 
end of 1802 and beginning of 1803, Deptford 
shipwrights – along with men from Woolwich 
and Chatham – were sent down to assist with 
work at Sheerness Yard, where the difficulty of 
recruitment was traditionally high.237

Working practices

As already suggested, the range of shipwrights’ 
work was broadly common to both Thames 
merchant and naval yards, and this was cited 
as the reason for similar qualitative output 
between the two sectors.238 The incredibly 
complex processes of shipbuilding and fitting 
out at naval dockyards have been well covered 
– albeit for a slightly earlier period – by both 
James Dodds and James Moore, and Brian 
Lavery.239 The range and phasing of work on 
laying down, building, and launching the hulls 
of naval warships equally applied to the pri
vate yards.

At the private yards, shipwrights were 
mostly employed by ‘task work’ and worked in 
gangs, known as ‘companies.’240 Leading men 
negotiated what were essentially subcontract 
price agreements with the shipbuilders, in that 
the work ‘is taken by the gang; the foreman 
of ten or twelve people takes a part of a ship 
to perform, for so much money.’241 John Gast, 
however, commenting retrospectively a decade 
later, said that shipwright gangs sometimes 
numbered fourteen, sixteen and even eigh
teen.242 Gast also said that negotiated contract 
payment rates had not only varied between 
yards – and he specifically mentioned Bar
nard’s and Dudman’s – but within individual 
yards.243 He also implied that it was common 
for shipbuilders to deduct 10 per cent from the 
work bills submitted by the leading men of the 
gangs.244 Some further insights relating to the 
actual structure of the private yard gangs were 
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revealed during the dispute of 1802. When the 
shipbuilders had first refused to pay the men 
a basic rate of five shillings a day, Gast stated 
that it was because they objected to paying the 
‘old men’ and ‘young old men’ in the gangs 
the same rate as the ‘younger men.’245 This 
suggests that these men were mixed in the dif
ferent gangs, although Ben jamin Tucker – who 
had been a Navy Board Commissioner and 
was the brother of Joseph Tucker, the Master 
Shipwright at Plymouth – reckoned that the 
gangs in the private yards were organised by 
ability and not shoaled.246 If this was the case, 
it is unclear as to whether these reflected the 
men in the age groups mentioned by Gast or 
not. Although Gast argued for the continued 
employment of the older men, on grounds of 
age and loyalty – especially as the younger 
men’s productivity more than made up for ‘a 
little indulgence’ on this front – he was less 
openly supportive of the ‘young old men’, 
whom he said the shipbuilders could always 
‘act discretionally about employing.’247 What
ever the composition of their gangs, however, 
private yard shipwrights prized their posi
tion as timeserved skilled artisans. As Gast 
remarked: ‘it is the custom of our trade not to 
permit any stranger to work, before showing 
his indenture of apprenticeship, and otherwise 
establish his right to the trade.’248

Much more, of course, is known about 
working practices at naval yards, especially as 
a result of the reports by the commissioners 
established to enquire into the civil affairs of 
the navy. Following ineffective earlier attempts, 
Deptford, Woolwich, and Sheerness were the 
first yards to introduce comprehensive task 
work schemes for shipbuilding, in 1775.249 
Indeed, the scheme was trialled on one ship 
built at Deptford and one at Woolwich.250 The 
agreed task work schemes comprised twenty
five very detailed articles of work – with costs 
spread across twelve classes of vessels, rang
ing from 100gun ships to sloops – built at the 
different yards.251 The range of shipwrights’ 
work covered by the articles was intended to 
get vessels ‘completed for a state of Ordinary’. 
Initially, individual yards submitted separate 
working cost structures for each article and 

class of vessel, against those given by the Navy 
Office.252 These formed the basis of a compos
ite yardbyyard list of shipwrights’ rates, on 
a price per ton basis, issued in May 1776.253 
These rates remained in force up until 1805, 
when they were increased by 20–25 per cent.254

Not surprisingly, the effective money rates 
that shipwrights – who worked in organised 
gangs (see below) – earned from task work 
were uneven. In December 1805 Henry Peake 
and his fellow Deptford Dockyard officers 
stated that:

In all classes of Ships, invariably, the build
ing the Heads and Sterns have been very 
disadvantageous articles to the Shipwrights, 
as also for kneeing the Beams to the several 
Decks; while the framing and laying the 
several Decks have been found to be very 
advantageous articles. In order to equalise 
the earnings of the Workmen, the Officers, 
as much as possible, give to those who may 
have had the laying the Decks or good Jobs, 
the Head or Stern, or other articles, paying 
them at a less rate than for several other arti
cles.255

Peake and his colleagues also noted the 
variance of possible earnings between work 
on large ships (which paid more) and smaller 
vessels (which paid less):

Shipwrights, with equal exertions in their 
work, have found a difference of three times 
the rates of their earnings. These great dif
ferences consist in the articles for building 
Heads and Sterns of Sloops, and small Frig
ates, compared with framing and Decks for 
large Ships, and for the articles of Planking 
. . . the present Scheme of Taskwork, for 
building Ships of different classes, are not so 
correctly and equally regulated, as that there 
will be equal profit in building small Ships 
as in building large Ships, the same exertions 
being made in all cases.256

The officers acknowledged the great dif
ficulty in estimating the general earnings of 
men working a (maximum summertime) 
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twelvehour day (6.00 am to 6.00 pm) under 
task work, but reckoned that it ‘might be 
for the larger classes about six Shillings, and 
the smaller classes under four Shillings per 
diem.’257 Consequently, the officers recom
mended redrafting the task work schedule to 
ensure fairer payments.258 Subsequently, as 
already noted, Peake recommended that the 
task work scheme be revised by a committee 
drawn from naval and private yard person
nel. Shipwrights working in the individual 
gangs appear to have shared the task rate 
payments evenly, taking into account propor
tional payments for apprentices. Elsewhere, 
Peake stated that the task gangs working on 
each ship generally agreed to divide all of their 
earnings between themselves, but provided no 
further details of the actual mechanics.259 This 
may well have been more readily facilitated 
by the fact that Peake and his officers had 
already advantageously worked ‘to blend a 
considerable number of Task Articles together, 
sometimes to the amount of sixteen or eigh
teen, by reason of the want of Materials to 
complete each Article in succession.’260

The task work system, as established in 
1776, related only to building warship hulls. 
Even then, the highly complex scheme was 
not exhaustive, as the costs of ‘dubbing down 
the sides after the caulkers’, fitting capstans, 
pumps, and wheels, joiners’ work on stern 
galleries, moving timber, and launching were 
excluded and paid by the day.261 Many other 
listed areas of work were also excluded and 
undertaken on day rates.262 In December 1805 
Henry Peake and his officers listed some sixty 
activities undertaken by day work.263 As at 
other naval yards, shiprepair work, which 
was extensive at Deptford, was undertaken by 
another payment system known as ‘job work’ 
– a form of piecework also sometimes confus
ingly known as ‘task work’ – which set its own 
challenges to both officers and men.264 The sit
uation was made even more confused by the 
introduction of limited piecework rates for 
certain hull work and the selective payment of 
overtime for some work.265

The 1806 report on naval revision revealed 
much detail on employment regimes and con

ditions, especially for shipwrights, at naval 
dockyards. At Deptford Dockyard, in Decem
ber 1805:

The Gangs or Companies of Shipwrights in 
general consist of fourteen Men, and from 
4 to 6 Apprentices. The number of Men in 
a Gang, compared with Servants, will vary 
in proportion to the numbers of each borne 
in the Yard. A Gang has usually been con
sidered to amount to twenty, including the 
Quarterman.266

Like other naval yards, Deptford’s ship
wrights were ‘shoaled’, in that men of differing 
abilities were mixed in each of the task work 
gangs, supervised by the quartermen. In 
December 1803, Henry Peake reckoned that 
a gang of fifteen shipwrights would typically 
comprise three ‘first class, or very good men’, 
five second class, or ‘Good Men’, and seven 
third class, or ‘Middling Men.’267 Peake firmly 
believed that the gang structure provided the 
opportunity for the general quality of work 
to be levelled upwards by the presence of 
the firstclass men.268 He strongly objected to  
the proposal being made by the Master Ship
wright at Plymouth and the Navy Board that 
gangs should only be comprised of men of 
comparable abilities.269

The 1806 report also revealed some of 
the problems that Deptford experienced with 
its apprentice shipwrights. In February 1804, 
Henry Peake reported that twelve quarter
men were short of twenty apprentices, fifteen 
shipwrights were short of fifteen apprentices, 
and one caulker was short of an apprentice.270 
Whilst the shipwrights and caulker had gener
ally been waiting longer than the quartermen 
for apprentices, one of the latter, John Best, 
had been waiting twentythree months for his 
two allocated apprentices. Peake reckoned 
that the poor recruitment of apprentices was 
due to ‘the major part of the Boys . . . being 
under the established age or height.’271 The age 
for recruitment was fourteen years and the 
height qualification was 4 feet 10 inches.272 In 
April 1806, Peake stated that part of the prob
lem of recruitment of apprentices – especially 
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welleducated ones – dated back to 1801 when 
they were denied to naval dockyard officers.273 
Although apprentices could bring financial 
rewards to the working gangs, their employ
ment sometimes created problems of their 
own. Peake remarked that ‘when the number 
of Workmen was reduced by many of the best 
Men quitting the Yard’ (presumably for the 
private yards in 1804–5) the gangs declined 
in number, but their apprentices remained 
with the result that ‘the proportion of Appren
tices so greatly exceeded the proportion of 
Men.’274 Consequently, the number of appren
tices working in some gangs was increased 
to seven to eight and separate gangs of four

teen to sixteen apprentices were set up, under 
quartermen, to work ‘on the building of small 
vessels.’275 Peake believed that the apprentices 
received much better instruction in these spe
cialist gangs than in the general mixed ones 
where ‘the Men cannot be persuaded that it is 
in their interest to look after and instruct the 
Boys so as to keep them to their work.’276

One particular challenge at Deptford 
Dockyard, as elsewhere, was the need to be 
flexible with the relatively limited number of 
shipwrights in the face of changing work pri
orities – as when gangs engaged on building 
ships might have been required to move to 
urgent repair and refitting work.

Table 5. Estimated labour cost of building 74-gun ship of 1,706 tons, Thames merchant 
yards, January 1805

Component Total Cost £ Cost per ton £ Percentage 

Sawyers’ labour 2,559 0s 0d 1 10s 0d 13.60

Shipwrights’ labour 6,824 0s 0d 4 0s 0d 36.27

Labourers’ labour 1,023 12s 0d 0 12s 0d 5.44

Caulkers’ labour and materials 1,023 12s 0d 0 12s 0d 5.44

Joiners’ labour and materials 1,279 10s 0d 0 15s 0d 6.80

Smiths’ work, including cost of copper 
and iron from ‘the King’s Yard’

3,838 10s 0d 2 5s 0d 20.40

Carvers 170 12s 0d 0 2s 0d 0.91

Plumbers 341 4s 0d 0 4s 0d 1.81

Painters and glaziers 341 4s 0d 0 4s 0d 1.81

Tinman 63 19s 6d 0 0s 9d 0.34

Blockmaker 106 12s 6d 0 1s 3d 0.57

Plaistering 71 1s 8d 0 0s 10d 0.38

Scraper 14 4s 0d 0 0s 2d 0.08

Landing timber and plank, and  
‘heaving ahead’

330 18s 0d 
(3,309 loads)

0 3s 11d 0.76

Landing and housing deals 26 0s 0d 0 0s 4d 0.14

Officers’ salaries (x 2) 800 0s 0d 0 9s 4d 4.25

Total 18,813 19s 8d 11 0s 7d 100.00

Table 5 Source: Adapted from Accounts and Papers Relating to Ships and Shipbuilders (House of Com
mons, 28 April 1814), 6, taken from detailed information provided by ‘Messrs. Jno. Wells, D. Brent, Barnard 
and Roberts, Dudman and Pitcher.’
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The enquiry of 1806 showed just how 
complex pay rates and earnings were at indi
vidual naval dockyards and the variations that 
occurred between them. Gradually, however, 
improvements were made and differences 
between the yards reduced. Piecework was 
extended in 1809, when around two thous
and articles were issued for both building and 
repair work.277 New rates for both task work 
and job work were introduced in 1811 and 
new daywork rates came in early 1812 – at 
a time when effective pay rates at the private 
yards were reckoned to be at their highest.278 
The expectation was that earnings of naval 
dockyard shipwrights would be 6s 3d a day in 
summertime and 5s in winter and – with some 
further tweaking of the rates – this appears to 
have been secured.279

Between 1806 and 1813 average pay 
earned by Thames private yard shipwrights 
was reckoned to have increased ‘from about 
five to seven shillings’ a day, under task
work payments, although it was said that a 
small number might even ‘earn from eight to 
ten shillings.’280 At the private yards, 60 men 
– shipwrights and other tradesmen – were gen
erally reckoned to have been engaged on the 
building of 1,200ton East Indiamen, over a 
period of fourteen months, and 120–130 men 
in building a 74gun warship, over a period of 
two years.281

Interestingly, the Thames builders’ cost 
estimate of 1805 also provided a very useful 
proportionate breakdown of the actual labour 
cost element, with those of shipwrights and 
sawyers amounting to approximately 50 per 
cent of the total (Table 5).

Ship launches

Launchings from Deptford shipyards were 
not only highly complex and potentially risky 
affairs, but very popular festive occasions – 
especially with regards to East Indiamen and 
larger warships. The number of such vessels 
built on the Deptford waterfront during the 
French Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars 
provided the best ever local opportunity for 
spectators to view a series of splendid launch

ings, and to get a glimpse of the royal, the 
rich, the glamorous and the famous. For many, 
‘people watching’ was as important as ship 
watching. As examples of popular culture, 
ship launches – with all of their accompa
nying expectation, pomp, ceremony, music, 
and partying – were very special events. On 
some occasions, spectators might even have 
been lucky enough to witness the launch of 
two large vessels on the same day, as with 
the launch of a frigate, from Deptford Dock
yard, and an East Indiaman, from Barnard’s 
Yard, in 1811.282 Launch details were often 
given in advance in the press and the actual 
events were widely reported. Journalists who 
compiled such pieces were fascinated by the 
presence of women visitors in and around 
the usually allmale working environment of  
shipyards.

Of all the Deptford launches, that of HMS 
Queen Charlotte (104), the largest ever built 
at Deptford Dockyard, was the most spec
tacular (Figure 7). She was launched on 17 
July 1810. Having been laid down in Octo
ber 1805, the hull of this large warship would 
have progressively become a very familiar sight 
on the Deptford waterfront. As the launch 
date approached the air of expectation was 
heightened. On the day of the launch, many 
thousands of spectators converged on the 
dockyard by horsedrawn carriages and carts, 
along the Kent Road, on foot and by water.283 
The visitors witnessed an amazing sight: the 
vessel was adorned with flags; temporary 
structures were built alongside to receive VIPs; 
buildings close to the river were crowded 
with onlookers; the river itself was busy with 
craft of all sorts, some carrying members of 
the royal family; bands played on; and many 
huzzas were shouted.284

Whilst all launches attracted sightseers, 
the events were never without risk and – how
ever wellplanned – things could go wrong, 
especially with larger vessels. When HMS 
Salisbury (50) was launched at Deptford 
Dockyard, in late June 1814, the timing was 
miscalculated. Amidst the ‘cheers and huzzas 
of several thousand spectators’ the Salisbury 
slipped down the launch ways, but ‘instead 
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of dashing into the bosom of the waves, she 
stuck fast in the mud’ and had to await the 
next high tide to carry her off.285 At the launch 
of the frigate Minerva (32), in October 1805, 
her anchor was not dropped quickly enough 
to stop her swinging onto moored vessels, 
with the result that she ‘knocked off part of 
her stern work.’286 Sometimes sightseers got 
more than they bargained for. At the launch 
of HMS Fame (74), from Deptford Dockyard 
in October 1805, ‘several persons fell into the 
river’ but they seem to have been unharmed.287 
Whilst eventually making her way down to 
Woolwich Dockyard, for fitting out – the 
Deptford dry dock being too small for her – 
the Fame ran aground and listed with a danger 
of swamping by the next tide. As a result, ‘the 
ladies who were on board were lowered down 
into boats by means of ropes fastened around 
their waists.’288 At least they were saved the 
‘ducking’ two women spectators got when 

they were thrown from a boat at the launch 
of HMS Sultan (74) from Dudman’s Yard in 
September 1807.289

For those VIPs lucky enough to have 
had special invitations, private yard ship 
launches were usually followed by cold col
lations, feasts, dances, and music. Sometimes 
the festivities took place at the London 
Tavern, Fenchurch Street, but more usually 
at the builders’ yards, where the covered and 
spacious floors of mould lofts provided tem
porary partying accommodation. The launch 
of the 819 ton East Indiaman Baring, from 
Barnard’s Yard in November 1801, was fol
lowed by entertainment there for over three 
hundred guests, ‘provided by the Masters of 
the London Tavern.’290 Following the meal and 
songs, ‘a great part of the Company’ danced 
the night away ‘“tripping it on the light fan
tastic toe,” to the excellent music of Gow’s 
band.’291 The Rotherhitheborn popular singer 

Fig. 7: This splendidly naive and lively coloured print depicts the launch of the 104gun HMS Queen 
Charlotte at Deptford Dockyard on 17 July 1810. Published by George Thompson of Long Lane, 

Smithfield, this contemporary print was aimed at a popular audience. (NMM: PAH0775)
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Charles Dignum provided the main entertain
ment, as he also did for launches at Dudman’s  
Yard.292

The impact of the end of the 
Napoleonic Wars, 1815–19

The end of the war saw a major reduction in 
naval yard work. It also terminated private 
yard contract naval building for the next thirty 
years or so, bringing a temporary end to their 
very close and symbiotic relationship with 
naval yards. This impacted on local employ
ment, as noted by L. Fussell, who observed 
that ‘Deptford suffers proportionately during 
peace.’293

Even before the end of hostilities, how
ever, the status of the Thames private yards 
was threatened not simply by the reduction 
of naval contracts after the effective defeat of 
Napoleon, but by the release of government 
transports back to merchant ship owners, the 
loss of the East India Company’s India trad
ing monopoly in 1813, and the growing threat 
from Indianbuilt merchant ships.294 Deptford 
shipwrights, caulkers, sawyers, ropemakers, 
sailmakers, mastmakers, blockmakers, smiths, 
anchor smiths, and associated tradesmen were 
amongst those from named Thameside areas 
who petitioned parliament, in May 1812, 
against proposals to open up the East India 
trade.295 The general inhabitants of both Dept
ford parishes submitted similar petitions.296

Dudman’s Yard did not even survive until 
the end of the Napoleonic Wars, having closed 
in 1813.297 Although Dudman launched two 
ships in 1812, they were completed at oppo
site ends of the year. The 978 ton Princess 
Charlotte of Wales, the last East Indiaman to 
be built, was launched on 30 January 1812.298 
The warship Indus (74) was launched on 19 
December 1812.299 Although some East India
men were also repaired in 1812, the average 
number of men employed at the yard fell from 
316 in 1811 to 174 in 1812 and to only 21 
in 1813.300 Whilst Dudman’s clerk and super
intendent, Samuel Jordan, stated that the 
closure of the yard was due to the fact that 
‘Mr. Dudman was unfortunate in business’, 

he appears to have been investing in it fairly 
recently, as an auction sale notice of May 
1813 noted that the yard included ‘a capital 
and newlyerected mould loft and cabin with 
riggingloft over it.’301

Although Dudman’s 1813 sale notice had 
been aimed at London and provincial ship
builders, depression in the trade resulted in the 
yard being taken by the ad hoc business part
nership of Borradaile, Ritchie & Company 
for the purpose of repairing merchant ships, 
rather than for shipbuilding.302 London ship
repairing, however, was also in the doldrums 
and a census of work at the Thames yards, 
for 14 April 1814, recorded just one ship 
repairing, at ‘Borradaile & Co. late Dudman 
& Co’, out of twentysix at all the Thames 
yards.303 The job must have been small scale, 
or perhaps coming to an end, as only two ship
wrights, four smiths, and one labourer were 
employed – the lowest ratio recorded for any 
of the Thames yards and a far cry from the 
number previously employed by Dudman.304

The Borradaile partnership fairly quickly 
ended up in the sole hands of Gordon & Com
pany, who recommenced shipbuilding on the 
site around 1817.305 At about the same time, 
the Navy Board advertised the letting of their 
sublease of the ‘the Storehouses, Wharf, and 
the House thereon, lately occupied for the 
Transport Service’ on the south side of Dud
man’s Dock.306

The situation at Barnard’s yards was also 
depressed, but this was of a more tempor
ary nature. Whilst average employment at 
their two yards fell from 350 in 1812 to 172 
in 1813, it had increased back up to 218 by 
March 1814.307 Even then, employment could 
be erratic and the census of Thames yards for 
14 April 1814 recorded only fiftysix men – 
all engaged on shiprepairing – at the two 
yards.308 Employment prospects at Barnard’s, 
however, dramatically improved with the sub
sequent building of a small East Indiaman in 
1815 and four of the largest class, of 1,300 
tons, between 1817 and 1819.309

By comparison, employment at Deptford 
Dockyard actually peaked in 1814, with a 
total of 1,995 of all shipbuilding and other 
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workers, but this fell to 1,816 the following 
year.310 Although ships continued to be built 
at Deptford Dockyard, the output was greatly 
reduced, with some being only slowly com
pleted before being laid up in Ordinary. The 
yard launched only one vessel, the Hero (80), 
in 1815.311 In January 1816, Deptford Dock
yard launched the small steam sloop Congo, 
but the Boulton & Watt paddle engines were 
removed after unsuccessful trials and she made 
her voyage to the river Congo under schooner 
rig.312 The yard launched five vessels between 
January 1817 and January 1819, the largest of 
which was the Blonde (46).313

These various developments impacted very 
negatively on the local population and busi
nesses. Returns made in 1815 for St Paul’s 
and St Nicholas’ parishes indicate that 30.97 
per cent of the former and 15.28 per cent of 
the latter were listed as ‘poor’, in that they 
received indoor, outdoor, or (for the great 
majority) occasional parish relief.314 These 
were extremely high percentages compared 
to other Kentish and London parishes and 

reflected reduced employment in the local 
shipbuilding and related trades. The percent
ages of those in receipt of public relief in both 
parishes were already disproportionately high 
in 1813.315 By comparison, during the year 
ending Easter 1803 – which coincided with the 
recession caused by the Peace of Amiens – only 
3.37 per cent of St Paul’s and 6.39 per cent of 
St Nicholas’ populations received any form of 
parish relief.316

Postscript

The years beyond 1820 were generally diffi
cult ones for both Deptford Dockyard and the 
private yards. Between July 1820 and August 
1829, Deptford Dockyard built eighteen ves
sels, the largest of which was the Russell (74), 
launched on 22 May 1822 (Figure 8).317

Significant numbers of men were laid off 
at Deptford Dockyard in 1830, as the result of 
a decision to reduce work, with the result that 
public protest meetings took place in March 
and April 1830.318 The yard’s future was then 

Fig. 8: Pencil drawing by Henry Edridge of the 74gun HMS Russell, on the stocks at  
Deptford Dockyard, made shortly before her launch on 22 May 1822. The vessel was laid down  

in August 1814 and her slipway later acquired the large protective wooden roofed  
structure seen here. (NMM: PAD8611)
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seen to lie in its mixed use as a marine bar
racks, a base for the royal yachts, and as a naval 
receiving depot and store yard.319 In October 
1830, Adam Gordon – a Deptford magistrate, 
partner in the Gordons’ Deptford ironworks 
and shipyard, and local philanthropist – 
chaired a meeting to petition parliament over 
the loss of employment, which had reduced 
the town ‘to the greatest distress.’320 The yard 
officially closed for shipbuilding in May 1832 
and became operationally attached to the 
Victualling Yard.321 Shipbreaking, however, 
became a focus at Deptford Dockyard from 
1833 – an irony picked up by one commenta
tor, who noted that ‘the cradle of the British 
fleet, is now become its sepulchre! it has been 
shut up, and is now only used for taking old 
and crazy ships to pieces.’322 Shipbreaking had 
begun as the result of ‘a number of the work
men discharged’ having made representation 
to the Admiralty for relief of their distress, 
which was supported by Sir John Hall, who 
had charge of the yard.323 Hall employed up to 
100 to 150 men on an ad hoc basis to under
take this work.324 In 1837 Deptford Dockyard 
again became a depot for naval stores destined 
for overseas stations.325 Transports and some 
specialist vessels were also completed and 
refitted there.326 Naval sailmaking also contin
ued at the yard.327

After a relatively shortlived postwar 
boom, the Barnards launched their last East 
Indiaman in 1825 and the business was in ter
minal decline by the mid1830s.328 Gordon’s 
Yard survived up until 1843, although its 
heyday had by then long since passed.329 Some 
new private yards, however, appeared during 
this period. Thomas Brockelbank built five 
Thames passenger steamers, between 1820 
and 1824, at a small yard by the entrance to 
Deptford Creek, and his associate, William 
Evenden, built two more there for the new 
General Steam Navigation Company (GSNC) 
between 1825 and 1826.330 Although the 
GSNC itself built no vessels at the Stowage, 
it did undertake repairs and began to build 
marine engines there in 1836.331 The GSNC’s 
decision to invest in marine engineering had an 
interesting, if indirect, impact on the changing 

world of early Victorian naval shipbuilding in 
that it provided something of an impetus for 
building the marine engine facility at Wool
wich Dockyard.332

Also in Deptford Creek was Colson’s 
Yard, which launched two Post Office pack
ets in 1835 and 1836.333 Between 1834 and 
1849, William and John Alfred Ive operated 
a small yard, mostly undertaking ship repair 
and shipbreaking, on the old Merchants Yard, 
part of what had been Barnard’s Deptford 
Green Yard.334 Ditchburn & Mare built some 
of the Thames’ earliest iron passenger steam
ers and a Russian gunboat at Gordons’ Yard 
in 1837–38.335 With the exception of Colson’s 
Post Office packets, no Deptford private yards 
built any vessels for the government in this 
period. William Ive, however, undertook some 
repair work on government convict trans
ports.336 Although Gordon & Company never 
built any ships for the navy, they supplied it 
with anchors, cables, and anchor chain mes
sengers from their large riverside ironworks at 
Deptford Green.337

Thankfully, just at the time that Gordon’s 
Yard was in the process of closing, plans were 
underway to reestablish Deptford Dockyard 
as a shipbuilding base. Some improvements, 
however, had already taken place as part of 
its continued role as a refitting base for trans
ports and royal yachts, as well as a naval 
supply depot. The entrance to the double dry 
dock was rebuilt between 1839 and 1841 and 
the whole roofed over in wood.338 Another 
significant development was the purchase of 
Joseph Huddardt’s patent register ropemak
ing machinery, agreed in 1839 and installed in 
the north range of the storehouses by 1841.339 
The yard reopened for shipbuilding in 1843, 
much to the delight of local businesses and 
inhabitants. This reflected the coming together 
of ongoing campaigns to find a more appropri
ate use for the site, revive the local economy, 
and to help meet the needs of a new steam
based navy. Before shipbuilding proper could 
begin, however, an old phantom from the 
past had to be exorcised with the launch of 
the frigate HMS Worcester (50) on 10 Octo
ber 1843. She had a complex history: some of 
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her frames were cut in 1816; her keel was laid 
in 1819; framing was finished in 1821; build
ing work was slowly completed between1827 
and 1831; numerous expected launches failed 
to materialise; and she was regularly exam
ined for dry rot under her early protective 
wooden slipway cover.340 As one journalist 
humorously remarked at her launch, ‘no one 
can say that she is not a thoroughly seasoned  
vessel!’341

With the Worcester out of the way, the 
paddle frigate HMS Terrible (22) was built 
on her slip. Her launch on 6 February 1845, 
however, was actually preceded by the small 
paddle gunboat Porcupine (3), the first new 
vessel launched at the yard, on 17 June 1844.342 
With shipbuilding successfully underway, the 
yard was further improved, with repairs to 
the basin, slipways, and the provision of three 
iron slipway coverings in 1844–45.343 Over 
the twentyfive years after the launch of the 
Worcester, the yard built fiftyseven wooden 
naval vessels, mostly screw steamships, and 
some of considerable size.344 Once launched, 
most vessels were towed down to Woolwich 
Dockyard to be completed and to have their 
engines fitted.345 Of the fortytwo Deptford
built steamships that went to Woolwich, six 
were engined by John Penn & Son.346 Penn had 
commenced engine building at nearby Green
wich in 1824, but the firm’s boiler works and 
wharfage – occupied from the mid1840s – lay 
immediately south of Deptford Dockyard.347 
Adjoining Penn’s boiler works downriver was 
Humphrys, Tennant & Dyke’s marine engine 
and boiler works, in operation from 1852.348 

The works provided engines and boilers for 
three Deptford ships fitted out at Woolwich.349 

When Deptford Dockyard eventually closed – 
following the launch of the 1,322 ton screw 
corvette HMS Druid, on 13 March 1869 – the 
long 350 year history of naval shipbuilding in 
the area finally ended.

The operational years of the revived 
Deptford Dockyard encompassed that of 
Deptford’s largest later commercial shipyard. 
Charles Lungley, a very entrepreneurial iron 
shipbuilder, operated the larger part of what 
had been Barnard’s Deptford Green Dock

yard, from around 1854 to 1866. Lungley 
also operated another yard immediately to 
the north of the Greenland Dock entrance, 
upriver in Rotherhithe. The number of ves
sels launched by Lungley reached sixtysix 
by September 1861 and seventy by Septem
ber 1862.350 Lungley’s eventual output was 
probably around eightyfive to ninety vessels, 
and research suggests that the majority were 
launched at Deptford. The latter included a 
composite ramheaded twinscrew armoured 
gunboat for the navy, HMS Vixen, launched 
on 18 November 1865.351 Fitted with engines 
and boilers by Maudslay, Sons & Field, she was 
eventually sunk, as part of a harbour defence, 
at Bermuda in 1896. A year or so before the 
launch of HMS Vixen, Lungley’s Deptford 
yard built the fast Confederate blockade
runner Pevensey for the British ship owners 
Stringer, Pembroke & Co.352 The Pevensey was 
run ashore at Pine Knoll Shores, North Caro
lina, by a Union ship, the New Berne, on 9 
June 1864.353 The wrecks of both HMS Vixen 
and Pevensey can still be seen, providing – in 
their own ghostly ways – further reminders of 
the importance of this once great shipbuilding 
area.

After the failure of Charles Lungley, Dept
ford Green Dockyard was leased (c. 1869–81) 
by William Walker, shipbuilder, shiprepairer, 
and shipowner. Amongst the vessels that 
Walker built there was his famous composite 
clipper, Lothair, launched in July 1870.354 The 
last vessel built at Deptford appears to have 
been the Thames tug Bulldog, launched by 
the London Dry Dock Company at Deptford 
Green Dockyard in 1884.355 Marine engineer
ing survived for longer. Humphrys, Tennant 
& Company manufactured very large marine 
engines and boilers, including those for the 
navy, up until 1907.356 John Penn’s riverside 
Deptford boiler works finished production 
in 1911, along with the Greenwich engine 
works, and the navy remained their main 
client throughout.357 The GSNC continued to 
operate their repair and engineering facility 
at the Stowage until after the Second World  
War.
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Conclusion

Works on Thames shipbuilding have tradition
ally focused on its two naval yards, some of 
the larger merchant yards and private yards 
along the Rotherhithe peninsula. Impor
tant and significant as these subjects are, the 
Deptford merchant yards have been relatively 
ignored and their relationships with Deptford 
Dockyard have been little explored. It is hoped 
that this present study, even allowing for inev
itable authorial subjectivity, omissions, and 
limitations, helps redress that imbalance. This 
paper has attempted to get well beyond details 
of yard operational dates and of vessels built. 
Wherever possible, attention has been given to 
organisational, business, and social historical 
aspects of the story. Over the main period dis
cussed here, 1790–1819, the Deptford private 
shipyards employed thousands of men and 
launched around a hundred and twenty known 
naval and merchant vessels. Between 1820 and 
1870 they probably also launched something 
like the same number again. Although the 
Deptford private yards faced many economic 
and operational challenges, they contributed 
enormously – along with Deptford Dockyard, 
to which they were sometimes closely wedded 
– to the local economy, to the rich social life of 
the area, to the wider London economy, to the 
British maritime economy, to naval power, and 
to the fortunes of the British Empire.
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